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 Comhairle nan Eilean Siar 

2016-18 Budget Consultation  

January 2016 

This document sets out the background to, and proposals for, the Comhairle’s 2016-18 
budget. As well as consulting with Community Planning Partners and Trade Unions the 
Comhairle is holding six public consultation meetings which anyone may attend: 

Monday 18 January Sir E Scott School, Tarbert at 7.00pm 

Sgoil an Taobh Siar, Barvas at 7.00pm 

Tuesday 19 January Castlebay School, Barra at 7.00pm 

Wednesday 20 January  Daliburgh School, South Uist at 7.00pm 

Paible School, North Uist  at 7.00pm 

Thursday 21 January  Council Chamber, Stornoway at 7.00pm 

Friday 22 January  Facebook Chat with the Comhairle Leader (7.00pm-8.30pm) 

Comments, views or alternative budget proposals are welcomed either at the meetings, 
through the Comhairle’s website http://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/fcr/budgetstrategy.asp or in 
writing by email to budgetconsultation@cne-siar.gov.uk or by post to Robert Emmott, Director 
of Finance and Corporate Resources, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Sandwick Road, 
Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, HS1 2BW.  To enable them to be considered and reflected in the 
next budget report to the Comhairle submissions should be received by 29 January 2016. 
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1. Introduction

The Comhairle’s 2016-18 budget strategy was set in the context of uncertainty around
the General Election in May 2015.

The return of a majority Conservative Government was followed by a Summer Budget on
8 July. However, the Scottish allocations for 2016-20 were not published until the Autumn
Statement on 25 November 2015.

These timings meant that the Scottish Budget and Local Government Settlement were
only announced on 16 December 2015.

The Local Government Settlement for 2016/17 is a one year proposal that includes a
commitment to maintaining teacher numbers and continuing the Council Tax freeze.

Overall Local Government funding will fall by £350m (3.5%) in cash terms compared with
2015/16. The impact on Local Government may be partly offset by an additional £250m
the Scottish Government has allocated for Social Care. However, the terms under which
this funding can be used are still under discussion.

Due to the way the funding is distributed between authorities the consequence for the
Comhairle is a £4.5m reduction in grant. Taken together with the budget deficit carried
over from 2015/16 (£1.5m), inflationary pressures (£1m), additional National Insurance
pension related costs (£1.5m) and pressures in Health and Social Care (£1.3m), the
Comhairle is faced with an overall budget gap of £9.8m in 2016/17.

It is difficult to determine what the position might be in 2017/18 but a further 3% fall in
funding would leave the Comhairle with an additional £4.5m to find the following year.

The Comhairle’s 2016/17 budget will be around £15m less than it was in 2010/11 and the
workforce has seen a corresponding reduction in size.

Work started on identifying potential budget savings in April 2015 and this included an
extensive workforce planning exercise that identified efficiencies that the Comhairle has
already approved. In total £6.3m of savings for 2016/17 and £1.7m for 2017/18 have
been agreed.

The table below sets out the current position and shows how, even if all the budget
choices were to be agreed, the Comhairle would be left with shortfalls of £1.5m in
2016/17 and £3.6m in 2017/18.

2016/17  
£m 

2017/18  
£m 

Deficit brought forward 1.50 1.50 

    In year deficit (excluding Health and Social Care) 7.00 4.50 

    Health and Social Care pressures 1.30 ? 

Total deficit 9.80 6.00 

    Savings identified  (6.30) (1.70) 

Remaining deficit 3.50 4.30 

    Other potential Savings (0.60) - 

    Budget Choices (1.40) (0.70) 

Budget shortfall 1.50 3.60 

Effective forward planning and prudent decision making means the Comhairle has £5.4m 
of uncommitted funds that can be used to offset the shortfall in the short term. The 
Comhairle has already agreed to use such balances across its term in office.  
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The impact of using balances to address the shortfall is shown in the table below. 

Comhairle balances 2016/17  
£m 

2017/18  
£m 

Available balances 5.40 3.90 

    If budget balanced from balances (1.50) (3.60) 

Balances carried forward 3.90 0.30 

It should be noted that the consequence of such an approach is a deficit carried forward 
into 2018/19 of £3.6m. This may be off set to a limited extent if the Comhairle is able to 
use the Western Isles share of the £250m of Social Care funding to meet demand 
pressures. 

2. Budget Choices Consultation

This consultation is concerned with seeking views on the £2.1m of proposed budget
choices across 2016-18.

Set out below is a summary of each of the 29 proposals that the Comhairle have agreed
to consult on.

Responses to the consultation are invited from individuals, groups, Trade Unions and
Community Planning partners and can be submitted in the following ways:

(a) on a printed copy of this paper; 

(b) by completing the online version of this form which can be found at 
http://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/fcr/budgetstrategy.asp; or  

(c) through the submission of written comments by letter or email as detailed on the 
front page of this document. 

For each of the budget choices views are sought on what support there is for the 
proposal and the relative importance of the service area. 

At the end of the survey there is an opportunity to make any additional suggestions or 
comments. 
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There are 29 proposals on which views are invited which are listed below.  Further details 
on each of the proposals are set out in the following pages. 

Once you have considered each proposal you are invited to indicate on this page the 5 
services that are most important to you (write 1 against the most important, 2 against the 
next, and so on)  

Potential Savings Priority 

C-1 
Use Comhairle capital and appropriate external funding streams to 
support community groups on procurement 

C-2 Reduce Community Council Social Grants by 50% 

C-3 Reduction of the Housing Services Local Housing Strategy Budget 

C-4 Reduction in the level of funding to The Energy Advisory Services 

C-5 Discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016 

C-6 Review Library Coffee Shop provision 

C-7 Discontinue with the use of all Itinerants in Primary Schools 

C-8 Implement Shared Headship in Lionel School / Sgoil an Taobh Siar 

C-9 Review arrangements for residential care for children 

C-11 Reduction in high cost care packages 

C-12 Self Directed Support (Purchasing Budget) 

C-13 Cessation of MOSS 

C-14 Repatriation of mainland placements 

C-15 Redesign of Grianan Day Centre 

C-16 Redesign of laundry services 

C-17 Increase Slàinte Mhath membership fees 

C-18 Reduce the scope of Grounds Maintenance Contract 

C-19 Reduce the ad hoc roads maintenance budgets 

C-20 Reduce the street lighting budget 

C-21 Reduce ongoing Projects budget 

C-22 Reduce the Surface Dressing budget 

C-24 Review Concessionary Fares Provision on Inter-Island Ferry Services 

C-25 Review of Stornoway Abattoir 

C-26 Review of Stornoway Bus Station 

C-27 Review the provision of Public Conveniences 

C-28 Increased income through Pier and Harbour Dues 

C-29 Extend/Increase charging for car parking in Stornoway 

C-30 Review Comhairle run and evening bus services 

C-31 Review of waste services 
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C1  To use Comhairle capital and appropriate external funding streams to generate 
income to support community groups on procurement. This could save £20k from 
2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

Legal Services would provide support to assist community groups to 
package their projects and award contracts with a view to achieving best 
value as well as compliance with legal requirements and terms and 
conditions of external funders. 

What would the 
impact be? 

This would reduce the level of grant funding available for distribution but this 
could be offset by community groups to whom the Comhairle can provide 
services not requiring to engage private sector support. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

There may be insufficient projects to achieve required income. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C2  To reduce Community Council Social Grants by 50%.  This could save £7k from 
2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

To reduce social grant to community councils by 50% from £500 to £250 per 
annum. 

What would the 
impact be? 

This may reduce the number of social events in communities or increase 
costs to participants. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

No. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C3  A reduction of the Housing Services Local Housing Strategy Budget.  This could 
save £20k in 2017/18. 

What is 
proposed: 

The Comhairle revenue budget to support the Development of the Local 
Housing Strategy (LHS) is £100k.  £80k is used to support TEAS (see 
proposal C4) and £20K is used to support the development and information 
needs of the LHS process e.g. survey information, small scale consultancy 
work etc.  The proposal relates to the removal of the £20k from the budget 
which will mean that there will be no revenue budget to support the LHS 
preparation process. Implementing this in 2017/18 should allow for the 
development of the LHS for 2017-2022 to be completed. 

What would the 
impact be? 

The Comhairle would have a reduced capacity to assess and address the 
introduction of new national housing policy and to take account of legislative 
changes in the preparation of the LHS.  The LHS process would rely on the 
availability of one off uses of underspends or the use of any ad hoc funding 
that may become available to complete the LHS process.  Such funding may 
not be available within the Department.  The LHS process may take longer 
and will put more pressure on a reduced Housing Services Team.

Are there any 
material risks? 

Reduced capacity to deliver an up to date LHS, to take account of legislative 
changes and National Housing Policy and to consult as part of the LHS. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C4  A reduction in the level of funding to The Energy Advisory Services (TEAS).  This 
could save £41k in 2017/18. 

What is 
proposed: 

The proposal is to reduce the annual funding available to Tighean Innse Gall 
(TIG) (under Service Level Agreement) by slightly over 50%; from £80k to 
£39k. 

What would the 
impact be? 

The scope and amount of work undertaken by TEAS would be reduced, 
limiting the opportunities to attract funding and to develop projects. This may 
have an impact on addressing fuel poverty. 

A reduction in project staff within TEAS can be anticipated meaning a 
reduction in activity. This would mean direct support and home visits in 
relation to energy efficiency would be available to a smaller group of people. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

The Islands might miss out on funding opportunities related to new and 
emerging energy efficiency initiatives.  

Fuel poverty might increase in the long term. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C5  To discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016.  This could 
save £20k in 2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

To discontinue the provision of small arts grants to groups and individuals.  

What would the 
impact be? 

There will be an impact on individual artists and groups. For example, in 
relation to support for travel, equipment and exhibitions. 

The Comhairle received £5k annually from Creative Scotland to match 
eligible small arts grants. If this Creative Scotland funding was to continue 
Comhairle officers would work with partners such as An Lanntair and Taigh 
Chearsabhagh to deliver support for the sector. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

No. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C6  To review the Library Coffee Shop provision.  This could save £20k (£10k in 2016/17 
and £10k in 2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

To close the Library Coffee Shop from 31 March 2016 and to consider 
options for cross-departmental efficiencies for use of the vacant space. 

What would the 
impact be? 

The facility has run at a cumulative loss of £48k over the last four years and 
is forecasting a deficit of £15k this year. It is not possible within the current 
model for income to meet expenditure and it is therefore proposed to close 
the Coffee Shop but continue to provide some light refreshments.   

There will be no impact on Library opening hours. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

A reduction in number of visitors to the Library and additional costs 
associated with any staff not agreeing to redeployment. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C7  To discontinue with the use of all Itinerant Teachers in Primary Schools.  This could 
save £465k (£232k in 2016/17 and £233k in 2017/18) 

What is 
proposed: 

All primary teaching staff are trained, qualified and General Teaching 
Council registered to teach art, music and PE from nursery to P7.  All 
experiences and outcomes required by Curriculum for Excellence are being 
met although previous budget choices have reduced itinerant provision in 
primary.  The current policy is to provide limited resource allocated pro rata 
across all schools in P4-P7.   

Teachers have had significant opportunities to build their confidence and 
skills in these areas working alongside itinerant specialists and have 
themselves been responsible for stages P1-P3 for a number of years now. 

Most authorities have withdrawn itinerant specialist provision in Primary. 

What would the 
impact be? 

Current specialist itinerant provision for P4-7 would be removed. Other input 
in terms of active schools and music instruction would continue. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Reduced overall teaching capacity. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C8  To implement Shared Headship in Lionel School / Sgoil an Taobh Siar.  This could 
save £10k in 2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

There is further capacity for a shared headship in Lionel/Sgoil an Taobh 
Siar. 

What would the 
impact be? 

This the most effective way of providing both schools effective management 
with a non-teaching commitment. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

No. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C9  To review arrangements for residential care for children.  This could save £350k in 
2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

This proposal is dependent on being able to appropriately place all children 
currently in residential care in foster care. The Comhairle has taken steps to 
expand its foster care provision. 

Foster care has improved outcomes over residential care and the current 
range of services within the Comhairle provides for local crisis 
accommodation for up to three months in local authority provision. 

What would the 
impact be? 

Children would be provided with an improved family place setting where 
there is good research evidence of positive outcomes.  There is no impact 
on other Comhairle services.  However, this would reduce significantly the 
service requirements of Action for Children. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Recruitment of appropriate foster carers; matching children to foster carers; 
and managing the transition in the timescale identified. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C11 A reduction in high cost care packages.  This could save £70k (£20k in 2016/17 and 
£50k in 2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

To consider alternative ways of meeting and improving the outcomes for 
individuals through the redesign of care packages. 

What would the 
impact be? 

The Comhairle will continue to meet the assessed needs of individuals but 
there may be changes in the way that care packages are commissioned 
and delivered. This might include care being provided in different locations 
and by different providers or across Comhairle departments. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Developing and implementing alternative models may take more time than 
anticipated, especially if capital works are necessary. 

Service demand and staff vacancies may delay implementation. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C12  To reduce Self Directed Support (SDS) Budget.  This could save £50k (£25k in 
2016/17 and £25k in 2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

To reduce the budgetary provision for SDS through the reduction in 
resources in line with eligibility criteria and the Strategic Plan. 

The 2015/16 budget for SDS is £550k actual spend is forecast at £800k. 

What would the 
impact be? 

The Comhairle will continue to meet the assessed needs of individuals, 
within available resource.  

Are there any 
material risks? 

The reduction in resources will place increased demand on direct payment 
budgets. 

The opportunity to engage in elements of preventative activity within 
services may be compromised. 

The growth arising from assessed need ill require spot purchase budgets, 
increase spend and reduce efficiencies. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C13  The cessation of the Mobile Overnight Support Service (MOSS).  This could save 
£180k (£90k in 2016/17 and £90k in 2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

To discontinue the MOSS and provide appropriate alternative 
arrangements for the existing service users. 

What would the 
impact be? 

There would be a change to the way care is provided to existing service 
users. An individual plan would be drawn up and implemented for each 
client. These could range from the use of evening and home care to 
residential care. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

There may be insufficient space in care homes for any individuals who 
require a residential place and avoidable emergency admissions to hospital 
may increase. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C14  The repatriation of mainland placements.  This could save £105k (£55k in 2016/17 
and £50k in 2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

To reduce the investment in off island placements.  This service currently 
has a budget of £1.5m which provides a service for 21 clients.  The cost of 
individual placements varies from £30k to £220k per annum. 

What would the 
impact be? 

Where appropriate the assessed needs of individuals would be met locally. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

There may be a need for up-front investment to realise savings in the 
longer term. Implementing any proposals may be delayed due to staff 
vacancies and / or the need for Capital development. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C15 The redesign of Grianan Day Centre.  This could save £50k in 2017/18. 

What is 
proposed: 

There is potential for Grianan Resource Centre to provide an outreach level 
of care and support to existing clients via alternative community resources 
and Ardseileach Day Centre. This could include the use of Ionad Spòrs 
Leòdhais (ISL), An Lanntair, The University of the Highlands and Islands 
(UHI), etc. 

Establishment of a Third Sector Hub would reduce the pressure on the 
Integrated Joint Board (IJB) budget to provide funding to organisations to 
pay for office rental and administration functions.  By working with these 
Third Sector providers and sharing accommodation and resources more 
effectively, as part of contractual arrangements, economies of scale could 
be achieved. 

Delivering this would require negotiation of new terms, operational options 
appraisal and a withdrawal from the facility.  

Areas in current use such as the hydrotherapy pool and gym could be 
considered for community/ISL management.  

The building of Grianan has opportunity for capital redesign that a spend to 
save approach in the physical improvement and layout of the building could 
benefit from. 

What would the 
impact be? 

None anticipated. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Resistance in resettlement from existing arrangements from Third Sector 
agencies. 

The possible need for capital expenditure to make optimal use of the 
building having initial cost pressures. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C16 The redesign of laundry services.  This could save £50k in £2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

Laundry service for Dun Berisay, Dun Eisdean and Ardseileach and 
currently provided by NHS Western Isles. 

It is proposed that a review of the service be undertaken with a view to 
provide an extension to this contract for Harris House, Trianaid, and Taigh 
a' Chridhe Uile Naomh.  

What would the 
impact be? 

There would be no impact on services. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

There may not be sufficient capacity in the hospital facility and there may 
be an impact on staff that cannot be redeployed. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C17  To increase Slàinte Mhath membership fees.  This could save £86k (£72k in 2016/17 
and £14k in 2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

Increase monthly membership fees for Sport and Health facilities across the 
Western Isles from 1 June 2016. 

What would the 
impact be? 

Prices have not risen since the scheme was introduced. The proposed 
rates are:  Family - £25.00 (currently £20.00), Individual - £18.75 (currently 
£15.00), Family Concession - £18.75 (currently £15.00) and Individual 
Concession - £12.50 (currently £10.00). 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Loss of membership (although likely to be low as scheme will remain 
competitively priced and affordable). 

Reduction in the number of our population who are physically active. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C18  To reduce the scope of Grounds Maintenance Contract.  This could save £25k in 
2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

There is an option within the current grounds maintenance contract to 
provide a reduced service to the maintained sites.   

What would the 
impact be? 

Grass length on sports pitches and amenity areas will be allowed to grow 
longer between visits.  This may affect sports activities. 

Time between visits will be longer therefore the aesthetic appearance of the 
areas will be of a lower standard than at present. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

No. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C19  Reduce the ad hoc roads maintenance budgets.  This could save £211k in 2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

A reduction of nearly 30% of the ad-hoc roads maintenance budget which is 
used to undertake emergency and planned pothole/patching, small scale 
repairs and drainage programmes on the roads network. 

What would the 
impact be? 

Over time there would be a deterioration in the roads network surface 
condition. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

An increased level of defects in the road network. 

A possible increase in claims against the Comhairle. 

The viability of the local tar plant may be affected (if it closes for longer 
periods during the year there would be an increase in the cost of all 
surfacing works). 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C20  To reduce the Street Lighting budget.  This could save £20k in 2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

To reduce the budget available to maintain the street lighting assets by 6%. 

One option would be to switch all street lights off during the summer 
months. 

What would the 
impact be? 

Response times for fault repair could be longer than at present (currently 
four week maintenance cycle per area). 

Lights may require de-commissioning rather than repair. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Extended periods between routine inspections.  Resources would likely 
have to focus on road and public safety. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C21  To reduce the ongoing Projects budget.  This could save £50k in 2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

To reduce the budget used for participation in Hi-Trans, SCOTS and 
ROADEX projects including roads condition surveys and Roads Asset 
Management.  

What would the 
impact be? 

Cannot maintain participation in national and regional roads related 
collaboration projects at current levels. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

No. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C22  To reduce the Surface Dressing budget.  This could save £20k in 2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

A 10% reduction in the revenue surface dressing budget. 

What would the 
impact be? 

The extent of surface dressing undertaken per annum will decrease and the 
rate of road surface deterioration will increase, resulting in greater levels of 
capital intervention required. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Rate of road condition deterioration increases resulting in increased defects 
(including reduced skid resistance) and greater capital intervention required. 

Possible increase in claims from road users. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C24 To review Concessionary Fares Provision on Inter-Island Ferry Services.  This 
could save £25k in 2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

Provide increased control measure to ensure that Inter-island 
concessionary ferry fare provision only applies to resident cardholders of 
the Western Isles.  This scheme was introduced in 2006 as a Local 
Authority enhancement to the National Concessionary Travel Scheme. 

What would the 
impact be? 

Additional administration burden. (Transport across the sounds is provided 
free to concessionary card holders from the Western Isles.  Under RET the 
current single fares for foot passengers are £2.95 for the Sound of Barra 
and £3.45 for the Sound of Harris). 

Are there any 
material risks? 

No. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C25 A review of Stornoway Abattoir.  This could save £40k (£10k in 2016/17 and £30k in 
2017/18) 

What is 
proposed: 

Phased approach comprising: 

2016/17 Review of Stornoway Abattoir - e.g. length of opening season, 
pricing structure, efficiencies in the use of consumables etc. 

2017/18: Closure of Abattoir unless an alternative operating model with 
butchers/farms/crofting representatives operating the facility can be agreed. 

What would the 
impact be? 

In 2016/17: A shorter season (by 2-3 weeks) and increased charges for 
slaughtering (+50p/sheep, +£1 for cattle and pigs). 

In 2017/18: Closure of the facility. Users would have to make alternative 
arrangements. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Possible increased home kill with consequential risk of incorrect/illegal 
disposal of wastes. 

Consequential negative impact on local farming and crofting. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C26 A review of Stornoway Bus Station.  This could save £30k in 2016/17. 

What is 
proposed: 

The closure of Stornoway Bus station premises. 

What would the 
impact be? 

This proposal would retain the use of the bus lane stances and drivers’ 
mess room but close the waiting room, toilets, left-luggage and travel 
enquiry facilities. 

There would likely be an increased volume of travel and tourism related 
enquires to Customer Services, Transport Office staff, the library and the 
Tourist Information Centre. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

No. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C27  A review the provision of Public Conveniences.  This could save £65k (£10k in 
2016/17 and £55k in 2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

Phased approach comprising: 

In 2016/17 a revision of Public Convenience provision including a return to 
seasonal closure, where appropriate, and efficiencies in current operations.  

In 2017/18 the closure of all Comhairle operated public conveniences and 
withdrawal of funding to community facilities. 

What would the 
impact be? 

In 2016/17 there would be restricted access to some facilities in winter 
months. 

In 2017/18 all funding would be removed and Comhairle facilities would 
close. It is likely community facilities would also be withdrawn. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

An increased public health risk at popular locations. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 

C28  To increase income through Pier and Harbour Dues.  This could realize additional 
income of £50k (£25k in 2016/17 and £25k in 2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

A review of Pier and Harbour Dues, including wharfage charges for 
Lochmaddy. 

What would the 
impact be? 

To achieve a £25K saving would require an increase of approximately 
4.7%. This would also mean increased charges to CalMac/Transport 
Scotland for ferry port use. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Sustainability of fishing sector. 

Marine Operations: ability to complete and implement the current review of 
resources and priorities. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C29  To extend/increase charging for car parking in Stornoway.  This could realise 
additional income of £20k in 2017/18. 

What is 
proposed: 

To extend the number of parking spaces covered by parking charges in 
Stornoway Town Centre.  This may include revising the charging structure. 

The current pay and display area has proven successful in providing good 
turnaround of parking spaces for short term visitors/users and businesses. 

What would the 
impact be? 

Improved parking for short stay visitors as additional space will be available 
within the Stornoway Town Centre. 

Those seeking long stay parking may have to walk further. However, the 
new arrangements could include payment for long stay parking.  

Are there any 
material risks? 

Objections to Traffic Order cause delay or mean the proposal cannot be 
implemented. 

Parking displaced onto adjacent street parking causing congestion and 
inconvenience for residents. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C30  To review Comhairle run and evening bus services.   

What is 
proposed: 

1. The review of daytime bus services currently operated by Bus na
Comhairle; on Tolsta/Back and Point to Stornoway routes; to consider if
the continuation of these services, in light of current passenger usage,
is feasible.  Options include reduction or complete cessation of
services.

2. To consider options for renewal of Lewis and Harris evening bus
services.

These service contracts are due for renewal in April 2016 and have
recently been tendered on a one year contract duration with an option
to extend for a further year. This allows an option to review the future
service.

There are four potential options to consider (potential savings are
based on current 2015/16 contract subsidy costs):

Option 1: Continue with status quo and award contracts for the full 2
year duration

Option 2: Discontinue all evening bus services - saving £213K per
annum.

Option 3: Award new contracts for 1 year duration at the current service
level and carry out a consultation and review / redesign process with a
view to reduce services - savings target £40K per annum.

Option 4: Explore alternative / innovative solutions such as partnerships
/ collaboration with community organisations delivering community
benefits.

What would the 
impact be? 

1. Reduction or cessation of daytime bus services would impact on ability
of rural communities to access services in Stornoway and would likely
impact on employment opportunities for those living in those areas.

2. Potential reduction or ceasing of evening bus services departing
Stornoway and Tarbert after 6.30pm would have an impact on
passengers accessing these services for commuting (late shift workers)
and various social inclusion purposes.

Are there any 
material risks? 

Economic impact on individuals using Comhairle run daytime and all 
evening bus services for travel to / from work. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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C31  To review Waste Services.  This could save £40k (£10k in 2016/17 and £30k in 
2017/18). 

What is 
proposed: 

Carry out a full review of waste services and operations to ensure 
continued compliance with legislation, maximise efficient use of resources 
and increase diversion of waste from landfill.   

The review will include assessment of collection frequencies, particularly in 
areas where a weekly collection service for residual waste is currently 
available, and will consider the guidance available from the Scottish 
Government Household Recycling Code of Practice.   

Capital funding support is likely to be available from Scottish Government 
where measures to comply with the Code of Practice are undertaken to 
improve recycling collections.   

Although there may be small savings generated by collection service 
reviews, it is anticipated that the savings will be primarily achieved by 
landfill tax savings from increased diversion from landfill and a reduction in 
overtime costs. 

What would the 
impact be? 

No impact. 

Are there any 
material risks? 

Possible increased levels of contamination of recycling collections as a 
result of restricted residual waste capacity. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

Fully Support Partly Support Partly Oppose Fully Oppose

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

Do you have any other comments? 
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Please provide any other comments or suggestions for savings that have not been 
covered in the consultation paper

If you would like to leave your name or who you are completing the survey on behalf of, 
please include your details in the box below

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY
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BUDGET STRATEGY 2016-2018 

     NOTE OF MEETING HELD IN SGOIL AN TAOBH SIAR,  

    ON MONDAY 18 JANUARY 2016, AT 7PM 

PRESENT:   Cllr Roddie MacKay 
Cllr John Mackay 
Cllr Kenneth Macleod 
Cllr Iain Macaulay 
Cllr Alistair Maclennan 
Cllr John N. Macleod 
Robert Emmott, Director of Finance and Corporate Resources 
Bernard Chisholm, Director of Education and Children’s Services 

20 Members of the Public 

Councillor Roddie MacKay welcomed everyone to the meeting and provided an overview of the 
current budget strategy and the budget choices process.  He invited members of the audience to go 
through each of the budget choices in turn. 

C1 No comments.

C2 It was highlighted that a further reduction in Community Council funding might lead 
Community Councils to question their role and sustainability. 

C3 It was highlighted that other agencies make use of the housing data to support 
applications for funding and this could have a wider impact than on the council 
directly. 

C4 No comments.

C5 No comments.

C6 No comments.

C7 Clarification was sought as to the detail of the proposal and how it would affect 
schools.  The view was expressed that cuts since 2012 had already had 
consequences and it was suggested that this was seen in several areas, one of the 
most striking being that one in five children were hitting the poverty line and parents 
were having to pay for music tuition. 

It was highlighted this was expensive for parents and at risk of being elitist.  It was 
noted that the Comhairle put a high value on culture and tourism and that there 
needed therefore to be a corresponding preparation of the next generation in 
relation to these areas. 

It was queried whether all children were getting the requisite two hours of quality 
P.E. each week and it was suggested that some children were not getting a 
qualified P.E. instructor or Art instructor funding as intended by the Government. 

Clarity was sought as to how the proposals would save money if some of the 
teachers would be retained to use for reduced class contact time. 

There was concern expressed that children may struggle to pass their National 5 
music exams if tuition in two musical instruments was not available and parents 
couldn’t afford to pay for this.  There was a feeling that time in school was not 
sufficient for the skill level needed at this stage of the curriculum.  

Appendix E
(E2)
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C8 Clarification was sought as to what the arrangements were in other schools and 
how successful shared Headships had been and it was highlighted that this was 
working effectively in other schools. 
 
Clarification was sought as to whether Lionel had a teaching Head at present and 
whether the change to a shared Head would mean a loss of teaching time.  There 
was concern that this would create additional stress, particularly at the end of term. 
 
Clarification was also sought as to why it was only a £10k saving. 
 

C9 Clarification was sought as to how many foster placements were currently in place 
and how many of those were high risk. 
 
Clarification was also sought as to whether all staff were SSSC registered. 
 
It was noted that foster caring had good outcomes but that residential placements 
would continue to be required for some children. 
 

C11 No comments. 
 

C12 Concern was expressed that it might be difficult to actually realise savings in the 
context of an increasing budget. 
 

C13 There was caution expressed around big changes and reference was made to the 
benefits check processes that had been carried out two to three years ago looking 
at entitlement.  It was suggested that there was scope to be more efficient with 
agencies working across organisations. 
 

C14  Clarification was sought on what was proposed for mainland placements. 
 

C15 No comments. 
 

C16 No comments. 
 

C17 No comments. 
 

C18 No comments. 
 

C19 It was suggested the Comhairle should be spending more on maintaining the roads.  
It was highlighted that road conditions were the cause of the most phone calls to 
Councillors. 
 
It was queried whether any research had been done on the cost of not maintaining 
roads. 
 

C20 There was a plea that the Comhairle should not look to further reduce street lighting 
though this was not a universal view and it was considered that the possibility of 
switching lights off in summer was worth exploring. 
 

C21 No comments. 
 

C22 A similar view to C19 was expressed. 
 

C24 No comments. 
 

C25 It was suggested that The Princes Trust might be an avenue that the Comhairle 
could explore for funding to support rural Abattoirs. 
 
There was a view that the Comhairle would not find organisations outwith 
themselves who would be prepared to take on the Abattoir.  It was however 
suggested that the Comhairle could explore whether Trusts who are benefitting from 
revenue from windfarms might be able to support it. 
 
It was noted that the alternative provision was in Lochmaddy and Dingwall and it 
was suggested that the Comhairle could look at raising the prices further and still 
make this a relatively cheap offering compared with the alternatives. 
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C26 It was suggested that closing the bus station would be a backwards step and it was 
highlighted that this would give the wrong message to tourists, particularly with 
reference being made to visiting passengers from cruise liners. 
 

C27 It was also considered the closure of rural public conveniences would be a 
backward step and the Comhairle should consider looking at increasing or 
implementing charging for these facilities. 
 

C28 Clarification was sought as to whether this might lead to an indirect rise in ferry 
fares. 
 

C29 Clarification was sought as to what extent the car parking might reach and what sort 
of price increases might the Comhairle be proposing. 
 

C30 It was noted that communities did use the bus services and they were valued but 
that there were complaints about the number of passengers on the Tolsta/Back 
routes. 
 

C31 It was noted that this was an issue principally to be addressed in town and that 
there was an opportunity in Stornoway to realise savings perhaps by moving to an 
alternate collection between recycling and waste. 
 
Clarification was sought as to when blue bins would be arriving in Breasclete.  It 
was suggested that businesses were not encouraged to do recycling and not 
provided with bins for this purpose and this was an opportunity that was being 
missed. 
 

 
Other Comments 

It was observed that some increases in charges, rather than cuts, generally seemed to be accepted. 
 
Views were sought on the proposal to add 1p on to the Tax rates under the new Scottish Rates of 
Income Tax. 
 
In relation to Action for Children the number of staff working there was highlighted and clarification 
was sought as to what might happen if the service changed. 
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BUDGET STRATEGY 2016-2018 

                    NOTE OF MEETING HELD IN SGOIL AN TAIRBEIRT,  

                              ON MONDAY 18 JANUARY 2016, AT 7PM    

 

 
 

PRESENT:   Cllr Angus Campbell, Leader 
  Cllr Catherine Macdonald 
  Malcolm Burr, Chief Executive 
 
  4 Members of the Public 
 
Councillor Angus Campbell welcomed everyone to the meeting, and introduced the Budget 
Consultation document.  He advised of the Comhairle’s financial position and outlined the current 
discussions taking place between Scottish Government and COSLA.  
 
There followed a general discussion on the Comhairle’s financial position, the proposed use of 
balances, and budget strategy generally.  It was then agreed to consider each of the 29 proposals in 
detail, following which the following comments were received: 
 
C1 No objection. 

 
C2 No objection. 

 
C3 No objection. 

 
C4 The high levels of fuel poverty in the Western Isles were noted, and it was 

suggested that the Comhairle may wish to re-consider this proposal, or at least 
reduce the suggested amount. 
 

C5 No objection. 
 

C6 No objection. 
 

C7 No objection. 
 

C8 No objection. 
 

C9 No objection. 
 

C11 Doubt was expressed as to whether the estimated savings were realistic or 
desirable, although it was noted that each case had to be considered on its merits. 
 

C12 There was discussion as to the implementation of this proposal, but no objection. 
 

C13 Not applicable to Harris; no objection. 
 

C14  No objection. 
 

C15 No objection. 
 

C16 One member of the public declared that she was an employee at Harris House and 
indicated that this proposal would almost certainly result in a reduction in the service 
to residents, with a greater chance of loss of clothes, and delays in delivery and 
return of laundry. 
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C17 No objection. 
 

C18 No objection. 
 

C19 No objection. 
 

C20 No objection. 
 

C21 No objection. 
 

C22 No objection, although long term costs noted. 
 

C23 While it was noted that this was a desirable provision, it was agreed that it could not 
be considered essential. 
 

C24 The Leader indicated that further work would be required on this proposal; there 
was understanding of the Comhairle’s position but a feeling that there required to be 
fairness as regards support for abattoirs among the Islands, noting that the facilities 
in Uist and Barra received operating aid. 
 

C25 No objection. 
 

C26 Where there was understanding of the proposal, support was sought for the toilets 
at Luskentyre, which served both a large number of visitors to the area, and those 
visiting the cemetery. 
 

C27 No objection. 
 

C28 No objection. 
 

C29 Not applicable to Harris. 
 

C30 No objection. 
 

 
There followed a brief discussion on the mechanics of the Council Tax freeze.  The Leader then 
indicated the position as regards funding for Social Care, which would, if made available to the 
Comhairle and/or the Joint Board, assist the funding position. 
 
The meeting concluded at 8.20pm. 
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BUDGET STRATEGY 2016-2018 

                    NOTE OF MEETING HELD IN CASTLEBAY SCHOOL,  

                              ON TUESDAY 19 JANUARY 2016, AT 7PM    

 

 
 

PRESENT:   Cllr Angus Campbell, Leader 
  Cllr Donnie Steele 
  Cllr Donald Manford 
  Robert Emmott, Director of Finance and Corporate Resources 
  Bernard Chisholm, Director of Education and Children’s Services 
 
  Approximately 20 Members of the Public 
 
Councillor Angus Campbell welcomed everyone to the meeting, and provided an overview of the 
Comhairle’s Budget Strategy and projections and how the budget exercise would work.  The Leader 
highlighted what was included in each of the proposals and then invited questions and discussions on 
the matters raised. 
 
C1 Clarification was sought as to how this proposal would be implemented. 

 
C2 Concern was expressed about the impact this might have on the viability of 

Community Councils.  It was suggested that it might be more appropriate to reduce 
Ward Priority Funds by an equivalent amount but to maintain the support to 
Community Councils.  
 
There was also a view expressed that it would be preferable for all Ward Priority 
Funding to be distributed by Community Councils. 
 

C3 No comments. 
 

C4 No comments. 
 

C5 There was concern that this was small groups that were being targeted.  
Clarification was sought as to whether this would mean that the Creative Scotland 
funding would be lost. 
 

C6 There was concern that the café was making a loss and not already being 
addressed and a feeling this was something the Comhairle needed to take forward. 
 

C7 Clarification was sought as to how the reduction in Itinerant teachers would affect 
Barra as there was a difficulty finding supply teachers in the islands. 
 
Clarity was also sought over the role of music teachers and there was concern 
about the length of time it takes the Comhairle to make decisions. 
 
It was noted that the circumstances within the Barra schools meant that Itinerant 
teachers were already being used to cover class non-contact time and that there 
would not be any material impact from the proposal in the local schools.  This was 
welcomed at the meeting. 
 

C8 No comments. 
 

C9 No comments. 
 

C11 There was concern that this proposal could not be implemented whilst still 
continuing to meet the needs of individuals as required by the Legislation. 
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C12 Clarification was sought as to how the SDS savings would be realised. 
 

C13 It was noted that the Mobile Overnight Support Service was not available and it had 
been understood that it would be rolled out in the same way across the islands. 
 
There was also concern that alternative arrangements to meet the assessed needs 
could end up being more expensive and there is a view that it would be helpful to 
see how the proposals for the existing clients’ needs would be delivered before a 
decision could be reached. 
 

C14  Clarification was sought as to whether this was mainland placements for adults or 
children’s services. 
 

C15 No comments. 
 

C16 No comments. 
 

C17 There was a view that the proposed increases to Slàinte Mhath were very 
reasonable and there was even potential, when compared with mainland prices, to 
look at a further increase. 
 

C18 Clarification was sought as to the arrangements for cutting grass in and around 
HHP properties, particularly where a substantial part of schemes had now been 
bought by previous tenants. 
 
It was asked whether there was scope for Community Councils to run these types of 
services as it could be better value than through contracts. 
 

C19 There was a view that reductions should not be made given the state of the roads 
and that a 30% reduction was going to have a significant impact which would be a 
false economy in the long term. 
 
There was a view that the Comhairle needed to address drainage. 
 
There was a wish for additional information to understand better what the reduction 
might mean for communities.  There was also concern that if this meant a significant 
reduction for Barra it could make it unviable for a contractor to operate on the island 
in similar way to potentially making the tar plant unviable. 
 
It was highlighted that it was now some twenty five years since Lionacleit School 
had opened and at that time the Comhairle had promised to upgrade island roads to 
dual track which had not yet been achieved. 
 

C20 Clarification was sought as to what was happening with Street Lighting and there 
was a view that some were on 24/7 whilst others were permanently off.  It was 
suggested the Comhairle should consider replacing lights with LED’s and it was 
noted that while this had been done in Stornoway the business case for the more 
rural areas was not viable. 
 
Clarification was sought as to what the summer months would be when lights might 
be switched off all the time. 
 
Clarification was also sought as to what the decommissioning of street lights meant. 
 
There was also a view that when the street lights were switched off at 11pm it made 
some people feel like this was like a developing country rather than 2016. 
 
The view was expressed that outwith Stornoway some strategic lighting was 
needed to be on all the time, particularly at road junctions. 
 
Clarification was sought as to whether or not we had to light roads and it was noted 
that in some areas lights seemed to be on all night. 
 

C21 No comments. 
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C22 No comments. 
 

C24 There was a view that, following the introduction of RET, there has been an 
expectation that the concessionary fares across the Sounds would be removed.  
 
It was indicated that some people understood the Scheme to have been funded by 
the Scottish Government. 
 

C25 No comments. 
 

C26 No comments. 
 

C27 There was a view that if the islands were looking to attract tourists this was a 
difficult choice, even if they were just closed on a seasonal basis. 
 
It was highlighted that bus tours looking for a single toilet could be challenging for 
any small business. 
 

C28 Clarification was sought as to what impact this would have on fishing vessels.  
There was also clarification sought as to whether the cost in relation to CalMac 
would be passed on in increased ferry fares. 
 

C29 No comments. 
 

C30 Clarification was sought as to what is covered by the review of collection and it was 
suggested that the Comhairle should be looking at blue bins, in particular what 
happened to plastics and cans in Barra and why they were shipped for processing 
in Stornoway. 
 

 
Air Services and Schools 

Clarification was sought about whether the decision not to take forward the proposals to discontinue 
the Air Service or for a further review of schools was a deferral until the funding from balances was 
used up. The Leader clarified that no proposals were being taken forward by this Comhairle in relation 
to either of these items. 
 
Council Tax 

Clarification was sought on the arrangements for the Council Tax freeze and it was asked how many 
people don’t pay their Council Tax.  It was noted that over time 99% of Comhairle Council Tax was 
collected. 
 
Clarification was sought on what Council Tax was due on second homes and whether this could be 
raised. 
 
Clarification was sought as to whether it was appropriate to raise the council tax to pay for services 
 
Empty Buildings 

Clarification was sought as to whether these could be disposed of and old school houses at Eoligarry 
and Craigston were referred to specifically. 
 
Bus Stops 

Clarification was sought as to who paid for the bus stop signs which didn’t even have timetables 
displayed on them.  There was a specific request as to whether the bus stop at Craigston could be 
moved to Eoligarry. 
 
There was concern about the new bus arrangements that tourists didn’t know that they have to phone 
ahead to book a bus from the airport and it was noted that from the participatory budget exercise 
there was a view that tourism was the lowest priority which was why this was now a request service. 
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BUDGET STRATEGY 2016-2018 

                    NOTE OF MEETING HELD IN PAIBLE SCHOOL,  

                              ON WEDNESDAY 20 JANUARY 2016, AT 7PM    

 

 
 

PRESENT:   Cllr Norman A Macdonald, Convener 
  Cllr Andrew Walker 
  Robert Emmott, Director of Finance and Corporate Resources 
   
  Approximately 60 Members of the Public 
 
The Convener welcomed everyone to the meeting and provided an introduction to the budget setting 
process and an overview of the Comhairle’s budget projections and impact.  He invited questions on 
the overall position. 
 
Clarity was sought on the proposals in relation to contingency and balances and there was a view that 
the Comhairle should not seek to retain balances whilst it was cutting services.  It was clarified that 
the Comhairle required to keep a reasonable level of contingency to address any unforeseen matters 
that came up during the year. 
 
There was a further concern raised that the proposals presented did not represent the full picture of 
Comhairle services and it was asked whether the public could be confident that inefficiencies within 
services had been addressed.  The Comhairle’s approach to the budget setting process was outlined. 
 
Clarification was sought as to what the Comhairle had done to pursue Council Tax increases.  It 
seemed that only Moray Council was making a stand on this issue and there was support for an 
increase in Council Tax to protect services.  The Convener reminded the meeting of the basis of the 
funding of the Council Tax freeze.  There was also a view that with all councils facing these issues the 
Scottish Government should be using its underspends to protect services. 
 
The Convener then invited the meeting to consider each of the budget proposals in turn. 
 
C1 No comments. 

 
C2 It was highlighted that this would make it hard for Community Councils to manage 

and there was a view that the Comhairle should look at Ward Priority Funding 
instead. 
 

C3 No comments. 
 

C4 It was highlighted that fuel poverty was a real area of concern and that this might 
impact on some of the most vulnerable in our communities. 
 

C5 It was highlighted that this was an important area of development for communities 
as a whole. 
 

C6 It was considered the Comhairle should look at a franchise arrangement and it was 
also noted that there were other coffee shop places in Stornoway as an alternative. 
 

C7 There was disappointment to see that Itinerant teachers would go as it was 
considered they added value to schools.  Clarity was sought as to whether they 
would affect piping teaching. 
 

C8 No comments. 
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C9 There was concern that it was difficult to get, and to retain, foster carers and that it 
was important to be successful in this that proper support was in place for foster 
carers and this should include arrangements for respite care. 
 
Clarification was sought as to the number of children currently in residential care 
packages and it was felt that in the event that the facility was closed, alternative 
arrangements would be required where residential care was the most appropriate 
solution. 
 

C11 No comments. 
 

C12 It was noted that this is a statutory duty to offer this service so considered to be a 
difficult one to implement and there was concern as to whether it could be realised. 
 

C13 It was considered that there were not enough residential places in North Uist to 
accommodate those currently receiving the service if it was terminated. 
 
It was considered this was the last service the Comhairle should consider cutting. 
 
It was noted that the uptake was overall very small but there was seven or eight 
service users in North Uist and it may be appropriate to have a local arrangement 
for the services in the future. 
 
It was noted that some three years or so ago there was some twenty five service 
users and there was a view the Comhairle had deliberately sought to reduce 
demand prior to withdrawing the service.  It was suggested that there could be a 
regional difference in the way the service was provided to meet individual’s needs, 
particularly as there was no sheltered housing in North Uist. 
 
There was also a further concern about the impact this would have on carers. 
 

C14  No comments. 
 

C15 No comments. 
 

C16 There was a wish for greater clarity for information including what the impact on 
jobs would be; what the carbon impact would be; what would happen in relation to 
personal clothing; and would it be practical to deliver the service on the basis that 
the NHS vehicle travelled only three days per week. 
 
There was also a suggestion that the service could be carried out more locally in 
Benbecula. 
 

C17 There were mixed views on proposals to raise Slàinte Mhath membership fees.  
One person spoke out against the increase, others spoke in favour of a higher 
increase more in line with rates on the mainland. 
 

C18 No comments. 
 

C19 There was concern that some stretches of the roads were worn away and this 
would have a detrimental effect in the long term. 
 
There was concern that the replacement of potholes was not being effective with 
the new repairs being washed away in wet weather. 
 
Clarity was sought as to whether spray and chip was necessary, particularly in light 
of the damage often caused to windscreens. 
 

C20 There was support for the idea of switching lights off during the summer period 
though there was a view that all areas should be treated the same. 
 

C21 No comments. 
 

C22 There were similar concerns raised as in C19. 
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C24 There was support for the suggestion that the concessionary scheme across the 
Sound of Harris could be withdrawn now that RET had been introduced. 
 

C25 Clarification was sought as to whether this would have any impact on Lochmaddy or 
Barra Abattoirs. 
 

C26 No comments. 
 

C27 No comments. 
 

C28 It was asked what inspection regime was in place to make sure that everyone pays 
pier dues, particularly at the smaller piers. 
 

C29 No comments. 
 

C30 Clarification was sought as to whether the new arrangements in Uist had realised 
savings. 
 

C31 It was considered that it would be appropriate for everyone in the islands to have 
the same fortnightly services. 
 

 
Other Issues 

Clarification was sought as to how many jobs were affected by the proposals that were being 
considered. It was suggested that there were many business opportunities in the islands but the 
public sector needed to better support the private sector in delivering these. 
 
There was a suggestion that the Comhairle needed to look at which staff were pulling their weight and 
to address sickness absence. 
 
I was welcomed that the Comhairle was not seeking to look at the Inter-island Air route again. 
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COMHAIRLE NAN EILEAN SIAR 
 

 

NOTE OF BUDGET CONSULTATION PUBLIC MEETING 
DALIBURGH SCHOOL, SOUTH UIST - 20 JANUARY 2016 
 
29 people attended the meeting. 
 
1. Cllr Angus Campbell welcomed everyone to the meeting and provided a background to the proposals and 

the purpose of the consultation.  Participants were also provided with the opportunity to respond on-line or 
by paper representation. 
 

2. The following choices were presented and no issues raised. 

C-1 
Use Comhairle capital and appropriate external funding streams to support 
community groups on procurement 

C-2 Reduce Community Council Social Grants by 50% 

C-3 Reduction of the Housing Services Local Housing Strategy Budget 

C-4 Reduction in the level of funding to The Energy Advisory Services 

C-5 Discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016 

C-6 Review Library Coffee Shop provision 

C-7 Discontinue with the use of all Itinerants in Primary Schools 

C-8 Implement Shared Headship in Lionel School / Sgoil an Taobh Siar 

C-11 Reduction in high cost care packages 

C-12 Self Directed Support (Purchasing Budget) 

C-15 Redesign of Grianan Day Centre 

C-17 Increase Slàinte Mhath membership fees 

C-18 Reduce the scope of Grounds Maintenance Contract 

C-21 Reduce ongoing Projects budget 

C-26 Review of Stornoway Bus Station 

C-29 Extend/Increase charging for car parking in Stornoway 

C-30 Review Comhairle run and evening bus services 

C-31 Review of waste services 
  
3. The following choices were subject of some discussion and points for clarification but not opposed. 

C-9 Review arrangements for residential care for children 
C-14 Repatriation of mainland placements 
C-25 Review of Stornoway Abattoir 
  

 

 
4. Participants had concerns in relation to the following choices 
 

C13 - Cessation of MOSS:  
 Information on how the service would be delivered in the future was requested. 
 This service was valued by the community. 
 Where was the recent government funding in relation to delayed discharges spent. 
 Concern was expressed regarding the distance staff had to travel to deliver the service. 
 
C16 - Redesign of laundry services: 
 Concern was expressed regarding the loss of four jobs 

 
C19 - Reduce the ad hoc roads maintenance budgets: 
 Concern expressed in relation to the repairs and maintenance revenue spend and the division 

between Lewis and Harris and Uists and Barra. 
 Concern expressed that this particular cut would lead to further deterioration in the road condition and 

greater expenditure in the long term. 
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C20 - Reduce the street lighting budget: 
 There was positive discussion around this proposal. 
 
C22 - Reduce the Surface Dressing budget: 
 Concerns similar to those expressed for C19, i.e. short-term saving long-term expenditure. 
 
C24 - Review Concessionary Fares Provision on Inter-Island Ferry Services: 
 Positive discussion on the basis of RET introduction.  However, there would be no benefit to foot 

passengers. 
 
C27 - Review the provision of Public Conveniences: 
 Significant concern expressed in relation to this proposal on the basis of it being an important service 

to the public and tourists. 
 This would also result in an almost total absence of provision when key facilities providing toilets 

would be closed on weekends and evenings, e.g. Library, Town Hall etc. 
 Consideration should be given to summer opening as a minimum and the transfer of the facility to 

communities or other bodies willing to operate them. 
 
C28 - Increased income through Pier and Harbour Dues: 
 Some discussion and concern regarding potential for the ferry operator to raise fares. 
 
 

5. Items outwith the specific proposals were raised as follows: 
 

What has the Comhairle done previously to ensure efficiencies? 
 Cllr Campbell reported on the wide range of strategies used over recent years. 

 
Laundry provision in the Uists 
 Some concern expressed regarding to time and distance involved, particularly in relation to personal 

items of clothing for clients. 
 
Lews Castle 
 Further information on how this was funded and will be in the future was provided by Cllr Campbell. 
 
Care Packages (C11) 
 Significant amount of discussion in relation to the Integrated Joint Board regarding: 
 Size of management structure 
 Community wanting more access to Glasgow NHS services rather than going via Stornoway 
 Requesting a review of appointment times for greater efficiency 
 Concern expressed that too many of the consultations were held during the day rather than the 

evening. 
 
One pence on Income Tax and Council Tax Freeze 
 There was discussion around both of these issues.  The Income Tax rise was considered positively.  

Raising the Council Tax was not generally seen as being able to reasonably realise the saving 
targets. 
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BUDGET CONSULTATION MEETING, 

COUNCIL CHAMBER, STORNOWAY 

THURSDAY 21 JANUARY 2016, at 7pm 

 
 
 
 
Present: Cllr Angus Campbell, Leader Cllr Norman A MacDonald, Convener 

Cllr Angus McCormack Cllr Angus Morrison 
Cllr Rae Mackenzie Cllr Iain M MacAulay 
Cllr Catriona        Stewart Cllr Zena Stewart  
Cllr Roddie Mackay Cllr Donald Crichton 
Cllr Charlie Nicolson 
Cllr Alasdair Macleod Malcolm Burr, Chief Executive 
Paul Dundas, Head of Community Resources Lesley McDonald, Head of Executive Office 
Approximately 120 members of the public 

 
The Leader welcomed everyone to the meeting and gave an introduction to the Budget Strategy and 
consultation processes, and of the proposed settlement for the Comhairle from Scottish Government, 
referring to the consultation document. 
 
After some questions on the overall funding position, it was agreed to look at each proposal in detail. 
 
Following discussion, the meeting indicated the following positions: 
 
C1 
 

No objection. 

C2 Some support for Uist and Barra view on use of Ward Initiative funding. 
 

C3 No objection. 
 

C4 No objection. 
 

C5 No objection. 
 

C6 Support from six contributors for continuation of the Library Coffee Shop provision 
[mention of previous losses incurred by Woodlands Centre which now turns a profit] 
[suggested franchise linked to bus station]. 
 

C7 Support for continuation of status quo; [Chief Executive clarified that employees can 
respond to the Consultation in same way as others, and that the Comhairle continues to 
deliver non-statutory services which are not on the list. Question as to how whether 
supply teachers are paid to travel between schools and what proportion of saving is 
attributable to travel?  
 

C8 No objection. 
 

C9 Comments from C12 contributors on potential redundancies and alleged loss of services 
to parents and young people; question as to whether we have consulted young people 
and those young people with special needs.  
 
Clarification of discussions with Chief Executive and Operational Director of AfC in 
course of 2015. 
 
Clarification was sought as to the timing of the proposal and what impact it would have 
on the Bayhead facility. Information was also requested on the proposed Back facility. 
Further information was sought on how the service would be delivered, about number of 
foster carers and about how long it takes to train foster carers. 
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C11 Question on capacity to deliver; suggestion that the Comhairle could bid to the 
Independent Living Fund for under 60s. 
 

C12 No objection; questions on availability of Home Care provision. 
 

C13 Explanation by Head of Community Resources; many comments on individuals’ 
circumstances; no significant objection but operational questions. 
 
There was a concern about a loss of dignity in MOSS proposal. 
 

C14 Questions on individuals’ circumstances but no objection. 
 

C15 No objection. 
 

C16 No objection. 
 

C17 Agreement. 
 

C18 No objection. 
 

C19 No objection. 
 

C20 Agreement. 
 

C21 Agreement. 
 

C22 Agreement. 
 

C24 Support for removal of budget altogether. 
 

C25 Leader indicating rethink of proposals to avoid closure in second year; agreement. 
 
There was support for increased abattoir fees. 
 

C26 Leader indicating that options will be discussed with Visit Hebrides and Calmac before 
final recommendation. 
 

C27 Doubt expressed.  It was suggested the Tourist Board might be able to help and there 
was concern about the impact in country areas. 
 

C28 No objection. 
 

C29 No objection. 
 
Make sure parking charging machines are working.  Could also extend area. 
 

C30 No objection. 
 

C31 Leader: aim to reduce volume of collections in Stornoway; no objection. 
 

  
General Comments 

 Nothing about raising income; Council Tax freeze wrong; support Moray; 
 Combine Faire with hospital switchboard? Agreed worth considering 
 Cost of Heating in Comhairle Offices; 
 Reduction in Ward Initiative funding should be considered; and 
 There was question re whether we could quantify savings to date. 
 
The meeting concluded at 21:45. 
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I  am  forwarding  some  comments  reference  the  budget  consultation meeting  we  had  with  the 
Association  of  Community  Councils  at  An  Caladh.  The  meeting  was  well  attended  and  very 
constructive. I shall just refer to the items that generated discussion. 

C1   There  was  discussion  round  this  budget  heading  but  more  on  the  basis  that  there  is 
confusion as to what it actually means. That confusion was cleared up following discussion. 

C2   One of the Community Councils present strongly opposed the cut of 50% to the Social Grant. 
It was suggested that the £250 be retained in the Social grant but that the cut should come 
from the ward Funding allocation.  I sensed that there was no strong feeling either way on 
this particular point. 

C5   A suggestion was made that a further look be taken at Arts expenditure by the Comhairle, it 
was suggested that this was a luxury and we should look at what further cuts could be made 
in this budget heading. 

C6   A suggestion was made here that the Coffee Shop should be franchised. 

C7   This  generated  considerable  discussion.  Clearly  those  present  were  against  the  loss  of 
itinerant  teachers, however  there was  a  clear  lack of understanding  about  the difference 
between itinerant teachers, instructors, classroom assistants etc. There was also uncertainty 
about how many of the above were presently engaged in Uist schools. The meeting needed 
clarification.  Bernard needed to clarify these points. 

C12   There was some discussion on this budget heading but in reference to SDS as opposed to the 
underspend  in Community Care budgets  there needed  to be more clarity given as  to how 
one potentially tied into the other. 

C13   This budget heading caused significant discussion. There is clear opposition to the cessation 
of  the MOSS  team.   North Uist has  a  larger uptake  at present  than  South Uist.  This was 
explained by the fact that the service has existed in North Uist from the outset. The staffing 
complement seems to be largely concentrated in North Uist. The Community Councils made 
it clear  that  the  information given  in  the note was  insufficient and they needed to be  told 
exactly how the community would be supported if MOSS were to cease. It was felt that the 
cessation of MOSS would definitely impact on other health and social budget heads. 

C14   This generated significant support. 

C16   There  was  concern  expressed  about  job  losses  at  both  Trianaid  and  Uist  House.  It  was 
suggested  that  the Uist Laundry could  take on  this work,  including Uist and Barra hospital 
laundry.  Costing exercise needed to be done. 

C18   Those  present were  keen  to  find  out what  areas  in Uist  fell within  the  scope  of Ground 
Maintenance contract. 

C19   Even though at present it was felt that the current road surface in Uist was better than other 
local authority areas, this budget heading generated discussion and opposition.  In the  long 
term reduction in this budget would cause significant problems. There was discussion about 
claims against the Comhairle if the road network deteriorated.  
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C20   A lengthy discussion took place on this budget heading. It was suggested that switching the 
  lights off  in  the summer months should be  looked at and also a review of  the  timers  take 
  place.   A good explanation was given as  to how  the Comhairle were  charged  in  terms of 
  street lighting by Scottish and Southern. 
 
C22   Concern again expressed about  the  reduction of  the  surface dressing budget and  that we 
  may be making a rod for our own back in the years ahead. 
 
C24   It was felt that there was no need for a concessionary fare provision on the inter‐island ferry 
  services and particularly in light of the introduction of RET. 
 
C26   A  suggestion was made  that  there  should  be  some  co‐operation with  Calmac  on waiting 
  room provision. 
 
C27   A current  list of public conveniences  in Uist was requested. Concern was expressed  that  if 
  there was long distances between public conveniences it would be a deterrent to tourists. 
 
C28   There was concern expressed about  increased harbour dues at Lochmaddy but  it appears 
  that they are nowhere in the order of harbour dues charged at Uig pier by Highland Council. 
  Highland  Council  do  not  appear  to  spend  any money  on  Uig  pier. One  of  the members 
  present said that the increased dues would be approximately £50 a year for fishing boats. 
 
C30   Those present were made aware that the Parcipitory Budgeting exercise  in Uist had meant 
  that the  initial budget was capped by £150,000. It would be useful to find out what tender 
  prices had been received for the two lots and what the new timetables would look like. 
 
C31   It was agreed  that  refuse collection services  in  the Stornoway area should be  looked at  in 
  terms of reduction of runs. 
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Summary Questions/Comments via Facebook Chat

Would CnES consider raising Council Tax like Moray Council?
Could council employees take a 1% cut in salary?
C26 - astonished someone thinks this is a good idea.
Local shops rely on people dropping shopping off at the bus station and going back for more shopping. Cannot
be good for business if facility is stopped.  Hotels/pubs were hit when the 22.55 bus service stopped.
Why is council grants up for cuts? Volunteers run these.
Parking charges for all car parks, including CnES car park might help full up the empty buses.
Can posts of Convener and Leader be combined to save money?
How much money was wasted on calendars? Some houses received 3.
Multiple repeat letters on same subject sent to the same address.
How much money would have been saved if the Council had let the horse stay in the living room?

Closing the children's home will have a detrimental effect on children and the rest of AfC services. This adds
up to over 100 children and families and 52 staff across the islands. What will happen to children and families
who rely on the services, where will the staffing to meet their needs come from?
Could calendars be available online.
Look at each Department to see where more savings can be made.
I live on the island yet don't receive islands allowance, why?
What is the total cost for distant islands allowance paid out every year?
How can the wage structure of a Councillor be justified?

The proposal of cutting art, music and PE from schools is completely moronic. Asking teachers to carry out PE
is like asking a mechanic to build a house. With childhood obesity at all time high in Scotland you are adding to
the problem and relying on NHS to deal with it in 10/15 years time.
Yes teachers are trained but how much of a workload can you pile on people?
fit in additional subjects?
Primary teachers are not as well equipped to deliver PE as a specialist PE teacher would be.
bonuses etc. from council officials.
schools?
How much is the asymmetric week saving?
Could money be saved by being strict on waste?
when they go to Stornoway?
Could an independent auditor scrutinise the council's figures?
placement?
leased?

Surely it's not more efficient or environmentally friendly to take washing in a van from Daliburgh/Carinish/Harris
to Stornoway (more work created in the capital and jobs lost in the Southern Isles).
Would it not be better to have all the laundry done in Balivanich to save on carbon footprint?
How many foster families are available in the islands, compared to the amount that would be needed?
Surely more should be done to maintain the roads?
I though CnES bought a machine to do potholes, what happened to it?
We all pay council tax a fraction of that goes to road maintenance?
budget.
Young people and crofters seem to be particular targets in this budget.
Children are being denied access to a decent education, opportunities and proper care.
stay on the island?
Closing the residential home could mean vulnerable children could fall through the net.

budget is this being paid for? Is this where CnES propose to accommodate the children and young people
when Hillcrest closes?
include care leavers?
Priorities should be the elderly, the vulnerable, education and roads.
What alternative arrangements are in place for young people when foster placement isn't an option?

Why spend £2m building a unit when Hillcrest is ready build and providing the service? Where is the £2m
coming from, why can't that money be used to cover cost and avoid closure of Hillcrest?
available on the island?

Appendix E
(E4)
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Summary Questions/Comments via Facebook Chat

I am strongly opposing the cut to Itinerant teachers.
Our children should not be put at a disadvantage from living on the islands.
Why are you cutting services for our most vulnerable - the elderly and children?  They should be priority!
Cutting roads budgets will cause rapid deterioration in already fragile road infrastructure.
Should roads not be a high priority with extra funds from "spend to save" instead of a budget cut!
Has the council considered sharing services like HR, Legal, Auditing with other councils or organisations? 
The library café could be managed better or leased out.

Is it not time the Comhairle stood firm against inflicting further cuts in services of those in greatest need i.e.
children and those needing help in their homes?
Cut unnecessary travel and hospitality and get priorities right.
Tax.
Could the Council and Health Board share the same works and finance departments?
Do we need a Convener, Leader and Chief Executive, couldn't one person do it?
centre. p y p g p p p
than building somewhere new?
What about families that benefit from the much needed respite care?g g
was the road that caused the damage?
Why are all the outside lights on most schools in the evenings rather than sensor lights.
Will primary teachers be able to teach how to play musical instruments? No!
Would it not save money if Councillors travelled by ferry instead of planes?
What government departments etc. could be relocated to the islands?
What about trying to create an offshoot office for DECC in Stornoway?
The new OGA in Aberdeen, why not have a satellite office in Stornoway?y g y C S p y g y
students who are willing to learn?
Stopping art, music and PE is a disgrace.
everything with a fine toothcomb.
Not cutting the grass may seem like nothing until you come to a junction and can't see any oncoming traffic.
The roads are terrible.
Cutting street lighting is ridiculous during the long winter months.  In the summer it's acceptable.
If the bus station must close, would it be a good idea to put the tourist information there?
Why increase pier and harbour dues so that the cruise ships we have managed to attract don't come?
The bar situated in the executive canteen fits what purpose? Who is supplying said bar?
specific class.
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Appendix E
(E5)

Priority Rank

Fully 
Support

Party 
Support

Partly 
Oppose

Fully 
Oppose

High Medium Low Online Only

C-1 Use Comhairle capital etc. to support community groups on procurement. 143 191 86 79 96 227 163 15
C-2 Reduce Community Council Social Grants by 50% 173 140 77 107 134 175 170 9
C-3 Reduction of the Housing Services Local Housing Strategy Budget 120 155 102 58 104 209 103 12
C-4 Reduction in the level of funding to The Energy Advisory Services 99 93 116 133 134 193 95 10
C-5 Discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016 211 119 46 57 144 130 141 23
C-6 Review Library Coffee Shop provision 210 80 61 87 178 131 111 13
C-7 Discontinue with the use of all Itinerants in Primary Schools 82 65 57 242 224 102 98 1
C-8 Implement Shared Headship in Lionel School / Sgoil an Taobh Siar 240 111 33 36 172 155 74 17
C-9 Review arrangements for residential care for children 97 97 57 183 211 119 79 2
C-11 Reduction in high cost care packages 58 104 88 155 151 150 83 3
C-12 Self Directed Support (Purchasing Budget) 69 107 101 84 88 179 83 8
C-13 Cessation of MOSS 34 58 76 231 179 97 98 5
C-14 Repatriation of mainland placements 160 111 56 48 170 126 61 7
C-15 Redesign of Grianan Day Centre 182 118 43 35 146 147 61 18
C-16 Redesign of laundry services 179 99 38 58 117 147 87 25
C-17 Increase Slàinte Mhath membership fees 279 60 18 39 200 97 71 14
C-18 Reduce the scope of Grounds Maintenance Contract 166 124 53 41 114 142 103 24
C-19 Reduce the ad hoc roads maintenance budgets 26 44 80 239 154 96 111 4
C-20 Reduce the street lighting budget 174 105 52 53 142 137 77 16
C-21 Reduce ongoing Projects budget 145 127 47 38 111 156 75 26
C-22 Reduce the Surface Dressing budget 33 51 96 192 110 134 105 6
C-24 Review Concessionary Fares Provision on Inter-Island Ferry Services 187 93 36 56 135 111 103 28
C-25 Review of Stornoway Abattoir 85 90 68 124 114 139 91 21
C-26 Review of Stornoway Bus Station 95 82 71 125 115 131 103 19
C-27 Review the provision of Public Conveniences 42 61 95 172 90 143 115 20
C-28 Increased income through Pier and Harbour Dues 151 108 59 42 116 159 63 29
C-29 Extend/Increase charging for car parking in Stornoway 201 95 37 42 141 127 77 27
C-30 Review Comhairle run and evening bus services 89 86 81 109 147 115 79 11
C-31 Review of waste services 184 98 36 50 143 133 70 22

Comhairle Budget Strategy Consultation Responses

1. What are your views on this proposal?
2. What priority should this
proposal have compared with 
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C-1

This will only work if fees for the CnES support are levied out of successful project proposals, and the fees have been included in the proposal. Otherwise community groups simply won't be
able to afford to pay for the support -- who in the present climate has non-ringfenced funds for development? 

COMHAIRLE BUDGET CONSULTATION - COMMENTS

Co-ordinate more with HIE and other local development officers and groups. Severe lack or contact

Use Comhairle capital and appropriate external funding streams to support community groups on procurement

Cuts to respite and families with children with additional support needs ,need to be well thought out,in regards capacity to deal with respite in house as opposed to Action for Children.

As long as community groups have access to full service and the costs are only paid out of successful funding applications.

This is an ill thought out proposal and requires equalities impact assessment.
Confusing

such work should encourage inward investment and not take away from  groups funding which is being used to match other sources

We have a huge number of community groups and a small population, but if some projects can proceed with better use of CNES funding that is good
We are judged as a society on how we support the most vulnerable.
There is potential to generate income with this proposal as many groups struggle with the nuances of procurement etc. I also think consideration should be given to Economic Development
charging for support to community groups as many external funding sources allow for such support to be included in project budgets.
Could community groups be charged for services from Dev dept and these charges form part of grant applications?
This would not give any guarantees to projects and would just continue giving a feeling of uncertainty for any projects future. 
Cuts need to be done, certainly this one suitable for such.
Not sure of how this will work in practice
Cutting where you'll make the most damage and will have to pay out in the future - early invention, always early intention - prevent, do not repair!
This may cause extra pressure on community groups who only receive funding for 1-3 years and who are finding it more difficult to secure funding.  
Hopefully the cost to Legal Services will not out weigh the saving.
Have additional cost for Legal services support been factored in?
Lack of adequate detailing information above to make an informed decision.  Reduce branding funding available to what?  What is the impact locally of continuing to support these projects?  
I think a huge amount of money has been wasted giving grants to inappropriate projects, often these grants may have very much benefitted an individual, enabling them to fund a lifestyle they
may not otherwise have been able to afford, possibly with very limited benefit to the wider community.

  this new arrangement would have to be fully publicised - and contacts made with hard to reach groups so that people were aware of this new service.
Community groups / social enterprises located in local areas where there is no other source of village / area income (i.e. No wind turbine income) should be given some support to help
develop projects within communities and build capacity within these volunteer groups.

To be honest, I don't think it's entirely clear what is meant by this?  Would have been helpful to provide examples.  
You are looking to reduce funding in areas that if anything should be given more funding.
A bit of a risky strategy in my opinion
Cut tagsa uist money; they are competing against the private companies in Uist! Ridiculous 

  All sources of funding for community groups are getting constrained, so the identified risk may have a high probability.

Assisting community groups to be able to provide service through procurement locally will help sustain population
Some community groups have some and indeed substantial financial assets. Some have charitable status. Any resources from the Council should be targeted accordingly and support from
Comhairle limited to supporting groups to access other funding
I was one of the young people that was looked after in Hillcrest from 2002 to 2006 and it was a great way to help me through my problems I had at home!! I am now a married mum of two and
if it wasn't for all the support from all the carers from hillcrest I wouldn't be the person I am now!! Young people need that home

Following proper procurement procedures should be a priority for all community groups to adhere to and made a condition of all grant funding. The support is essential to ensure the groups
have the right advice and have a link to contact with any concerns.

This approach will not work
Unsure about the pro's or con's of  this proposal.

Appendix E
(E6)
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C-2 Reduce Community Council Social Grants by 50%

Terribly explained. This needs at least one example to enable ordinary people to understand what this means
Just playing around at the edges

Please re evaluate the cuts to much needed local services especially our local childrens care home. Yes cuts can be made by budgeting but we live on an island which only has one care home
for vulnerable children which is invaluable to keep families close together and whos staff are all amazing and all do such a great job at caring for the children and families and getting the help
they need for improving their lives and keeping local children close to their friends and families close which is important and surely no child needs to be sent away as this is totally damaging to
both the family and their children, I had gone through a breakdown due to a health problem and financial struggles and two of my children were put into care. Thank God they were kept local
as they couldnt have coped away without their family and friends closeby and my health would have got even worse not better not being able to see them every day as they were important to
me and I needed them near, and the local staff here in stornoway are all amazing kind hearted who really do as much as they can to help the child and it is an invaluable service we really cant
risk ever losing, my boys are now out of care and its made our lives much better, my son gained alot more confidence and more understanding from talking to staff and routines and got the
attention he was needing which really improved our situation and we are thankful for how nice our local staff carers and social support workers are, they aim to keep families close and back
together and if my son ever had to go back into care it would ruin our lives if he were to be sent away with no contact no friends no family to visit and the cost of isolation away plus the trauma
it causes, kids cant handle being separated they need support local to keep them safe happy and positive to ensure a better quality of life, children are so vulnerable and its bad enough to be
separated but to be hundreds of miles away with no family or friends close a child cant usually accept that emotionally or adapt mentally and in many cases kids have turned to gangs or drink
or drugs or subject to abuse in mainland care homes and have suffered such severe depression that several had taken their life as a way out if they cant cope, I dont see how a vulnerable life
can be risked by being sent away, every local child deserves their family and friends close its only natural and surely the care home is more than just a care home it saves lives it improved
ours, if we didnt have it I honestly doubt I or my son would have coped being separated, so please please dont close our local care home hillcrest, we need it, we cant manage without it and in
the long run its cheaper than spending thousands on air fares for families to visit their kids and for the best decision please keep it open and the staff there who do such an amazing job.

keep funding for a ACH its such a vital part of our children and carers needs

OK especially for those councils in community owned estates.  Keep others at £500
I would suggest reducing these grants for community councils that are located in community owned estates or have access to community wind farm funding. Those community councils

 outside of community owned estates should retain the existing level of funding.
CnES should be working hard to strengthen the role of community councils as local democratic bodies with resources and responsibilities, but these social grants will not make a huge
difference for this agenda.
Again any grants from community councils can be used to support other funding applications especially for social events
Local impact will be significant

The Comhairle seem very unsure about the uptake of this service by Community Groups, so the savings are probably not very realistic
I don't fully understand this proposal so I am not in a position to state my views.
This is terrible , why is the the families on island that have to suffer ? Absolute disgrace !! 
Get this town back into shape it a boring old town with no work!!
This could easily become tokenistic and ineffective with no cost saving at all - it has to remain a low priority as the overall projected saving is so low
Go for it
Closing childrens residential home and loss of jobs

 Comhairle should start at the top!
What do the legal team cost??
Not sure of the full implications
You should have an option to say Waste of Time
Other options should be looked at; particularly a reduction in middle management, travel budgets, etc. 
Shocking to even consider these cut proposals. 
If the comhairle reduces support to community groups, who help many members of the community, (vulnerable members of the community) many of them will end up in hospital or homes. This
will cost the council more than the support. No common sense.
I am unable to comment as the proposal is not written in plain English

This funding is used to help local groups fund projects within the communities and these can be valuable. I have seen times where this small grant has meant whether an event or trip for
children can go ahead and is very important.
Small saaving
There is potential merit in this. However, i think there should be tighter guidelines on what Community Council grants can be used for. For example, the Council is often approached to support
path maintenance etc. This is something that Community Council's should be funding. Community Council's should also be encouraged to fundraise for certain community events etc. rather
than make contributions from the Social Grant scheme.

Shouldn't Legal Services have been doing this years ago
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Whilst recognising the benefit social events bring it may be possible for groups to fundraise for such events.
This would give communities greater reason to take issue with the councils funding strategy. And would probably greatly affect the more rural of your region.
I think this is ridiculous! £7000?? Seriously! If you start from the top of the council chain, it will have the least impact on the public and save 100's of thousands every year. The council is far too
top heavy and as for all the councillors we have, what do they do anyway!!

Community Cojuncils are already stretched and on a minimum grant. Community Councillors are already cvolunteers, having to give more time for fundraising or elderly and children doing
without their socail grant money is unacceptable. Maybe this could be taken from Councillor Ward Funding?
Could there be other cuts say to Councillors budget instead?
Do he council currently support, provide money for any community social event in local communities - so it is all community funded!  We'll be charged more for the use of their halls though I 
Community Councils already receive very little from the Local Authority and I think this would have a negative effect on Community Councils disproportionate to the perceived benefits to CnES.   
The work of community councils is not uniform across the islands or across all members of the community
I don't think communities will feel the impact of this very much.
Better to ask people to pay a little more for pleasure than the huge increase in  care costs  on the young disabled.
It is fairer to expect people to pay more to attend social events than increasing care charges  on young disabled people.
For spending what is a relatively small amount of money, the positive impact on the community's well-being is significant.  Investing in well-being promotes good health, independence, mobility, 
community cohesion. All of which means folk maintain a better quality of life for longer. In turn they are potentially delaying / reducing the need for higher cost care packages from the likes of
home care.  It's a small spend for a potentially big save.
Community events are very important in an island community but people could contribute more.
The £5000 given to each council member to distribute to his/her community at his/her discretion in my view could be seen to be a money for votes fund and should be discontinued immediately
, that would save considerably more money than the £7000 listed above .
A review is needed of the scheme of establishment and support provided to CC's. More work is needed so that better use is made of them, and at the same time ensure that they all seek to be
representative of their communities. The Councillors ward fund needs to be abolished or at least reviewed - it is out of step with the times. The monies should be allocated in full to CC's to
administer through a grant application system. Alternatively the monies could be used to support locality planning arrangements once the Community Planning Partnership decides it's
response to the provisions of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015.

Wonder if maintaining community Council Grants but expecting more from CC would not be better use of monies eg asking Community Councils to take care of Toilet facilities in their area,
collect money from pay on entry toilets etc.

reduce councillors' ward funding instead
£7k is not a very big porpotion of money needing saved
Thia is such a small saving and would hardly outweigh the goodwll to the communities
In the grand scheme of things this would have little impact, would mean community councils will have to think more outside the box for fundraising.
Is the amount spent in Lewis equal to that spent in the uists?
Most likely to the detriment of the elderly, the young and the disadvantaged.  For a saving of £7000 pa??   
These events are imperative to the wellbeing of the people in the community
Social events can be organised by communities in order to raise money without the need for grants if wanted by these communities. 
Social events should be self funding

Social grants through the Community Councils are often given to those groups that struggle to raise funds - eg. pensioner's club. The impact to individuals if the service/facility were no longer
able to run, would be severe such as isolation.  Small amounts of money are crucial to some groups and have just as much need and impact than larger projects. 

Maybe Community councils should be given vouchers so they can buy soon services for there own community's 
Yes, local communities can make better decisions for themselves
This seems to be a small saving to gain from a possible large impact on social life throughout the islands.  
I agree with this proposal.  Community members participating in such events could organise fund raising themselves.

I would prefer and I think it would be more accepted by the Community if the social grant be left as it is for Community Councils and the £ 250 be deducted from Ward Funds.

There is nothing in uist for children to do at the best of times definitely need more social occasions not less
There is nothing else in the communities as it is so reducing from £500 to £250 is disgraceful
As this is not critical services I fully support.
social events can look elsewhere for their money - there are other sources, if they do the work
I  think some community councils  can have their "own " money which they have accrued over many years - they should be encouraged to spend it  - allocate to projects 

 Some groups have substantial funding, sometime Comhairle is not fully aware of the assets they have. 
Limits in funding should not disadvantage those groups providing sporting, keep fit or activities for elderly, disabled etc.
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C-3 Reduction of the Housing Services Local Housing Strategy Budget

seems a bit short sighted
This seems to be contradictory in terms of trying to encourage people to return to the islands / remain in the islands to increase our population numbers particularly in the economically active
age groups and youngsters.

Not quite clear on it, it is important to have a robust housing scheme and support for young families
if it is a legislative requirement to have an LHS how does removing this budge enable this process to happen - where does this leave the comhairle

Housing has been highlighted as a serious issue

Not a priority
Very little cost saving however will see a likely increase in community degradation and levels of isolation - all of which cost significantly more to public services in the long run

Go for it

Although just a small saving, this will work and will also mean that Community Groups need to get more creative about searching for funding themselves etc.  
Our communities are dispersed with high levels of hidden deprivation, social events are important to relieve the impacts, such as isolation, depression and alcoholism.
If things where made cheaper people could afford things 

I am fully in favour of raising council tax rather than cutting any grants. 
 In such a small and remote area these grants help to improve and strengthen our communities. 
We all know community social grants stop at the door of community council members. This must stop
Please keep our local child care local
Community events should be more self-sufficient.
Communities are great at fund raising - let us sort ourselves out
this is a drop in the ocean compared to the council Budget, but very important for small local projects.  £250 doesn't go very far.

Communities can raise their own funds for social events, tesco supported a bbq last year, it is in businesses interests to continue with such getures
Communities have shown they can fund their own social events 

Short term saving which may result in consultants being needed in the medium term.... at higher price

If participants still want events to go ahead im sure most would not mind contributing!
Depends on what the local community council spends the money on!
Community councils should be encouraged to raise more funds by themselves to support their social events.
Communities could hold local fund raising events to pay for their local community events.
Big impact with little saving
Community Councils which are locally active should get the full social grant, while those with are moribund or inactive should be funded to a lower level accordingly.

Housing is one of the key factors for stability in people's lives; a reduction may have a greater adverse effect on the most disadvantaged in our communities. It is difficult to make further
comment in the absence of detailed information.

Not sure if this is right section to mention this - but VERY concerned about the new Homeless "Acres" flats. Huge amount of money spent building and furnishing this facility. Now seems to
have Police round most weeknds to stop rowdy/ riotous behaviour/ contents damage. This directly due to the occupants being allowed to consume high levels of alcohol/ other substances
abuse. Why does CNES find this acceptable ? Most , if not ALL other local authorities have a ban on substance mis-use in their premises -e.g. See Edinburgh's policies for Homeless

 accomodation.
It is time surely for a review of policies for this new facility before it becomes 'established practice' and for CNES to come into line with other mainland local authorities and ban substance

 i f " " ( t h h id t d thi ) f iliti Thi ld th CNES f t dl h i t i t t th iThe Comhairle needs to think how it undertakes consultation generally - if it were to engage more regularly on a planned basis rather than on an issue by issue basis then such matters might
not need specific funds set aside for consultation purposes or the overall costs might be contained. In terms of the other identified material risks of this proposal, then these would no doubt be
entered on the risk register and every effort made to reduce these. All the proposals in this consultation carry material risks - the question is how the Council works to manage these
collaboratively across all services where this is an option and more significantly in partnership. Risk Management is a skill in itself - whether the Council does this effectively or not can be
judged to a certain extent by the position it currently finds itself in.
Do not understand enough , to make a  comment.
The lack of available rentals in private sector, particularly in Uist and Barra makes local authority housing crucial in retaining the young working population
HHP are not supportive of working families.

Money.
Please don't cut CC grants
My own Community Council is moribund, it deserves no funding whatsoever.
Admin grants should be retained.
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C-4

Solutions to address issues of fuel poverty need to be taken seriously - but difficult to judge how much contribution this makes overall to TIG without knowing what %of their overall funding iy
amounts to. 
This should be weighed up against the achievements to date of TEAS and how much more reach is required to address the fuel poverty needs of those most requiring support (the most
vulnerable).
All reasonable steps must be taken to address fuel poverty which helps those on the lowest incomes
With fuel poverty rates in the Outer Hebrides the highest in Scotland, this proposal is ridiculous. If anything, this requires further investment. This proposal will impact ultimately on the most
vulnerable in our communities.

Reduction in the level of funding to The Energy Advisory Services

You get what you pay for

Working in the care sector (non cnes, thankfully) I know the effect that fuel poverty has on our island. The elderly rely on that money each year in order to survive. So disgusted with our 
There is an issue with the opposition to new and emerging energy efficiency initiatives, ANY work on stopping this opposition can only help everyone in the future regarding energy savings.

Fuel poverty MUST be addressed
How can we reduce spending on addressing fuel poverrty when we have the highest fuel poverty rates in Britain??? Long-term strategies like an island fuel company are all very well, but
those in fuel poverty need support, and now.

 Any measures that improve on fuel poverty should not be dispensed with lightly.
Difficult to judge real impact without full knowledge of what overall funding available to TEAS
Tied to previous housing. Very short sighted
There are many people within the Western Isles that could use this grant scheme to help especially the elderly and maybe they do not know about it. I oppose this as it is a valuable service
that should continue.

TEAS rely too heavily on CnES
 Having a LHS is very important -  as demographics change, local housing needs can vary across many areas 

- eg  maybe there is a need for more sheltered housing blocks - as a half-way house between home and care homes.  This would also reduce travelling times of visiting carers. 
HHP should contribute more to this work. They benefit most from it. They are also guilty of not undertaking adequate community consultation and have been underhand in their decision to

 close a Breasclete Lighthouse Keepers building which is a huge loss to the local community.
I appreciate there is a legal distinction in producing an LHS but cash transfer would enable Council to have the work undertaken, even if consultants were utilised.

Would it not be possible to get assistance from Lews Castle College UHI staff to help with surveys etc? And perhaps share info from other local authorities eg Orkney/Shetland and highland?
If the impact on the service delivery is to be reduced, consideration must be made as to whether this would cost more in the longer term - more staffing hours taken up trying to search for the
info etc..
Start using the assets right under your nose. That is community members!!! 
Please do not close our local care home hillcrest we need it
There is a danger that by cutting the budget and the impact this would have on a reduced housing team would impact in the long run with other departments leading on housing issues
inaproriately without the relevant housing expertise

What advantage to area does a fully resourced LHS confer?

Don't need to spend money to work out there are issues
What the Comhairle need to do is ensure all departments are working efficiently and effectively within the whole operation. 
I am surprised this is in the survey given it is only £20k, this is something that does not necessarily need consulting on as I am sure there are skills and data collection methods within in the
council which could substitute this research without the public needing to know about it. Given the low level of social housing builds in the islands and the difficulties in getting accurate spatial
data at such low survey ratios, it is perhaps unnecessary to pay for detailed research. Particularly as there is little evidence that HHP apply any such forethought in where they allocate new
house builds, they seem to be more driven by cost per build pricing rather than locational need. 
Stop building g new houses, look at renovation of empty properties all over the islands, discourage new build in private sector and start buying homes for sale or we will have empty properties
becoming run down and costing m eye as no council tax paid.
Housing is of fundamental importance, the local housing agency relies on comhairle partnership working 
Why pay consultants? There are more than enough staff. 
Adequate housing is a huge priority, it will limit people ability to support themselves and live a happy life. Cutting housing is a ridiculous option! 
Front line services should take priority over consultancy work when budgets are tight. From experience, their is a lot of wasteful spending within local authority and NHS which does not occur
within third sector and vol orgs. If this is a national requirement, scot gov should provide support to implement or the existing 80k should be reviewed to allow work to occur. 

Don't think you need a survey for everything. Consultancy fees are dearer than using staff which the council already have.
Considering the demographics of the islands and the general move to the centre (Stornoway) a LHS locations of new build is important 
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 Much needed service. 
seems to run counter to Council priorities?
Have they not already lost out on funding opportunities related to new and emerging energy efficiency initiatives - we all well behind all other authorities in this....

Reduce funding in interim with a view to re visit in a better financial climate. 
This is a regressive step in terms of efforts to reduce fuel poverty - to what extent does the Comhairle undertake whole systems analysis/modelling in its efforts to achieve its policy objectives -
if it did more of this, then such a proposal might not appear but others might?  
This would surely mean reductions in incoming monies to benefit the most fuel-poor in the area
many people of the older generation aswell as vulnerable families need this so that they can stay warm and need the properly trained knowledgeable staff to help them determine what it is that
they are needing

 There is a need to ensure that companies carrying out heating conversion etc are not replacing perfectly good radiators, pipes etc to increase their income from schemes.
given fuel poverty is one of the main issues communities face i dont see how this will help relieve poverty on the islands

Again, this links in with housing - they go hand in hand - we need to reduce fuel poverty urgently and we need energy efficient homes particularly for the elderly which is a group that is getting
larger proportionately to other age groups in the local population. The research evidence correlates very strongly to fuel inefficient homes in relation to health effects e.g. cold homes
encourage growth of mould leading to respiratory diseases like asthma which then impact on visits to health care services which are pushed already.
With fuel poverty being faced by many in the Western Isles this feels like a false economy

This will affect the elderly mainly and as such you should not be reducing funding in this area as it will have a knock on effect long term.
Should only be directed at those unable to pay eg for cavity wall insulation. Too much available to those who can afford it, if they wish, who may only make use of the offers if they are free.

We have to do everything we can to help those people on limited incomes overcome fuel poverty.

To many people on the islands who are in fuel poverty 
Fuel poverty is here to stay, throwing 80k at TEAS wil not make any difference. Concentrate energy on creating jobs so we can afgord the higher costs of fuel.

This information can be linked to online 
The eradication of fuel poverty should be a priority for CNES
Financial assistance for energy or home improvement should be means tested
We should be investing more in wind and wave energy. Perhaps CNES could receive some of the proceeds towards community-based project's, like in South Uist
anything that will increase fuel poverty targets the groups you need to be looking after

 This'll incentivise TEAS to seek off-island funding. They've been pretty good at that in the past. 
 Not convinced that information and projects can't be delivered by alternative means

Due to the ageing population of the area, fuel poverty is and will continue to be a problem in the future. Cuts in this area may in turn add costs to other areas e.g. NHS where people develop
illness ect.

Fuel poverty is a huge issue on the islands.  Are there any alternative funding streams that could be tapped into to provide support?  

The opportunity to access external funding should be encouraged. And staffing are required to achieve this. Fuel poverty remains high in the Hebrides, therefore, should be seen as a priority
to support.
Fuel poverty is a real problem throughout the islands and TEAS have done good work in providing solutions to it. Perhaps an online tool could be used by residents to advise them on what
grants may be available for their house in lieu of TEAS surveys.
If connections and links are created by community groups and trusts, there is no need for advisors. They will not miss out on funding opportunities

Fuel poverty is a huge issue in the Western Isle that needs to be addressed by the Comhairle any reduction in staffing levels would be detrimental to improving this situation
Fuel poverty is a huge issue and steps should be taken NOW to prevent it increasing in the long term

Important to try to reduce fuel poverty as much as possible
how come we are classed as second hand when it comes to any funding for all projects
As a Charity TIG are able to source external funding and utilise their reserves
Wear a jumper campaign

TIG has various companies and can source funding from a huge variety of streams. In the past they installed countless oil heating systems and expensive electrics systems. That severely
 hindered the fuel poor.

TIG has major financial surpluses. Use that before using Council and Council Tax money or money for tax payer. TIG pay better wages than most other employers and should make savings
 within their own organisation if they want to operate in the real world.

 How many TIG officers are in fuel poverty and how many have had their homes improved through TEAs, Care and Repair, etc.
 Council should not pay elected members expenses to attend their meetings as TIG do this,in any case.

Why should officers of TIG have better conditions of employment than Council officers?
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C-5 Discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016

We have an aging population and fuel poverty in pensioners cannot be ignored. I would imagine homes could appeal to central government if they were unable to meet targets
disgrace
There's enough information out there if people choose to look 
Fuel poverty at an all time high, people need all the help they can get from TIG!
cutting someone every single person needs- not very good! being limited on the island for energy resources, they limit something that everyone needs. People need to know there will be
adequate energy resources in the future! 
Fuel poverty on the island is very high. The council should be working with other agencies to address thisz

These people do a lot of good work for elderly to keep them warm and should not be cut

Fuel Poverty is a critical issue for the islands, this is one area the Comhairle should be leading on and supporting innovative solutions. Perhaps the current methods are not the most effective
but the money should be retained for fuel poverty and directed to more effective solutions.

Vital to poverty aid
The reduction of appropriate information that can tackle fuel poverty is a move in the wrong direction whilst incomes into homes deteriorate and people are choosing to heat their homes less as 
a result of poverty. The Western Isles already has awful rates of fuel poverty and this should not be made worse as the cost in the long run to public services are much higher than the
anticipated saving

Other providers are already set up 
A small saving dependent on Creative Scotland as well, which may be risky
These organisations should be sustainable and the Council should not be propping them up financially when there are far greater priorities to support.
Arts are a very,very strong focal point throughout the island, and beyond (In an artistic and tourist contributions) so cuts here could be very detrimental to future endeavors.

The reduction would affect the vulnerable people on the island, these islands have a large majority of over 60's, who have no one to represent them except TIG.
Not sure this is a good idea as fuel poverty continues to be a problem in the islands. 

If this goes ahead council officers must help artists access alternative funding.

It's a shame that cuts to small arts grants have to go.
The work done in Care Homes by An Lanntair for those with dementia is appreciated
Pity to lose this fund which helps smaller groups when larger arts funding not affected 

I partly support this,. but with concern. Artists are a very significant part of the local economy and of the tourism sector. This cut must be complemented by significant inputs from the existing
Arts Development Officers to help artists access alternative funding sources.
funding from small grants can be used to match fund external funding in some cases this arts funding may be the only funding for small groups

Encourage groups and individulls to seek funding elsewhere.
In these austere times funds should not be wasted on what is not a necessity .

An laintair could raise more money themselves with proper manage ment
Only a select few seem to get support with their art/craft businesses. They are quick enough to charge a fortune to tourists for their "work" though

I think for the sum of £20K saved you would lose a lot more in the sense of community events. Good will, volunteers trying and keep some light in the place. Arts are an easy target but their
value is massive in so many ways, (education, inclusion, community participation etc) Is it really worth that loss.

At this time of restricted finance these grants are a bit of an unaffordable luxury
 Has the cost of Comhairle officers participating in this been taken into account?

Lack of detailed info here.
not a high priority

Tinkering at the edges comes to mind - what are the Council's overall policy objectives in relation to arts and music? This proposal sits with a later proposal in relation to the removal of
itinerant teachers - I get no sense of an integrated and strategic approach to the arts in general across all areas and all Islands but perhaps I have missed something on your website.

A relatively small save in regards to overall budget. An Lanntair is more or less the heart of Stornoway town centre. Cuts in funding to this would result in even less activities for people of all
ages and adds to the possibility of an increase in negligent behaviour. In such an economic situation where tourism supplies much income for the island as a whole the cut to areas such as
this could have substantial knock on effects for the entire economy of the island which seems to be overlooked by Comhairle already. 

Ideally, this would stay but cuts in other areas would have greater impact 

Money for the ARTS is what keeps this island going. 
In terms of priorities like warm homes that are affordable this can go.
The Arts industry within the Western Isles is key to our tourism and gives the islands a strong sense of community.  This should be prioritised.

Direct support and home visits essential for elderly whose homes need upgraded. A needs assessment would show how many people this would affect.
Highest rate of fuel poverty and the most vulnerable groups who suffer most.
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C-6

This is the next generation we are talking about. . do not stifle their creativity
This will have a serious negative impact on the artists and makers of the islands. it is a strugglefor the majority, to make a living, it would be a poor reflection of the local authoritys attitude and
values towards contemporary culture  if this support is withdrawn (happy to splurge on the Lews Castle Stornoway vanity project but failing to support and value creativity, our future heritage).
Thi sis not a critical service. Reduce.

Organisations such as an lanntair already receive the largest share of arts funding on the island it would be unfair to provide them with all of the funding
These places should be self funding or closed or even better handed over to there local community council to run 
Should these places not be self funding ? 

When we're having to look seriously at care services - surely cutting the subsidy to independent art businesses should be a no brainer. These people need to stand on their own feet.
 These small grants to Groups are often key to unlocking funding from other sources. It will be disastrous to small music and arts events to lose the opportunity to apply.

 Not opposed to removing grant to individuals 
An Lanntair and Taigh Chearsabhagh probably have enough on their own plates already.
The arts are important in Western Isles. However, huge financial prizes should not be made in future as was the prize awarded in An Lanntair to the winner, Simon Rivet, who earns 000's from
his work.
Creative/Art groups can access further grants from external organisations.
Funding of arts projects should be a low priority compared to the funding of essential services.
I do not believe there should be a cut to arts and sports funding as this leads to a thriving community but in balance of other severe cuts has to be supported reluctantly
especially useless spending of money on Gaelic arts, if people want it they can pay for it themselves - this isn't what councils should be used for 
this scheme should continue without cuts
I think the creative industries are very important to the islands, not only do they generate income for islanders but they attract tourism.
We need to help elderly and young art is great but should not be a priority in times of austerity
The arts have many other avenues of funding 
Every £ invested in art & culture sees a £8 return - quote from HIE chair

Individual artists should not receive grants, as it's not a necessity
I don't feel that providing funding for small arts is a priority when cuts need to be made.
In days of cut backs 'luxuries' have to be put to one side until funds increase.

Review Library Coffee Shop provision

There are other bodies to go to to get monies for art projects. 
I would be concerned at the long term impact on the arts scene on the island - particularly the arts centres.

Of course CnES should stop running a lost making enterprise like this, which is not an essential service. But why close the cafe? Why not lease it to a private cafe, initially at very low cost to
attract interest. The location within Stornoway is excellent, and being right by library gives the cafe a partially captive market. So keep the cafe by leasing it out, and stop wasting CnES
resources.
Given the central location of the library other businesses should supply the light refreshments giving the library more floor space for core uses

 Consider whether any revenue could be made by leasing
Another empty business would not look good for the town could the cafe not be leased out?

Management costs may be an issue, but a town centre coffee shop should be able to cover itself or let otehrs do it
 Could look to lease --

On-going loss-maker does not make any sense.

that this library stall has a café when other libraries over recent years have been subject to cuts is incomprehensible

Should not have been left so long making a loss.
Get private business to run cafe.  Don't waste anymore CnES funding.

Suggest tendering the coffee shop to commercial operators - this seems to work well in the Sports Centre and would continue a valuable community facility.
Put a franchise in the coffee shop
It is surprising that a model with such losses over the past 4 years has been allowed to continue. Alternative suppliers of the service should surely be a consideration.

There are other sources of funding for arts.

time to bring in people who can run such businesses and not waste valuable monies on such trivia
Social impact. Reduced hours understandable but social impact must be more considered.
Suggest exploring alternative ways of managing and providing this service possibly alongside the catering services the council already provides. Or exploring franchising or similar.
Library cafe is nothing special, I say close it and allow a mainland Starbucks or even better a Subway to have the area, mainland support for a big brand name

Great example of how to mess up voluntary projects that need a little core funding.
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Clearly the Council cannot continue to support a facility which is losing so much money but would there be any scope for leasing it to a private enterprise? It would be a great shame to lose it
altogether.
Cafe needs modernising to "Starbucks" style with extra snack options. Possibly entrance to cafe moved nearer the main library entrance. It's in a prime location so should thrive but it's dull in
appearance and menu, fair enough if your just after a cuppa and a toastie but most people want something more interesting.

 Always very busy, where are they going wrong with such a big loss?
Why closed on a Monday?

It would be a shame to lose this facility altogether, especially if it has an impact on library usage- could this lead to further reductions in library opening hours? 
 Give the present workforce an opportunity to run it. With a minimal rent. A useful service but shouldn't be costing money, it should be making money.

this is a very good facility and used by many people - can you not look at why its running at a loss and make changes
Plenty of private run eating places to eat at - support the locals, not the council.

This is an excellent facility but clearly the Council cannot continue to support a facility which is losing so much money.  Is there scope for leasing the cafe to a private enterprise?
It shouldn't be hard to run the library cafe at a profit. It's not cheap and it's busy. The business plan needs to be looked at and possibility of leasing the site to an external party.
Other options for running the library cafe should be explored. Could a private operator run the cafe and pay a lease? The library cafe is a vibrant place in our town centre.
This has the potential to reduce the number of visitors to the library and the cafe which is a focal point within Stornoway Town Centre. Stornoway Town Centre is already viewed as struggling
and this proposal will only make it a less attractive place to spend time and money. 
Raise prices, cut back one member of staff, extend hours, open Monday. These are all suggestions that would increase revenue here.
This decision has already been made and staff told so why bother asking?? staff pensions and a high staff:customer ratio this is too expensive to be feasible why has this facility been allowed
to run at a loss for years?
Get a franchise in
Why not lease the premises rather than closing it down. It will be equipped and in an excellent location but agree it shouldn't be running on at a loss.

I do not understand why it has been running at a loss for so long. It would be sad to see it go but allows other places to withstand competition and increase their viability.
Another empty shop in town centre making it even less appealing it will soon be a ghost town if the comhairle don't start regenerating the town centre 
I can't understand how such a well patronised facility could be losing £12K/year.     Would it not be more sensible to review its management?
Review prices and menus to generate more income. Would be major loss to town
This is not a line of business the council should be involved with.
Could this coffee shop be leased and run privately?
The coffee shop only benefits a very small section of the population of the Western Isles and is failing to even cover costs therefore its continued support cannot be justified . There are greater
priorities at this time .
Why have you let this happen? This is no reflection on the hard working staff that work in the coffee shop but rather the decision makers and the apparent lack of will to make this into a
profitable enterprise. 
Should have been addressed years ago - lease it to separate from the library to at last get a little income.
When the library opened I was dismayed to see there was to be a coffee shop, but now believe it t be an integral part of the library, used by library customers and visitors. Since it opened I
have visited an average of three times per week, but less frequently now I am retired. While using the library it is great to be able to have a snack and drink without leaving the premises. I am
sure the losses could be made up by a slight reduction in the menu choice and small increase in prices.

 High priority only in that this should have been addressed years ago. Suggest leasing it to get some income from it,
A business of this kind run in this central location should not be running at a loss.  Could it be leased to an independent company? 
I have been told there is a big shortage of coffee shops and know a couple giving up their employment to set one up! Why can't the coffee shop make a profit - better management / review of
prices?
The coffee shop is located in a central location in the town centre providing an excellent and convenient catering facility for shoppers and visitors. More publicity and some operational
efficiency savings should be considered.
Review business model. Existing set up is attractive to customers but makes a loss. Also doubt if high percentage of cafe customers are Library users. Cafe has obvious high footfall but
either prices are too low or material costs and overheads are not being managed properly. Needs to be modeled on a high end coffee shop (e.g. Costa/Starbucks) rather than trying to
compete with the lunchtime trade.
Could the coffee shop not be leased to a private company to run, that in turn should retain the public service, benefit the library and bring in rental revenue.
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Please look at how this facility can generate income, other catering businesses in the same area of town can balance their books and provide a service customers are willing to pay for. There
is no reason why the Library Cafe is not succeeding - look at private business to run this essential town centre facility or look for a more commercial approach to make this business viable.

could be leased by a charity to create a social enterprise cafe offering training to youngsters in need, like the caladh trust in Inverness
This lose should have been dealt with before now. When the current model was not sucessful after the first year of deficit the model should have then been looked at. Having 5 members
working there accounts for a main part of the deficit as it is always busy while i have been in, to run effectively and start to bring income in it would be best to look at staffing issues ( can run
successfully with two persons one serving and one in the kitchen part) and pricing everything properly, How much does it cost to make a single slice of cake? a roll? a bowl of soup and finding
the best place to get ingredients cheaply yet not compromising with quality.  Buying pre made cakes outwith is costly!
Make the prices more realistic or franchise the café....it should be possible to reconfigure the café/library area to wall it off from the library and include access to the present toilets. This would
allow the café to be open 6 days a week and make it profitable.  It is in a prime location in town and has suffered from being tied to the opening hours of the library. 

the cafe should be able to run not making a loss given how busy it is, though i think the comhairle should be supporting the town to be regenrating and this could have a negative effect on the
 town centre, but this business should not be supported by the comhairle - if it is going to remain it needs to be able to be sustainable. 

as an aside i am concerned that the comhairle is moving all its staff to the sandwick road building - my concern centres around the sustainability of services for people and the town centre.
removing staff teams from the town centre will be having a major impact on businesses and i think the comhairle should be looking to close sandwick and relocating staff with partners or in
buildings in the town centre. if the comhairle wishes to retain a vibrant economy it needs to consider not only what cuts means for the staff but changing location of service delivery means for
the other businesses

 Better to close this in winter months but a shame to lose facility for tourists. 
Prices here should be raised quite a bit so it can pay its way. Don't understand why it runs at such a loss??
This shop invariably closes early and just when demand is likely to peak. It is in a prime location and should be franchised to an experienced manager. Staffing levels, customer welcome and
product range all need serious attention.
There is already a lack of variety (in terms of cost and range) in the actual town centre for snacks, coffee etc. Moreover general provision - excluding the restaurants, hotels and garages - are
limited and some are very small scale. Not everyone wants to go into a hotel, restaurant, arts venue or garage for a coffee/ snack. Though not directly related to this proposal as it is outlined
above, there appears, although this is not known, to be a small group of providers which perhaps inhibits competition - something which can happen in small communities and in relation to
which the council can do little about. My understanding is that rents for properties in the town are high when compared with similar properties in rural mainland locations. Aligned to any
difficulties associated with the planning system (perceived or otherwise) this could be inhibiting young entrepreneurialism particularly amongst those with no direct or indirect or other start-up

 support? It also makes it difficult for charities or social enterprises to consider setting up more innovative types of eating/snack venues, pop-up or otherwise - that are reasonably priced. 
The library is in a prime site and is used by residents and tourists alike. It would seem that there may be management or other reasons for this venue's failure to generate enough income to
cover costs although again this is not known. If one looks to the woodland trust then was it not loosing money and is it not now in profit following a radical review? Might it be that this provision
should be sub-contracted or could it be leased to a new startup business entrepreneur or co-operative or Trust? If this proposal is taken alongside the proposal to close the toilets and the bus
station and alongside the near-by vacant properties on Cromwell Street, is this not further contributing to the erosion of the Town Centre - despite the Council's efforts? Where does this sort of
provision sit within the Council's Economic Strategy or its efforts on Town centre renewal? So many questions. Intuitively, this proposal appears ill conceived at this time. To reduce the level
of provision is only putting off the inevitable and reducing the options available to residents and tourists. This is not what is needed for this prime site and much valued service. This proposal
needs to be reconsidered before any decision is taken.
Could this not be used for revenue generation?. If cafe space was put out to tender CNeS would not have responsibility for any losses but a valuable asset still there for community. Should
also look at the idea of who is going to run new museum cafe as if CNES cannot run Town Centre cafe profitably what chance for the museum cafe
Put the running of the cafe out to tender

The cafe needs a facelift. As its in a prime location it should thrive, therefore, need to look at why it isn't. New menu, better seats/tables, proper coffee, entrance to Cafe moved to nearer the
main library entrance, better spatial design - needs to be more chic.
Lease the cafe to external persons 
If it is running at a loss, it has to go!
Offer it as a franchise to the private sector, or under lease as a going concern. Put the prices up! Allowing the cafe to run at a cumulative loss for four years may well indicate bad
management rather than it not being commercially viable.  Always seems busy enough to me.  Pulling the plug isn't the only option.

 The counci!l should not fund any thing running at a loss
Could it be voluntarily staffed? Prices put up slightly? Rather than to.close it?
Rather than simply close it, offer it out to tender and generate an income from it 
Ask the Woodlands managers what they did!!
Although this is an area which should draw people to the town centre, it is clear that running at a loss is not sustainable. Something of more efficiency and also profitability could be placed in
this location. 
The coffee shop should not run at a loss, this is mismangement! The space could be rented out to a "new business" as a cafe and result in revenue for the Comhairle.68



CNES must look at reasons as to why the coffee shop is running at a loss: put out to tender for private sector.
Why not offer the premises out to a private operator?
Could this service be licensed out to a private business as it is a busy space
This coffee shop is the central hub of Stornoway, extremely popular and used by young and old alike, a vibrant place that encourages locals and visitors to come and visit the town centre by its
very existence. This facility should not be withdrawn under any circumstances, if this Council have any real concern about the well being of Stornoway town centre

 I object strongly on the grounds of equity to all parts of the population
Library coffee shop provides social inclusion opportunities to a lot of users, many of whom are of lower income / female / elderly. There must be scope for changing operations or increasing
charges to reduce deficit or leasing space to another provider of a similar service
It is ridiculous that £48k has been spent funding a coffee shop in Stornoway - there are plenty of cafes, restaurants & hotels in Stornoway where people can buy coffee. Close it.
It is shocking to learn the Library Coffee Shop (a non-essential and clearly non-commercially viable service) has run at a cumulative loss of just short of a quarter of a million pounds for the
past 4 years. Who in their right mind approved the budget to continue to spiral out of control in such a way for 4 years? Serious questions have to be asked about the rationale for continuance
of the cafe over the past 4 years, in the face of cuts to lifeline services. Looks like incompetence and/empire building.
Why this is still running when it has been making a loss over the last 4 years does not make sense.
Although a lovely hub to occasionally meet if it has been continuously running at a loss for 4 years it should be discontinued.

 CnES should not be supporting a loss making cafe -  while there are other businesses in town who nee the customers
I don't think the customers  match the users of the library very much

It seems crazy for the Comhairle to subsidise a facility of this sort. Indeed it was news to me that it was in receipt of subsidy. The market should be able to keep library users supplied with
coffee -- several cafes are in easy reach. The coffee shop has always been limited by the space available in any case - pleasant though it is, it is often difficult to get a seat at busy times.
Could we look at why it's loosing money and fix this and try and keep in open 
.net

If it is running at such a lose it should close or taken under new management.
Let the cafe to either a private concern or a local charity that will pay just enough rent to cover the building costs. It's prime retail space, but doesn't need to be staffed by expensive council
workers.
An external public door should be fitted and cafe let to private operator. It's very important to the life of the town centre and draws people in to the nearby shops so efforts should be made to
keep the service through the private sector.
An individual could run it as a business. Put it out to tender.
comfortable, child friendly seating area with coffee/tea machines available would be attractive.
Maybe rent out the coffe shop provision to independent trader to generate income.
Keep the cafe open and make savings from the education department who occupy the Kenneth Street end of the building. Top heavy with management

 There should be no public provision of a cafe. However, the reality is a cafe is a good thing in a library and in a high street.
 Explore all options of outsourcing/ privatisation with an initial financial incentive to assist it in setting up.

 A library must be the top priority even in this age of IT.
One problem is that the cafe is too small. Wages might be an issue but redeployment can be pursued, perhaps over time. No-one should use their job.
Considering how well used this facility is, it would be a shame to close it- surely it could be run more profitably? I think the model should be changed rather than closing the cafe completely.
Could it be offered as a 'franchise' opportunity for someone rather than being a council run facility?
Serious issue.  Running at a loss over the last 4 years!!  Why has this not been identified before now?  
This should be closed and the space used for something else or rented out to another business.  This should not have been allowed to carry on for as long when making such a loss.

If it's running at a loss then cut it - perhaps a private business to take over the space? 
Perhaps something as simple as increasing prices may help? I know it's obvious but it is the best place in town. The prices at present are very reasonable compared to other places... it should
be a terrible shame to lose it.
It would be a pity to lose this amenity; however, it is not acceptable that it should be allowed to operate at a loss. There is also now more competition in terms of coffee shops/tearooms, which
will be bound to have an effect on the amount of trade in the coffee shop.

Service is poorly and inefficiently run and is replicated by other private operators nearby. Not an essential service.
we definitely need our library with or without the restaurant
Put the prices up. Cut back on sfaff
In the short time I have lived on Harris, I think the Library Coffee Shop is one of the most popular places for people to meet in Stornoway. There must be an option to out-source the facility to a
private buisness.
Although a fantastic service it is difficult to justify when it is not making revenue. Alterantively is the Library able to reconsider the service that it runs, such as currently restricts what you can
purchase up until 11am and closes early, this may generate additional income 69



Not sure how you lose so much money when café is full each day.  Town needs it to remain open to encourage people to visit the town and shop.  Maybe better management to run this at a 
This cafe is always busy and the best in town so it would have a significant impact if it closes. I would strongly oppose closure but agree it can't be run at a loss. Further investigation should be
made a priority to find out why there is a loss in what should be a profit making venture.
Why can the library café space not be rented out to a private individual to run as a local business??? It seems crazy to disestablish a great café space because the council are incapable of
making it generate income when at the same time they are trying to encourage business start ups. If it was offered on a low rent (perhaps even rent free for the first three months to assist in
the set up) then it would have the dual purpose of supporting an important community service and supporting new enterprise, honestly why is this not the first option!
We have precious few establishments for visitors and locals and with the expected growth in touriusi. This is a shortsighted cut. With the level of annual deficit a review of coists, promotion of
cafe and extended utilisation of hours would address this deficit. I and my children are regular uaserz of the cafe and library and is a highlight. 

There are plenty of coffee shops in Stornoway and you could get more books in the space instead
This is utterly ridiculous. If a cafe in Stornoway - where there is a shortage of cafes - is being run at s loss it is because it is being badly run. Fire the manager and employee someone with
experience and the drive to run it as a proper self sufficient business. It shouldn't require any funding! 
There are not that many places to eat in town.  Do research and find somebody to take it on and make it work!!  Gourmet Food perhaps!
It's hard to believe that this popular well used café is running at such a loss, when there is such a huge profit margin in the food industry. Where are these losses coming from and should the
Comhairle not be looking at better management, reduced rates etc. to keep this facility open? The Stornoway town centre is already suffering and a reduction in facilities such as this will only
discourage people from coming to the town centre 
I worry about staff losing their jobs, but I know there are other places in Stornoway to get coffee. What would the Council do with the space? Could it generate income in other ways? Lease?
Exhibition space? As long are actual Library opening hours are unaffected, I agree with this proposal.

This is in the hub of town and encourages people to come in where are the experts get a plan going to utilise volunteers and sell at affordable prices and stop new business such as the new
coffee place on church street it is busy but is damaging to a really good service the library what are the planners in the council thinking about
Should have been looked into the first year it lost so much money then you wouldn't have reached this point
This is a place for people to meet and socialise and access is good for elderly, to cut this would be awful
I have not used that cafe in 7 years, although I suspect foul play in those loss figures 
Locals, library users and tourists use the cafe. No cafe, less library users and vice versa. Next we'll hear "not enough people using the Library so we'll have to close it!!!" Open on a Monday,
make more money.
Stop throwing money away
i dont believe for one min that they are loosing profit 
This would be a good proposal if the space was used for something valuable like a reference/research room or children's library. But it'll be wasted on some expensive niche Gaelic resource
nobody uses 
There should be an alternative useage of space. 
Surely review the way the cafe works and why it's making such a loss- it could be turned into something so much better and possibly generate some profit, rather than close it altogether.
This is a wonderful community facility which brings life to the centre of town, which is fairly run down and shabby at the moment. Could alternatives such as tendering to a private compnay be
looked at in order to keep life in town centre? 

 Where are they going to provide light refreshments? You need staff for this idea. 
Or do they have the idea of putting the cash desk in its place.
I think there are more than enough outlets of a similar nature in the town.
Close the library, underused and over staffed

The Council should never have rented this building in the first place. Over the years the have paid millions to a landlord who acquired the building in a rather dubious way. You as a council own
buildings that have been empty for years, its little wonder that you are having to make cuts when you cant manage the assets that you already own. Or should I have said "we already own" All I
can say is that I am glad that none of you are looking after my accounts.
No other similar small cafe business could survive running at a loss for 4 years. Time to stop using public funds to prop it up. 
It is a shame that the opening hours of the shop can not be expanded e.g. block door from library and create new door straight from the outside, then people could access the shop for long
hours and that would save the 4 hours that are currently wasted i.e. staff paid for 4 hours daily when customers can not access the shop.
 offer the cafe to private sector 

Why not change the model for income, allow an external group/ community enterprise to take this on?  How has it been allowed to run for 4 years at such a deficit without addressing this?

Would create opportunities for local businesses instead. 

Library coffee shop is an important social facility especially for the older generation, and increases the use of the library itself as a resource. In addition the job losses entailed would have a
negative economic impact.
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Would make a profit if operated properly on commercial basis.  Franchise the facility.
Why has it been allowed to run at a loss for 4 years, and not addressed in year 1? Whoever is running it should be given help/advice on how to run a business.

High staffing costs  Should have closed before or staffing levels appraised.

Explore ways of renting premises for private enterprise.

Why was this allowed to run at a loss for 4 years? Bad management.
Cannot be allowed to continue running at a loss.  Is someone able to take it over?
Can't support a failing business.
Should never have been opened as in direct competition with existing establishments providing this service.

Poor show if the coffee shop cannot run at a profit in the centre of Stornoway.  Close it or franchise it out.

Figures are suspect and should be available to the public. Amenity is too important to close.

Consider franchise and 6 day operation.
Hand it over to someone who can make a profit.

Is it not possible to tender out the running of the coffee shop so that it is run by someone as a business rather than by the Comhairle? It is well used and loved and there are so few places to
go for coffee and a cake in the centre of town.

Discontinue with the use of all Itinerants in Primary Schools

If possible try not to effect the future of the island by effecting the children, leave education alone!
I feel so disheartened to read C7- discontinuing with itinerant teachers in primary schools. I do appreciate that primary teachers are trained to teach art, music and PE however I don't believe
that all primary teachers are as passionate in delivering these subjects as trained specialists. Having experience being a PE teacher in several primary schools it made me aware that some
primary teachers just aren't confident delivering a quality PE lesson (I know that some are more than capable). However it is so important that pupils receive a high standard of PE in every
lesson so they experience a broad range of activities and skills. I think the most important thing is equipping pupils with the skills and motivation to continue to participate in physical activity for
the rest of their life to tackle the growing health and obesity problems in Scotland. With a specialist PE teacher I think there is more chance in making an enjoyable experience for the pupils in
our community. I'm sure this is the same for the delivery of art and music. I would really urge you to reconsider this cut, especially since other councils are doing the opposite- employing more
primary PE specialists.
Completely mad as a time we are supposed to be increasing children's activity.  This is the cut I most oppose, for the sake of my grandchildren.
It seems illogical to cut what seems like a very valuable addition to the development of children. Whilst primary teachers may themselves be able to deliver the other subjects there is no doubt
that the quality of what they deliver will not be anywhere similar to that which could be delivered by a specialist teacher. We should not be putting a quality education out of reach. 
I feel so disheartened to read this. I do appreciate that primary teachers are trained to teach art, music and PE however I don't believe that all primary teachers are as passionate in delivering
these subjects as trained specialists. Having experience being a PE teacher in several primary schools it made me aware that some primary teachers just aren't confident delivering a quality
PE lesson (I know that some are more than capable). However it is so important that pupils receive a high standard of PE in every lesson so they experience a broad range of activities and
skills. I think the most important thing is equipping pupils with the skills and motivation to continue to participate in physical activity for the rest of their life to tackle the growing health and
obesity problems in Scotland. With a specialist PE teacher I think there is more chance in making an enjoyable experience for the pupils in our community. I'm sure this is the same for the
delivery of art and music. I would really urge you to reconsider this cut, especially since other councils are doing the opposite- employing more primary PE specialists.

PE provided by the specialist itinerant teacher is my children's favourite class, even though they are not very sporty. In other schools where PE is provided by the specialist itinerant teachers
AND by class room teachers, the children have said they much prefer that delivered by the specialist teacher. Are we going to listen to our children or blindly follow a spurious claim that
classroom teachers can deliver a similar quality? If we are to develop the habit of good exercise among our young people, ordinary PE is not going to deliver -- they have to be inspired. This
is what our specialist teacher does, and our classroom teachers cannot do (they are excellent in many other ways). We hear that the itinerant teachers may not be made redundant -- so why
change an excellent provision?
Primary teachers are not in any way qualified to teach p.e it is shocking to think this acceptable. P.E has gone backwards over the years in schools especially primary.
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Education Standards - Reducing this essential part of our primary (P.4-P7) education system will lead to long term damage in terms of the standard of education our children receive, they will
not be given exposure to the breadth and depth of teaching in Art, Music and PE others have enjoyed for decades in the Western Isles. A system that has been incredibly successful in terms
of educational and professional attainment. At this time in their lives children are ready to explore these subject areas in real detail. Why is it now acceptable in the Comhairle Eduction
Department to lower the value of eduction in these three subject areas and ignore the professional support of subject specialist at the very time when the Creative Industries continue to flourish
as a business sector in our vulnerable local economy? Teaching children with a wide and broad approach to these subject areas can only be delivered by subject specialist, as is done in
secondary schools - a proven educational model. General classroom teachers will only ever have a basic understanding of these subject areas (unless they happen to be naturally gift in Art,
Music or PE) this approach does not replicate the education which is currently being delivered, even with ‘instructor’ support as proposed but not detailed in this consultation document. The
current standard of education can not be replicated by ‘instructors’. What qualifications will these instructors have? How will their abilities in these subject areas be assessed? What will be the

 cost of having instructors in schools - surely that cost needs to be taken into account and removed from the proposed circa £500k 'saving'?  
This proposal has not been developed from an educational perspective but only from a financial cost-saving perspective. The justification that it is not a statutory requirement to have specialist
teachers or itinerant teachers in primary schools may be the case. However the Western Isles is very different to most other local authority areas in Scotland and what is acceptable and done
my 'most other' local authorities should not dictate our education standards – the Education Department are reducing our education system to the lowest common denominator on the basis of

 cost, this will only impact our children and stifle ambition, creativity and sport success  - the current model of teaching Art, PE and Music has been proven to work and should not change.
Your consultation suggests that classroom teachers have had “significant opportunities to build their confidence” in these specialist subject areas. However, I understand there is no record in
the Education Department of any structured approach to this “opportunity”, no record of training and no formal obligation on classroom teachers to participate in this skills building exercise. I
find this surprising that your Education Department has not made any formal effort to ensure the staff now responsible for delivering these subjects P.1-P.7 as suggested, have not be asked to
formally complete a structured training programme. Some teachers will have not covered these subject areas in any detail for 20-30 years since they spent time in university or college. How

 can this be an acceptable standard?
Under supply contracts (re-deployment) how can these subject specialist teachers be expected deliver a structured programme of learning to children in Art, Music and PE on an ad-hoc supply
basis, not knowing which class they will be taking or which school they will be visiting from week to week, or day to day as a supply teacher? Will payment for travelling between school and no
class preparation time be retained? Why would these professional teachers accept this offer and agree to be 'redeployed' on these terms to support teaching this subjects, this amount to
nothing else but a redundancy situation by any other name but I presume without any redundancy payment and associated terms? Their alternative off-course will be to become 'instructors'
and accept reduced terms and conditions below their current teaching grades - this is a disgraceful way to treat employees, especially teachers who have always been focused on providing
opportunities and inspiring our young people. Our children miss out of so much Art, Music and Sporting opportunities due to their remote island location, taking away there access to the

 not clear where the savings are coming from the Comhailre need to define exactly what is an itinerant teacher how many schools will be affected and ensure equality of service provision
acroos all schools
teachers have a difficult enough task to teach children normal subjects far less trying to teach arts pe etc 
I think that it is imperative for children to receive a fundamental good physical education in schools to prevent obesity and other health complications in the future. If we don't spend the time
and money now investing in our children to establish and encourage good physically healthy routines and habits for life it will be very short sited and our health service will have to pick up the

 cost later in life. Prevention of disease and health issues surely is better that treatment. 
In an ideal world I would like to support fully the arts and music but if I had to decide between all of the subjects physical education would definately be priority for the reasons highlighted 
This is criminal! Education of the next generation is the only way to secure the future of the islands
I think this is ridiculous as the teachers use this time where the children are out the class to lesson plan and they have protected non teaching time every week. I think children benefit from
doing the different things like PE, Art and music and I think asking the teachers to do more will result in higher sick days and ultimately in the loss of good teachers. It has proven difficult
enough to get teachers in post the last few years why make it worse?
This proposal is completely ridiculous and should not be considered. I agree cuts have to be made but those should never be to education or medical...these teachers are needed. It is
proposer pjs to even consider anymore cuts in the education fields
A balance of cost against support for young children has to be found - other councils have cut support, while we have a huge landmass and sparce population
This should not be cut at all
Whilst I agree with the removal of itinerant sports and arts teachers I strongly oppose the removal of itinerant music teachers. Music is an integral part of island cultural life and the extremely
high calibre of music tuition available has inspired countless island youngsters to take up musical instruments. The tuition offered goes far beyond what a non-specialist teacher could be
expected to provide. Whilst I accept that primary teachers can be expected to have the skills to deliver art and sports activities, I feel it is unrealistic to expect them to have the skills to deliver

 all but the most rudimentary musical education.
Itinerant music teachers make an enormous contribution towards the cultural life of the islands, helping young people to participate in all sorts of musical activities. They are also integral to the

 success of island schools in National Mod competitions - a source of considerable pride to many islanders.
Whilst I fully appreciate the need to make significant budget savings I would ask that strong consideration is given to retaining the itinerant music teacher posts.
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Reduction in overall teaching capacity is stated as a risk although no further detail is given. The public meeting did not provide assurance that those children with talents in more artistic fields
could be appropriately supported and provided for by the stated alternative of classroom teacher input. Getting it right for every child and Raising Attainment for All need to be for all children
and provide services that are able to support talent and encourage learning across the disciplines.
Specialist teachers enhance the children's learning giving access to all in school - some would have no opportunity to access this otherwise 
I know that Education costs the Council a lot of money and to some extent the Education Budget has been protected in recent years when other departments have suffered cuts. I accept that
it must suffer cuts at some stage and I also accept that all Primary teachers are trained to deliver Music, Art and PE but this training will only deliver the statutory requirement which in effect
will be basic. With all due respect it is highly unlikely that the majority of Primary teachers will be able to deliver what specialist teachers deliver. This will, in turn, impact on what the Secondary
schools are able to deliver at a time when the expectations and pressure to deliver high quality results/destinations/skills etc has never been so high.

I think that, should this proposal go ahead, there will be a hugely detrimental impact across the board. Primary teachers are already under a huge amount of strain, and they provide an
excellent service. However, they cannot (and should not be expected to) provide the same level of education in these fields as specialist teachers. It is a great shame to think that my own
daughter cannot expect to receive the same standard of education as I did 20-30 years ago. The education that I received, particularly in the fields of art and music, sparked interest that
endures to this day. We are blessed in our community with a huge wealth of talent in all these areas, and if it is not nurtured at an early age, it is unlikely that there will be the same level of
uptake in these subjects at secondary level in the future. It is also likely that levels of participation in local mods etc will decline, which would be a great shame.
Important service. Strongly oppose cuts.
Teachers are already stretched. We are known for our creativity and work within the arts. Don't loose the people who inspire those who love these benefits to island life. Itinerants provide that
speciality that take pupils to MODS, National Competitions, Inter Island Sports Events - when the council don't supply schools with supply staff to release teaching staff to allow them to take
pupils to these events - how can teachers continue to ensure pupils attend these opportunities which address and embody Curriculum for Excellence and the Wider Achievement factor,
developing the Health and Wellbeing of every child, which adhere to the governments push to close the attainment gap.
The argument is clear in that primary schools teachers can do this anyway. In my children's experience there's been not much point having these lessons anyway.

A look at the costs of itinerant teachers compared to hiring an actual full time teacher may actually save money.
I do feel this is a luxury, but an important one. Our children deserve the best opportunities!
Would rather not see this loss in education but would prefer their mainstream education to be more secure.

There is already too much pressure on teachers as it is, resulting in more and more work and core learning needing to be done at home...we will soon have each child fully home schooled!
I think that between P4 and P7 is where these services are needed most as children become more inactive as they get older. The current practice of walking round the school 12 times per day
ensures their daily activity levels but specialist activities are required.
I know that education costs the Council a considerable amount of money every year and that to a great extent it has been protected from many of the difficult decisions which have hit some
other departments in recent years. I accept that the time has now come for cuts to be made and I also accept that Primary School Teachers are trained to deliver Art, Music and PE but being
realistic that will only ever be training which is sufficient to fulfil the statutory requirement. With all due respect to our Primary Teachers, specialist teachers are trained to deliver so much more
than the basic requirements and at a time when Secondary schools are expected to develop pupils' skills and deliver qualifications of a higher quality than ever before, the earlier pupils begin
to develop their skills the greater the benefit to them.
Children need a well rounded education. Obesity is a huge problem locally and removing specialised PE teachers should not be seen as an opportunity.
This is madness. We should be investing in our children and encouraging them to be fit and active and have interests outwith the traditional academic curriculum. To say teachers are 'trained
and qualified' to deliver such subjects is misleading. Teachers are often overstretched and do not have the specialist knowledge required to teach children to the appropriate standard. Just
because most authorities have withdrawn this provision does not mean the Outer Hebrides should follow suit. We have a fantastic record of success amongst our young people in all of these
areas only because such specialist teaching has been available - this should be continued into the future.
The importance of the best quality tuition for p4-7 should not be underestimated. The arts and pe are subjects that if you haven't engaged the interest of children by the time they go to
secondary the opportunity to interest them in these activities are lost.

More pressure on class teachers who have basic skills in art music and PE and less skilled teaching for primary children 
Island children already suffer from the limited curriculum offered.
The Itinterant teachers are vital for the development of the children, offering great support and valuable skills to the primary children. This SHOULD NOT be cut.
Teachers cannot and are not confident to provide the same level of PE & Music teaching to pupils. Active Schools role in schools is to co-ordinate and recruit volunteers to deliver extra-
curricular opportunities, not to deliver in schools so this should not be used as a smokescreen. On the mainland (were itinerants have been removed) schools will have access to Sports
Development Officers for many different sports, who in turn will have a bank of sessional coaches and college students who can deliver in schools. In Uist & Barra we do not even have a
generic sports development officer never mind a bank of coaches who can be called upon to deliver in schools. The importance of basic movement and fine motor skills cannot be under
underestimated and therefore an element of specialist PE teaching should be retained especially for P1-P3/4. There will be only 4 primary schools from August 2016/17 so an option would be
to reduce staffing from 2 to 1.
If you look at the successful teaching & outcomes for students and the potential loss of expertise that can make a huge impact on the lives of young people then this proposition is a disaster.
The skills that can be carried over to many different walks of life plus the encouragement of creativity that again might be utilised in many different ways and sometimes more importantly the
confidence that can be built upon for each individual cannot be underestimated. 73



This would provide a large saving and I am inclined to support it, although my daughter did benefit greatly from learning guitar and to a lesser extent art from itinerant teachers while at primary
school. I think that PE does not require the use of itinerant staff. 
I am from an era which lacked investment in sports and the arts locally. I see the delivery of these subjects as of equal importance as english and maths etc. Investing here is a clear
investment in giving young people opportunities to be physically & mentally healthy, to build confidence, develop social skills and be creative. Remove them and costs will go up elsewhere. In
the broader sense of national gov spending thus is another spend to save for me. We all know the stat of 1 in 4 experiencing mental illness in any given year in the UK. We also know that
mental ill health causes 40% of the burden of disease in Europe ... so logically, yes, let's remove what helps keep people healthy, thriving, independent and developing.  
This is a huge saving, I think music lessons are a high priority, as long as there are sufficient teachers and  support  for those with more complex learning requirements.
Children need to continue receiving the high quality of teaching in the subjects Art Music and PE. They are subjects with obvious specialist training which no primary teacher can be expected
to teach at specialist level. Teachers are being stretched enough as it is.A mile walk a day is not and should not be classed as the same as a PE lesson! Absolutely horrified at the thought of
my child losing out on these lessons, our island children are thriving, why why why even go near primary education with such cut backs??? Huge concerns regarding my child's primary
education, a brand new school being built in North Uist (in the middle of nowhere) then cut back on such important classes, this must be reconsidered, has to be. Our children are our future.
The risks that has been identified is crucial. To expect primary teachers to provide the same level of support for these parts of the Curriculum for Excellence while at the same time maintaining
the same standard for the other elements is unrealistic. The cultural heritage of the Islands is one of its most assets. There may be some scope for rationalisation and this should be
considered first.
I fully support the use of itinerant teachers in schools. They are a valuable part of a child's schooling for many reasons, some being to boost confidence, learn about health and well being,
taking part in large group activities, keeping fit, team work, learning about local customs and heritage, the list is endless. I think the Comhairle would be letting itself and islanders down by
cutting the funding for this service.
I fully oppose this as it directly limits the access to specialist creative provision for one. In relation to PE I also find it a complete obscurity that there are issues with obesity and lack of
excercise among children in Scotland yet we choose to limit education in this area. Many schools are equipped with music and PE equipment they will be unable to use if the provision is

 removed.  
Secondly CNES appears to have made this proposal without offering any proposals on how the community could bridge this gap, whilst money must be saved and this appears to be a no

 brainier the knock on financial implications in the future cannot as yet be measured and this proposal may I fact cost our children and our community in the future.
Having spoken with a large number of primary teachers in various authorities I have learned that there is huge concern, teachers are generalist in their level of experience, but without a

 specific talent in either music or art they struggle to offer more than basic levels, they lack they knowledge to foster real talent.  Primary school years are the key to developing talent.  
Those of us with the financial backing to provide our children with access to extra curricular activities in sports or the creative arts will continue to do so, but for those who's opportunities are

 restricted due to finances or remoteness are the ones to be worst hit, this is another way of disadvantage get those already disadvantaged and a very sad state of affairs.  
I feel an increase in council tax should be considered to protect this vital service areathe comhairle is one of the few (if only) authorities to still provide this. utilising national organisations, third sector groups to deliver some of this provision through external funding is the way
other authorities deal with this. Primary teachers are trained to a good level to be able to deliver all aspects of the curriculum and this should be utililsed
The arguments against this proposal have been set out (in far more detail than I have knowledge of) during budget consultation meetings, in the media and on social media. From what I know,
this proposal does not seem to sit within any integrated and strategic approach to the arts - across all agency providers - see also above at C5. The cost savings do not seem to add up given
the number of staff affected. How exactly are the savings to be made? What exactly is the position regarding the supply budget and what are the cross budgetary and other considerations?
This Council seems to go to great lengths to say that it is providing services in a unique context with special considerations but it also seems to suggest that because something happens
elsewhere - particularly in mainland authorities, that this is the way to go - without giving any real reasons as to the benefits of going with the herd. These Islands are indeed unique - they
have an enviable cultural heritage much of which is predicated on the arts and, in particular, music. This is something that should be grown from birth to old-age - more provision is needed in
schools and elsewhere, for all ages, not less. The impact on our young - who are not being consulted on this proposal - on parents who may not have the means to compensate for this
proposed reduction in the breadth and quality of provision, and ultimately the wider population in all kinds of ways ranging from the economic to the social makes this proposal again, short
sighted. With the greatest of respect to primary teachers who do a fantastic job and who are already coping with so many challenges, not all find vocational satisfaction in teaching the arts as
do professional music/art etc. teachers - this impacts on a child's learning in this field. This is not a criticism of primary teachers - all of us have strengths and weaknesses. There is a lot more
to teaching the arts than that prescribed in the curriculum for excellence which in relation to the arts arguably sets minimum standards. This proposal means that the system might ultimately
fail to fully develop a child to its full potential and more particularly those who are unable to access other support and learning opportunities in the arts. This provision, may not, of course, be a
priority for educational officers or the Council, but if it is not, then for all the reasons stated above, and in the media etc., this appears short termism and will have an impact on generations to
come and in particular on our children's quality of live into adulthood - it can't all be about the economics.

Very valuable asset to young people throughout islands and would be a truly detrimental step. In more remote areas with fewer children would be difficult to provide music or art tuition outside
school
It will be young people that lose out here are are once again disadvantaged. Pupils in rural areas or a distance from Stornoway don't have the same opportunities as those close to town.
Specialist teaching in art, PE and music may be the only time they do it in school- it might inspire them and show hidden talents. Those academically challenged yet with creative flair will suffer
here. I also feel people will be put off moving to the islands with all the bad press of removing specialists. 
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I believe that the teaching provision is more important than tuition to ensure all children, rather than those selectively tutored, have the benefit of specialised teaching in expressive subjects as
this is seen to continuously enhance their academic capacity, behaviour in general, and confidence. Even if moved to the supply stream, the specific placement of these specialists in non-
contact time and structuring the timetable to have these times used for the provision of them teaching in their specialism is an obvious but very important way to offset concerns if you continue
with this proposal. It will take a lot of co-ordination but I consider it to be a minimal effort compared to the benefits. Be open if this happens - discuss it with parents and teachers, write it into
formal agreements and promote its benefits.
Feel this is sadly a backward step in our young children's education.
Education Standards - Reducing this essential part of our primary (P.4-P7) education system will lead to long term damage in terms of the standard of education our children receive, they will
not be given exposure to the breadth and depth of teaching in Art, Music and PE others have enjoyed for decades in the Western Isles. A system that has been incredibly successful in terms
of educational and professional attainment. At this time in their lives children are ready to explore these subject areas in real detail. Why is it now acceptable in the Comhairle Eduction
Department to lower the value of eduction in these three subject areas and ignore the professional support of subject specialist at the very time when the Creative Industries continue to flourish
as a business sector in our vulnerable local economy? Teaching children with a wide and broad approach to these subject areas can only be delivered by subject specialist, as is done in
secondary schools - a proven educational model. General classroom teachers will only ever have a basic understanding of these subject areas (unless they happen to be naturally gift in Art,
Music or PE) this approach does not replicate the education which is currently being delivered, even with ‘instructor’ support as proposed but not detailed in this consultation document. The
current standard of education can not be replicated by ‘instructors’. What qualifications will these instructors have? How will their abilities in these subject areas be assessed? What will be the

 cost of having instructors in schools - surely that cost needs to be taken into account and removed from the proposed circa £500k 'saving'?  
 This proposal has not been developed from an educational perspective but only from a financial cost-saving perspective. The justification that it is not a statutory requirement to have

specialist teachers or itinerant teachers in primary schools may be the case. However the Western Isles is very different to most other local authority areas in Scotland and what is acceptable
and done my 'most other' local authorities should not dictate our education standards – the Education Department are reducing our education system to the lowest common denominator on the 
basis of cost, this will only impact our children and stifle ambition, creativity and sport success - the current model of teaching Art, PE and Music has been proven to work and should not

 change.
Your consultation suggests that classroom teachers have had “significant opportunities to build their confidence” in these specialist subject areas. However, I understand there is no record in
the Education Department of any structured approach to this “opportunity”, no record of training and no formal obligation on classroom teachers to participate in this skills building exercise. I
find this surprising that your Education Department has not made any formal effort to ensure the staff now responsible for delivering these subjects P.1-P.7 as suggested, have not be asked to
formally complete a structured training programme. Some teachers will have not covered these subject areas in any detail for 20-30 years since they spent time in university or college. How

 can this be an acceptable standard?
Itinerant Teachers Contracts – from the information provided at the public meetings and not included in this document I understand contracts will change for the current team of itinerant
teachers. Under this proposal changing the current itinerant teachers from professional subject specialists to supply teachers makes no sense whatsoever and is surely not a cost saving to
the Comhairle. How can these teachers be expected deliver a structured programme of learning to children in Art, Music and PE on an ad-hoc supply basis, not knowing which class they will
be taking or which school they will be visiting from week to week, or day to day as a supply teacher? With no payment for travelling between school and no class preparation time? Why would
these professional teachers accept this offer and agree to be 'redeployed' on these terms to support teaching this subjects, this amount to nothing else but a redundancy situation by any other
name but I presume without any redundancy payment and associated terms? Their alternative off-course will be to become 'instructors' and accept reduced terms and conditions below their 
there should be parity across the islands with provision
The expertise and talent of our itinerant teachers cannot be lost.  A primary teacher cannot teach music and art to the level of a specialist teacher.  I know.  My career was primary teaching.
Teaching staff are tremendously under pressure as it is, with increasing levels of homework being sent home due to teachers having to fulfill curriculum for excellence requirements. 
There is a notable difference in the attainment of pupils who have had not had specialist art and music input since cutting posts - this will also include sport/pe/health and fitness levels if this
proposal goes ahead. I would move to the mainland to a school where pe skills are taught as a specialism and not as an add on subject by primary teachers who don't have the time to give this 
subject their all

 Where there is over-staffing,CNES could look at use of secondary specialists in primary.  However, where this is not possible, itinerants should stay.
CNES could save a lot of money by restructuring middle and senior management teams in secondary schools. Current models are based on higher school rolls in some parts of the authority.

 Reorganisation here would be better than cutting specialist provision.  Primary teachers need specialist support and planning time!  
What about looking at better use of the school estate? Surely there is an opportunity to double up use with some buildings - e.g. a lot of Sgoil Lionacleit is unused and it is therefore inefficient.
Primary teachers may have covered (a bit of) of these subjects in uni....hardly makes them specialists. To say the removal of itinerants will not be to the detriment of the children is to
completely devalue the skills of specialists. There is no way a class teacher can replicate all of these specialisms. I don't know any teachers who feel they have the "confidence and skills".
Utter nonsense.  
Children should be our biggest investment
Education is important to provide jobs and ensure youngsters today are educated enough to get jobs later.
As we are hosting the national mod this year which will bring in a great deal of income and the council is committed to keeping Gaelic alive this seems a retrograde step any good musician
starts early. Music and Art bring people to the islands increasing revenue accross the board

you talk about children who dont get allot of exersice and your cutting back on PE 75



Cutting of any subject in schools is not going to benefit the economy whatsoever. The majority of Primary teachers are overstretched largely already and although they are registered to teach
such subjects that does not in anyway mean they are able to give an excellent education in areas such as art and music as such teachers would. Having already compared my own education
to that of mainland Scotland, it was inferior due to lack of choice in subjects and provisions. The opportunity for students to excel in areas such as this is vital for future growth and although
large savings could be made in this area it seems ludicrous to cut such an important part of the budget that could if run efficiently bring large development of our young people and bring money
back to the struggling economy of the Western Isles. 

How is the teaching time that is covered by the itinerants going to be covered? I assume by the existing teachers reducing non contact time, putting extra pressure on primary teacher to
prepare and teach Music, Art and PE, resulting in a poorer education all round.
I understand the concept of primary teachers being trained to a certain level in music, languages, art and physical education, however to properly encourage these activities I suggest that
specialist teachers in each subject be retained.   

It was suggested that itinerant teachers would be redeployed within the council, taking account of their qualifications and that this move would be managed through the supply teachers budget.
There are concerns that under a supply basis these teachers would not be paid while on annual leave. Many primary teachers whom I know personally have stated to me that they do not have
the inclination towards subjects such as art/music and PE and as such I can foresee children being short changed in these departments. I am struggling to understand how such a large
amount will be saved here as I believe I heard that only 1.2 people are employed on an itinerant basis. I may have picked this up wrong, but unless they are travelling between schools by
private jet this does not make sense.
Itinerant teachers provide significant additional skills that classroom teachers have not been trained to deliver this service is vitally important to give the children coming through primary
education now and in future a balanced and rounded learning experience. Further removal of this specialism can only be detrimental to the future generation and the impact can't be measured
in monetary terms.
The strain on teachers in Stornoway primary and laxdale school. Would extra teachers be needed to support teachers and therefore no savings.
The teachers are trained to multi teach so they can do it. Get rid of class room assistant too, waste of money 
Do away with this.. and you will do away with our future generations abilities !!!!
Reluctant to see this benefit to our children go, but trust our primary teachers to be effective
All primary teachers may have had training in art, PE & music, however that doesn't mean they are any good at these specialised subjects. These subjects provide a vital outlet for pupil's
creative, emotional & mental development. 
Stupid, ill thought out proposal, which reflects the low value placed on arts, culture, music by this local authority. This undermining of arts and culture serves to negate our future heritage.
Need music and arts in schools 

 I think the teachers have more than enough to do without having to do the extra work as a result of those losses.
Also its important for the children to be getting their PE for exercises.
I think this is a really crazy idea - to say other authorities have withdrawn this already is no argument for saying it's the right thing to do. In places where it has been withdrawn there are huge
regrets and children are suffering as a result with a narrower scope of 'education'. Don't do it - it will only have a massive negative impact on our children.

 primary teachers are trained to deliver Art , Music and PE  to the youngest stages -   I am from teaching profession
 There are opportunities to increase use of occasional instructors - at a much reduced cost.

The existing posts are largely historical     This proposal raises a large amount of savings easily
You state "most authorities"....how many exactly? Happy to see Active Schools and music tuition will continue but if it is deemed not necessary i.e. You have research to prove it is not worth
having additional itinerant teachers then so be it.
They provide a valuable specialised service to our children and would be a huge loss. 
A hot potato that will need careful explanation (more than you have made here) to the public. It's a big win on the savings - perhaps there's a half way house to reduce the service by prioritising
subjects.
The introduction of music and song itinerants to schools has been an incredible achievement with outstanding results over the past 25 years. In a world where fear and anxiety are increasingly
pedalled by the news and the state, teaching children to seek and escape into a world of music and song to relieve stress and to perform and include other has never been more important.

 Don't do this. Our islands and our people will be the worse for it.
The same goes for PE - never has the need for Activity been greater. I would say however that this is a skill that most teachers will have or can develop (unlike music)
This is taking us back to the 1950's - a very very backward step
As there are limited sports facilities available at the weekend, physical education in school is important. 
Cuts Children's education should not even be on this shortlist. Investing in young upcoming islanders is essential. If you don't invest in education then the island will not survive.

 However, absolutely no further closure of schools. If that is a possibility, ignore. Schools must be preserved as they are a priority in the community.
Serious consideration must be given to the establishment of a dedicated Cathollic School and educational provision for children of other Faiths. The Council can no longer ignore this. This
Council must be the only one to have this situation. It is inappropriate in this day and age.
If itinerant teachers are specialist within their own field, this is a huge benefit to pupils. Discontinuing such posts will lead to a reduction of teachers in the future who are keen to focus on one
subject (eg art), but they will be aware of the lesser job opportunities.  And disappointing for the pupils who will not benefit from this expertise. 76



This proposal should be rejected at the outset.  A huge loss for our pupils.
Primary teachers can teach these subjects. 

I believe that all the activities in place at present will remain but I would like to say that I would prefer to have a specialised PE teacher in primary schools. Part of the cirriculum is health and
wellbeing and to encourage young children to be active adults I think the PE teacher is required to help motivate them, encourage them and let them experience as many different sports as
possible at a young age so that it becomes habit or the norm for them to be more active than parents/grandparents etc. I think this is vital to the primary schools. The other activities I believe
could be adequately covered by teachers and if children are gifted and wish to progress they can get lessons outwith school at a cost borne by their family.
Totally shocking proposal...Not all children are academically competent although may excel in the areas of art, music and sport...It is such rubbish that is being spouted, that all Pr teaching
staff are trained to teach these subjects...what about the teachers who undertake the PGDE in 9 months, when in that time is sufficient training given for these subjects? What happens to
people who want to progress to teaching these subjects, what choice or chances will they have for employment in the Islands, not everyone wants to live on the mainland...no wonder you are
able to project a decline in population in the future!!
Sad to see these go, and I hear with sympathy the arguments made to retain them, but set against the other services here the cost cannot be ignored. Perhaps better broadband connections
may make increased use of video-conferencing an option in some cases.
Music and art is very important and would this cut mean children not competing at the local and national mod and effect music lessons. 
This will significantly increase pressure on teachers and reduce employment opportunities. Not all individuals are skilled enough to cover all subjects such as PE, Art, Music. Teachers could
become more stressed causing potentially time off due to ill health. 

This is vital to a proper education. Teachers may be qualified in such areas but there is nothing that compares to the real passion and enthusiasm and interest these itinerant teachers have for
their subject. Dumbing things down for children is ridiculous and a real risk of them losing a broad range of interests. I know this from my own experience and I would hate to think of what
skills and interests I would have been lost too because of "budget cuts".  There is a particular need for it in the Western Isles where there is not such easy access to tutors and culture facilities.
When I was in primary school there were no specialist teachers for music, art or PE, our teachers taught everything. I don`t believe it had a detrimental effect, those who had a particular
aptitude or ability were still identified and encouraged accordingly.
Disgraceful
Another non-essential service. There is adequate capacity within schools to deliver the curriculum requirements in this area without the use of specialists.
don't get rid of our teachers our children are going to miss out greatly

This is a backward thinking proposal, and can only harm the islands in the long term. Our children are the future, and we are incredibly fortunate to have highly skilled specialist teachers
working in our primary schools. Island children are disadvantaged in a way, as they have fewer clubs/activities/entertainments do take part in than their city-dwelling counterparts. Where they
are advantaged is the rich cultural and sporting history of the islands. Cutting the specialist teachers may well save money, but it will adversely affect an entire generation of children. I urge you
to re-think this proposal.

This would have a lasting long-term impact. Class teachers cannot be expected to fill the gap - it's not fair on them and it's not fair on the children. This will affect our children's health and
mental well-being. It will limit their ability to develop any natural talent in these fields, or to gain enjoyment purely from participation. In ten years time, CnES will be wondering why the islands
have no representatives at mainland sporting events, why schools aren't participating in Mods, why there are no entrants to art competitions. Western Isles schools forty years ago were
providing a more rounded primary education than my children would be getting in the 21st century.
This is an atrocious consideration. Art and music and sports are finds mental to primary education and if the full time primary teachers don't have a music/art/sport specialism - which most of
them don't - then specialist teachers need to be provided. You are destroying the potential of future adults by taking this away - anyone who isn't entirely academic and driven of their accord is
doomed.
This is an absolute disgrace, we should be providing more and more for education, not taking it all away.
I believe that it's important encourage children's creative skills through art and music and I would support this proposal if Primary Teachers have sufficient skills to teach the children these
subjects, without it having an impact on the level of academic teaching they provide. PE and physical activity is very important for children of all ages and especially these days where we all
lead more sedentary lives and the ever increasing risks this has to health.

Kids need music especially to be taught by specialised teachers.

Classroom teachers do not have the skills necessary to take on the teaching of specialist subjects. 
As primary staff need RCCT time covered anyway, why not return to old system of time tabling specialist staff to cover the 2 1/2 hours for each teacher. Win-win for all concerned. Do not agree
with view above - teachers are not adequately or confidently trained in these areas. We will see a huge drop in pupil skills over the coming years. No Mod participants in the future! It is only a
non/ teaching professional who could make such a statement, which is so far off the mark of reality! 
Itinerant teachers must be kept at any cost
The island prides itself on its sporting and cultural achievements, the foundation for this begins in primary school without specialist teachers there will be a reduction in achievements which will
not be felt until future years, at this point people will look back in hindsight and wish this had continued to be suported 
Stupid idea - music, art and PE need to be funded to produce fully rounded individuals
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Itinerant teachers have always been a source of specialist training and skill for Primary pupils in the Western Isles. Many pupils would have failed to thrive in any given area if it were not for
the skilled and timely teaching provided by these teachers. With no disrespect to the class teachers, having the class teacher for these specialist activities is just not the same as having
someone who is skilled and passionate about their specialist area. They also add a huge amount to other school activities, for example, art and music teachers offer huge amounts of
assistance with school concerts / mods / play staging / backdrops and props, etc. Similarly PE teachers have huge amount of enthusiasm and skill to help develop primary teams, ensuring
local and regional leagues are competitive and skilled.
I think it would be very detrimental to get rid of Itinerant teachers, we are a sector leader in this regard and this provision helps to nurture our rich cultural heritage and the education of our
children. Our children inherently have much more limited creative and sporting options outwith school compared to children on the mainland, why make them pay more.

Teachers have enough to do without doing a further 3 teachers jobs along with there own work .Again kids are suffering /loosing out Disgrace !!
An easy tRgwet to attack our children's education. It will see me footing quite differently in the next elections if this is where our councillors see favourable cutzs

Kids need this education and having different teachers is great for them
There was nothing wrong with the system that was in place when specialists were used to cover the non contact time. Someone has to release teachers and this was the perfect solution. The
impact on the children is HUGE. Think about how YOUR school days would have differed had YOU not received any specialist input. It's absolutely ridiculous that specialists are being done
away with in Primary schools. There MUST be another way.
It may be a harsh reality that those with an aptitude for an interent subject may have to seek private tutoring. My only worry is the strain on the already high workload on primary teachers.
Paperwork should be more streamlined for them

Teachers are needing to teach more and do less paperwork and work more hours for the mo eye they receive who else gets holidays like them
"Teachers have had significant opportunities to build their confidence and skills in these areas working alongside itinerant specialists and have themselves been responsible for stages P1-P3

 for a number of years now.
Most authorities have withdrawn itinerant specialist provision in Primary." - If there is recognition that teachers have developed skills working alongside itinerant specialists then this is
deliberately short sighted as those skills will evetually be lost after itinerant teachers are no longer there - who do teachers learn from then? Doing something because everywhere else has
done it does not make it right. The arts and PE have never been more important at a time when children need viable expressive options outside of digital media and need specialist exercise to
gain interest in sport and health when obesity levels are high

Needs to be streamlined, not cut altogether
Unacceptable! What a diservice to our young people and their potential, and also to our already stretched primary school teachers. And what an insult to our highly skilled and highly committed
specialist teachers! This would be disastrous for our children, schools, communities and the maintenance and expansion of our rich heritage and culture. Shame on you. 
There are other ways to save money. Children's should not suffer. Yes you can state the primary teachers are qualified to teach but they can not see the ones with potential the budding artists,
gymnasts and musicians. The itinerant teachers can. I thought the island was supposed to encourage the local language, well the mod is certainly going to suffer without the help of itinerant
teachers. Ridiculous proposal. Primary teachers have enough to do and the itinerant have trained and can teach more to the children than a primary teacher. 

Absolutely disgusting that the comhairle want to further erode the quality and experiences of our children at school. Of courses class teachers will do their best but that will never compare to
the years of experience these itinerant teachers have. It is very sad to think that the potential of these children to excel in music/art/sport is being taken away. When I was in school, we loved
when these specialist teachers came.
A small percentage of this budget redirected to an lanntair and taigh chearsabhagh arts centres could maintain a good level of professional arts enagagement in primary schools
these poor children are going to suffer because of this 
A real shame to lose music teachers as its valuable to start kids on instruments early to properly develop their talent but Education dept doesnt even know what a string instrument is, if it's not
brass it doesn't count, so they don't even do music provision well at the moment, but there's no reason why art and PE can't be taught by class teachers at primary level 
Children should have these resources available to enhance education. 
Children learn in different ways and have varying areas of strength; not all children all academic and removing this provision will greatly diminish the quality of our childrens education. If this
goes ahead, children from more affluent families will have access to opportunities that others do not; to not place value on arts, pe and music is short sighted and will fail our communities in
the long term. 
Don't let the next generation of children go without such important parts of the curriculum.
Our children are our future! cutting teaching and teaching services and have a huge impact on the children and young adults! we need allow these services to continue to allow everyone to
succeed! 
This proposal would have huge consequences on the quality of education our young people receive. It limits access to a well rounded, whole educational experience and is discriminatory.
Rural children in particular are denied many opportunities to learn about and appreciate the arts. Primary teachers just do not have the breadth and depth of knowledge that the specialist
teachers do. All pupils should have access to art, music and pe, not just 8-12 year olds. 1-5 households live in poverty on the Western Isles, and poor transport links as well as prohibitive

 costs mean that many families cannot afford access to extra-curricular activities to make up for the loss of this service.
The plan to use the McCrone time would need to be very carefully managed to ensure equal access for all children.
A disgrace that they are considering this, why can't they raise council tax to save a vital service such as this!
Children in our communities need these classes in school!!! Shame on cnes for even sugesting this! 78



C-8

Surprised more significant saving cannot be made 

Implement Shared Headship in Lionel School / Sgoil an Taobh Siar

Providing an independent review to consider if this model is working is carried out in 6 months, as agreed with the Lionel school parents.
Understandable if staff are properly supported
It'd make sure that everyone was taught equally. With no preference regarding funding or teaching initiatives.
Feel unable to comment really as not my locality but disagree with the principle of it. 

This is more manageable with due to non-teaching commitments
Makes sense. As long as the schools affected do not lose out on teacher numbers.

You are still going to have to pay both members of staff.....where is the saving?
Other schools now do it so why not this school? 
There should not be a shared headship in Lionel and Sgoil an Taobh Siar, until such time as there are significantly fewer children with significant ASD needs there.

 Is this not already happening?
Are the figures correct, surely you must be able to save more than £10K
I'm not convinced by the efficiency of Head Teachers, who have such great responsibly & are time precious, spending vast periods 'on the road'. Again lack of info here to come to an
informed view.
This works effectively in other schools and whilst not ideal is the most favourable option on the table.
this has been on the cards for sometime and needs to be implemented

partly, not fully remove.  provide specialists on a regular basis but not so often.  teachers to be provided with plans to follow in between visits
A huge saving could be made here & would not directly affect me. However, this could further stretch teaching staff & not provide children with the same skills that itinerant teachers specialise 
Absolutely oppose 'untrained' teachers already too busy to try and deliver art, music and PE. They will not be delivered, quality will disappear. It will have a negative impact on the pupils and is
unacceptable. No one who knows what they are talking about would support such a proposal. 
In the past specialists were used to give class teachers their non-class contact times. Then the council said they would save money but cancelling the specialists and pay other teachers to
cover the classes instead. So no savings. Put the specialists back to cover the non-class contact times. Specialists have skills that can not be learnt from books especially the art and music
(and previous home economic teachers). PE is already an area that class teachers have always covered so that loss is not as vital. I have taught in authorities where the class teacher did

 every curriculum area and so I KNOW that class teachers can not achieve the same standards as creative specialists. 
SO lets have the specialists going back to being the non-class contact times. Pupils win, skills improve and no one is deprived.

Restore specialist teachers in Castlebay/Eoligarry Primary Schools to address shortage of supply/non contact time teachers.
1.2 teachers resulting in these savings? Especially with no redundancies.
Young people should be entitled to be taught by specialist teachers.  Teaching staff would not be able to deliver the same quality of education.
Big mistake.  Invest in our children.
Should not happen.
All teachers are not qualified to teach these subjects adequately.

This is not on. There is a lot of talent in our schools. Our children and their future should not be damaged by council cuts
 This should not even be in the proposal. Education is important. With it being English or p.e

 Children deserve the best chances in life. This is not an option. 
Where's the curriculum of excellent come into this?? 
Parents and children, and teaching staff will need assurance that the primary teacher do have up to date skills to provide these aspects of teaching.
Quality should be monitored
These are areas which should not be cut at all. Sport, art and music are important aspects of educating well-rounded children with social skills and diverse interests, and especially important to
some who may be less academically gifted, developing confidence and self-expression. Specialists with dedicated training are the best people to maintain this teaching.
I stongly oppose cutting the itinerant music teachers. PE and Art can be taught fairly well by non-specialist teachers but music, particularly instrumental, cannot. We have a very strong
tradition of musical excellence here in the islands which is largely down to specialist music teachers teaching children instruments from an early age. This would be lost and is irreplaceable.
The range of instruments that are taught and the quality of the learning are precious and the islands would be a poorer place if the itinerant music teachers were cut.
Having grown up on the mainland my local authority, East Dunbartonshire Council cut itinerant PE teachers in the 1990's, when I was at school. Class,should, teachers have the ability to cover
sports lessons, my primary school teachers did 15 years ago
This would be dreadful. Teachers cannot be expected to be able to deliver to the same level as a specialist. Smaller school will suffer most and the repercussions of this will be significant.
Pride should be taken in our culture. The national mod is in stornoway this year...with no specialist help this is going to increase pressure on teachers. Music will be the biggest loss and
parents will be expected to pay for lessons, making this elitist, a luxury. We should be proud. I'd happy increase council tax to cover the saving! Please reconsider this. 
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C-9

I don't believe that shared head ships are fully successful. It is a cheap option but puts extra pressure on not only head teachers but teachers also without any recognition or additional pay. It
limits teachers opportunities to progress to head teachers if shared head ships are put in place instead of filling retired posts. 

Opportunities for shared headships should be used elsewhere - eg  Barra - Eoligarry and Castlebay 
Other schools have peripatetic headships and they work well.
It is too much for one person to take on, regardless of how few pupils are involved. I worked with an HT during a share headship and they felt that they could not give all the schools enough
individual attention.  Ok on paper but not so good for the human having to do it.

Can not make a knowledgeable comment  about a neighbouring island's affairs .
Resources should be focused on maintaining the best educational standards for all our school children.
Shared headships a fact of life elsewhere - but I pity the poor head, it's not an easy role.
With no material risks this could save money as long as the non teaching commitment was maintained the education of the children in the schools should not be damaged. 
If this has proven to be a success with other schools then this is an avenue which should be explored further as long as it is not detrimental to the stability of either school, pupils and teachers.
The 'saved' figure of £10K is confusing given that head teachers cost much more and effectively cutting one of these posts should save a more significant sum.

 How will the head teachers confidently remain named person if they are not based in one area?
Who will be responsible for opening and closing school and being there in times of urgency if head teacher is based at other school for the day?
Totally agree, small schools. 
Have you any proof of this being the most effective way ??

No knowledge to give an informed view.
Good idea as its already in place.
Don't feel able to comment as this is outside of my area.
Shared Headship makes sense for those schools with a small school role.  I believe more could be identified.  Eoligarry school.  
Regrettably now common place in other school so why not these.
Ain't this already in place?
it seems to work with joint headteacher

Shared headship are not the way forward. Yes, it saves £10k but surely it's worth having a full time head in both schools for the sake of 10k. Schools are bound to perform better and be more
stable when a head teacher is there full time to deal with all the day to day issues that arise etc.
Big deal, what a massive saving.

Local care is much better.  Ensure children don't lose out in transition phase, as they are losing out in their lives anyway.
It is much better to provide young people with support in foster homes and on the islands. Make sure however that the young people that need support now are not disadvantaged during the
transition.  They deserve a high quality service.

 I don't know size of schools but it seems a penny pinching 
Idea that will add to a sole head's stress and workload.
Don't agree with the shared Headship approach. Never have. It is not good for any community. Neither is served properly and unprompted staff dealing with issues 'without pay' when HT not
on site is unacceptable! 
I am not involved with either of these schools, but from what I know of the pupil roll etc in the area and the current provision, this does seem like a solution that could work. 
It has been rolled out in other schools and I have heard of no major issues since. 
Little schools are great but back to planning and paperwork overload reduce paper trails and do more teaching

Shared headship has worked before.
Sensible option.

Small schools with a single Head is a luxury. Larger schools have one Head and so are doing the same work for similar pay, so shared Heads should be a standard for all small schools...with
the Head getting a travel allowance for travelling to one of the two schools.
Sgoil an Taobh Siar a brand new school under the WISP programme, other schools locally closed, and now down to a shared headship? Poor planning at the very least.

Review arrangements for residential care for children

Action for children is so important it's a disgrace that this is even a consideration! Vulnerable children should be protected!! Massive risk of misplacing these children to inappropriate foster
families out of desperation. 

Appropriate arrangements for all child focused care needs must be in place before this proposal can be progressed, that in nit the case as things stand. Foster care is not always a suitable
alternative for children or foster parents and their existing families. Rest-bite care for those with special needs, in appropriate surrounds is essential and reducing any existing facilities is very
concerning for those families most in need.  
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THE FOSTERING SERVICES ARE OF GREAT VALUE TO VULNERABLE CHILDREN. HOWEVER, THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OR LIKELIHOOD GIVEN THE CONSTRAINTS ON COUNCIL
 FINANCES, THAT THESE SERVICES COULD BE ADEQUATELY PROVIDED FOR ALL THE CHILDREN CURRENTLY IN RESIDENTIAL CARE .

SERVICES FOR VULNERABLE CHILDREN SUCH AS THOSE PROVIDED BY ACTION FOR CHILDREN FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN, ENABLES CHILDREN TO BE CLOSE TO THEIR
FAMILIES AND GIVES PARENTS ESSENTIAL RESPITE FACILITIES. THIS SERVICE ALSO EMPLOYS STAFF WITH PARTICULAR TRAINING AND SKILLS IN CARING FOR CHILDREN
WITH AUTISM. OVERALL IT IS DIFFICULT TO SEE HOW THE COUNCIL WITH ALL THE CONSTRAINTS ON FUNDING, COULD POSSIBLY PROVIDE THE SAME LEVEL OF SERVICES
AND STAFF WITH THE NECESSARY SKILLS.
You would lose an important safety net with this move. Finding enough foster carers will be difficult here. And risking your established partnership with action for children seems like a mistake.
looking at fostering parents, they are not value for money. Certainly a backward step and leaving service open to abuse by certain foster carers who should be more stringently monitored.
If this is done well I think it would have positive outcomes, I just think this would need to be done gradually

As some of the most vulnerable in the WI, supporting them effectively as children ensures their future. Would there be a guarantee of provision in the future?
This is taking a step back in the provision especially as you still have to do the recruitment of the foster carers and they then have to build up a relationship with the child that they will care for.
If the outcome of this is an improvement on the status quo and saves a significant amount of money then its a no-brainer but it makes one wonder why this wasn't the current model in that
case. I suspect it isn't a straightforward choice.
The focus has to be on the safety and bets interest of the children involved and not the staff and facilities of teh service providers
knock on effect on other services provided by Action for Children.

Removing vunerable children from a service which allows access from parents is a mistake. Not every child is suitable for foster care. BIG MISTAKE.
This, obviously, will be a very controversial issue. As long as there is full support if this proposal is implemented and constantly monitored this could work. But then would it then save money?  
Priority? Are you kidding? This sickens me to my stomach that anyone could even consider this an option. Sadly, given our small community, there is a high percentage of looked after children,
and also a lot with additional health needs. What are going to happen to these children? And to their parents already at breaking point? To say you have foster carers interested is a joke cnes!
Fostering has been a huge problem in the western isles for decades and by no means had this improved and I know this for a fact. Of course children in foster care can thrive, but where are

 these families? Nowhere! Also, afc staff are highly trained and specialised to cope with children of all backgrounds. 
If you do happen to have a number of foster carers to hand, which I highly doubt, they will cost the council over 20k each per year and given the number you would need to accommodate these
children who use hill crest, you wouldn't save a penny! Heartless and disgusting proposal!

If residential facilities are closed provision of alternative sources of respite care is essential.
There is insufficient information provided on the consultation paper and at the public meeting to make a decision on this and therefore I am opposing it. The current residential care facility was
developed in order to meet a recognised deficit in Council provision and is closely linked with the Bayhead service. Both these services address the needs of children who are very vulnerable
and are highly valued by the children and families that use them. No evidence has been provided that there is the ability to recruit and train sufficient foster carers and the foster care social
work team is under strength.  The learning from the critical Joint Inspection report needs to be taken on board.

 Children feel safe in the home, staff are fully trained receiving ongoing support, supervision in order to provide a first rate service.
 Voluntary sector are integral to meeting and highlighting needs and helping to address them.

I would consider supporting this proposal provided that the alternative to residential care constitutes a positive experience at all levels for the children in question. I am concerned as to
 whether an appropriate number of foster carers can be recruited in the time available.

These children are already vulnerable members of our society - are we risking making them even more vulnerable by changing their situation? 
The proposed saving is insignificant in comparison to the potential devastation to young lives who cannot be placed with families and families who desperately need respite care.
I have a child with severe and complex needs who benefits from residential and daily respite with Action for Children. An 'improved family place setting' is not suited to her needs as she
requires a secure building with 2:1 constant supervision. To remove this service would be disastrous to the family and to the individual. By removing this service you are putting more pressure
on the parents and siblings, some who are already at breaking point, as respite is their breathing space. Care plans state the agreed level of respite and this will have to be adhered to and we

 will fight to ensure the current set up remains in place until another purpose built facility is completed ensuring smooth transitions allowing low levels of stress for the individuals.
 How many foster carers are on the books?

I'm all for new build but no shutdown until this is completed
Do you have a queue of foster carers waiting in the wings to care for the most vulnerable children in our communities? I doubt it. The material risks far outweigh the proposed cost-savings,
which i find hard to believe. We should be investing in our children AND encouraging foster carers, not forcing the issue. I do not believe you will get a sufficient number of suitable foster
families to cope with the requirement for local crisis accommodation and respite care.  Fostering is not always the best solution for children and residential care is their only option.
Foster carers are difficult to recruit across the country. It cannot be assumed that foster care is suitable for all children.

 the ser vice cut is not clear
 Are there sufficient foster parents in the western isles?

 What other services to children will be affected
What will the impact be on childrens services throughout the islands where Action for children play a role
too much work to find suitable family's and putting vulnerable children at a higher risk than they already are 
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As children's health professionals, we have huge concerns regarding the risks that this proposal would have on children and young people on the island. It is known to us, that there is a huge
shortage of foster carers, and finding appropriate foster carers for a high number of children will be extremely difficult. It is also known that foster placements are known to break down. We also
think that this would have larger cost implications for the comhairle, as children will likely need to go to the mainland for residential care, if there is not appropriate placements for them on-
island. 
Chidlren with servere and complex disabilities currently access Hilcrest for regular respite sessions, which are needed by the chidlren and their families. If there is not appropirate overnight 
The success of this proposal would rest on confirmed availability of specific numbers of resilient and well trained foster carers available locally. This remains theoretical, and for that reason,
Hillcrest should not be discontinued until such time as the potential foster carers are located, fully trained, and 'tested' through provision of services to children in the first instance. 
The wellbeing of the children must come first here after reviewing the potential advantages and disadvantages
The welfare of the children is of major importance ...a plan to implement this proposal would need to be based on this not on budgeting needs .

It's a absolute disgrace that the local authority is considering this as a viable proposal. The residential placement has provided many young people with the safety and security a home could
provide. This proposal will affect the most vulnerable children in the western isles. Many of the children that have benefitted from this home environment would not have responded to foster
carers and that is why there care was provided by staff working for Action for Children and the care they were able to provide, as a result of ongoing training, a team of staff that can support
young people and each other and work within an organisation that achknowledges the difficulties associated with delivering this level of care. The residential placement is staff by highly
qualified experienced staff that are equipped to support the most complex needs that can arise for children who are no longer able to be cared for by their family. If there is no residential

 provision and foster carers are unable to cope where will these young people be supported? Will this be on the mainland at extra cost to the local authority?
The residential placement also provides overnight respite for children with additional needs and their families. This is a lifeline for families coping with the endless stress of having to care for a
child with disabilities. Consideration should be given to all the children and families and how this will impact on families ability to cope with the demands put on them. Hillcrest provides the
opportunity for families to get a break and help them cope with the next challenge. There are dedicated staff ,training and planning before children receive respite and families need to feel
ready to accept this support and feel they can trust their children are provided with the best care within easy reach of their homes. Many families will feel very anxious about the prospect of

 their children having to go to the mainland for respite. What other provision is available at present that will meet the needs of children currently receiving respite in a home environment. 
I am sure the local authority is aware that the additional projects based at Bayhead will also close if the residential placement is closed. There are a wide range of projects delivering a services
for young people and their families. Are those considering these proposals aware of the diverse services delivered by Action for Children. Where are the needs going to be met? Over 200
young people in the western isles have been supported by Action for Children in the past year. The local authority constantly require services from Action for Children when they are unable to

 meet the needs of those referred to them.  Why is this?? Action for Children have been an invaluable service for the past 20 years . 
What will be the impact on 52 staff job loses and all those families left without the support they require. Have those who make these proposals have any awareness or empathy for the

 vulnerable families, children, have they any insight to the positive impact Action for Children has made to 100's of individuals. 
How are CNES going to provide a similar service? A needs led service? At present CNES are targeting the young, elderly, disabled, vulnerable individuals , those who are not in a position to

 defend themselves , the proposal to close Action for Children highlights that CNES do not care about the young people that need support. 
How can closing these projects be cost effective? These who require a specialist service will still require this and deserve the best service. CNES have had to rely on Action for Children for the

 past 20 years what has changed now? 
 Action for Children should continue to provide the high level of care that they have delivered in the last 20 years!!

Take it you have never needed Action for Children, who for some parents, families and siblings are a lifeline. That Saturday when parents can spend quality time with their other children,
where they can have a couple of hours to themselves to rejuvenate, to refresh ready to tackle the next up and down week. They are a lifeline. Bonds have been built, established, developed
over years and years and the council are going to rip that bond apart...

 I believe that Action for Children support young people and families. The respite help offered to families is in demand. 
 What support will be given to families with children with additional support needs? 

 The workers are fully trained and experienced. 
What will happen if the foster placement breaks down? 
There needs to be more evaluative research into this proposal especially in relation to foster carers already in place - do we need more foster carers / how they are supported / "escape plans"
if placements do not work out - going from placement to placement can have many very negative effects on looked after children which may cost more in the long run.
Comhairle only interested in saving money not what's best for the children concerned

Would need more info. To make an informed decision but worry that not enough foster parents will be found and retained

Big sum to save but it seems little consideration to the impact this service has had on many young people and families. Loss of jobs & skills in the local economy and the fact that there
appears to be a one size fits all plan that will not be in place by the time of closure of Hillcrest is staggering to say the least. It is little wonder that this priority generated an impassioned
response and again it appears to be hitting the most vulnerable in our society.  

Before supporting such a proposal I would need to see the alternatives already in place and proved to be effective.
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I have been aware of alot of money being wasted in the fostering system on the mainland as close friends foster and some of the money / allowances they are given are excessive. Not sure
how things work here.
This proposal is unrealistic and should at least be postponed until the potential level of foster carers has been assessed.
Anything that can help one of the most vulnerable sections of our society has to be a good thing
This is a hugely controversial area and whilst I believe foster care is the better option I lack the knowledge in regards to the reality of the situation.

A good fostering service is essential and should have spare capacity but not all cared for children are suitable for fostering and there needs to be reserve provision when fostering breaks down
as it will at times. I cannot understand the logic of reducing the use of Action for Children with its proven record of good practice already recognised by the public, particularly the users of their
services as testified by the young boy who spoke at the Stornoway meeting. Not only will there be a delay and a huge cost in a new build but I cannot believe that it will be more economical to

 run than Hillcrest, no in-house service past or present has been delivered as cost effectively as by 3rd Sector, Charities or private providers.
 The huge impact on the children currently in Hillcrest is a matter for grave consideration, it certainly will not be in their best interests to have their lives turned upside down again.

Not all children are suitable for fostering and emergency situations might arise which require residential care, so some provision should continue to be made.
Information here is in part misleading, not entirely factual & vague. I do not believe that the general public and councillors are being given factual & adequate information from Ed & Children's

 Services here.  
Firstly, whilst Foster Care is desirable for some cases, it is not the most appropriate provision of care for others. We need to be able to provide a broad range of care options - we all know that

 what works for one person won't necessarily work for another.  
Secondly, I support the recruitment of local specialised foster carers, however, quality carers are in reality a rare find and a challenge to retain. Long term investment in the fostering &

 adoption service is needed here.
Thirdly, I do not support the closure of Hillcrest, which will inevitably result, I presume, in the closure of AFC's outreach / early intervention / respite / crisis care provision on Bayhead. AFC are
well established, well respected and have evidenced their ability to deliver high standards of care here over many years. I am unhappy to say I cannot draw like comparison to cnes' ad hoc
local residential provisions in the last few years. I have direct knowledge of AFC and am aware they are well established locally and nationally, with policies, procedures and professional
accountability and SSSC registration. I also have knowledge of cnes' residential waterboard provision. Since the place 'opened' were there residential policies and procedures in place? Were

 staff trained in residential care? Were all posts advertised?  Did they have residential experience? Were they SSSC registered? 
In reality there are very few registered foster carers locally (perhaps 4 generally registered carers) and only one 'specialist' foster carer. There was an investment by cnes around 4 years ago
to try and increase the number of fosters carers. To do so they went from one Fostering & Adoption Social Worker to a team of: one Team Leader, 2 Social Workers & 1 Social Work
Assistant. Currently they are back to only one Social Worker actively working . So, to recruit, assess & retain new foster carers will cost how much? Would you take on the staffing that was

 originally in place 4 years ago? 
There is a great benefit in residential services being provided by a body out with cnes. It serves to better protect the rights of children and their families. Currently AFC can challenge cnes and

 vice versa - this is constructive & effective.  When everything is 'in house' it can become very difficult to challenge and respond neutrally and without bias.  
 In the 80's the local children's home was cnes owned - we moved away from that model for a reason. 

I am concerned to hear that the director of Ed & Children's Services advised a group of parents over a week ago that they needn't worry as he was going to build them a £2 million unit in Back.
 I don't believe this is a matter which was fully approved by cnes.  Where has this money come from in the current financial climate?  

In summary, I support the cnes' plans to recruit more foster carers. I do not support the closure of AFC residential services & for these services to then be taken 'in house' - as things currently
 stand.  

A good fostering service with foster parents able to care for a range of children's needs is always to be commended but not all children in care are suitable for fostering also fostering
arrangements can break down requiring urgent accommodation. Residential care to my mind should remain with Action for Children, who have a good proven record as testified to by the

 young boy at the Sty meeting. Also in house care provision is consistently more expensive than that provided by private firms, Charities  or 3rd sector.
Grave consideration must be given to the effect of any unnecessary disruption to the children presently receiving their care from Action from children.
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its shocking these  vulnerable children were are they going to go, you cant put a price on this, there is not enough foster parents so were they going to go 
We have all seen some disastrous foster carers in our communities!!! Please ensure that appropriate facilities are in place. Horrendous memories of what happened to Liam from Uist will
haunt us for ever!     

 Are there enough foster carers available?

If the foster system is expanded, then yes this could work.  Only if solution is in place that is better than current arrangements 
??? I fail to see how this is workable. Where on earth are you going to find the foster carers? Nobody wants to do it! Quite apart from that, how long does it take to train foster carers? The
financial year 16/17 starts in two months!
I was offered residential care for my daughter, so I can have respite, then after training of several staff it being withdrawn without single use!! Yet families without sick children have their
children regularly looked after my social care just because they are too lazy to work or provide activities for their children. Priorities need to be re-addressed.
Many children cannot live in a family setting due to their life experiences and residential care provides an alternative for vulnerable young people. If foster placements breakdown, it will result in
more young people being placed off island, therefore defeating the argument for repatriation. There has to be an alternative in place to foster care
the service is currently overstretched and is undergoing a great deal of change the impact on families is huge.I can appreciate that bringing everything under one umbrella represents a saving,
but I would very strongly urge you to make sure there are no more gaps in provision. I currently have unmet needs on my sons plan for respite. I also feel quite strongly that foster carers whilst

 they do a great job are not the all encompassing answer 

How can this possibly be a cost saving when a £2m unit (approx capital costs only, no indication on revenue costs) is going to be built in Back (a proposal not listed in this document,
information that has come to light at public meetings). Foster places and appropriate facilities are simply not in place to deliver this proposal and vulnerable children will immediately be at risk
as a direct result of this cut.  This is not an acceptable choice for the Comhairle to make and must be reconsidered and should not be on this set of proposals for consideration.
Where will children who have specific needs that foster carers cant provide be placed? surely it would be more cost effective to everyone that this is not done. There are not enough foster
carers on the island to deal with the demand of respite alone!
Ill thought out. Hillcrest cannot be closed. If a foster family find they cannot cope, what then for the child or children? The number of trained foster carers is tiny and where are all the other
foster carers coming from and when will they be trained? The fostering situation does not suit every child.  Keep Hillcrest open.
I find it hard to believe that it will be possible to place even a fraction of children in residential care to foster homes, as surely, if there were appropriate foster homes, they would already be 
ALthough this sounds feasible, where are these foster carers to come from if there are not enough now?

On the face of it this seems a sensible proposal giventhe evidence that the care provided should produce better outcomes for disadvantaged children but not something that can be rushed
through.
Again, disadvantaging children 
Poorly thought out an unfortunately an embarrassingly obvious lack of foresight. A capital funded project which has no comprehensive feasibility study, no consents in place for development,
no timetable, no firm plan for roll out of its non-specific service provision...a terrible way to present the 'options'. Though I appreciate there is always a need to review, improve and make
efficiencies in services - this is not the right time to make cuts in this sector. We have so many 'unseen' difficulties for our families and young people end I believe hillcrest currently provides a
comprehensive service at very good value - their staffs compassion going above and beyond the basic remit of the Comhairle without burdening the Comhairle with these further costs. I
genuinely do not believe that those involved in the review so far appreciate the realities rather than the idealistic approach to children when they require 'care'. I strongly encourage at least a
years delay to FULLY reevaluate this proposal - the Comhairle is showing up its own shortcomings in this sector.

This proposal is dangerous. Having worked in an LA where it closed its childrens home - i have experience that this doesn't work and is dangerous to the children and staff left to deal with
 children who are unable to live in foster care.

 of course the aspiration should be that all children should live in a family context but this is impossible and unrealistic. 
 in addition we do not have the specialist foster carers that is required to deal with the issues children present with

 where is the £2m coming form to refurbish a building? 
removing choice form parents is not the way the scottish government wish services to be delivered. we should be working more closely with third sector partners to deliver services not

 removing services from them. if the service is not what is currently needed (but i understand this is not the case) then renegotiate the contract.
 Staffing a residential / respite unit is a specialised task - we have one with excellent staff why are we reinventing the wheel. 
 the unit in uist is unused because parents and children dont like it and the staff dont like working there - learn from lessons. 

i think this proposal is very dangerous and actually an insult to families and children in the area as well as the staff for action for children. i would question whether the comhairle without the
years of experience are able to run the service more effectively but for the purposes of this i doubt they can run it cheaper than AfC and this is a non saving in reality. 

In light of Thursday night's consultation meeting & the strong feelings, may need a longer timescale to bring staff on board. May even be too late for that, damage is done. Any emotive
 closures need to have better ground work and staff involvement done before it reaches public domain. 

In meantime find and train up fostering people- a long a slow job!  
As a society we are obliged morally to do the best for these children irrespective of cost .
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All children must be cared for within the Western Isles with no child leaving the Islqnds unless it is required for their protection to remove them from harm, ie abuser on Islander and child at
 risk.

It would be nice to see every child in a caring home. Identifying the right foster carers will no doubt prove difficult. 

I don't dispute that Foster care is better than residential care but it's not as simple as just moving everyone out into Foster homes. I agree that the residential numbers should be reduced, but
there will always be a need for the latter.
You need to sort foster care first and that takes time; however there should always be an alternative residential provision as foster care will not be the answer in certain isolated cases
Specialist local care, whether residential or specially trained foster carers may have the possibility to create income eventually if the specialism can be bought into from other areas when not in
use locally
Where are foster careers going to magically appear from?
Again cutting children and their opportunities. There at not enough foster parents to cope with the demand that closing the children's home would create 

Retaining the work carried out by Action for Children and especially the Hillcrest residential unit is crucial to the wellbeing of vulnerable children on the Island. 
You should be reducing management expenses WITHIN the Comhairle before you  even contemplate targeting services for vulnerable children.
Foster parents need support  too - respite must be available for them 
Unclear whether this will impact on an already poor respite service for children with learning disabilities in the Isles. This needs further examination as it would be foolish to discontinue/de
register the service in the islands. What about children who are in crisis through no fault of their own? 
There will never be enough foster care and those who support children in residential care provide a great service to these vulnerable children. The children are more important than budget
savings.

 If the local authority is only providing all the services where is the transparency in their work?
 If the local authority is providing a new space for emergency LAC how will this save money?

 What will happen to the young people who have additional support needs who recieve respite care?
What will happen to the young people who are classed as unsuitable for foster placement? Will they be required to be put in placements off the island? Again how will this save money?

Children are happier in home environment 
Playing around with peoples lives !!!
IF possible
Very stupid idea, typical council response to the children and families in the community.

 This subject requires a public consultation on its own merit.  I was at the meeting last night where feelings ran high, the overall feeling is that this has been a done deal behind closed doors.
 Bernard Chisholm and Jack Libby should have been present last night to answer in full all the questions that were put to the panel.

A new £2 million facility in Back? has this received planning permission? and why build new when Hillcrest is available? what impact will this have on service users, carers and the wider
 community?

The idea that new foster carers will be recruited this will take time and money to fully train people into this: Placements end for many reasons, some planned and some unexpected. Placement
breakdown can be very stressful for both foster carers and the children they look after and foster carers may need additional support when children move on to a new placement. in the
meantime what is the back up plan to deal with this scenario? there are too many unanswered questions on this issue and the appropriate people who have concocted this ludicrous plan

 should be called to answer public questions.  
The CNES should go back and read the GIRFEC document, this will remind them the people that are central to this.. the children and it is their voices that should be heard above all: I heard
the testament that a young man residing in Hillcrest gave, he is the voice that we should be listening to, not faceless individuals making choices that affect this young man and others who he
advocated for. 
The immediate loss of 28 highly skilled employees from the Hillcrest residential facility will be a huge detriment to the children and young people who rely on this support. It is anticipated that
this will lead to the entire workforce of Action for Children (52) being decimated and an important service will no longer exist in Stornoway. To say there will be no impact on other Comhairle
services is short-sighted given that there are numerous studies to suggest that foster carers are incredibly difficult to recruit and foster placements break down on a regular basis. To say that
foster care is superior to residential care is inherently wrong. Many children and young people who require this support would find the prospect of being placed within a family setting a very
traumatic experience which could have further detriment to their future outcomes. Perhaps it would be beneficial for the Comhairle leaders to look into the research available that does not
support foster care to come to a more balanced reasoning. Where are the children and young people who are not suited to foster care going to go?! Action for Children also provide respite
support for families with ASN children. Removing this facility would impact on these people in an unthinkable way. Another objection is that looked after children and young people should not
be receiving all of their support from a local authority. Where all support comes from one place from beginning to end, issues of accountability are effectively removed which is a dangerous
concept and does nothing to support the cared for child. It is well known that LAC are suspicious of the 'system' and are unlikely to disclose important information to the very people who have
removed them from their family (however dysfunctional). In the meantime, rumours abound that a new £2million Comhairle-run facility is due to be rubber-stamped in order to provide respite
care to looked after and ASN children and young people. What is the point in this given that an effective service already exists in Action for Children and any costs saved in removing their
service will be eaten up anyway? I can see no merit in this proposal whatsoever and as mentioned above, the potential savings are short-sighted given that there will be an increased pressure
on the social work department who will be called upon by foster carers more regularly for support where placements (as they do in most cases) break down Foster care is not for everyone
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It sounds good in theory but you will still need the staff to implement it and support it ongoing and when things go wrong.

Recruitment of foster carers needs to be done first, with all appropriate checks in place before this proposal should even be considered. CnES seems here to be targeting those least able to
speak up for themselves.
Educate and train your SW department first to stop creating problems in families that result in children being placed in care.
Why are these children not being placed with foster carers at the moment? Would more foster carers be required? Is there sufficient interest from individuals wanting to become foster carers?
Has the cost of additional foster carers been factored into the savings that are being highlighted? 
Recruiting foster carers will be the issue here. It is vitally important that children are adequately provided for under any system. 
You will not find foster carers that can now cope with the challenging behaviours of children. 

No guarantee of enough sufficiently trained foster carers to look after children with specialist needs who are currently residentially accommodated. Plans for payment of foster carers need to
be implemented to stimulate recruitment.

 Having had experience with looked after children in a non island setting, this is an attack on the most vulnerable who do not have a voice and a vote. 
Although there is evidence to say that children would be better placed in a foster care situation . The council do not have enough foster carers to carry out this commitment. It is acknowledged
that there has been a drive to increase foster provision, however the proposals put forward would not encourage people to take up roles as foster carers, which is a commitment of time,

 patience and availability for vulnerable children.
It is not enough to have just enough foster carers for those children and young people who are currently in the system but there would be a need to have a reserve of foster carers to meet

 respite requirements and those entering the system. There is also a need for adequately trained foster carers to meet the needs for children and young peole with special needs. 
In addition foster placements also break down what would be the proposal for accommodating children and young people who's foster placement is not working there needs to be adequate

 support for the child but also for the foster carer.
 The alternative would be to place children off island which is unacceptable to remove them from their known environment and external support systems.

It is not enough to ask people to support this without providing evidence of the benefits and potential outcomes and consequences. There is also a sad lack of evidence of services you have in
place at present to replace this and evidence as to the success of your recruitment of foster carers to date. There is a plethora of national evidence including the voice of looked after children
themselves and this group themselves should be consulted on this proposal as they have the right ot be heard
Residential care in large units can be seen by some as attending youth club so should not be used particularly for problem children
Kids are better off outside institutions
This is a badly thought our plans. Foster care is better as long as you have carers and can appropriately match children to carers? Well yes. I would make immediate savings by firing the
people who wasted time coming up with this. 

It's great if they can be put with foster carers eventually, but a proper facility and a base for those who work with them is still absolutely necessary. These children need particular care and
should be placed where best for them, but keeping the home would keep everything together and the children would have others to speak to who either have more specialised knowledge or
those who are going through the same thing.  "crisis care" would sound terrifying to be honest.  This is not one worth chancing on.
A financial saving that could actually bring about better outcomes, if properly managed.
not so sure about this
Seems preferable to place children in foster care so they get more one to one support
There must be better opportunities and life chances for children in foster care.

Over 100 individuals between service users, family and carers will be affected. There could be 52 people losing their jobs, years of earnt trust and respect would be disregarded by the CNES
proposed cut. The level of commitment and care could significantly reduce. There could be a rise in crisis situations if the level of care provided for service users was not met adequately. There
is a lack of foster families and respite locations on Lewis. The service users and vulnerable individuals needs have not been considered enough to propose this. A detailed plan and breakdown
of how CNES services will be able to meet the needs of children and families that already receive a service from Action of Children. This should be published before this project wrongly loses
funding. 
Yes please do not close our local residential unit, children need to stay close to family and friends to be stable and the aim.is to be short term and back at home and live a normal life, surely
closing it would be a stupid thing to do. No kid will benefit from it closing it will ruin lives not improve them, so please dont close it
Not all children using residential care and input from AfC are candidates for foster care, the children with additional support needs also use these services, indeed these services are a lifeline
for these families and should not be cut. 
The loss of the Hillcrest emergency facility might result in children being sent off island for foster care due to lack of provision.  Hugely detrimental to the families concerned.
I recognise the evidence base behind placing children and young people within foster care, but realistically this will not work in every individual circumstance. What will the council do then?
They will be forced to send children and young people to residential homes on the mainland, further removing them from their familiar community during an already disruptive time in their life. 

Will AFC be able to maintain the other services it offers, it is a much needed and used service in the community...
If this can be achieved it's clearly of benefit to the children involved and to the Comhairle's budget.
Only if appropriate care persons/facilities are found.
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Disgusting this service should not be cut talk about discrimination on our most vulnerable and needy !!!
Surely a large number of foster carers is needed to realise this- is it even possible to recruit that many locally?

Action for Children Eilean Siar will be severely affected if CnES go ahead with their proposal to close the children's home in Stornoway. Their plan is to close it from October this year. It will not
only affect that service but all the services we run in Stornoway and throughout the Islands. This means over 100 children, young people and families we support as well as 52 staff will be
affected! . We need your support!
Absolute madness but all you'd expect from this shambolic council. Some children simply cannot be fostered, what will become of them? And what happens when foster carers give up (the
turnover of childminders is an example). Will kids be thrown out summarily and shipped to the mainland? 
What if the child is not suitable for a foster home? Why is there a great need to take a valuable resource that helps children away? Should there not be cuts elsewhere rather than those that
could endanger the lives of children? Surely the council should be able to budget appropriately so that children in the system so not suffer because the council haven't been handling their
money correctly. 
I fear that these children require the help and support that is given to them through the organisations you support, failing them would cost our community and these young lives greatly. 
This service is vital to children who have already been failed in their lives by other services, in order to reach this point. Action for children provide a service in a way that statutory orgs cannot.
Looking after the most vulnerable children in our community should not be sacrificed in order to keep a range of other services, such as the seemingly large budget directed at education
projects that seem to keep popping up in isolation, within childrens services, which do not offer the value for money sometimes found outside of statutory services. 

During recent years, there was a high number of 'disenchanted' children who were supported in the ABC project. This did not appear to address the issue of (fairly high numbers of children)
who needed (costly) provision of care - would be interesting to know just how successful it had been in ensuring these children were kept off the streets, out of trouble, and engaged in
'worthwhile' pursuits during that time.
Discraceful 
There is no mention here of the respite care provision for children with additional needs, a provision currently used with Action for Children.
The young and vulnerable cannot be subject to any cuts. We have a duty of care to this service. 
If 'children would be provided with an improved family place setting', why has this not happened to date?? As far as I'm aware there is a shortage of foster carers on the Islands and there is no
guarantee that a recruitment drive would secure the level of foster carers required to meet the demands. Bearing in mind that some of the young people that Hillcrest support have challenging
behaviours that require experienced trained people to work with them, how do you propose to train prospective foster carers in such a short space of time? In addition, Hillcrest also provides
respite to young people with special needs which is a vital service to them and their families, what will be put in place for them? By proposing to close Hillcrest, you may save money in the
short term, however, looking long term with more financial pressures on families, foodbanks & fuel poverty many more children & young people will be at risk, therefore Hillcrest is an essential
service provider on the Islands now & in the future.

There are very few foster carers in the islands. Where do these vulnerable young people go while the Council are trying to find suitable foster carers? What about the significant job losses in
Action for Children if the residential care unit was removed? 
Foster care does NOT work for ALL kids. how can you say they will go to an improved place when you don't work there, haven't spoken to the staff or more importantly the young people who

 live there, who call it home. This is not in the children's best interests at all,  this is not a child centered decision.  
Just because their staff are not employed directly by you does not make it okay to put so many out of work. Why is that not stated in black and white instead of saying it will significantly the

 service requirements. This would put 30 odd staff out of work.
Please, do what is right for the young people of our islands and do not close this service. 
Loss of this service would not help young people that do not settle into Forster placement and will leave young people with little alternative before been sent away to mainland placements. Also
loss of jobs 
What an insult to the amazing work of Action for Children, who not only provide emergency care for children, but also provide a lifeline respite service for families. Impacting the most
vulnerable in our society again. 
This is an essential service and SHOULD NOT be cut. Children and families in need of respite should be able to get this on the island. I feel very strongly about this as can see the impact this
will have on families of children with additional needs.

For this to work you need foster carers and there are already a shortage of foster carers and has been for a long time. Some Children are at a stage in their life when they are not wanting to
be part of a family they want independence and need somewhere half in between a family home and their own place that can offer them a supportive safe place to live and that is what our local
residential care can provide.
Dependant on availability of foster homes
Foster care is high risk, few people have the luxury of not needing two parent workers most full time and could not take on added responsibility of fostering this is a dreadful proposal and
smacks of inequalities at its worst
This is a huge backwards step and is short-sighted and potentially a high risk strategy. Residential care arose because there was a lack of appropriate foster care available - "taking steps to
address its foster care provision" does not provide the full resilience of service that will be required - there will ALWAYS be a need for residential care in the area for when placement breaks
down or there just isn't the right placement (or none at all) available. This would see a greater risk of mainland placement / residential care at hugely significant costs which negates any saving
made. This is clearly not an economic decision but a policy one
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C-11

This is a shortsighted proposal as both fostering and residential are needed. Action for children do an outstanding job and their presence would be missed.

Reduction in high cost care packages

Again cutting any budgets to vulnerable people is disgusting. We need to stand up for vulnerable adults and children. We need to care for our communities and protect and treasure those in
vulnerable situations  
On North Uist, given the limited places available in the residential home, there are a number of vulnerable individuals for whom there is no alternative to a care package that may have a high 
I cannot support this without details of how adequate care is going to be provided.

If there were sufficient foster carers in the Western Isles, would we not already have changed the model of care? Where will these foster carers come from? Whilst national evidence exists of
the better outcomes for children from foster vs residential care, is there local evidence from the models used here to support a change in practice? What will happen to the children with
complex needs and their families that use the residential facility as respite care?

Would need some assurance on level of foster carers. 
Foster care is not currently of a good enough standard.
The risks of not having sufficient numbers of foster carers (as is the case at present) is too great
from each according to their ability to each according to their need. Who is more at need in society than children?

I do not agree with this cut whatsoever. I strongly hold the belief that this service cannot be replicated by CNES and that it would lead to unnecessary challenges for children and families and
ultimately leave families with unsuitable or non existent local support. 
Residential care is vital in the Western Isles especially when no foster care is available. when there was foster carers not all children were willing to try it and not all places are successful.
A vital service for children of the western isles and also the loss of over 50 jobs will not prove well for the local economy!

 Have you thought about how much it is going to cost sending children away to other residential homes? 
There is a low foster care community in the islands. This is not going to improve. If it was going to, it would have by now. These children need security and by doing this is going to disrupte
them. Not only that, but now that respite care has been introduced into the residential unit, families & carers are now going to have poorer life chances. These children may have challenging

 issues and sending them away is not an option. Having the support in a residential unit with co workers is ideal. Having them in foster care, who the foster carer has no support is no ideal. 
This will cost you's more in the long run. 
Appalling to even consider closing down this service. The importance and and wellbeing of vulnerable children and young people across the western Isles should be of higher importance than
budgeting. This serviettes is a valuable and well needed service.

Whilst it could be argued that foster care can improve outcomes for some young people, it is not the case for all, where would these children go and realistically what saving would that be. The
local authority has tried over several years to recruit foster carers which to my recollection has never been successful. Although a salary has now been offered for foster carers they will have
no training and experience of looking after looked after children. In my opinion it is short sighted and shows what little regard the local authority has and has always shown for looked after
children in their care.
Action for children is a beyond fantastic service, and it would be shocking to close such a valued community resource. 
I feel strongly that the council has a legal obligation to provide a children's home service & appropriate support. Foster care is not always a quick solution & can take time to organise to ensure
children are matched to the right families. 

 Awful
I believe that cutting this service would not save money in the long term.

Children will be at risk of falling through the bet. There are not enough foster homes to negate the risks in cutting this service.
Cutting services to children who are most in need is absolutely ridiculous! We should be helping these people not leaving them out in the dark! 
Where are the foster parents going to come from. They have advertised before with few people coming forward. What amount of money is being spent on these children to keep them happy.

No suitable arrangement in place to meet needs of those using this service.  Many children are not suitable for foster care.

Residential care staff have no real control over children when they misbehave/abscond.  A foster placement would be a better idea as long as there is a facility in place.
Foster parents wont be trained to deal with children with complex. What happens to respite for parents?
National shortage of foster parents. Existing children's home provides excellent service.  Foster care is untested and unpredictable.

Where are these foster parents? Foster care not suitable for all children.

Why is it always the elderly, young and vulnerable that are targeted?

Classic example of how to mess up disadvantaged children's lives.
Concerns that placements difficult to find due to lack of foster carers. Will foster carers get financial assistance to bring homes up to standards required by legislation?

Greater detail required.
Vulnerable group targeted here, completely unacceptable.  Lack of suitable foster carers. What happens while services are reviewed? Impact?
Where is the sense in spending £2m to create a new respite building the same as what is already in place. Children and young people not at the core of this proposal. Well-being of children
is being overlooked. Speak to service users.
Huge risk to the most vulnerable.
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How the disadvantaged sick and needy are treated really is the benchmark of a society . 
Again hitting the most vulnerable in our society

 Full use must be made of the  Scottish Government's Independent Living Fund, an external source of funding for high cost care packages for the young disabled, both current and future.
CnES did not promote nor fully utilise the Post 1993 scheme run by the Westminster Government, now closed. It cannot afford not to access this source of external funding.
I think it is wise to review and reassess packages - this is good practice. In reality however frontline staff have unmanageable caseloads as is, so how could they carry out these tasks in a
timely but comprehensive manner? further investment in recruitment would be required. 
Full use needs to be made of the Scottish Governments Independent Living Fund both with regard to current and future young disabled folk requiring high cost packages of care, It can provide

 considerable external funding.
Historically CnES has not done so.

If individuals require high cost packages how can the cost be reduced without impact. Would families be consulted and their views be taken into consideration if care package locations are
changed. Would these changes benefit those in need of care packages? Are there issues with the present service?
I am not sure this should be considered at the present time because of health and social care integration at the moment and local elections in May....timing is wrong. Also research is needed
which needs to be done very carefully by experienced researchers.
Not sure about saving money but the whole of home care needs resigned 
Again this is a sector which, rather than reducing provision will continue to require increasing provision.
Support for this would be contingent upon well designed environments (with sensory and behavioural needs having been taken into account for the design of said facilities), and upon excellent,
in-depth and on-going training and mentorship for all staff.

Different providers? Do you mean private care providers? Privatisation should be opposed at all costs. Workers should be given local authority pay, terms and conditions and we should be
offering career opportunities to encourage people to remain or move here. Why should the most vulnerable in our society (once again!) be penalised? People should be afforded the dignity to
remain in their own homes wherever possible.  Do what you do, but do it more efficiently.
A general revision of all care packages needs to be done. If this funding issue implements it, then so be it. But then, make sure that the duty of care is upheld and not just a money saving
exercise.
You'll be lucky to reduce these high cost care packages. I see the number going up and up. 
These groups are the most vulnerable in our society.  it is always good to review services provided, however, are these service users able to understand why and what changes are happening.
Do not cut services and support to the vulnerable.

elderly & vulnerable adults always seem to be at the bottom of the list this service need to be more sustainable than it is at the moment it needs to be simplified and put into proper context at
the moment it is not fit for purpose!!!!!!!!!!!

 it is important to retain the support for people in need of acre  and to enable them to remain in their own homes should they so wish
Cuts to high cost care packages will impact on the most vulnerable in our communities and in many places there will not be a locally based alternative

Without any details of how efficiencies will be realised without detriment to this vital service, I cannot support such a cut.

I think that care packages are a huge thing and can't all be redesigned as there is a lack of carers and you cannot rely on family to take care of the short fall as has been attempted at times.
Minimum of 30min appointments, support for staff and cost should not be considered.

Will there be consultations carried out before any major changes to this service once a clear proposal has been formed? Will impact assessments be carried out for each individual affected by
any changes? Perhaps home helps could have designated areas to cover to save travel costs of travelling greater distances between clients.
Insufficient detail at this stage to make a judgement on this. Impacts of deciding change without the detail too important for many individual cases to support at this stage.
These should be getting reviewed anyway on an ongoing basis
Care packages have been cut too much already.
A review of care packages and ensuring that client needs can be met through alternative options for provision is sensible. However, this cannot be at the expense of care for the individual and
support for carers.

 Children and their families require support. You have a duty to provide the best care possible for most vulnerable.
Sometimes it's not about the money spent but what you invest.
This proposal concerns me as it would appear that the individuals in receipt of these "high cost care packages" are vulnerable people and that the "high cost" is the result of their
numerous/complex needs. What does "assessed needs" mean; who does the assessing and do these vulnerable people then receive minimum support because that is all we are able to

 provide?
Also, the term "different providers" concerns me.  Does this mean that the service would be provided by people outside of the employ of the Council?  
Provided that service users needs are met in a dignified and caring manner this could mean more efficient service delivery
Those with care packages cannot wait for development, implementation and capital works to be carried out. Smooth transitions are required if changes are to be implemented. These services
cannot be withdrawn until all elements are completed.
Individuals should  receive the best possible care where they wish to receive that care.
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Care packages should always meet the needs of the client in the most efficient way possible.
As NHS throws patients out of hospital while still needing care,high quality care in the home cannot be downgraded.
Just how much have WI health board contributed to the medical needs of the elderly in the community in each of the last 6 years. How does that compare with other local authorities, taking

 account of the high numbers of elderly, per head of population etc.
Our provision is shameful. From personal experience I know you should be ashamed of the way you treat elderly and ignore Carers and do not support them in a difficult situation. Carers make

 themselves sick and don't look after themselves as they care for elderly who may have minor or severe needs.
 The a Council always looks to take what it can financially from elderly people who have works all their lives and saved. It is shocking that they pay and reckless people do not.

 The costs of care on the WI are substantially higher than the mainland and this is a ticking time bomb which will come back to haunt you. Soon, people will take you to court.
I would rather take the decision to end my life than be "cared" for in some of you over stretched and outdated homes. The staff are not cared for, not paid enough and do not get the recognition

 they require.
 If you can't do it correctly, then it should be taken out of your control as the way things are, it is not fit for purpose.

People cannot get the help they need to compliment their role as a carer in the home which is where many elderly want to be.

Care has to be the no.1 priority for the Comhairle.  Vulnerable people who struggle need our full support.  More money needs invested into care.

People rely heavily on these services to be able to live independently 
Not clear what this entails
Not sure about this-   lack of care packages are a problem in some areas - bed blocking 
It is utterly impossible to gauge what level of service will be required in the future for social care. Happy for care to be provided by different providers across the islands BUT how on earth do
you propose luring external providers to the area when the main care at home provider (Cnes) has troubling recruiting and retaining staff!
This proposal needs to be better articulated. Who are the target groups for these high cost care packers 

Completely opposed to cuts to the services for the elderly!   
All concerned with this should be allocated a consultation time with appropriate agencies and departments across the CHES and Health Board 
Has to be done 
The elderly and disabled people are among the most vulnerable in society. You should be looking after them as a priority rather than members of the Comhairle protecting their own pockets -
where are the proposed cuts to Comhairle members' expenses?? Whoever proposed cutting care packages should be ashamed of themselves.
Care is vital. Everything possible should be done to maintain care packages, and indeed improve and provide more. We are all going to need care at some point and not everyone has a
significant other. There are plenty other ways of saving money as stated In this survey. 

I would need to know how council plan to provide free personal care when required before l could comment
Make requirements to get the help more stringent. Too many people here get lots of help above those who may need it more!
It is a fair proposal to look at ways of improving outcomes for individuals and looking at different providers and locations. However this cannot be time barred as there is a danger that these
individuals will suffer emotionally by having a gap in their existing service
I think they should  not cancel  care package 
If there is a demonstrated improvement in the service then I would support it but who will pick up the slack with teething problems etc?

How is this proposal impacted by joint care agreements? 
Fully co-operative consultation with care receivers and their advocates is vital.
nhs should bear more of the cost

 Have these care packages not already been pared to almost non existance?
No.  Just no.  Surely we're better than this?

Would this mean the elderly waiting longer in hospital than now for a care packages being commissioned and delivered? The wait for care packages is far too long at present and
deteriorates    the well  being of  people with  Dementia  .
No credible evidence that this would not adversely impact on vulnerable members of the community.
Without knowing the impact of this proposal it is very hard to comment but obviously it would be good to reduce the cost of care packages. but the outcomes for the client need to be foremost
and bringing everything within the comhairle is not the answer

 The most vulnerable of the islands. Extremely Emotive. 
With regards to the difficulties of finding "Carers" generally in the Western Isles- an opportunity perhaps to looking elsewhere- i.e. our youth/ student population. Castle College/ UHI for running
SQA courses in Caring- careers Advisors speaking to students about that as a careers route- positive and active " canvassing" of this to students as an attractive careers choice. Prepare them
for guaranteed jobs at end of their studies.  
Provided proper and honest  assessment is made regarding the service users needs and the assessment is not made purely on cost saving .
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Community care is in enough of a mess as it is. There are not enough carers and an aging population! it is going to get to the point if you are ill there will not be any space in the hospital with
all the blocked beds. Lack of financial input into community care is having devastating effect as it is!
There is a huge saving to be made in the way care and social services are run, currently inefficiently and with poor use of available carer time, but people who need a lot of care cannot be
deprived of what they need.
Care for the elderly while expensive is vitally important, and should be centered around CARE, not simply ticking boxes 

New arrangement will have to be very carefully planned to ensure standards do not fall
Care in the community is already near breaking point, a plan needs to be fully laid out and trialled before trying to cut costs
care packages have already been amended in their delivery, to the detriment of the individual requiring care.  
Not enough information provided to make an informed choice on this.

 Care is at its minimum already. There are clients out there who's packages have been reduced due to costs, which is not taking in there individual needs. 
reducing this, may cause bed block in hospital. Which is a big problem already. People receiving care should not have to worry that there could be a down fall. They deserve this. 

Some care ockages should be looked at as there are some people that do not have enough and other who have way to much 
 Again the vulnerable cannot be exposed to further cuts. Health and social care integration must be streamlined and cost effective but a sort of "pop up care shop" cannot be created.

Incentives should maybe be offered for groups or individuals to create their own private care companies on order to allow those that can afford it to purchase private care and reduce the load
on public services.
Home care been a shambles for years so much as I support this proposal there's no chance of Paul Dundas ever sorting it out 
Targeting the most vulnerable in the community should not be considered at this point; reviews of costs savings within cnes, such as admin support, printing budgetS, travel, expenses, IT,
should be implemented before this is even considered. 
I do'nt think the council know what they are doing with care packages, common sense seem to have gone out the window with the way they are handling the personal care of the elderly. If they
had been more efficient over the past ten years, we would not be in this situation.  Day centres should have been built in each area with a mini bus.

The care need is here to stay and we are failing to deliver let's have some joined up thinking here let those who need and who work on ground redesign and implement they can save money
for you, provide better quality and reduce unemployment which creates prosperity and enables service users to remain independent
As long as it is invest interests of person. We do not have specialist facilities here in the island to care for our most vulnerable. Whilst I agree it is better for the person and their families to be
close you can not put cost in front of positive outcomes for the individual. Do not do this until you have something here to replace what they have with FULLY APPROPRIATELY TRAINED
STAFF in a suitable environment
Why target the most vulnerable? 
Will care be compromised for individuals who need it?
Would need to know more before commenting

I believe that the Comhairle are already struggling with delivering care packages of any kind at the moment and that some clients are being left in hospital for long periods of time even years 
Not a user so unable to comment.
You cannot cut care packages as more and more elderly people being put out of hospital and they need cared for.
I have to oppose this option because of how badly it was written, you give no details on what is actually being proposed. Care of the elderly is THE major issue for the Comhairle in the current
and future budgets. They are going to have to think a lot more radically about how they deliver this and make it BETTER, rather than slashing budgets and providing an increasingly poorer
service. I suggest a major study is undertaken utilising national and international best practices. Thinking outside of the box is required.
Again if it's not children it's the elderly or families which need social services that are suffering  !!!

Introduce a level of user pays
This is yet another attack on vulnerable groups, there should be a seperate consultation carried out in an accessible manner for people with physical and learning disabilities, with the support 
Home care should not be an option for those who have high needs but obviously more care beds should be provided. Cnes also needs to be more proactive in obtaining access to residents 
I don't see how the suggested alternatives will save money and not reduce the service provision 
Ageing population needs to be looked after in their own communities unless of course you want them all to die more quickly

All services supporting vulnerable or individuals with additional needs are restricted on Lewis, especially over the age of 18 years. If plans are in place for a period of time, it's due to being
needed. Proposed cuts in any of the care and health sectors should not be considered before many more simple matters which could save money. Outside lights around schools being on all
night. Street lights are on at 9am but not 9pm when it's dark. 
Families need this support 
Care needs of vulnerable individuals already not being met. Further cuts in this area would mean increased risks to this group. 
Some concern about the risk of unexpected costs if alternative methods of package delivery don't prove effective.
not sure

In all matters that affect the most vulnerable I think cutting back on them should be a last resort. It's not clear what exactly this proposal may entail, so I haven't put it down as "Fully Oppose" -
for instance there are definitely improvements that could be made to the home care system if anecdotal stories of carers sent long distances when more local options are available are to be
believed.
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reducing the access to this resource at a time when all other choices are being removed goes against government policy and ambition. given we have yet to even properly implement SDS here
 this seems a bit of a joke! 

people living here have little enough choice as it is and this further removes that choice 
See comments in C11 above.
As a person who has worked under this system I have seen gross abuses of council funds and wonder why it is allowed to continue as it is supposed to be 'policed 'by the SWD . I would
imagine a greater saving could be made than that listed above .
Cannot comment on this as am unsure what SDS refers to.
Fully co-operative consultation with care receivers and their advocates is vital.

I fully oppose any reduction in this budget until the Comhairle can provide traditional home care to all assessed as in need and who choose it. Currently users are obliged against their will to
accept and manage SDS to complete their care package.
Would prefer to have had more information
No explanation of what SDS is? Unable to answer
Currently users are being forced to accept SDS in part to complete their care package as CnES maintains they cannot recruit home carers. If this was addressed then pressure on SDS budget

 would be reduced and the budget 
likewise.
No credible evidence that there will be any savings if needs are to be met effectively.

This impacts directly on users and any changes compromises Scottish Government policy of self management.
Due to a lack of local carers and badly organised social care I have had to go down the direct payments route for my parents the paperwork and organising staff etc is ridiculous and I would
not recommend it
Anything that reduces efficiency of already strained resources is not wise stewardship
don't have enough information to make an informed judgement
Will there be worse consequences if this proposal implemented?  

This seems to be the only way (at times) of families being able to take loved ones out of hospital,  especially where there doesn't seem to be any home care available. 
Cutting services to elderly and vulnerable with special care needs is not a good route to go. Look at coordinators in the offices, who are often unsuitable for their job roles.  
Self directed support is extremely important for those who require it. CNES should not target the vulnerable individuals in our society. Consider reducing cost elsewhere, those who are paid

 excessive salaries for example!
How can reduction in resources be an option when resources are extremely limited at present!

Need to address the needs of the most vulnerable.  I do not understand how savings would work without reducing vital services.
The text on this is waffle. What does continuing to meet the assessed needs of individuals, within available resources, mean in practice? Presumably vulnerable individuals are going to
experience further cuts, already extreme through cuts in benefits?  It's insulting to put forward such proposals without any detail of the real implications for the individuals concerned.
Cuts to self directed support go completely against the policy of encouraging people to manage their own care - how can cuts be imposed on care packages if the elderly person or other is
assessed independently to need the care package approved
all services need to come together?
If the spend this year is higher than the budget, how do you propose to appropriately cut the budget without removing vital resources from individuals? Will consultation take place before any
major cuts are made to allow users to have input on how it will affect them?

Self Directed Support (Purchasing Budget)

This may be the only possible alternative for some vulnerable people.

Mess up (mainly) older people's lives.
Concern that changes where care is provided may disturb clients, if they are happy is it right to upset their equilibrium?
The elderly are important and very vulnerable - they need to be a top priority
Reduction would mean inevitable increase in admission to hospital, bed blocking as homes are already full.

The consultation meeting did not provide any evidence that this would be possible or achievable. Lowering the threshold at which contributions towards care need to be made, if that brings us
in line with other councils, is appropriate.
Again, I think this is most likely to affect the most vulnerable people in our communities and for that reason I am opposed to it.

No detail - how do you know alternative approaches exist?
Disgrace.  Again most vulnerable
This is immoral.

Not a realistic aim.  With demand and level of dependence increasing any reduction could mean an increase in delayed discharge and bed blocking.
The Southern Isles do not have much of a choice by way of care being provided in "different locations" or by "different providers" or across Comhairle departments.
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Same as previous answer!

There is no saving here and reductions in budget in the area of care where it is already overspent due to high demand should not be a priority over other options that do not affect individuals 
Lawyer speak, in real terms what is this!
Again, the most needy and vulnerable within communities should not be targeted. All other possible options should be explored, these groups are an easy target as they are unable to complain
themselves. 
Waste of money
self directed support?   only a councillor would know what this was.   get on with the work and stop wasting time making up jobs & the need for them

No idea what this is therefore it can't matter that much
Do not understand this one
Again insufficient detail given on what this actually is and what is being proposed. Poor survey design.
Unsure of what this is all about so no comments

See previous comments 
ive never qualified for self direct payments
Too much jargon. I don't understand this one
I have direct experience where the council was not able to meet homecare requirements which led to a relative being delayed in hospital for over six months. The council then ask families to
consider self directed support how can this proposal be put forward when the council has lost a significant number of homecarers over the past two years and are unable to meet current
requirements and standards. The council rely on the uptake of SDS to purchase care through alternative providers to the Council.
There is no clear contingency - if this area was managed by people who were good at their job it wouldn't require a cut. And how do you plan to meet individuals needs whilst also making cuts? 

Again, care should not be compromised. 
The most vulnerable in our communities should be protected.
Could increase pressure on individuals relying on SDS. SDS is offered/provided to help get support. 
We must support people who cant support themselves, in a manner that preserves their dignity and doesn't diminish their quality of life.
SDS has already increased the costs that services can charge, resulting in individuals receiving less for their money. The allocation of these reduced budgets will take such a length of time to
be confirmed that the individuals will likely have increased needs, poorer emotional health and risk their needs not being met in a timely manner. 

This is ludicrous. Again, it is impossible to gauge how many people will opt for SDS direct payment. Tighten up the criteria I.e. Only provide services for critical users then you will break even
but then you risk the preventative work. This needs lots more thought. ALSO, SDS is THE ONLY way for social care in the community and I am so confused why you are separating this from
high end care packages. For goodness sake.....

 what is SDS?
you have misprint on line 9 on this page making the question unintelligible
I do smile when pollsters drop into jargon. What is SDS? Whoever let this question out into the public domain should be sacked! How much would that save?
The ordinary public have no idea what SDS is. There needs to be far better explanation if the public are to give an informed view. It could relate to care, business start up...anything ?.

 Ensure Western Isle Health Board make a pro rata payment for those people who have a medical care need.
A report should be produced outlining what they have contributed in each of the last 6 financial years compared to every other health board across Scotland. Each time I enquired about this I

 was simply told the information could not and would not be provided. I wonder why.
It's because it would shame the health board who would rather pay high staff to certain staff on short term contracts to fill gaps due to mismanagement. Just how much money is wasted this
way? Vacancies are constantly filled this way, also by use of retired staff coming back to work as consultants.

Cant comment as I don't know enough about this
I haven't a clue what this is 
Another stand alone issue, another consultation with all concerned and appropriate representatives form various departments to thrash out any issues that service users may have
The Self-Directed Support budget allows the vulnerable to access the care specific to their needs. The Comhairle has a duty to assess individuals and then commit resources accordingly,
based on need.  If vast sums of the SDS budget were not being allocated to individuals to organise their own budget, then the respite needs of carers on this island would be being met.
No idea what this means

Do not understand enough about this to make a comment.
A budget of £550k, a projection of £800k for this financial year and you want to reduce the budget by £25k for two consecutive years? I would suggest that with such a vast overspend a

 reduction in the budget isn't going to happen whether you implement it or not.
Not entirely sure what this is, I'm assuming this is in relation to adults with additional support needs? So once again the most vulnerable in society.  The very people we should be protecting.
So long as those who really need help get it then fine. We need to encourage those who don't need help as much to do what they can themselves.
Keep it
Again if you can demonsrate a plan that maintains or improves service for less outlay great 
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Concerned that this would not save money but push additional costs on other areas of service such as residential care, community nursing, ambulance services. This could cost the council
much more than it would save.
A general review of the whole MOSS process may be good to save money on unnecessary spending. 
Where are these people going to go? There are already huge waiting lists for care homes 
Again this service is provided to some of the most vulnerable people in our communities - this is often the only thing that is keeping people in their own homes. Would it really cost less to have
them in 24 hour care? I see a risk of hospital beds and care home respite beds being blocked as a result of this. it takes away what I expect from locality planning - having care staff, nursing
and medical staff available to care for people in their own homes to prevent "emergency" admissions to hospital due to a lack of care in the community.

There is a need to ensure equity of service provision so that all clients needing support at night can have this available - but it needs to be provided by appropriate staff and skill mix. Carers
who are supporting individuals with significant needs at home need to be assured that they are not carrying the heavy burden alone, particularly if they also have childcare and/ or work 
Please do not touch this service as its value and benefit simply cannot be measured! This service has provided such support, practical help and peace of mind to so many people over the

 years that life, for many people in these islands, would be unimaginable without it.
If there is one service we can save please let it be this one. 
Little benefit compared to cost for this service which isn't even delivered across the whole island.
I accept that we need to save money but please do not cut this service! If ever there was a lifeline service, this is it. My parents have now passed away but there was a stage in their lives
when they were in receipt of this service and I just cannot begin to explain its value. The peace of mind which they and members of the family who were away from home had as a result of this
service cannot be adequately described. Unfortunately they lost the benefit of the service the last time it came under scrutiny and suffered a reduction: the psychological and physical impact
on them was considerable and very unsettling. At the time I even enquired as to whether I could actually pay the Council to continue to provide the service to my parents - such was my
estimation of it.This service is, in my opinion, one of the best things ever instigated by the Council.
MOSS is seen as a vital service within the communities in which it operates. What will be the knock on implications for other services? What are you doing about long term or persistent
sickness absence amongst the MOSS teams? There are some workers picking up the flack for a few that are making a mockery of the Council in terms of being 'off sick'. Sort it out and let
vulnerable people have the opportunity to remain in their own homes for as long as possible. Just because this is not an island wide provision does not mean it should be an easy target for

care needs to be looked at in a better light and service users who truly need this service for them it will be a colossal loss  
Trying to keep people at home and out of hospital or a nursing home is preferable. I think this valuable service should stay in place.
More detail required before agreeing to this as a proposal. 
Elderly people unable to remain in own homes.
I would suggest changing the service rather than cutting it

mad proposal
This service is vital for many within the community. If indeed in some areas such as Lewis there is little uptake then it may be an idea to review the service in that area. It shouldn't be removed
where it is valued. 
Should not be considered for cessation. As a resident of North Uist have first hand experience of the huge benefit this service provides in our society. Anyone considering cessation of this
service - should imagine themselves being in the place that those that use this service will be if it is ceased - in bed - unable to toilet themselves - sitting in urine or faeces - waiting.... all
night. We have a valuable service that looks after people that need that little extra support to be in their own home - the only support may be to help with toileting and medication; but can be
more - and it should be our absolute priority to protect such provision. We should not be contemplating cessation.

This is ridiculous, and will only put pressure on other services, including hospital beds and bed blocking.
 overnigh t support should be extended to the whole of the western isles not being cut from those who currently benefit.

It is important to continue to support people to remain at home and independent wherever possible

Goes against principles of care provision

It's so important for individuals to be safe and supported in their own homes, essential service
The MOSS provision is a lifeline for very vulnerable individuals in North Uist where there is no available alternative than that they stay in their own homes. To deprive them of the MOSS visits
would in my view be a disproportionate interference with the private life of those individuals.

 The number of service users has been reducing ...why when we have such an ageing population?
 MOSS has not only supported elderly but has been an invaluable service to those requiring end of life care at home.

Not able to comment without knowing how this operates.
How is the current overspend going to be balance, what effect with this have on other care provider budgets?

Mess up (mainly) older people's lives.
More frontline care per hour can be provided through SDS as the unit cost is less than unit cost for home care.

Cessation of MOSS
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An absolute disgrace that this proposal should be considered . I was at the Paible School meeting where we were told that only a few people use this service and more care home places may
be created . I know from anecdotal evidence that the criteria for using this service has been tweaked to remove previously eligible users of the MOSS team . It is I believe a fundamental right
for people to remain in their homes should THEY wish and society should be supporting that right , the MOSS team are a valuable safety net . If I as an elderly/infirm person fall during the night
, with no family network for support , and press my Faire alarm who is going to assist me , an ambulance or nurse may be tasked to do it but they are not already out on the street whereas the
MOSS team is . In my strong view this is a cut to far DO NOT REMOVE THIS SERVICE . 
This is a viral service and cutting it will only create further budget expenditure elsewhere e.g. Those within the community needing to be accommodated in a residential setting and against the
ethos promoted by the IJB to keep people at home and not in care.  A service which should not be shelved.
This service is invaluable to the elderly and those with long term conditions. What impact will integrated care budget have on this service?
Fully co-operative consultation with care receivers and their advocates is vital.

Keep this service in some places if its essential.
This should not even be in the proposals, again our vulnerable should be looked after
if there is another way of reducing the budget without impacting outcomes for people then this would be acceptable but one of the risks is hospital admissions - already this is an issue in the

 islands 
one of the solutions is residential - given we have large bed blockages how is this going to be available and goes against government policy of keeping independent in their own homes as long
as possible. 
Admissions to hospital should not cover the deficite in Cnes service. Manage and plan efficiency don't pass problem to NHS which is also at break point

 I don't know the answers to this one. A very hard choice after listening to people speak.
But some better P.R. required by CNES when addressing the public and please don't address us again as " stakeholders" as was done on Thursday night by Paul. More compassion needs to
be expressed when addressing these very vulnerable people, then people may understand the financial worries better.

is this not pushing the cost to the Health Board?
More info needed here.
I am not convinced that MOSS is run as economically as it could be nor that it is necessarily the most economical way of providing night care but night care needs to be provided to those
properly assessed as requiring it. No one should have to go into residential care because of the failure to provide night care. I doubt very much that residential care would prove to be the
cheapest option if that is to be the prime consideration.
Cost cutting exercise could be looked at? Could the Third Sector run this service at a lower cost?
The need for good care for the elderly is going to increase, I have experience in this area locally and believe that care resources are already at a poor level, ? the availability of a very good
quality private care home and care resources that a number may be prepared to pay for, many have to pay anyway.

Care homes are at the max as it is, can only see this causing more problems and stress for those involved.
This seems an essential service. 
With a reduced number of hospital beds and very limited residential care provision in Uist how will this even work !!!!!  
I am not fully convinced that MOSS is the most economical way to provide overnight care but it is hard to judge when you don't know the figures or the locations. However I cannot support
people being forced into residential care just because they need care at night- not only because it breeches their right to choose but also because at present there are insufficient beds and it is
most likely to prove more costly than care in their own homes.
This would place additional costs and workloads on other already overstetched services and seriosly affect the independence of those using the support service.

What would these alternative arrangements be? I can only imagine that this will increase the strain and stress already placed on families trying to cope with family that must require this
 support.

What about the individuals who want to live in their own homes? Would you prefer a to live in care home if you had a choice?. Will this reduction in service prevent the elderly from remaining in
 their home.

 Additional demands on hospital admissions', if wards are to capacity what then?
Are individuals not entitled to be treated with respect and their dignity protected, if at a time in their lives that they require their personal care needs attended to through the night, these needs

At the present time, anything to do with health & social care needs to be taken out of this consultation because of health and social care integration and there needs to be a real overarching
look at anything in this subject area because of out ageing population which is only going to increase. We need a really good long term researched plan to take care from a health and social
care perspective of our population. Any cuts would be short term and reactionary rather than evolutionary.
Do you not care about vulnerable bedridden people stuck in bed for 12 hours or more unable to turn themselves or with soaking wet incontinence pads causing their skin to break down.
Instead of more care in the community it will add to even more hospital admissions and even more blocked beds!!
This again is an example of reducing the provision of care for what is and will continue to be increasing need
Vulnerable individuals whose only requirement from MOSS is one turn over each night, and who will fail to thrive without it, risk being made to leave home and go into a care home.

I appreciate high costs of this service. But, cutting completely would be a bad move, A look at better coordination would be better solution as many rely on this service and its what allows to
them continue living at home.
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MOSS  is so helpful for some clients- how will they cope without it 
Again, this is a ludicrous idea. MOSS is a critical aspect of home care. Granted, it is not equal as it is only provided across part of the islands but where it does provide a service is preventing
this people from being admitted unnecessarily to hospital thus creating yet another blocked bed. Invest further into this service across the islands and you may actually find a reduction in
inappropriate admissions to WIH and a maintenance on people in their community. We simply do not have enough care home beds to get rid of MOSS! 

 there is no spare residential space available on N Uist
moving elderly & infirm off the island away from relatives / friends is to be avoided
Care homes already stretched.

These people need care through the night 
If ANY of you think it is perefectly ok to cut back on ANY of this provision, then you are not fit to be called human beings, let alone councilors !!!
Valuable service in terms of maintaining vulnerable persons in own homes, but agree there may be other more efficient ways of providing it
Again, you are targeting the most vulnerable in our community. There are not enough care home places available. You already know that. The way a society treats its elderly members is a
reflection of that society - what you at proposing to do (effectively abandon old people in need) is disgusting. 
As previously stated..... Would be a disgrace if this went ahead.... Does not demonstrate care at all. People want to stay in their own homes.... And should be cared for in their own
surroundings as long as possible. 

Yet another 'solution' which is just going to add costs to other strained areas as well as damaging life experiences for many. 
Again the oldest and most vulnerable in our communities loosing out, this is a fantastic service and one that the elderly in their own homes look forward to, please reconsider this service!  
This is an ill conceived proposal, this is yet another issue which merits a full consultation with all relevant agencies, service users and carers participating to ensure the best way forward is with

 all in agreement.
We simply cannot leave vulnerable people in a situation that could impact on their overall sense of health and wellbeing
If concerns of service users and their kin can be allayed with an alternative, suitable arrangement then this could work. It can not be left to family to answer to Faire alarm calls in the middle of
the night as this will impact overall care for the service users and would lead to an increase in emergency hospital admissions.  There is already a lack of space in local care homes.
If there is a need for continence care that is a NEED, can you explain what has changed in the world of continence, that means that need would no longer be there? How will someone who
needs a position change in the night receive that? My real fear is that this will be the new home care situation. We've no home care, here's SDS and sort it out yourself. We've no overnight
support team, but here's SDS so sort it out yourself. The pressure on family carers is already huge with the failings in the Home Care Dept. Home Care staff do not feel valued, supported, or
feel they have enough time to do their job properly. Value and listen to your staff and then people would want to work for Home Care. The fact is, that private carers who are employed through
SDS are NOT trained in the mandatory health and safety that employees of any statutory or third sector organisation have to be i.e. manual handling. There are Private Carers who have never
used a hoist before, currently hoisting people without any training because the council will dish out SDS but won't allow these private carers to access basic training. There have been palliative
cases where there have been no home care provision. So people who wish to remain at home cannot, and that is a basic need, to receive personal care. Instead, families caring for palliative
relatives, have been told by the council, that's there's no home care, but here again is SDS so you can try and sort it out yourself.  Disgusting.

People have the right to be cared for in their own home
 Few issues around this - there ARE insufficient spaces in care homes.  We know this.  

 There are elderly people blocking beds in the hospital already.  They are there because there are no spaces, or there are no carers in the community.  Some wards are like waiting rooms.  
The alternative is to abandon people to lie in their own mess for hours.  Absolutely scandalous.

 Free personal care is a right directed by government and the council have to provide it
A lot of elderly people depend on this service and it is vital that it continues as they will be even more vulnerable than they are already and their physical and emotional wellbeing will be
severely compromised 
This is completely unsustainable without at least another 2 care homes especially in winter 

New products' as suggested by Paul Dundas can never replace timely support for incontenace patients and this service is still required over-night even if the service is only used by a few
people - supporting those few is still cheaper than those individuals needing to go into residential care. To ensure the dignity and independence of those vulnerable elderly patients, overnight
support is essential - leaving patients for 8hours+ is not an acceptable way to treat our elderly.
should be continued, and extended but nhs should bear more of the cost
Why can't carers come under the Health Board?  The people who use this service now cannot be abandoned.
Surely any savings would be outweighed by increases in spending on emergency admissions.
Currently not even being delivered to all areas, unfair to have a service in one area and not another.  If other areas can manage without it so should all.

this service is the most needed service that the council provides in our islands . With a progressively ageing population, it makes real sense of "care in the community" as that is just what the
team does. They enable family carers to care , yet be able to have much needed employment for themselves as well. Most importantly it enables the elderly to remain at home and have their
toileting needs attended to adequately through the night-time when they a re at their most vulnerable, thus giving client's and family carers much needed peace of mind. Without this service
hospital admissions would certainly increase, ---at what cost to all concerned? AT present there are limited care home places, so what s going to happen to our poor old folks, stuck in hospital
blocking useful acute beds,  for ever more. Is that what a civilized country means by Social Care?
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This is not a universal service, so is discriminatory

more residential capacity needs to be created
Another mad proposal. All these clients will end up either back in hospital or parked outside in ambulances because there's no room for them. Who dreamt this one up? 
Alternative arrangements will also cost money. There are waiting lists for homes already so who knows where the poor elderly people will end up. Many will pass away due to the stress that
this will cause them. The hospital is a no go area as they already will not intake sick elderly, they prefer leaving them in their home to die due to neglect. Or if they land in hospital, send them
home at midnight.
Again, the most vulnerable in the community should not be targeted in this way. Every other budget within the council should be looked at prior to this. Admin support, IT, expenses and middle
management should be reviewed for savings. 
Please ensure preventative care is in place before trialling such a thing- as emergency admissions to hospital are distressing and should be prevented.

This seems like a backward step.
This is a dreadful proposal , attacking our most vulnerable and suggesting putting people in homes when we know that there are no spaces and how much does one person n care cost for a
year 50k ,this is a non starter . Get your hands out of the sand this is a vital lifeline to many needs redesign by the people who understand the need. Travel the use of ridiculous phone log
system that wAstes time that could see more people helped. We are an aging population this year 20 plus souls you might need care soon if you reading this choice your own home or an
overcrowded care home. Reconsider this vital service and what implications to other services such as ambulance hospital bed need amongst others who will be able to respond to clients with

There is not enough care at the moment whether it is placements in a home or home carers. I can not see how this will work at all unless a lot more money is put into more homes or better still
adequate home care for all 
This is very unfair as those who are currently receiving overnight support are obviously needing it how could it be considered to be taken away from them?
Ridiculous proposal, the care homes are bursting at the seams as it is!

Scottish Government policy is to support people at home or in a home care setting the above proposal is forcing people towards hospital care and residential care which is against policy
There are not enough care beds and it will increase emergency admissions to hospital - that's not a risk it's a fact - this isn't a budget cut its tantamount to a death sentence. 
The costs would outweigh savings long term
No view.
Hospitals more and more putting people out and we need to care for them

 As before 
"There may be insufficient space in care homes?" THERE WILL BE. Emergency hospital admission will increase, bed blocking will increase and there will not be enough suitable environments
to discharge individuals to. 
Savings could probably be made here without withdrawing the service completely if some thought was given to appropriate allocation of carers depending on where they are based relative to
clients. Also potential knock on effect for out of hours health care workers re inappropriate calls. 
again not sure but we seem to classed as second hand with everything
Rest homes are over stretched. Needs more central government funding

 No. Completely disagree.
 Elderly and Carers do not want it.

 There will be serious protests if this is even considered further.
 It is an essential service for people and their Carers.

There is no space in care homes, it takes ages to get one and the facilities are worse than in the home. I have seen 2 in person and I am most dissatisfied with the antiquated facilities which
 have suffered shockingly from investment over time that would ensure they are fit for purpose. They are anything but and it's a scandal waiting to happen.

Wait until the TV cameras arrive to investigate.
Not enough evidence that this would save money longer term with the risk and impacts.
This should be reviewed and kept. I am sure if reviewed and thought about this could be kept in place and savings made. This is a vital part of care and if more care is to be put back into the
community rather than residential care this will be needed even more in the future.  
There is pressure enough on care beds without adding to it. Also by and large old people wish to remain at home for as long as possible and as long as their homes are up to it (they aren't
always) the Comhairle should support them. Perhaps the costs should be shared with the NHS though since they are the ones benefiting (in part at least).
This could have significant cost implications elsewhere in the budget heads for either the Health Board or Council if individual need long term care or admission to hospital.

Its the most the most vunerable that needs this care
Essential care must always be provided.
Overnight support is crucial to keep people in their own homes. Perhaps a review rather than complete cessation of the service. 
Ridiculous suggestion
I'd like to hear what the alternative arrangements might be? Impossible.

Given our aged population and elderly persons at home it would be a real backward step to lose the MOSS team.  It's been one of the Councils great achievements 
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As long as the care offered is of the same standard or better and at the request of the individual concerned.
From being privy to some sad cases in the past when obviously the staff had not the professional training nor the skills and lacked empathy to manage some behavioural problems I can only

 partly support this proposal. It will require considerable investment, employing appropriately qualified professionals to lead the service and ongoing training for all other staff. 
Users on the mainland must be given a choice on whether or not they now wish to return and if they are unable to express their wishes then their power of attorney (if they have one) if not the

 next of kin.
If not done as a short term fix it has the potential to be a future saving as some people wont need be sent away.
What would be the upfront investments, is it a spend to save or spend to spend?
Only if on comprehensive review it is assessed as being the best care option for the individual - with other options considered.

There is not enough detail on why there are mainland placements in the first place. 
Again, while appropriate local provision would be more beneficial than off-island placements, I would need to see local provision already in place and much better explained than in this 
This makes sense - however if you close local island residental care/respite provisions, this will likely increase the costs of mainland placements needed. 
Again, the right facilities and staff would need to be available here for this plan to work, and currently that is not the case.
Very little information to explain this cut.

For the sake of £105k, leave these people (this person?) where they are and where they presumably now call 'home', if it is in their best interests.
THE MATERIAL RISKS INDICATED ABOVE NEED SAYS IT ALL.
keep local jobs local. As much as possible services should be available locally and within the Council services using the present pool of staff. 
If individuals needs could not be met on the island previously what will change? If however individuals would prefer to be on the island, the service they presently receive should me matched

 and will this be possible without additional ongoing costs such as appropriate provision, trained staff, etc
Where are the suitable places on the island?  Yet to be developed - they'll need money for that?  

A severe delay in care being provided locally.
The consultation meeting provided assurance that this would only be undertaken in line with the individual's wishes and when services could be provided locally,.  This is welcome.

 I would consider supporting this proposal as long as it impacts positively on the individuals concerned and we are able to meet their needs in the islands.
Is this proposal likely to provide employment opportunities to people living locally?
There should be a facility on the islands
Any changes in mainland placements must be in the best interests of the individual.

Repatriation of mainland placements

Better looked after locally, but take great care during transition to ensure individuals have access to the best service.
Providing high quality support on the islands is of course better than mainland placements. Just ensure that during the transition the individuals who rely so heavily on such support are not
disadvantaged.
housing with support must be developed across the western isles if this proposal is going to be effective
Best interest of teh clients involved have to be first priority

This is not a western isle service 
Elderly people have a right to remain in their own homes as long as possible.
putting our elderly families at risk to save some money is outrageous, they are entitled to be cared for like human beings.
As before. Cutting community care should not be an option full stop!!

See comments C9.  Is this what's called care in the community? Why introduce this service if you are now going to take it away?
Elderly are important.

Invaluable service.  Would mean more people requiring residential care or mainland placements.
Useful service at a time of increasing elderly population.

This is immoral.  Please do not go ahead with this.  Elderly/infirm should be allowed to stay in their own homes, supported by the council.
This service is needed. Requirement for more staff to be available increase in pay?  There will be a knock-on effect on admissions to hospital or care homes which are mostly full capacity.

Mess up (mainly) older people's lives.

Invaluable service, horrendous to take away. Many people wouldn't want to be placed in residential care.
Disgraceful.

The Southern Isles specifically in North Uist do not "have space in care homes".  MOSS team provide a hugely essential service and individual plans could be more expensive.
Service should be extended to the whole islands.  Urgent need.

The impact of this should be assessed in case it impacts detrimentally on another service.
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Once again, if the specialism is provided locally, it not only saves money but can also be 'sold' to other areas when not in use OR shared specialists with other areas eg
Orkney/Shetland/Highland

 It is criminal that anyone is off Island, with the sole exception that it might be required to prevent a criminal act or a victim, child coming into contact with someone it is best they do not.
If you do not return most to the Islands you face prosecution in terms of Human Rights. Plenty of clauses, aspects of the law which would make the Comhairle unable to operate in it's current
form. You also run the risk of legal action to prosecute for damages.
To have local clients brought closer to home is positive (if they want to return). However, the needs assessments would need to be in par with the current provisions they receive on the
mainland.
Not sure why 21 clients are sent off island (and what facilities would be needed to avoid this) but it would seem reasonable to avoid this if at all possible.

Are you going to provide high end specialist treatment centres for those people or take them back out of the environment they have become accustomed to and leave them to rot while their
social workers juggle their already bulging caseloads to continuously review them? The WI simply do not have the facilities to cope with high end, profound learning disabilites!
Find it difficult to believe that this would save money.  They are in specialised care and should stay there if this is what is best for them.
Is there not an option to shop around for cheaper mainland placement - or offer it to local charities/community groups (Crossroads?)/businesses as a new business opportunity.
No knowledge 

 As long as they are not expected to live with family, as they are in the placement for a reason, the family can not cope and it is what best for them.
If they can get same care locally and the family are well supported

Keep
If you have somewhere suitable for purpose then great currently not an option 
Consult with the 21 clients, families and service providers to plan the best way forward to tackle this which will not have a detrimental effect on the service users and ensure that local agencies
are equipped to deal with the needs of them, including resources, staff skills and knowledge.
There are not sufficient skills and/or opportunities for many within our small community.many require specialist support and help which we will never be able to provide on such limited funds.
Why not use the services of those already available????
No idea what this means. How about you write your proposals in language everyone can understand???  I suspect this is the plan though...

I could be persuaded this was a good idea if it involved the setting up of a specialist unit, eg in the hospital with access to physio, dieticians etc and meant employing health care assistants /
specialist nurses rather than the money going to the mainland, however to do it properly means planning and capital outlay and I doubt it would be cost neutral far less bring savings. Again,

 16/17 is two months away!!  
The alternative being to look for cheaper placement centres.  I think this should perhaps be investigated but standard of care and proximity to family have to be key in any decision making.
There was too much money spent on individual care packages ..great idea in an ideal world but unrealistic. Ardsheiach hostel a great idea when built but totally underused and neglected
People currently in mainland placements are there due to the fact that there is NO suitable place on the island for the level of care and attention needed to allow them to live their life as
comfortably as is possible
If this is just helping people move here, then why is it even in place????
For some individuals who are placed off island, returning to the island would be detrimental to their physical and emotional wellbeing. Some of these individuals have been off island for a
number of years and are settled and receiving excellent specialised care that can't be matched here due to lack of resources. This should only be considered on a very individual basis taking
into account the views of the individual and their families/carers

Why did it occur in the first place , I support this proposal wholeheartedly .
A review should be done on each patient to see what the best card plan is for them and if it can be provided in the islands
Can not make a  comment.
Surely someone is placed on the mainland because the necessary services/requirements are not available locally. If these services can be replicated here, I'd say yes to this proposal. The
cost of that?   Could part of the hospital be redesigned?  Physios, occupational therapists, doctors etc would be readily available.

 Where is the money to build facilities to come from?  These placements must have been made as there are no facilities here.  And what about the upheaval to those folk being moved??

There must be appropriate services in place to achieve this.
Too much money for too few people!
No credible evidence that there will be savings or that needs of vulnerable people will be met.
i dont actually see how this saving can be realised as the facilities are not here or the people wouldn't be off island in the first place. again if this affects the outcomes for these people this is
not acceptable and what evidence is there that we can provide the services required on island. 

 Partly oppose  till the local staff and facilities are in place, only then can we as the public see and understand what the local choice is and be reassured that it is possible. 
I would hope that people involved would be given a choice of whether or not to be repatriated.

This must be the cared for's choice but if not capable of choosing then the choice of the next of kin. An appropriately qualified professional with the ability to teach and support unqualified staff
must be on duty at all times. The service has to be sustainable with the correct skill mix maintained. This if done properly would avoid people being sent to the mainland in the first place so

 could have greater saving in the years to come but will require to be properly financed.
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It is apparent that this proposal has not been fully thought through in necessary detail.
This could work effectively. However, Grianan and Arseileach Day Centre would need to be able to provide some autism-specific areas for this to work. Combining a range of different kinds of
client with clients with ASD is not good, and potentially is quite dangerous.
As well as being a savings this could provide more choice to users of the service.

THE LACK OF DETAIL MEANS THAT IT IS NOT CLEAR EXACTLY WHAT THIS PROPOSAL MEANS IN REALITY AND SHOULD NOT BE IMPLEMENTED UNTIL THAT IS ADDRESSED.
There is an already an over reliance on third sector. Time for uitilising what's already available and keeping council staff in work.
There would be an impact on service users and staff employed at Griannan. Would transport be provided to these outreach venues, how would this be managed, additional costs? Can
Ardseilleach accommodate these proposals?
Should have been done years ago when it was first mentioned - taking too long for grianan to become an extended learning facility and not a babysitting service !
I like this idea.

Safeguards in place for appropriate care locally. 
It is not possible to replicate the specialism and expertise in mainland placements 

 Puts pressure on third sector organisations, many of which have a voluntary element
Grianan is a fantastic facility with lots of potential.
Third sector support isn't a continual guarantee. This proposal itself sounds like you want to sell off a Day Center. 'Spend to save' in this case may come off very negative to the community.

£105k!!! That's a crazy amount of money. Are these placements really necessary, at that cost I think not.
Not sure what this refers to. Description of services throughout these proposals could be better
Sounds attractive but people are on mainland placements for a reason, usually that their needs cannot be met here. Still what does that matter eh 
How will needs be met with the range of proposed local cuts in place? Once again, vulnerable groups are being targeted rather than the comforts of councillors and upper earning employees. 
Services user have much superior facilities on the mainland for personal development ,this should not be a choice for the pubic as the public are not fully aware of the services user
requirements are and how they are developing on the mainland 

I don't understand what this entails as insufficient information is provided but surely this would have been done ongoing if it was possible in the first place.
Huge amount of many for what unsure of this 
As long as it is invest interests of person. We do not have specialist facilities here in the island to care for our most vulnerable. Whilst I agree it is better for the person and their families to be
close you can not put cost in front of positive outcomes for the individual. Do not do this until you have something here to replace what they have with FULLY APPROPRIATELY TRAINED
STAFF in a suitable environment
Are there appropriate facilities/support in place for these individuals? 

Seems unrealistic given load on current services
This could only be implemented if people wished to return to the island as some placements may be long term and are now peoples home environment and relationship circles, people have a
right to be able to choose where they live and can not be placed in a position that they have to return
People are better off near their families - if they need support that can only be provided off island then families should move and it should be someone else's problem
£1.5 million for 21 clients??? Seems like a lot of money to me. It would be great if users needs could be met locally but this may require more money to put appropriate equipment etc in place.
Could bring more jobs to the islands?
If you are making cuts to so many things then what will these vulnerable people come back to. You may cut with one hand but it will cost in the long run

Im not sure of the pro's and con's of this proposal.
There are families within the local community who would struggle to cope. 
This is often unavoidable....we don't have the facilities on the island.
As long as services existed to meet the needs of affected individuals this might be acceptable. BUT investment needed. 
set up and on-going costs may out-strip savings.

This will be required to be demonstrated in both in terms of cost and most importantly care.

Redesign of Grianan Day Centre

Looking after people on the island is always preferable.
Speculative - no detail or clear justification of savings.
Why move people if they are happy where they are.  If needs have been assessed property why move them? If capital development to cope - how much of a saving is it going to be?
As long as this service can be provided locally.
Assuming they are on the mainland because the services required weren't here.
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The building and current service has huge potential for redesign.
Grianan is not fully utilised 
There should be a lot more third sector services in the western isles! 
If an organisation with the ability to take on this responsibility is in place then I see no issue. Again CARE is key, a private organisation would not provide the care level desired 

There is a strong possibility that laundry would go missing if it had to be sent up to Stornoway from Trianaid.

First sensible proposal so far. What happened? 
Third Sector providers will also have no money to provide this kind of service
This resource is an amazing facility. To take facilities down to the lowest possible for vulnerable groups is awful. The current main pool is too public and unsuitable for certain groups. Hopefully
the front line workers with knowledge on the real impacts of this will be consulted?

I have no experience on which to base a comment
 The pool has been sadly mismanaged over the years. Physically disabled have been unable to access due to pregnant ladies using it. They should use the swimming pool at agreed times.

Open this facility on a Sunday and all sports facilities.
The Grianan hydrotherapy pool is a great resource and I'm not convinced it would flourish in community ownership. However, centralising admin for third sector agencies sounds eminently
sensible.
Fully supprt an integrated hub for all services and the third sector which would save on overheads of facilities and potentially of back room costs for administrative services
As long as the buildings current uses are not impacted, and the building is better utilised as an outcome, it is a good idea.

Taking laundry from Uist to Stornoway seems ridiculous. Especially when you're dealing with hygiene issues and personal belongings. I'm sure money could still be saved by doing all uist
services laundry in a central place Uist. Going to Stornoway seems very time consuming and expensive. 

 all third sector service providers consulted as to the needs of their individual agencies and service users: thrash out pro's and cons to this and find best way forward that suits all.
For the CNES to listen carefully to reservations and concerns for this and not to approach clumsily and be neither didactic nor directive in its dialogue
A lot of unknowns and potential risks here. 3rd sector orgs which are bringing valuable extra resources to providing services to meet Comhairle responsibilities may not want to be herded into
a 3rd sector ghetto, and more importantly neither may their clients, thus reducing the effectiveness of what seems like a good idea. Given the privacy constraints surrounding much of social
provision there may be less opportunity for resource sharing (admin space, reception space, hot desking) than hoped for.
To see the pool used more widely would be great
Yes, but integrate it with SDS packages and make sure that social workers buy in to it so they can refer their service users.
where is Grianan Day Centre? be more specific

Not a priority 
Isl could run this well

No credible evidence that this would adversely impact on vulnerable people.
do the third sector know they are moving into a hub? does this work for them?
Huge potential and a superb facility which seems underused. 
I agree in general principle.
what use would be proposed for Grianan buildings? Further residential or respite beds?

Not convinced.  If ferries cancelled, which is often over winter when illness is highest, will care homes have access to linen, and in particular will residents get their clothing back in time?

Provided this can be done without removal of existing services, whoever the provider may be.  
The people using this facillity have little enough support as it is, they cannot be expected to have their services reduced..this is grossly unfair...
We need grianan day centre open
As long as their is no reduction in services it would make sense to have a one stop shop for information etc.

 Third sector hub??  Concerned that reliance on the third sector at a time of financial strain is unrealistic.  If LA's struggle with funding, are third sector provisions not more fragile still? 
Grianan is a well regarded and respected Day Centre which has a proven track record of facilitating rehabilitation, recovery and symptom management with various physical & mental health /

 social issues.  The service has active connections with the likes of an lanntair and the sports centre which they use to promote service user's inclusion within their community.   
Absolutely opposed.  

High priority for saving reasons and if it gives users a better choice of activities.

Sending uist laundry to STORNOWAY is ridiculous. 

How much was spent on kitting out a new laundry in Harris House this idea is madness.

Is this really realistic? In terms of bedding, care homes on Uist would have to buy additional bedding, which is fine as a one-off cost. However, who is going to launder resident's clothing, etc.,
especially when they are ill and need frequent changes of clothing?  And what happens when the ferries are cancelled and personal clothing does not return in time.

Mess up (mainly) older people's lives.

Redesign of laundry services
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Doesn't make sense, must be cheaper alternatives
Nonsensical to send personal items to Stornoway from the Uists
I do not agree that laundry from Harris and Uist should be taken to Stornoway. The fact that this service is provided in the residential homes in Harris and Uist provides some employment. 
These are low-paid jobs but they provide a necessary source of income to those engaged in them. These islands cannot afford to lose any more jobs. 
Also, with all due respect to those who provide the service at NHS Western Isles, the fact of the matter is that clothes get mixed up and many people in homes such as Dun Berisay rarely get 
back the same clothes as were sent to the laundry.  This can be distressing for many elderly people and their families.
High risk if novo virus strikes. Transport links are regularly off because of bad weather. 
Given there has just been an outbreak of novovirus at TACUN and the implications of this proposal for infection control, this seems to be a crazy proposal. Are you seriously proposing to ship 
dirty laundry between South Uist and Stornoway when there are perfectly sufficient solutions locally?
Consolidating laundry services could increase productivity and use the full potential of the service machines.
Doesnt make sense having laundry sent all over the islands, keep it local.
could some more local solution be worked out in Uist?
Would this not increase the workload of those currently employed in these already providing this service.
Seems to make sense really; why not all places using the same service? Like having a centralised service that shows economies of scale better.
This would reduce local employment in Harris and Uist and again this proposal appears only partly formed.
Surely this is about internal efficiency not services?
Cost of collecting/delivering laundry?  Ferry disruptions could cause all sorts of problems.  Service should be kept in house or at least on the same Island!!
Could this be done by a local Laundry business  in Benbecula and therefore provide work for staff who will be affected?
Should be done quickly to get most  benefit. I am confused why only £14k in 2017/18 whilst £72k in 2016/17
Uist Laundry costs to provide this service for all parties - has a costing exercise been done?
Can not see the logic in the especially regarding aHarris House, storage of soiled items and even transportation outwith home , couldhave cross contamination and infection control issues, 
residents persinal items could go missing, who pays for replacing these. The home rarely has outbreaks of infectious bugs due to onsite laundry. The turn over of daily laundry is very high. 
Frequency of transorting and redelivering laundry un explained. Costs of transportation/ fuel/ driver/ hospital laundering etc issues with transportation of laundry in bad weather a factor, 
redeployment of staff where will they go, both members of staff would have to rely on public transport to work in a new location. Relief staff who cover holidays /sickness will lose jobs . There is 
little employment in Harris as it is
good to see a proposal which is about working with partners rather than moving inwards
At present , the public can use this facility for e.g. Cleaning duvets very cheaply and in just a few days. I wouldn't mind paying a bit more . If the facility has present capacity to be used by the 
public,then one assumes that they have sufficient capacity to provide this service for Care Homes instead. Which should be more a priority. 
Also however, potential to do both Care Homes and the Public laundry - so advertise, charge more realistic prices and get some income.
You say there would be no impact on service , I strongly doubt that . Personal clothing of care home service users should not be leaving the home . Would any of the council members like to 
wear someone else's clothing ? of course not ,  there is a strong possibility this would happen if the clothing went off site to another Island , leave these old people with some dignity .
I agree.
local firms should be given the chance to tender
Why hasn't the Health Board been consulted about capacity before this proposal was included in this paper. A quick phone call would do it. Yes to this if the capacity is there and if there is 
contingency for equipment breakdown.
Local jobs will be lost and if ferries don't run laundry cannot to returned thus extra needed to be purchased no savings.
Could Uist laundry be done in Uist????
Do you want {NAME} phone number at NHS WI so you can ask about capacity??  I can't believe this proposal has got this far without anyone asking the question!   
Will this involve job losses in the southern isles?  
Each establishment should take care of their own laundry cross infection and allthat
Risks? if you have identified capacity as a risk without actually finding out capacity then you have failed to provide evidence that this proposal would be appropriate  
Go back to the drawing board.
Time and transport costs would be high?
Renovate and reopen the purpose built Laundry adjacent to Dun Eisdean to cope with the suggested contract extension.
Could the laundry for Uist care units not be done in Benbecula laundry 
Could the laundry for the Uist care homes not be done by the local laundry in Benbecula to save on Ried miles
There is an existing high-quality private laundry that could tender for this work at a cost-effective level in Balivanich, avoiding risk of disruption and costs associated with travel from NHSWI in 
Stornoway.
Makes sence
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Increase the fees for one-off activities to encourage membership of the Slainte Mhath scheme.  Prices should rise by a small amount (AS SHOULD COUNCIL TAX!!) every year and then the 
Agree
Even this proposal I see as not high enough. You could easily round up the figures further as it still seems very cheap for what you get.
I think that is perfectly reasonable.
A small increase as suggested is affordable to most. 

yes put the prices up £25 pound for a family per month is peanuts
Would rather council tax was increased to cover this. Will impact low income households much more
A more detailed cost system can be brought in - it is still very cheap for regular users! I would pay more 
I would consider increasing it further
We should be willing to pay for such facilities and we also need to realise that, compared to many other areas, we are not asked to pay very much at all.

As a health care professional I don't see how doing this could help us reach our health targets as a nation?!! 
 The fees are in my view significantly cheaper than facilities on the main;land and some increase is hardly   

realistically capable of being opposed.
This is a minimal increase which still keeps the price well within what would be seen in mainland areas. 
Fully support this as a Slainte Mhath member myself.
costs are very reasonable and much less than other areas

Surely shift work, machine maintenance and offering the redployment of staff should allow the hospital facility to do this.
I take it by redesign you mean wash things less often. This won't include the tablecloths in the members dining room will it? Who cares if ordinary people have to lie on dirty sheets. They're
probably not council tax payers 
The facilities in the hospital are more than capable of doing these homes
Sounds like a reasonable proposal to save £50k

Increase Slàinte Mhath membership fees

Hospital laundry can barely cope with current workload
This is ridiculous - why is all the laundry done at the hospital? And if they are already running at capacity how can one of your suggestions be to bring more washing from other places? And
can bringing washing from Uist & Harris save money?! 
Sounds like a good idea in principle. 
Hospital laundry cannot cope with current workload, so unlikely to be able to absorb increase
Facility is there and needs to be used 50 k is a ridiculous amount for laundry for these outlets must be cost saving programmes in house surely 

economies of scale hopefully - but don't forget to cost-in all the additional transport and the extra bedding for when its still all at the cleaners
 Harris house fine so long as transport costs do not exceed the saving.

In Uist look at alternatives; do not start trucking bed linen north and south; can it be done at Benbecula hospital? If not can it be done competitively by a private operator
 Stop staff at the hospital taking advantage of laundry facility.

 Some NHS staff use this on a frequent basis. Lesser known is that some NHS staff privately operate bed and breakfast establishments. Guess where the laundry is cleaned?
Staff in nurse accommodation should do their own laundry as they receive subsidised accommodation. This includes staff from other Islands working on a short term capacity to fill operational
gaps.
If capacity exists, and if the savings are as large as claimed (does this take into account ferrying the linen back and forwards?) then there seems no reason not to do this.
? cost of transporting linen up and down from Harris and the Southern Isles 

The risks should have been fully evaluated before this proposal was put forward.
why can"t Uist laundry be done in Benbecula?
again you don't say where any of these places are

I do not understand the clowns that think it is more cost effective to constantly ship laundry to and from Uist & Benbecula to Stornoway, when there are full laundry facilities there. What school
did you go to ???

Tendency to move most things to Stornoway at the expense of the Southern Isles.
Check if capacity exists. Might not be potential for savings.
Turnaround for laundry could take up to 4 days. Homes would need more stocks of linen/towels. Cannot expect clients to have exhaustive number of clothes.
Service should be retained in Uist.

Concerned about the impact this may have on local employment and residents' clothing.
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The facilities at Liniclate school,Benbecula need to be upgraded and we would like free weights introduced at the gym
Open ISL on Sundays, likely to be financial gain. Council should be encouraging physical exercise, not putting barriers up. Disgraceful. If we teach children the importance of eating well,
keeping their bodies strong and exercising regularly, they may grow up to be healthier than we are at the moment. By all means, raise the membership fee, but provide facilities for children and
families at the weekend. 
In return for those all Comhairle sports facilities, across the Islands must now enter the modern world and open on a Sunday. Most folk work during the week and Sunday opening offers a

 solution to families health improving through family interaction.
This is the only place in the UK where it happens and it is fundamentally wrong. Folk in the Uista and Barra can use their sports facilities on a Sunday and we pay the same Council tax. That is
wrong, it is unfair and it discriminates.
The fees should reflect each area. In Lewis - there are more facilities available for use and longer opening times. In the Southern Isles - not so many facilities and shorter times. An increase
for them all, but add an additional £5 to the Lewis fee. 

As long as everything is shared equally throughout the whole of the western isles and not just Lewis
£25 is still very reasonable
The family membership should increase but the individual one should not. The existing fee structure is highly penal on individuals in an area where we have a lot of single people many on
poor wages.  I pay £ 15 while my friend with her husband and 4 children pay £20 for all of them. That's totally unfair

an easy one
Its very cheap at the moment.  A price hike is a good idea.

Are these place open on Sunday's and if not why not
Are these services open on a Sunday if not why not?
Makes sence
Do not understand why savings are projected to be less in full year
I use this but feel that £25 a month is still a good deal for a family.

I believe there is scope to raise prices further £30/£20/£20/£15
Perhaps open on Sundays even for a part of the day I am sure it would be well used look at Engebrets queues
Compared to competition of many large companies these prices are low and this could raise a lot of money for the island.
These price increases to not appear to be to significant.
We currently have a family membership card. Admittedly we do not use the sports centre very often but have kept hold of these cards as £20 per month is not a huge sum and the cards are
handy when required. Should the monthly cost increase, I would be likely to seriously consider stopping our membership altogether. Why not consider opening the sports centre on Sunday?
If this was done, I wouldn't mind paying extra as we would be more likely to use the centre. 

Many families who use this may stop it if the charge goes up unable to financially keep up with paying a higher cost.  
These tickets are very good value and could be increased a little further.
I am a member and I don't mind an increase however the services in Uist need to equal those of Lewis if we are to pay the same fees
Probably overdue an increase. Would go as far as to suggest a slightly higher increase.  £20 for an individual and £30 for a family would still be a good deal to those that use the centre 
Prices are still very reasonable.

 Too cheap at present. 
If you want to use it , pay for it .Fully support proposal .
Seems a reasonable step to take.
Excellent idea - one of the cheapest in country and even greater increase would still be very good value for money.
concession fees should stay unchanged

Still good value
I would be in favour of even grater increases.
I paid £20 and it was a waste as did not use it! Support increase but there should be more flexibility to put membership on hold, i paid for family, just self and daughter, she is away half of year 
I've currently have family membership and would happily accept an increase if it protected other services.
Must open on a Sunday!!

Many families cannot afford to access the sports facilities as they do not feel able to make this monthly commitment .we are aiming to improve health and make facilities more accessible, if
these prices increase there will possibly be a reduction in the amount of people who access the sports centre at present. I am sure there are many members who pay this amount each month
and do not use the facility regularly therefore the facilities are receiving funds when individuals no longer use the services. 
It is currently competitive - if increased the other gym membership is cheaper!  
This seems reasonable.
A sensible suggestion
This would have the most impact on low income families, and also affect people's health generally.
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The current fees seem very small compared to comparable places elsewhere.
Make it a 7 day service to justify the increase!
If people want to go to the gym then they can pay for it.
Current membership is very cheap, by comparison, to other council run gym memberhsips

Reduce the scope of Grounds Maintenance Contract

Once again, under the new proposals those who are on lower earnings will be worse off. The benefits of this scheme for the future health of our islands are immeasurable and have the
potential to save a lot of future funding for health as social care If people take up the membership and improve their health. Evidence shows that those with lower incomes have a significantly
worse life expectancy so why are the council looking to potentially exclude those on a low income from this? Many local families who are in employment are struggling with living costs and this
may be an increase they cannot justify. It is short sighted to not continue to invest in this at the current level as it is working. 
You'd be hard pressed to find a cheaper gym membership anywhere else 
The price remains affordable and those would probably still use the service 
This is not right, if you were to open on Sunday like most other places on the planet the income would double. I know there would be additional staffing costs etc but unless you give it a chance
you shall never know. Its a scandal that you can just put the fees up just to balance the books due to poor management throughout the entire council.
I think this modest price rise still provides great value for money whilst helping to increase revenue.

It would still be a good deal for families, single people we still paying more which is not equitable 
Gym membership on the mainland is over £100 for a single person 
Small increase but leads to a huge saving! Scheme still affordable and value for money.
I use the scheme, and would definitely continue to do so, the extra £5 would still be incredibly competitive. The inclusive  classes available weekly are worth the months payment alone!
It'll still be excellent value but is penalising people for making an effort with themselves and their kids 

Do support on the figures you quoted but any further increase we will withdraw as a family as we do not use it very often but because it is so small then we carry on with it
Yes agree although you may find membership drops off as a result an this should be factored in to the plan before it is agreed on, as you may end up with the same revenue but less families
using the facility which is the opposite of what it is trying to achieve.
We have a crisis within our health care, sport should be more of a focus not a burden need partnership working here health should be mandatory for a thriving community add on 50p to council
tax to everyone as a health tax make this fairer as a user I would struggle to find additional 5 per month so would leave and just go walking instead
This still represents a fair pricing structure
This will be opposed by many as it will impact on the number of people using the scheme, and therefore being active. It is important for everyone to be encouraged to be active, particularly
young people. However, I think the scheme is very reasonable and I wouldn't oppose a small rise in price. 

I say raise the prices to ensure the facility remains open without being an increasing burden
People keeping active at western isles sports centres are reducing their risks of a host of preventable diseases which would otherwise be costly for the nhs to treat.
It is perfectly reasonable to increase membership prices - they're incredibly low. It's mad that they haven't been increased before! 
The sports centres should be open seven days a week to enable full use of the facilities by the population and reduce NHS costs by getting the population fitter. Vast majority of the population
can only access the facilities at weekend and currently can only use the facilities 50% of this time.
This HAS to be done, and as soon as possible. People don't expect prices to be held. There should be a small increase each year, or a slightly bigger increase every two years. People who
don't wish to take out membership will still be able to be individually. In fact, all fees for swimming etc should be increased, as they are some of the cheapest I have seen anywhere in Scotland.
Then CneS should look again at making the Sports Hall in Sir E Scott School part of the Slainte Mhath Scheme.

One of the low risk proposals. 
Prices will still be competitive, but they must rise. I would suggest raising them further, by an average of £3. Swimming prices for children and families must remain low to ensure this service is
affordable. 
Still competitively priced.
we need our sport facilities all over the island
Open the sports centres on Sunday to raise revenue

ISL is not expensive as these things go, and it ought to be used to make money for the council. People always have the option of being physically active in other ways too - they could mow the
lawn for a cailleach, turn the soil for a bodach or cut their own peats! (Or just get a good waterproof jacket and go out walking.)

Could some arrangement be made with people/clubs who use pitches that they take some of the responsibility for cutting the grass?
Cuts to amenity areas is just fine.  But take care with sports pitches -- reducing sports activities is not good.

Rates seem reasonable.
Very good value for money.
Slàinte Mhath members don't all live in Stornoway.  Do not cut services in rural communities, support in the Western Isles not just Stornoway.
Why note open Sport Centres on Sundays, this would raise income.
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There is no need for the current amount of grass cutting, could easily be reduced without too much impact.
Get communities involved, get them to maintain shared areas.
Yes. The grass around schools does not need to be cut nearly as often as it currently is.

It's worth giving this a go.
Council need to readdress what we pay current staff get contracts redone and do More stuff in house get volunteers on board what about all the crime that sees people with no means paying
fines get them working instead people on the miserable benefits would  love to work for an enhancement and experience use existing staff to mentor look at other countries for onspiration

Whilst I cannot see how people can play sports on pitches where the grass is too long and cannot support that aspect - I would choose to have the aesthetic deterioration locally than
deterioration of quality of individuals lives through poverty or lack of care

 Get community groups to take over care of their own sports grounds. Maybe one off financial help to purchase grass cutting equipment etc to enable them to do it
Negative impact on local teams

Offer work to third sector groups at cost less than currently incurred.
Scope to work with local organisations in delivering these services.  A set budget given each year and they decide what is required to be done within their area and when.
Seeing neatly-cut grass is obviously nice, but hardly worthy of being set against the other priorities in this list. See what scope there is for getting users of the pitches to cut the grass 
Yes the grass around the running track, surrounding areas, housing schemes, castle green could easily be reduced. If pitches are not going to be used during a period of weeks, reduce the 
Maybe some arrangement could be reached among users of facilities.

Utilise existing staff and train them in grass cutting skills.
Yes reduce ground maintenance at schools, offices, graveyards etc but keep standard on sports grounds
Let the pitch users cut the grass (with a little £ assistance maybe)
Lets keep people active by encouraging use of these facilities.  Don't let them be ruined
Another nail in the coffin of sport and health by CNES.

Depends on area, and it's use.
This is a seasonal issue and not  ongoing throughout the year, grass cutting maybe timetabled with sports events via schools, community groups and relevant sporting groups.
Does not make sense as longer grass takes longer to cut! Where's the saving then?
longer grass presents an increased injury possibility, do you not know that ? but you are willing to take the risk ? . . and get sued
If save to do then acceptable

Hardly encourages visitors
Fully agree with this
Unfortunate but understandable 
sport pitches should still be maintained to match-standard
Could contracts be tendered 

Local clubs who use sports pitches have been and would be willing to help out with grass cutting/lining etc but 'red tape' and policy doesn't allow this! Make it easier for clubs/groups to help
out.....
I would prefer to see the grass mown less frequently. Often wildflowers are just beginning to bloom when they are cut down to featureless plain green wastes once more. The only areas
requiring regular cutting are at road junctions where the vegetation can impair visibility for drivers.
This could be part of community service - get it done for free! Insist offenders undertake so many hours of com service.
Amenity areas chosen should not be high profile.
Look to pricing all -weather astro turf pitches some time in future?

Should save more by not cutting unnecessary areas - eg the back if lionacleit school and other non pitch areas. Would improve biodiversity considerably

Suggest you could stop mowing some areas altogether eg around the back of Lionacleit school and all other non pitch areas. It would improve biodiversity hugely and would not cause any
significant impact on recreation.

Should communities take responsibility for their own areas?

Depends on the maintained sites. Well used ones would benefit for continuing maintenance but the less used ones could be reduce to more popular times.

I'd prefer the grass to be longer than reducing care  services for those who require them.
better communication between contractor would help to prioritise use of grass cutting.

Do you have no pride in your community.....
Any photos to see what appearances could be like?
Whilst I agree with this. I would not like it to affect the sports activities (pitches and courts, etc) and they therefore should be properly maintained however the grass around buildings (i.e.
Comhairle offices) which are not used for any purposes could be left for longer.
Is this saving worth the reduction in community morale?      Would the policy be applied evenly over the whole CnES area??
Community Groups could support this as a volunteer project in their areas.
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The roads are in poor enough condition already, to allow further deterioration would be folly.
may be another spend to spend, if we are going to have increased costs of claims against the Comhairle, or would this be covered in the insurance budget?

The impact assessment and risk assessment speaks for itself.    This would be an expensive "saving" even in the medium term.
This is one proposal with potentially long term negative impact
What total resources may increased claims use up?  Is this a false economy?
Any reduced budget in this area should result in equal treatment for Uist roads !
This is not without risk of incurring increased costs in the future.

short term expediency leading to longer term problems?
The roads surfaces should be maintained as appropriate, defects that could affect safety should not be comparmised.
Do the council do this at present - no - potholes everywhere, drainage ridiculous.  Harris far better than Lewis in terms of protecting their roads and their community.
Why is there an ad hoc budget in the first place? Why not have a properly planned turn over of maintenance to improve quality so adhoc might not be needed in the first place? If our roads
deteriorate even further then it will impact on tourism and number of tourists who will not come. Be a shame to change the view that we are one of the top ten visitor places.
The roads area disgrace spending less is risking people's lives 

This would never be approved by anyone here.
There isnt enough money being spent on the roads as it it! The roads are a disgrace. We rely on tourists for our small businesses and if we let the state of the roads get any worse, they will
stop coming 
Are you joking? Roads in an awful state as it is with all this rain, More money should be spent on drainage.
The roads in certain parts of the island are already in a severely damaged state, surface damage is often left for months before being repaired. Often, the repairs consist merely of loose tar
being packed into pot-holes, which is washed away before much time has passed. The longer these conditions persist, the more extensive the eventual repair work becomes, which surely
ends up costing more money in the long run.
Road surfaces are acceptable, but roads are old and need upkeep. Strongly oppose cuts to road repairs.

This may not deliver the anticipated savings with a rise in unplanned potholes due to adverse weather will bring claims against the council which could wipe out any savings.
In spite of what people say I think the roads in the Western Isles are in a reasonably good condition at present especially when one compares them with other places. It would be good to try to
maintain this "reasonably good" condition so that, when/if we ever get out of the current economic climate, we do not have to spend a fortune on getting the roads back to a reasonable 
Prioritise where most needed
How much are claims from individuals going to cost? How many staff are you shedding as a result of these proposals? The roads are already deteriorating and the 'temporary fixes' are frankly
a waste of time. 
Roads already are deteriorating and will need more money to be spent on repairs if current maintenance levels are preserved.

what roads maintenence !!!!!!!!!!!!
The lack of repairs is what is behind the road issues. Of let's and culverts haven't been touched in years, causing increased water on roads. 
It could potentially cost more money in the long term if peoples cars are being damaged by the state of the road.
There is a danger here of short term cost savings being outweighed by the longer term costs of a deteriorating road network.
All other services provided by the Comhairle and private sector will suffer if existing road network maintenance is reduced

concerned about 30% reduction leading to significant road deterioration, but would support a smaller cut.
Lack of maintenance liable to cause significant deterioration longer term
Our roads are in reasonable shape compared to roads elsewhere in the Highlands -- we do not need perfect roads. However, this is a false economy if it leads to higher costs in the future. No
doubt difficult to determine exactly, but go for the optimum point balancing current maintenance costs with future repair/capital costs.
roads are in appalling condition and any reduction in maintenance must be opposed
Roads must be maintained to ensure safe driving around island villages and main roads.

These areas are already not tended to as often as they used to be. Makes the island look untidy & these playing fields etc unusable if they are not keep neat.
Why are school grassed areas cut SEVERAL times in the holidays? Surely one cut when staff go back for training days would be suffice.

Reduce the ad hoc roads maintenance budgets

Safety should come first! I commute a lot on rural roads and recent ice have made a mess of the roads, accident waiting to happen 
The roads on North Uist need constant attention and could easily fall into serious disrepair.

Poor impression regarding tourists
I have never heard of such a foolish proposal. I know from personal experience that if I cut my grass weekly it takes one hour, if I leave it for two weeks it takes three hours. How are you going
to make a saving by reducing the amount of cuts per year if its going to take up more man hours?

Can guys doing Community Service cut the grass?
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The roads need constant maintenance, and cutting back on the budget is a false economy in the long run. 
Some roads and car parks are already bad and have been for a period of time. These would need to be resolved or efficiently planned beforehand. 
Roads terrible as it is!!! Safety for pedestrians in rural areas also being completely ignored. 
The gradual deterioration of the road surface will end up costing more in the end to rectify.
our roads are a disgrace and they need to be redone not patched up like the council are doing

Roads are bad enough as it is
The roads on the southern isles are a disgrace at the moment so definitely NO
We need good roads.

 Very shortly there will be a death on the roads and that death or serious injury will be due to the lack of maintenance.
 It is about time, a motorist with insurance cover which covers legal costs takes the Council to court to ensure this sorry state of affairs is corrected.

I have had damaged windscreens, burst tires etc. it is noticeable that there is a bias to funding work in Stornoway area to the detriment of other areas. A simple FOI will confirm the number of
accidents to road use in different areas, compared to money spent on roads. The situation will be proven to be worse when the same FOI request is sent to all other Scottish local authorities.
Crazy. Reduce maintenance and common sense will tell you that the road will deteriorate rapidly causing more damage to vehicles AND possibly injury to pedestrians (especially children on
bikes).  This must be retained.  Roads are the foundation of a good transport network.  

The roads in the southern isles are so badly maintained that if there are more cuts then its the southern isles that will suffer and we will just end up with tracks instead of roads
Don't do this. Travel on our roads underpins everything. Keep on top of the potholes and minor repairs
just saving up problems that'll bite back harder later on. You can however stock the Jetpatch man from spraying all the verges. It just makes it more difficult to see the road edge in the dark.
Forward planning would help here.  When planned maintenance is being done in a certain area then the roads in that specific area should be looked at, then all work undertaken at the same 
The further deterioration in the roads would be unacceptable and if potholes were left and subsequent damage caused to vehicles the council will find itself open to litigation especially if such
road defect had been reported prior to any incidents.

Would the financial claims people would be making to damages in their vehicles not rise if there are more pot holes?
We need road improvements or we are aswell to leave islands!
no point in paying road tax....
A health and safety disaster proposal. The impact will be on reduced  road safety which will make the difference between life and death.
Roads are in a terrible condition just now so need to be maintained and repaired.

The roads are bad enough I think this would lead to a substantial increase in claims against the council
The road network is simply a disgrace as it is. 
Rural roads are ill kept enough without cutting corners with road safety.

 The roads are poor enough without stopping doing repairs, re-chipping interval could be increased
The material risks mentioned above are too high to consider this proposal.

no gain in the long term with faster deterioration of roads
Compensation to damaged vehicles may outweigh any savings.
The roads are already in very poor state of repair - this will only lead to bigger cost to Comhairle in terms of legal action from individuals with damaged vehicles/personal injury claims.
The material risks are to high, in my opinion.
Roads are badly maintained as it is. Perhaps more money should be spent on resurfacing rather than pot hole repairs which are just as bad again within a few weeks.

The roads in Uig badly need maintenance and deterioration at the present rate is stacking up a large bill for the future. The single track system needs to be white-lined and none of last winters
storm damage to road-side signs has yet been rectified. This proposal is both short-sighted and dangerous.
This is completely out of order and should not be implemented.  Roads in Uist are currently in a bad state of disrepair and in need of maintenance
This would definitely be a counter productive measure and be a very short term solution.
Unfortunate but understandable - making public clear details on the exact priorities for the reaming budget will be important 
Road saftey in all rural roads must be maintained and repairs are essential to maintain our island economy.

Roads are in good condition at the moment because of the level of maintenance provided.
We will just be creating a long term problem
Failure to carry out maintenance promptly could result in further damage resulting in greater overall costs
impact of claims and tar plant need to be fully investigated
Yes a good idea but don't let roads deteriorate too much ! 

 Increased costs in the future due to the poor quality of roads.
Drainage needs to be addressed for the sides of the roads.
Definitely not, everyone uses the roads, they need to be safe, a false economy if people claiming for damaged cars etc, also impact on tar firm.
Fewer savings may be made if levels of claims increase substantially.
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The roads are diabolical unless you travel to Harris. Cut backs would not help

 All light should be switched off in the summer,including Stornoway.
Reduction in the number of street light.
Like idea of no street lights in summer.
I fully support the idea of turning street lights off during the summer months.
Fairly sensible

Risk of claims from damaged vehicles 
Kind of need good roads to get places. You will find more people claiming for damage to their cars and possibly more accidents!
Would incur greater costs in the long term. 
Given the state of some rural roads already, it doesn't look like we can afford to cut back any further here.
Despite popular complaints roads on the highland are of a much higher standard than else where in the island

Roads are shitholes anyway, they'll only be passable with tanks soon 
The roads are an embarrassment as it is, if this goes through, we might as well go back to peat roads
All roads need to be maintained as pothole damage compensation will eventually negate savings
Private claims would be sought through the court system
Another no brainer

some roads are very poor already - before the reduction in budget. 
Road repairs should be a priority for safety 
Roads need to be maintained to some standard.
Compensation claims from drivers for damages caused by potholes will cancel out any saving 
We need a good road network, in order that people can travel safely between areas, especially as a good majority of people who drive are elderly and deterioration on the roads could cause
accidents. With the amount of rain we have had this year, drainage must be good or we will have accidents, so claims against the comhairle will increase.

The roads are at times in a very poor state which causes damage to vehicles. This cannot possibly be attended to even less than it is. This is ridiculous.
Roads are appalling. Cutting this budget unthinkable
Get a lobby to have all our road tax payments kept on island and do our own repairs simple really
Although this presents risks, so do all of the cuts - this is more tolerable than cuts to care services or services to children
Seriously?

The islands dispersed population is reliant on a good safe functioning road network. The knock on affect would not just be claims against the council it would be loss of life. Followed by which it
would disrupt people's ability to get to work and school - increasing time off and lowering productivity. Other than that, sure. 
Roads are bad enough as they are. All this will mean is that a lorry gets sent out to repair the potholes that have been reported (thus avoiding claims against the Comhairle) and ignoring
others on the same road UNTIL they get reported.  Can't see that this will save money.
This is not a great proposal - it will end up costing more in the long term if roads are allowed to deteriorate. In addition there is the safety aspect. You can't put a price on keeping road-users
safe. Road maintenance should be a priority.
Roads are needing kept and what am I paying my road tax for. Pot holes bad all over islands
The state of roads into villages which do not lie on the spinal route is disgraceful.

The roads are bad now, don't make them worse
Roads on westside are in a terrible state as it is.
Roads are bad enough and this just opens up council to claims for damage to vehicles
The roads are already in a dangerous condition in some of the more remote areas, there is currently inequity of service provision for people that pay the same in council tax as stornoway
based residents
This should not be considered. The roads are not well-maintained at the moment especially in rural areas.

Reduce the street lighting budget

Hilarious proposal.
Already a reduction in surface condition.  Essential to maintain quality of roads.
Roads as a disgrace as it is.

Counter effective in the long term.
Roads have to be safe.  Some savings can be made.

Essential to maintain condition of roads.
Very important, poor state leads to knock on effect on vehicles, garage bills etc.
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It is one of these things you would have to put to the test
Keeping lights off until dark in summer is a good idea, but we need lights on at better times in winter.
turn off all unecessary power
In many areas there are no streetlights at certain times as it is, switching them off during summer particularly at night would save money 
Go for it we already live in the dark for six months of the year

lights off in summer is a good idea
Can easily do without street lights in the summer months.
Very careful consideration needed here in terms of anticipated rise in criminal activity.

 Totally opposed to de-commissioning street lights.
Switching off in summer isn't the worst idea in the world...people would get used to it

The street lights have been turned off completely for the last 2 plus years in Barra why is this not across the board? We are supposed to be in this together?

Common sense would suggest that we do not need street lighting in the middle of summer, and during the day when it is light, which often happens in areas in Uist.
Switch off in summer months makes perfect sense, we have far too much light pollution as it is, switch off in all rural areas at 10pm in winter months too. 

 Perhaps aim at even more than 6% ?
 Switch off all lights an hour earlier ,10pm , in rural areas.

 Switch off some town lights then too.
Generally - I noticed that Glasgow ( 2 weeks ago ) in some parts, had every 2nd light switched off on main streets. 
Where I live we have no street lighting or indeed pavements . Any complainers to this proposal can , like me and lots of others , invest in a torch .
I fully support this.

Currently lighting is bad enough as it is..............
Not ideal for where I live but I would be more than happy to use a torch
Switch them off completely in summer months and have them on at sensible times in the winter!!
Lots of people in the western isles  dont benefit from street lighting anyway .
Small saving for safety item that we all benefit from.

switch off in the summer.
Already have no lights in NEWMARKET past 11pm and there are plenty people, dog walkers out at night, walking home with no lights on a regular basis - usually on a Friday/Sat night - when it
takes an hour and forty minutes to get a taxi from the taxi rank. Try using Blackpool lights plan of LED lights, rather than energy efficient - reduce bills in half...invest first in LED and then
council will rep the rewards.....no, too smart for the council....
Seems OK to me - can the lights that seem to be on all night at schools also be turned off? I have never understood why they are on all the time and in holidays as well.
You might as well never switch them on in our area they are off more than on 
There are areas where there is more lighting than necessary. I fully agree with switching off all lights in the summer providing this includes Stornoway. Maintenance, particularly with
extended periods MUST be more carefully and thoroughly done than currently.

Should reduce street lighting much more - they should certainly all be switched off during the summer and some should be done away with completely - other areas manage to maintain dark
skies areas and I don't see why we shouldn't look into that. Whilst some people might complain - most people have torches and you don't see many residents in the areas covered by small
scale street lights actually walk after dark in any case.
The outer town area lights go off at midnight, why not the town itself? Except maybe weekends.
Street lighting affects safety and perception of safety. Turning off all lights will discourage people from using pavements which in turn decreases people's movement through the town by
walking. Not good for health
Road safety would be compromised even further than at present
Agree. There are street lights at each church too - on all night! Switch them off for a start.

You can't get it right anyway at the moment as they don't come on in the winter at a decent time ie. when it gets dark and they go off way too early in the winter too. They can be off in the
summer for all I care.
Consideration should be given to more effective use of lighting at school premises - some of which appear to be incredibly brightly lit and shine like beacons at night. This must be highly
intrusive for neighbouring properties and wasteful of electricity, raising the costs associated with running the schools.
Priority needs to be safety. Flexible approach to what lighting is on and when, with consultation, would help
I think the idea of switching off the lights during the summer months is a sensible one and I think there could be a reduction at other times too. Obviously I would not want lights to be switched
off in places where criminal activity might possibly increase. 
Should be saving more on this - no street lights during the summer and try to remove street lights in most small scale housing schemes
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Will this apply to Stornoway as well as rural areas?
Street lighting is undoubtably important. However, I have noticed that there are outside lights on almost all the time at Schools such as Sir E Scott - surely these could also be looked at. Again,
leaving maintenance for longer will just end up costing more in the long term - faults need to be fixed promptly. 
Dark ages ok in summer
That's fine - we all have torches on our phones!

Solar powered lights? Costly officially but long term effective. One area which would greatly benefit is the castle grounds especially during winter months. Even small solar powered lights.
During summer some lights can be turned off 14 hours of the day. In residential areas lights are essential sensibly. School lights, if schools are completely closed/finished for the day there's no
need for lights to be on afterwards/all night. 
An easy saving. Not needed.
i agree that savings could be made but streetlighting switch offs need serious review. It is unfathomable that the main road up through laxdale should be plunged in to darkness while small side 
roads in new valley or large areas of rural point remain lit. Busier main roads should be prioritised over small side roads used by a handful which is not currently the case
  You should also switch off all external lights out at schools and offices after dusk 
Turn off the lights on the schools. They are a source of light pollution.

Public safety is paramount.
My Council Tax should be reduced as my lights are switched off compared to Stornoway. Residents, and many of them are elderly can be confined to home due to risk of falls due to no street

 lights.
You simply say there is only one option and that is to decommission and switch off. How did that work on the massive upgrading that took place on the main road to Stornoway, coming from

 Cameron Terrace ie after Marybank/ Maryhill to the Caber?
 Lights can work off solar/ PV. There should have been pew planning. Perhaps some form of private finance initiative could be explored.

 If you cut lighting in townships you must immediately cut speed limits to 10-15 mph, and have adequate warnings of the penalties for failure to adhere to speed limits.
4 weeks to respond is inadequate. What is the response time for other Council. You should provide comparisons to allow people to know what happens elsewhere. This place can no longer

 operate in isolation, as if it has declared UDI.
This point applies to all questions in this survey.

 1.  Get the current situation resolved with the lights. Some are on all day or faulty and don't come on.
2.  Street lighting needs revised in every area.  ASK THE LOCAL PEOPLE where the lights are important to them.   
This is an area ripe for savings. Indeed I'd be more radical and see if more couldn't be done. I live in Back and the local school is lit up like a cruise liner all night long. This must be wasteful
and creates enormous light pollution. By all means switch off street lights in the summer months. And look at restricting their usage in the winter too. We've all got perfectly good torches.
There's alot of street lights in rural  areas not needed 

Yes turn all lights off in the summer but maintain maintenance in the winter months.

We have too much street lighting now. People have come to expect it, especially when it lights up their drives and footpaths. Cut the hours again - help save the planet.
Turn them off earlier in villages too.
As long as any faults that develop are not dangerous to the public I can see no problem and I would welcome lights being turned off.
Yes switch off all streetlights during summer and all unnecessary lights during winter ie monuments, schools when unoccupied etc . I don't agree with all lights being off in winter,especially
when it's stormy and you can't see objects flying around!

Off in summer would be fine.
The whole of the western isles get their street lights switched off at night accept for stornoway, its time that Stornoway was given the same treatment as rest of western isles after all we all pay
the same council tax
It seems ridiculous already that street lights come on after the morning ferry traffic! Reduce the length of time that flood lighting is on at the new school buildings in the car park (like Sgoil an
Rubha - no need for lights on when the building is empty!)
People can buy torches!

Where I live you switched off the lights long ago and don't repair the broken ones. Should be uniform throughout the islands.

Street lighting could be turned off in the summer months as we experience long hours of natural light, however, the loss of street lighting within walking distance of the town (Laxdale/Steinish
for example) after 11pm in the winter months over recent years was not appreciated.  If the lights are switched off through the summer, perhaps they could be left on until 1am in the winter? 
I think that the street lighting is a huge waste of money, by and large - light pollution is also a consideration. 
Why have lights then, dangerous proposal
The lights are on in Stornoway all night.. not only that..the trees and mounuments are lit up as well . . while the residents on the Southern isles are plunged into darkness at 11pm SHAME ON
YOU ALL !!!
It's bad enough that the lights go out at 11pm in winter months especially at weekends as the crime rate has increased 
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C-22 Reduce the Surface Dressing budget

The safety of road users and the need to prevent damage to their vehicles is of prime importance.

Unsure what this means 
Do hi-trans not support our airways too. We cannot expect assistance when we're not prepared to contribute outwith our own interests 
National roads are for the mainland. Surveys don't seem to do much good for our roads. Not seeing many projects being done these days. Would also save on councillors travel and hotel
costs if it was reduced. The wouldn't have to travel do much.
Haven't seen any results of this anywhere ever, what's the point of it when we're not going to have any passable roads in the Western Isles anyway 
Not sure what these projects are 

 Motorists pay taxes in a wide variety of ways for the vehicles they use.
 They also pay Council tax.

Consider a merger of Councils across Scotland to reduce wastage on high salaries ie at Chief Exec level and below, whilst protecting overworked staff, staff on lower wages and undervalued
 staff at front line.

Surveys could be undertaken by people who are looking for work but not full time or contracted work.
Don't know enough about this proposal to comment properly. But it might be a false economy to cut back on it?
Roads are bad enough.
Is there not people in council who are employed that could do this at no cost
Do it!

Can we not assess our own roads without being members?
Roads are in a terrible state and should receive , more, not less.
Again our roads will just end up as tracks 
I suspect we don't get much benefit from this as we have so few roads - but don't really know about it
Don't have enough knowledge to comment 

There's not much detail on this.....as long as there is no risk to road safety.
I don't think the comhairle are assessing the roads anyway
Lack of info here again.
the impact on ability to participate in national projects needs to be assessed as to whether this is worth the reduction in this budget given the amount
Do the council not already employ experienced roads staff who as part of there duties surely travel the length and breadth of these Islands ? The staff's local knowledge and experience should
be utilised .

The lights in Stornoway DO NOT NEED to be on all night, the country is already in darkness 

Reduce ongoing Projects budget

Roads murder be a priority 
I would image that this could be managed in-house where advantage could be taken of local knowledge.
Concerns about the lack of road inspections

As long as public safety is kept as a priority
welcome the opportunity to see the night skies .
Since the new lighting went in in parts of Stornoway you can barely see where you're going! Don't feel as safe so switching them off completely is ridiculous
Visibility already markedly worse.
Lights should be checked for efficiency and maintained on the designated routes at the designated hours. Currently they are all over the place, with different lights on and off in the same
stretch of road.

There are too many lights close to each other in areas, so some could be de-commissioned.
What are we paying council tax for if not basic facilities like this 
I would only agree with this if the lights were on for a piper amount of time during the winter and not switched off at 11pm
Many areas don't require being lit up after certain times 
Investigate movement sensor technology for use with new LED lights

People are out more in summer, it is unsafe as it is!

Town should be treated same as rural areas.
Safety always needs to be a consideration.

Uists have limited lighting - where will lights be turned off?
Why are street lights on in some areas during the day (use LED bulbs).
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As per C-19
Maintain road saftey and road repairs to keep our rural economy moving, do not let roads around the island slip into a further state of dis-repair.
no gain in the long term
See comments c20

10% reduction seems reasonable, achievable without too much impact on road conditions.
Look at savings on "spray& chip" and edge white-lining instead
A small cut of 10% should be possible.  However, look carefully whether this is a false economy if it is likely to increase future costs.
as before totally against any reduction in roads budget
Road surfaces must be maintained to ensure safe transportation around the islands.
Surface dressing is a sticking plaster kr more serious issues. Lack of maintenance is the kay issue 
Would oppose measures like this which could affect road safety.
OK in principle but road repairs seem to take a long time already, new service would need to be efficient 
I am opposed to this proposal for the same reasons as those stated in C19.
Why so much about roads, roads, roads......................................

Again, material risks to significant to justify a £20k saving
See previous comment.
Even the suggestion is ludicrous, good infrastructure is necessary in all economies. There is virtually no public transport network and the majority of the population relies on the high costs of
fuel and car ownership. Lack of support for roads will lead to damage to cars, higher costs and also claims from victims of this. 

 Rural roads are in a bad enough state without increased risk of skidding on icy roads or surfaces that are ill prepared for bad weather.
this issue has to be further risk assessed
The material risks are too great in this case.  Reduced skid resistance could lead to serious injury or death.
Increased claims are more than a possibility.
This would save the mess being left by contractors and make some roads safer for moyorbikes
This does not make sense 
The roads are bad enough as it is !!

Reduced road safety?  Do we not have enough accidents on our roads? Increased claims could surely exceed £20k?

roads in Uist and Barra already cut to the bone. 
as before storing up future problems?

Putting us at risk, like the rest of these proposals?

May cost more than it saves

Safety should not be comparmised
Potential for more accidents which might involve loss of life / increased use of health services. Short termism again and impact on tourism too.
Again dangerous and risking lives

Budget needs to be fairly used throughout islands not priority to Lewis /Harris
Roads are in some state as it is
This could have repercussions in the future.
This would lead to even worse roads than at present, especially if linked to the reduction in emergency repairs.

 reducing this budget is a false economy essentially 
 increase risk to life

increase cost in road repairs
 Is this gritting in winter? If so, difficult choice in light of safety.

See comments to C19.
A short term fix that will revisit the council with greater cost implications in the future .
Very much oppose this.  Safe roads with a good surface are imperative to prevent accidents and claims against the Comhairle. Totally counter productive

Again, an expensive "saving"?

As per previous Q, would we have more claims against the Comhairle
as per C19
Small saving, must keep roads safe.
Potential risks attached to this make it an area of concern.
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C-24

I think it is vital for the survival of the western isles for people to be able to move easily and cheaply throughout the region. The recent decrease in our flight service has had a negative impact
on the area.
Cannot see the need for concessionary fares with introduction of new low RET inter-island tarrifs.
As fas as it has been explained, this looks worthwhile exploring.
There is no need for the Council to spend money on providing concessionary fares.

Big impact, little saving. Short-sighted.

Review Concessionary Fares Provision on Inter-Island Ferry Services

Scrap provision as long as RET is retained on inter-island routes.
Make it simple.  With RET now in place, abolish concessionary inter-island fares altogether.  RET passenger costs are very affordable.
should have happened at the intro of RET

Road maintenance should be a high priority for safety
Tendering external contractors has risen prices for works 

 Great increase  on claims, so won't save anything , it would increase.
As I say, roads will only be passable with tanks soon. There's better roads in so called Third world countries. Again begs the question of what we pay council tax for, apart from 31 expensive
councillors that is 
Reducing this for a year or 2 will dramatically increase the cost to repair the year after mot to mention how much would be spent on claims from drivers for damage to vehicles

No brainer safety comes first 
You leave some roads to fall apart and others get dressed with no real need. Change the who plan to reflect this!

Surface dressing is essential.
Our roads need constant maintenance. Ideally more frequent surface dressings not less, but I realise that may not be possible. Also cutting back on this now will lead to more work to be done
in the future.
Roads in terrible state
Will just mean more serious road repairs or restructuring down the line which will be costly. In the case of roads I think it is more than sensible to maintain rather than let things deteriorate to a
point where major works are required and therefore bring about a greater cost than saving in the long run!
See previous road surface budget comment. 

Would have liked to see the adhoc repair budget and top dressing budgets proposals better explained including an evaluation of additional long term capital implications - i.e. are we just
pushing necessary expenditure into the future where it will end up costing more?

A dangerous proposal, with potentially fatal consequences.
Roads terrible just now. 

So the cars that don't end up with buckled wheels from the potholes will end up skidding into a ditch...
No. Road safety is paramount. Surface dressing saves lives. 
Roads are in a mess and only getting worse

 Hoping that if this goes ahead then don't just pick on the southern isles do your cuts in the northern isles as well.
This will also cause more accidents.

Risks outweigh potential gains.
Roads are important.

It'll cause you bigger problems later on. You can however start to make a charge for all these deliveries of road chips to individual homes around the islands - even if it's a token, it'll cover the
diesel cost.
Don't reduce road maintenance; that's just putting off the inevitable and meanwhile increasing road user risks
Roads are already bad.
I think the amount of litigation that would ensue from further deterioration of the road surfaces would far extend the 10% savings proposed
We need good roads.

Counter productive in the long term.
Roads have to be safe.  Some savings can be made.
Another hilarious one.

 Dressing road surfaces has been proven to be a waste of money.
 We must work towards modern road surfaces that stand the test of time and are more cost effective than dressing or temp repairs.

The Council will start to face legal action from motorists who suffer damage to vehicles, themselves or passengers. This is increasingly possible due to motorists being more aware of drivers
legal cover.
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C-25

Loss of the abattoir would be very problematic with a rise in illegal home slaughtering and associated loss of control of animal welfare and early identification of health problems. 
I think this is a service which needs to be provided albeit with increased charges. At a time of economic stringency, it is of paramount importance that cuts, which will undermine and possibly
destroy services which have been built up over the years, are not made. We talk about sustainability and crofting but what happens to that if services such as this one are hit. We should

 actually be making more use of the abattoir and making efforts to provide the local market with more local meat.
Also, I fear that the progress which has been made by Environmental Health over the years as regards home kill of animals and the disposal of waste will be undone.
The Abattoir is a key component to crofting industry and culture.

Increase fees much more significantly than 50p/£1, rather than radically reducing an important service.
I think we should be striving to be self sufficient and to get rid of the abbatoir will mean an increase on what we get delivered to the islands and also have detrimental effect to crofters.
Increased awareness in food miles and traceability of meat means that the impact on crofting diversity would completely outweigh possible savings
Opposed to 2017/18 proposal to close facility
Review the use but closure would be a very bad move

Scrap the scheme
Should be done already

Review of Stornoway Abattoir

This is not encouraging local crofting to succeed. 
Keeping abattoir service is important.  I support raising fees, and by more than 50p/£1

There are a lot of wealthy people getting these subsidies needs revised all over
The administration cost would eradicate the saving
Can't believe this isn't already the case 
Why not just abolish concessionary fares? At full price they aren't bank breaking and that would make more sense 
On calmac ferries cnes cards are accepted and checked by vessels crew as per company guidelines. I do not believe that 25k worth of fares are not taken by calmac staff!

not worth the hassle involved
This is skewed against the more marginal populations who us ferry like a bus; it works against inter-island travel ; we need to encourage it

 If we do this, other Councils will return the complement to us. It hinders tourism.
Just what is the reality of this proposed saving or is it a figure plucked from thin air?
Welcome this!
Surely the admin of this could easily be incorporated into existing administative posts without the need for additional staff.

this does not appear to be a contentious proposal as long as island residents are not subjected to unnecessary expense 
Why not withdraw the scheme altogether, reducing the admin costs. 
A lifeline service, should be supported, not undermined.
It's hard and expensive enough to get off the islands 
With the RET in place now savings aren't going to be that great.

Agree with this given the recent introduction of RET on inter island services
 concessionary card holders should get the same free travel on ferries as on buses
Well off pensioners can afford to pay reduced fares instead of free travel

 Our elderly deserve something
Means test it?

I believe this might cost more to administer than any percieved savings warrant.
Ferry travel is optional. I know several 'well off' people who have free ferry and bus and train, ridiculous waste of money.
Because of inter island RET this would be a good time to withdraw this concession.
Because of the RET, fares are manageable financially by the majority
Can we learn anything from Airline ADS. ' policing'? 

Island residents should receive a discount 
Is this provision not already effectively monitored??
Now RET is in place this could go completely 
Likely the administration will negate savings
Could it cost more to administer than it would save?

 Too many concessions have been issued to 'escort' an individual. If they are not capable of traveling alone then should they have a concession? Hospital travel only 
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No comment

 Need to retain a facility.
 Can't have home kill.

 Reduce if need be, crofters can work around.
It cannot be off Island.

If it is illegal to home kill and there is no abbatior how will the hundreds of local crofters in our unique community remain within the law?
What alternative arrangements ??? there are none on the island !!! . . 

 There must be a better way to provide abattoir services locally for the island.  It is vital that some provision is maintained here.
FInd other model for the service
There's got to be another way of reducing the burden of this essential service. What do other remote/rural communities do? Will Lewis/Harris Crofters not run it? There must be some synergy 

I would worry about the illegal disposal of waste and the inhumane killing of animals
all crofters and farmers have to be consulted on this not joe public I do not have enough expertise in this area to judge this proposal 
No abattoir would be a disaster for the crofting community, price rises and shorter season are fine 
Prepared to pay a bit more for slaughtering of my animals 
Would support only if local farmers/butchers/crofting representatives were able to provide alternative arrangements.  

The cost of slaughter could be increased further. The slaughter house must remain open for the sake of crofting, for animal welfare reasons. Would any of the local butchers be interested in
taking it over in the future?
This would kill crofting on the island.
Alternative arrangements?? By all means look for someone to take over, closure must not be an option
Should be privately run
Provision of local meats and products domestically should be increased not decreased. Let's promote Hebridean meat. Bred, born, raised, killed butchered all in Hebrides.

Animal welfare should also be a consideration .
I agree with increased fares and shorter timescale but closing completely should not happen and efforts to secure long term future should be high on the Comhairle agenda. Outside funding
perhaps

Don't agreee with closure - would be a further blow to crofting but don't have knowledge to comment further
User input is most important for this review. Options to diversify the staff and building use to provide any additional or alternative services in site? Rental income on disused time / space to an
appropriate partner?
We live in a crofting community - alternative arrangements must be in place before any change can be progressed and this document does not cover alternative arrangements. 

Closing down these island facilities will have a very negative effect, will never get them back, why not look at reforming and building up this service rather than running it down. I have not found 
Partnership arrangement with stakeholders (who all have a commercial/financial interest) is needed
Oppose closure, find a better management model.
proposals for initial year seem ok but how are people supposed to make alternative arrangements? isnt the impact going to be so big on the corfting community here that this is an impossible
to implement without increasing depopulation 

 Shame to loose island meat products. Once lost, hard to re instate .
Would a smaller facility be of help instead of present one? 

Not sure about this one - needs more information e.g. can local butchers be more involved at this level?
Prices should cover the whole cost or the facility should close. 
In a crofting community and with all animal rights, health & safety issues etc some abattoir facilities are essential.
This will have a financial impact on livestock owners and lead to potential health hazards with unhygienic slaughtering.
Might this result in illegal home killings?

Why review if you've already stated that you'll close it? This will not go down well with any livestock owners.
The more you charge, the less crafters will use it.the smart thing to do is reduce the prices and more croft ears will use it 
Crofting is already in jeopardy due to the limited time that the abattoir is open. Home kill will be the norm, unsafe meat, ofal in circulation. Hydatide disease will be riff.
Should this proposal be carried out, it will end up destroying local farming and crofting altogether.
Must be some way to make this work without closure when there is increased emphasis on local food etc?

Increase the charges! Closure is madness. What about the increased rate of (illegal?) homekill, particularly given the recent drop in sale prices? Where will the waste be disposed? Crofting
is a dwindling sector that must be protected.
Increase the charges and fully explore all options for retains the current level of service. Removing the service risks reducing numbers of crofters keeping livestock. Health risks from
unauthorised home kill.
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C-26

This would be a death blow to many crofters, and crofting is a cultural and econmic asset to the islands.
Vital that the Abattoir stays open in some capacity, even with reduced hours, as without it crofting will be seriously affected in the islands.

Review of Stornoway Bus Station

Ridiculous idea, we need tourism, what a terrible impression of our island. I've also been told this is the only place with a baby changing area so this is essential in our town
keep station as shelter, and most importantly keep toilets open, but no need for staffing at bus station.

Another no brainer.
The negatives far outweigh the £30k savings. On the grounds of animal welfare alone, the abattoir should be kept open
Income would not meet expenditure with increase charges
p"'
If someone took over the abattoir and had it open all year, people could build up their cattle/sheep numbers and supply locally.

Crofters must be assisted to find affordable collective models of abbatoir services not just in stornoway but throughout outer hebrides. Joined up thinking required to provide route to market for 
 Looks like the council is not interested in crofters or in people trying to make an income

Local employment and support for the local crofting community should be supported and not considered an area that can be neglected. This is short sighted and potentially very harmful for our 
The Comhairle should be encouraging people to stay on the island. This will have a direct detrimental effect on crofting - already in a precarious position. Local food and food security should 
The council should not give any money at all to this.

 Support savings action for 2016/17 season.
A working and regulated abattoir is essential for a healthy and safe crofting culture. 
Pass onto butchers not a priority for community and make home kill sales illegal unless licensed
So crofting is one of the main industries you want to keep going and support local ways and such as per the SOA yet you want to make it even harder fir crofters to survive. Really?!
Homekill can be policed and fined 

Partly agree to increases but not to closure. Any savings made in the first year should be used to develop a strategy for keeping it open possibly through stakeholder shares. The savings
through closure are not enough to justify simply closing the facility but onus must be placed on users to develop strategy or then lose the facility. It should be able to cover its costs and if not
then why should the council cover the cost when it is not used by the majority of the public? If it closes I would hope the council have a strategy for ensuring no increase in home kill which in
itself will cost money
Bad idea. Local abattoir is essential in a Crofting area.
How to kill off crofting in one easy move.
Yes to increased cost for slaughter (I am a user of the Abbatoir). No to a decreased season. The facility should NOT close. 
Don't close or you will have home kills

Health concerns for community.
Increase prices, make other forms of payment other than cash available. People will still use it to support local income. 
Investigate possible Princes Rural Fund assistance. Would result in decrease of local produce available and make crofting businesses less viable.
Would have a massively detrimental effect on local crofting.
Closure would be a disaster

Killing what's left of the crofting community 

Not sure what other Abattoirs would be available within the islands?  Is it feasible to close it?  Is it running at a loss?  
This would have a big impact on local crofting. 

Close the service, BUT MAINTAIN THE TOILET PROVISION. I have kids and know what bus journeys are like. What is a desperate child going to do when they bus finally gets to Stornoway
bus station -- certainly no time to run to the ferry terminal!

 how can you remove such facilities for bus travellers whether they be local or visitors
 What an impress ion

Where are they going to go for toilets information etc 

Abattoir is necessary.
There should be no question of closing.  This is a crofting community.

Are we going back to home kill and throwing the useless bits over the cliffs?
Amount saved seems small in relation to damage caused to crofters and small holders.
If managed properly would make money i.e. staff taking too long a break.

Why should the Comhairle be subsidising such a facility?
Option for 2016/17 appropriate. 2017/18 no alternative arrangements - will destroy crofting.
Re-look and add more to cost of slaughter.
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This would not help to increase the use of public transport. Many bus passengers are elderly and some shelter from the elements while waiting for the bus is important. No alternative use
proposed and their is the prospect of having a semi-derelict building near the town centre at an important point for residents and visitors.
Could Cal Mac and/or visit Scotland take on the building .
Stornoway bus station acts as the hub for non-car travel in Lewis and Harris. It is also seen as the first point of contact for cruise ship visitors. Perhaps this could be enhanced by developing
partnerships with the local tourist office, Stornoway Port Authority and other stakeholders to enhance services and build up a funding package that does not rely solely on funding from the
Comhairle. Although space is tight, there could be options for snack sales for travelers. 
as long as there were alternative arrangements for enquiries - working with tourist board possibly?

Do not close this vital service but instead look at how it can generate income.  
Some form of shelter will be required and a nearby public convenience.
I use the bus station often. It provides somewhere to shelter in the frequently bad weather as the "shelters" on the stances give little protection. Bus passengers are often the eldely or mothers
with young children and need somewhere warm and dry to wait. The left luggage facility is also useful to shoppers and visitors alike. The staff are always helpful and are a "friendly face" for
council services.
Could we not integrate the Tourist Information and the bus station, how big is their premises, could they move to bus station o could they have a seating area?
Tourism is one of the island most important businesses, very counterproductive to hit services like this, raise the bus fares!

Again less services it will affect tourism and locals needing shelter and information
This would be withdrawing a facility vital to a section of community who do not have their own transport.
Could other council facility not be placed in build using office area and supplying reception duties 
Scarce resources should focus on the buses needed more that the station. Visitors do not come to the islands because there is a manned bus statio and it is more important to maintain links to
communities 
Would there not be an adverse effect on tourism, an area we should be trying to promote?

Tourism is an increasingly important local industry. We need to provide BASIC levels of service to these people... Let alone the local community using the facility.
You do not need to shut it. just have it unmanned, a machine for 20p for toilet and the bus routes/times clearly displayed. People need shelter, especially with all these storms, the impending
Gertrude for example 
30K? How about looking at senior council officials salaries? Surely they should not be getting more than the First Minister.
Many people who travel,waiting for public transport require these devices, where are people going to leave their luggage eg if just arrived off the ferry and have to wait for a bus. Families that
rely on buses after a visit to the shops will have to carry luggage around till the next bus arrives .Are those in poor health expected to wait outside in often terrible weather conditions,young

 children etc. 
What impression does this give tourists? Reduced toilet facilities... 
Increased use of TIC seems a good idea - make bigger with left luggage facility.

While I understand that the Bus Station costs the Council money I am concerned that if it was closed it could very quickly become an eyesore in the centre of the town and that it could also
 become a place where youngsters might be tempted to "hang-out" and not necessarily for the best of reasons.

 Would it be possible for the bus operators to contribute to the cost of keeping it open?
Would it be possible to lease the premises to a private enterprise? Perhaps someone who might promote products of interest to visitors/tourists given the proximity of the Bus Station to the

 ferry terminal?
If the proposal to close the toilets in Perceval Square goes through, would this be a suitable place to have public toilets? The town cannot be left without public toilets. There is an increased
need for toilets during peak tourist periods but local people should not be left without this facility at other times of the year.

 Those folk from rural areas wont be affected as there will be no buses for them to use........
What about those with shopping etc having to stand outside and wait but the drivers are ok in their mess room
More could be made of the Bus Station, particularly in relation to information provision and advertising. The concurrent proposal to review the library cafe could impact on the library itself and
could mean that there is no-where for people to go. VisitScotland are also reviewing how they provide information provision and this proposal may severely detriment the tourism offering. The
launch of the Hebridean Way will mean that there are potentially far more users of the bus services and to close the bus station is a mistake.
The bus station is mainly used by those who do not drive or have no access to a car. This is a cut that would impact mainly on those who are already disadvantaged. Alternative income steams
should be explored e.g rental of space for tourism, advertising
How about moving the tourist info to the bus depot? It's more of an obvious spot and easier to access.

School children and parent regularly rely on these facilities and the are essential to our town centre and community life.

Bus station provides an essential service to island visitors - especially left-luggage facilities.
Find a way to rent out the facility!
needs to be looked at as a buisness
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 The signs at each stance are out of date.
 How is this possible saving arrived at?

 What if someone needs the toilet. How does this impact on elderly, disable etc?
 What research has been done?

 Introduce a charge of the service.
Elsewhere on the Islands there are facilities which are left open, unmanned with no sign of any difficulty. This happens at Ferry terminals as well.
Use bus shelters like every other exposed rural area?

This would not be good for tourism which brings a lot of economy into the islands. Also, what about the elderly folk who rely on the bus station while waiting for their transport home. 
Would the Tourist Office move there, if the building was rejigged. Other wise lease it to a commercial concern.
For the sake of every elderly person, parent travelling with children, please keep the bus station toilets . The increased incidence of incontinence in men suffering prostrate problems and wome

 in later years requires easy access to toilets immediately following travel on a bus.  The same applies for those travelling with young children,
 Information can be made available in other ways.

Get rid of 
Perhaps reducing the number of hours it was open could be considered first
A town this size needs a bus station. Don't do it!

Where will the many elderly in our community who use the service wait for buses? Would they be expected to walk the distance back and forth from the station to check on bus arrival in gales
and rain? Would the poor and unclean in our community with many shopping bags be welcome to sit in the tourist info or library for over an hour while they wait for bus without engaging in the
provided service?
Not good for tourists 
How many councilors use this facility ? . . NONE . . . time you lot got out of your comfy little lifestyle and into the real world . . where real people use these facilities every day . . CUT YOUR
OWN EXPENSES FIRST !!!!!
This is another proposal which hits the less well off, elderly and women, all of whom are more likely to be using bus services, need the warmth of the waiting room and a proper seat while
waiting, and benefit from the left luggage service. This is a blow to continued social and economic inclusion against those least able to chose an alternative means of travel. Alternatives may

 be possible but a fully planned and costed alternative must be in place before the bus station is closed.
Unfortunately this would affect tourism but for those travelling a long distance into stornoway by bus and then not being able to go to the toilet.

It won be a inpact  where would we go if it was raining 
An improvement would have to be made to the existing shelters

 the proposed savings by closing the waiting room, toilets and left luggage does not add up to me; how can £30K be saved by taking the above action.
 Unless it is a tourist trap that I do not know about, then collaboration with the Tourist Information agency requires to be looked at

The bus station is virtually closed as it is, the removal of the waiting area wouldn't have large effects. 
Unable to comment as I do not use this facility. Could the Tourist Information Centre not move in to the building? Toilets and left luggage being unavailable would affect tourists and would
give them a bad impression.

Look to the private sector for income generating opportunities for this facility or link up with the Stornoway Trust, or SPA to combine limited resources and continue to maintain access for our
young people, elderly and disabled who need to use these facilities. This will also significantly impact our booming tourism sector - again this is a short sighted proposal.
Franchise it.
Not sure this will be beneficial to our hopeful boom in tourism.
Make charges for use of bus station it is a poor saving to close it
Building could be sold and a cafe in the waiting room?

Not visitor friendly
Provide sufficient and  understandable information is posted for visitors .
Agree entirely. Could the building be sold?
Would it be possible to remain open but unmanned ( no left luggage ) with pay on entry toilets.
Share service provision in the building, provision of paid self-service left luggage lockers could be an option.

 Agree fully over winter months but not in summer. High priority to be looked at and re- developed.
 Maybe Tourism / ferry passengers and especially Cruise ship passengers - are so important to the island.

Cruise passengers mostly use local buses and go directly to the bus station when they disembark, so that they can do island tours as much cheaper than ones booked on board ship. Can we
start having a cruise / tourist bus price that is dearer than at present, as £3-5 is far too cheap for them, and we benefit nothing from them. Can we use the bus shelter for other things? e.g.
wee cafe / cruise ambassadors 
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As long as the Tourist Information can take the enquiries, but they also need to look at their opening times to accomodate such closures.  
If this closed, timetables should be clearly displayed at each stance
Rural community must have this facility
Stornoway is the main point of entry for tourists . Do you really want to look this cheap?

Tourists are going to think Stornoway is a badly run hovel but ... Oh wait. I would ask what about people waiting for buses but the services are so infrequent and expensive now probably no
one uses them 
Once again, a service for those who are potentially on low incomes, young people, the elderly and families is being targeted. This provides a central point for those who are making potentially
long journeys and require access to facilities. We live in an environment with wild and changeable weather; we should not reduce facilities for those who have to travel by bus, especially the
elderly and young families in our communities who rely on it! 
Tourists need facilities 
The bus station is largely unused by the public, as long as there are correctly labelled bus timetables in the stands and possibly a television screen showing next bus times, it could work.
The loss of facilities would have an adverse effect on tourism

Set it up so that there are always fully up to date timetables on display. Make more of a covered area for people to wait as the bus shelters do t quite do it then fair enough
It's bad enough that it shuts at 5pm. Freezing cold weather, wind and rain. A bus station should be open when the buses are running. The bus shelters are rubbish an damaged. A shelter is
supposed to shelter you. There is only two places you can go to the toilet and after 5pm 1. Wt about people with young kids? I heard a mum telling her 5yr old that she would have to wait till
she got home, that was going to be an hour. What would the child feel or what would the drIver do? In this day an age this is unacceptable. 
Negative impact on community and tourism, we should be promoting tourism 
This is an embarrassing situation for foot passengers disembarking the ferry to realise they can't drop their bags at the bus station to explore the town and spend money. 

 Where are the elderly going to wait in the rain and gales. Less people would use the town centre in winter. It will be a ghost town, nearly there anyway

This is a truly ridiculous proposal which would affect both local people and tourists. Tourism should be one of the few growth opportunities in these islands and this would have a huge negative
impact on both local personnel and our tourism industry.
I don't use the bus station, but I imagine it is a very useful place for tourists and locals who rely on the bus service. I think closing it would send the wrong message to tourists etc. Everything
possible should be done to keep it open.
My 86 year old gran uses the bus service and the bus station is vital to her keeping dry and warm and also somewhere to store her shopping. Not having a bus station is an absolute disgrace.
It is crazy to take the budget cuts out on the most vulnerable. The bus station is a lifeline service to the very old and the very young and while it may not generate much income it provides an
important social function. Why not try get the tourist board to relocate their offices there and then they can share some of the functions and costs.
Another empty building we should be ensuring a better cheaper reliable bus provision encourage or insist on people using public transport and stop car use with one person in them get tough
and create healthy communities and create jobs stop just looking to close down be inventive be creative above all, get people on board stop alienating them with all this negative attitudes

These service are used by people in Harris. 
Could it not be combined with the ferry building?
The bus station is a poor service at present and one that should be a necessity. Why are two members of staff behind the counter at any one time? Surely one is sufficient? Two members of
staff on a rota system should be sufficient for a six day service working a half day each day with one part time employee covering two shifts a week to allow full time staff two days off per week.
The bus station should also be open from 8am until 6pm which should be possible. That allows two 25hr contracts and a 10 hour contract so really only 1.5 posts for a full week! It would be a
disgrace and damaging to tourism if it were to close
This would be bad for commuters and tourists, the bus station does not need to be manned - the first bus driver can unlock it and the last driver can lock it again. Simple! For tourists with
luggage or anyone waiting for any length of time (especially young and elderly) not having somewhere indoors will make it unusable. 
Would it not make more sense to base the tourist information centre in the bus station building?  Closer to the ferry terminal, and more visible.

Closing the library cafe and bus station down will affect mostly elderly individuals. The bus station is one of the few places people can sit and wait without feeling as if they need to purchase
goods (an lanntair, stag tearoom, coffee pot). Timetables aren't changed/displayed up to date outside or on bus shelters. Appeal for volunteers.
The drivers will get hundreds of questions from tourists. 
Surely the opportunity is to integrate facilities with the ferry terminal?
bad impression for tourists and it is necessary in wet or wild weather.
Service is a luxury at the moment and not an essential service.

Bus station is a nice to have, but much more concerned about bus services themselves. We've got bus shelters anyway. I'd suggest having free wifi available so tourists could look up the most
current timetables (and we could while away the time waiting for a bus).
It's bad enough having to wait for buses in winter weather, without having somewhere to shelter. Currently buses are in the parking bays while drivers are sitting warm and snug in their own
office, the drivers don't make an appearance, in most cases, until a minute or two before the bus is due to depart. The elderly will be most affected by this.
Not in the interests of good tourist promotion. What about the Tourist Office relocating to the facility and keep it open!! - shared costs.
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There is over provision in Stornoway. The remote locations are essential. 
Closed in the winter and open in the summer.
I oppose the proposal- In 2017/18 closure of all Comhairle operated public conveniences.Surely a compromise can be achieved with some facility in Stornoway retained. Toilets in rural areas
at beaches & tourist attractions are essential both on health & hygiene grounds and not to discourage tourism. Word would soon be spread - don't go the Western Isles as there are no toilets.
All provided should be usable by disabled people. They have needs too!!
We all need to spend a penny!

We need toilet facilities in the town centre, how can this be withdrawn. Where are people going to use toilet facilities? Eating establishments do not encourage people to use toilet facilities
 unless purchasing food or refreshments. Travellers,tourists should have some public access toilet/shower facilities.

 Toilet facilities should be open later.
Bit stunned as to how much they cost in first place hen looking at potential savings. Impact tourism wise though as well.
Again less facilities
This would be going back to the dark ages!
if library toilets open to public then could look at closing public toilets in centre of town but to close library, toilets and bus station would leave no toilets available

Options should be fully explored.
Where will members of the public go? Tourists, locals, everyone is effected by this. And in the town square a closed toilet isn't exactly a welcome sight. Although, once again why are you
reviewing it if you are going to close it anyway?
Again, VERY poor impression created when visitors do not have an accessible convenience. Terrible impression of the town.
Where will people do the toilet? As someone with a young child this would stop me from going into stornoway on any regular basis

 There's not enough PCs at the moment.

Public conveniences in Stornoway seem unnecessary when there are other toilets available in shops and facilities in town. However, public toilets in rural areas are an absolute necessity -
closing these would be a terrible blow for our tourism economy and would undoubtedly result in increased public health risks at beaches and other toilet locations. The continued funding of
community facilities is essential.
See comments to C26.
look for efficiencies rather than seasonal closure

 Where will we use the toilet?
 Is there a certain day, time, month when we can urinate???

 Other material risks - males urinating outside
We need public toilets
Appropriately located public conveniences are integral to our tourism offering and are a basic expectation.  We should be working to improve the visitor experience, not weaken it.

again what an impact on tourism and who is going to provide the facilities
These facilities are regularly used by parent, young families and our children and must be retained as an essential basic convenience.
needs again to be run as a viable business
Strongly opposed to 2017/18 proposals to close facilities and withdraw funding from community facilities
Provision is low anyway

Elderly bus users need somewhere to wait for limited bus service 

Review the provision of Public Conveniences

Would have a massive Impact on people coming to our town centre, people with medical conditions as well as children and the elderly would really suffer for this, we need access to toilets.
As elderly people we need access to loos when travelling around the islands.
You can't remove all public conveniences. This would give Stornoway a very bad reputation in the tourist market. Open some for the tourist season. And review the provision, whether by
CnES or community organisations across the Western Isles, to determine where some reductions could be made, while others are retained. Engage with community land owners to see
whether they could service existing facilities. 

The toilets have to remain open, as one of only two options for town centre users, especially during tourist season. A waiting room could be un-staffed if it was re-designed, but there should not
be a closed up building.

If it could be taken over by another franchise.
Take all public facilities away.  Leave tourists etc. high and dry.

will affect people from rural communities rather than from town.
Bus Station is spartan enough given the weather.  Tourists need somewhere to get bus and other info.
Where are the elderly or infirm going to sit to wait for buses, also needed for toilet facilities.
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People still need the loo in the winter. Basics.
 You have just spent an absolute fortune at Percival Squ.

 Shocking proposal.
 What about tourism? Folk pay a fee for that facility.

What about the high number of elderly who may need the toilet more often.
A review of individual areas is essential.  The public toilet facility has proved to be a welcomed and well used facility on Barra and Vatersay.  Without it, there is nothing.  
Can't justify this amount of spending on loos set against the other priorities. But I would like to see somewhere in stornoway where you could spend an emergency penny - and tourists in
particular could have a shower. Maybe look at increasing the charges - what would it cost to break even? What about automation? Even the superloos making a comeback? But if they have to
go, so be it.
I am totally shocked at this...

The risks to health both of public health problems and reduced exercise on visits to our great outdoors, combined with the reduced appeal of the area to visitors and consequent reduction in
 economic benefit from tourism are just not worth the saving.

Again, the blow falls on the elderly and women, both groups of people who may curtail outdoor or social inclusion activities if there is no convenient convenience - not equitable
Absolutely necessary to have public conveniences.
I don't agree with closing public toilets and feel that there should be some way of maintaining them without the need for someone to be there during opening hours. 
We have very few public toilets as it is. For goodness sake spare the young, pregnant mothers, ladies with urgency problems and men with prostate problems the indignity of loss of bladder
control that is likely if there is no toilets readily available.  This is to serve the most basic of human needs.
We don't have enough public toilets without closing the few we do. Think tourists.

Not sure EEC will aprove this 
think of charging extra during tourist season?
Closure of public conveniences would impact the tourist trade, perhaps the Comhairle could negotiate with local communities to jointly maintain the facilities

 Tourism brings in a high revenue with aims to bring higher,where would our tourists go to use said services?
Mothers with small children who have small bladders who are doing their weekly chores where would they use said services?
Public conveniences ? ? . . ha ha . . the little provision that is already there, you are thinking of cutting... where will the tourists go ??. . you are doing your level best to keep them away with this
sort of thinking . .

In Stornioway look to the private sector for solutions including the Stronway Trust and the SPA - who have resources and a remit to improve facilities around the town and harbour area. In rural
areas these facilities are an essential convenience where there may not be a toilet for miles - what are the alternatives for locals and tourists in these rural areas?
A must have.  Tourists to consider too.
There aren't enough public conveniences as it is, particularly in rural locations
Close it if bus station remains opens
Provision is already poor. I had to deal with my daughter's medical condition on a toilet floor in Sgoil Lionacleit. Reliable benches should be provided like in some of CalMac ferries.

given the number of older people / tourists / those with medical conditions / young children in the community and the need to use facilities this is a detriment to people and the areas where
CNES have toilets
Please, please do not close rural toilets over summer months. It's so vital to provide these facilities to tourists and campers. Without that ,word will spread so quickly on the web and the island

 will be off their visit list.
Can we put in slot machines to charge for toilet/showers ? Can we find locals who will volunteer to  'man' them for us . 
Agree with seasonal approach but against total closure
Unsure exactly how many Public Conveniences are supported by CNeS or where they are but feel that other ways of managing could be considered eg are all pay on entry? Could community
councils be responsible ? 
Trying to share responsibility for these amenities with other interested parties could help reduce costs and maintain provision - provision is very important to many resource based business
such as those replying on campervan disposal points, tourist walks etc, surf lessons...

Support seasonal closure
Dreadful proposal, are you trying to totally ruin the island, put people off coming here and spending their money! One of the amazing things we noticed was the well maintained toilets at
beaches, we often choose to visit the ones specifically because they have these faciliies, make a charge rather than close down!!!
Is it RSPB that receives funding for Balranald North Just. If so why does a rich body like that need it.
Part time operation would be acceptable. Closure of all would not be good.
Whilst I don't agree with removal, I do agree that offering up the facilities to communities to manage is workable and is a model operated in other local authorities.

Public conveniences should be seen as an essential provision. To close them will lead to an increase in public nuisance in town and fouling of beaches at popular locations which as well as
impacting on tourists will become a health hazard.
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These services are poor as is and should be improved not reduced or removed
Ridiculous to propose fully removing such a service when tourism is heavily relied on & encouraged.
Again, what on earth are you thinking? Do you really want visitors to think this is some kind of hick backwater ? 
When you walk through town it's mostly elderly and young mums with kids that are walking around. Both groups are very frequent toilet users. Silly idea 
You just can't do this in an island chain competing to attract tourists. It's a fact of life that people need toilets, and if they don't find them, there will be more mess on beaches and in road 

I cannot believe it'll save that much money though 
Another proposed cut with huge impact on elderly, young families and those with health problems. This is a terrible suggestion with possible impact of limiting access to town and other areas
for the groups listed above.
This would discourage people visiting the town centre, and would have an adverse effect on local businesses. It would not be conducive to the tourist industry and the attempts to encourage
visitors and cruise ships to come to Stornoway 
this is bound to have an impact on people visiting the islands, it is very poor that we cannot even provide toilets at a beach. The town toilets MUST not be closed and especially not seasonal
closure, the locals use it a lot all the time and this would just be plan stupid. Do you really use that much money to maintain them throughout the year. You cannot possibly think that closing
altogether is a good idea!!! Having NO public toilet in the town centre is just stupid and frankly we pay 30p already for the honour. You will be discriminating against people you might not be
able to afford to go and buy a cup of tea to use a toilet elsewhere.  
Foolish to even consider this. What are folk supposed to do? Wear nappies, lovely.

Bonkers having no public toilets in the middle of the town. Absolutely ridiculous. What if you were in town, you live out of town and have a sudden call of nature. You can't expect boots or
mackay to let you use their toilets. Can't go to the library on a mo day. Don't do it. Also,we get tourists in the winter months too. Not just the summer
Toilet facilities should be open more, not less 
There is a need for Public Toilets. Tourist and Locals require use. 
Again,  embarrassing in a tourist destination 
Taigh chearsabhagh's cnes funded 24/7 public access toilet also houses defibrillator. Wouldnt want to see that availability curtailed

As a tourist resort all year round, you need toilet facilities. Also to encourage people to town you need somewhere to take young children. Have never been anywhere on holiday that
promotes tourism that does not have public conveniences.
No public toilets is a breach of your human rights!!!
Again, these are important services for locals and visitors alike.
Goodness it has got bad it used to be spend a penny, what do we do here that this vital wee service Costs so much can we tie this in with the coffee shop and library get staff to multi task a
wee bit more employ unemployed to be handymen like the good old days
Where do tourists go to the toilet?

A small charge for use would be as better idea
People still need to use the bathroom in the winter so to remove facilities is ridiculous
This doesn't specify what facilities are proposed. But as there are so few facilities anyway - and the ones that exist are badly run - it would suggest there's no room for further losses, just needs
better management. 
Public conveniences are essential 
Again, I am lucky to be at the stage where my children are unlikely to need an emergency trip to the toilet, and have no health conditions or disabilities that mean they need access to public
loos. However, again I stress this may well have a detrimental effect on tourists and locals who regularly use the public facilities.

Most towns have some form of free/cost public toilets. With visitor numbers increasing this is not the best approach to take to promote the island. 

Which facilities are potentially affected? It is a vague proposal worth £65k. 
People do not require facilities "seasonally".....  It's hard enough now trying to find places to go!!
Town facilities could close but rural amenities at beaches etc should be maintained.
we need the toilet areas to be open they are well used

Increased income through Pier and Harbour Dues

Impact to fishing fleet must be managed appropriately 

Toilets in most businesses today that can be used, not a good idea - pose security risk. Some form of convenience would need to be provided.
Public conveniences are essential and already suffered closures.

Just let use council offices facilities.  We're going backwards instead of forward.

People need public conveniences available to them.
Bad idea.  Popular tourist destination.
Where would people relieve themselves on Mondays when the library is closed?
Closures which may result in increased risk to public health should not be considered.
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The charges are cheap in comparison to other places.  We must be prepared to pay for these facilities.
Other authorities have earned significant income from parking charges.
Those working in the town hog the car parks, the majority are not paying for the privilege

Free car parking in Stornoway cannot be high on CnES list of priorities. Those with disability badges can still access relevant parking, and for those who need to park for longer, there will
remain plenty of free parking 5 minutes or so walk away.
Should only be a nominal amount to be paid if introuced
Explore extending the scheme but in a different way by having a free time period i.e. 30 minutes or 1 hour and then charging beyond that point.
No where else in UK allows free parking as widespread as here
Need to ensure adequate blue badge spaces and functional parking ticket machines. Consideration of e-ticketing perhaps?

Punishing an already fragile infrastructure
Hopefully income will increase in any case due to increase in yacht traffic due to improved marina facilities at lochboisdale, stornoway and lochmaddy. This could enable reduced increase for
fishing vessels
Fishing industry being strangled by Brussels, needs support by council and other representatives not more financial burdening 

Extend/Increase charging for car parking in Stornoway

Parking terrible as it is so if you charge then the spaces need to be improved but yet again you will be discouraging people from coming to town and will have an impact on local business 

Increased costs to Calmac will increase passengers costs most likely and affect local haulage. 
Increases per boat can't be significant if the overall increase throughout the islands for a year is 25k so this should be a no brainier
Levy on cruise ships??
This is probably another fee that has not been increased for a long time. So it should work. Maybe Calmac would try to pass the increase on to customers but with RET already in place this
may not be possible.
Ok if it just impacts large companies such as Cal Mac but not smaller boats and yachts as we are suppose to be encouraging and supporting a blooming cruise industry. When will the
Comhairle realise that tourism, food and drink / creative industries is the way forward for the islands, its not all just about renewable energy!!!

Properly costed review of resources and priorities and any impact on fishing industry should have been available before making this decision
 This will only result in ferry company increasing there fares to cover for your extra charges.

Its the travellers that get hit again.
Not sufficiently knowledgeable to comment
N/a
Obviously concerned about the impact on fishermen, and impact on ferry fares. But may be least worst of the options given here.

Fully co-operative consultation with pier users will identify best route for these choices.
This will impact rural business who use these facilities. Facilities which generally are not maintained by the Comhairle unless there is a significant saftey issue, despite rural businesses having
paid dues for many years but these businesses have not seen any investment in the assets, particularly small rural piers?

Penalizing fisherman??? Yachts maybe. We should concentrate on providing better facilities in or near CalMac offices to increase local trade and therefore increases in business taxes.
Calmac will pass these increases to passengers making the inter island ferry more expensive 
consult with fishing sector 

The fishing sector already struggles enough
Don't know enough about this but sustainability of the fishing sector is an important consideration.
How would increased charges compare to other areas?  Could an increase for cal mac berthing in turn result in increased fares for the general public? 

 Too cheap at present.
 Like the idea of long  term parking out of the town centre and so increase short term availability- that would encourage shoppers.

Overall agree with this. However impact on small scale fishermen should be looked at e.g. Sole creel fishermen. Perhaps no increase for smaller fishing boats.

Increased dues which affect viability of fishing industry will be detrimental.

Increased charges to cal mac company means increased charges to passengers
Increased charges may impact on viability of fishing industry.
How about looking at senior council officials salaries? Surely they should not be getting more than the First Minister.
moderate increases only.
If there are increased charges made for Calmac - does that mean cost passed onto customers? I think Ullapool-Stornoway route is expensive already.
Already struggling fishing boats with even higher expenses
Seriously consider the effect on the fishing industry
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Stornoway people like to park how they want and that's fine. Plus, isn't the council getting rid of the traffic warden so who is going to police this? 
Parking is ridiculously cheap compared to other areas, why not extend charging? 

It has been suggested on social network sites that the council building car park should also charge, this sounds like a wonderful idea.
 Each local business to identify each member of staff and their own business vehicles.

 Business get charged highest for using Council car parks. Annual permit required.
 Workers for each business pay lesser charge. Each requires displayed annual  permit.

 Shoppers and tourists are free.
 Strictly enforce access to pedestrianised areas to business vehicles only, with permit, with heavy penalty for abuse.

New markings to be introduced in parking area to get more parking spaces out of it. Remark to enforce strict entry and exits and strict one way only, ie not two way which is an accident waiting
 to happen.

Over the years I have noticed that workers leave their cars there from 9-5 or later. Introduce hire bikes if they need to travel elsewhere locally during work hours, like London. In effect this could
 potentially be self funding.

 Introduce new set of by laws to cover all aspects and erect new posts with the information.
 Drivers would soon get used to it. 

Increase number of and location of spaces for disabled users. Ensure these bays comply with legal requirements to facilitate access by elderly and disabled. Make them all closer to the most
 convenient routes.

Stop abuse at An Lanntaire by lazy and thoughtless drivers.

No objection to more car parking charges but would be much better if it was a system where you could for example have a card that you could charge and use in different machines, to avoid
needing the correct change every time.
Yes, this is unpopular, but we could all do with walking more and we could all do with more spaces in the town centre.

Increase parking charges, it is optional. People can walk 'further', town isn't big, people are just used to very convenient parking. If extending to a different car park, the area should be re
lined/pot holes etc resolved beforehand. 

Why not begin at home . . and start charging for parking all day at the council car park !!!
I am a driver and do not object to paying for parking.  Need to do this on the mainland.
I think there should be free disabled parking spots available in the car parks closest to the town centre, otherwise a reduced cost. For people with disabilities they are unlikely to have the option
of walking a longer distance to get the free parking. 
Fully support this. Why not charge a bit extra for car parking, every where else does!

 Yes in summer with sensible charging scheme.
Wholly oppose this for summer months

Other local authorities earn a small fortune in parking charges.  But Stornoway centre is in need of more parking facilities first - more spaces + parking charge = more money!
The council needs to provide parking for the workforce that take up all places on street and car park . as peoplelike me no longer bother going into town in daytime due to parking probs
.between parking and businesses that close for lunch it is no wonder our town is dying
The council car park could not be exempt from this. I also suggest a tiered approach if you park in Perceval square its slightly more expensive than the car park at the old ferry terminal 
Street parking is already present and with limited places to park people will continue to pay. Most areas have pay to display in the country as it is 

 Parking charges are currently very reasonable, increases of extension of charges wouldn't make that much difference

central car parks should be pay and display
Support Option 2 with a review in future .
This is not a budget cut but income creation , the motorist yet again being financially penalised . This could have a detrimental effect on the businesses in Stornoway , shop closures , loss of
income etc .
Fully agree
This would be fair and encourage akternative travel for short stay journeys - walking, cycling etc

Look at long stay charging, say over 12 hours, so spaces not taken by people away for 2 weeks.
Adjacent streets need to be patrolled as would bays designated for the disabled to avoid widespread abuse.

 Side streets are already full of cars parked either to avoid charges or because there is no space in town.
Instead of withdrawing bus services it would make more sense to provide incentives for more people to use the service and leave the car at home.
Start charging staff to park
Cnes lease parking from the Free Church on Kenneth Street.  Could this be turned into a short / long stay car park with charges?

Money grabbing springs to mind....
As an easy win - this makes sense.
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I think option 4 above has to be seriously considered. Clearly the Council cannot fund buses which are running empty in the evenings but the impact on employment opportunities for people
who live in rural areas or who do not have a car has to be given serious consideration.
I worry how this could affect young people in work who don't drive.

 Need to look at the demand
Prior booking system?
Option 4 Option 3 
Have you consider the impact on those who can't afford to travel by alternative means or outwit standard working hours? This goes against Scottish Government initiatives to promote more
environmentally friendly modes of transport. The Hebridean Way is about to be heavily promoted in an attempt to increase the numbers of walkers and cyclists to the islands. Given the
unpredictability of the weather, and bearing in mind walker and cyclist safety, an appropriate bus service provision will be vital to this initiative.

Makes sense.
Material risks says it all.
What about arrangements for people with less mobility or disabled?
As long as machines are working.
Apply charges to free area opposite Royal Bank and South Beach Street car park.
Stornoway needs more parking facilities. Dedicated parking for workers (they could pay annual fee for a guaranteed space).  Council workers could pay an annual fee for acres car park.

Impact on lower income families depending on buses for work. Use of smaller busses?
We are reliant on a late bus service. To be honest we could use a weekly bus after 6 for the late workers. There's some areas that have very late bus services. We are located in balallan and a
bus to say south lochs for instance after 6pm would benefit many late workers here who are reliant on the bus. An early workers bus would be beneficial too as there's a good few who
hitchhike to work for 7am starts. First bus is 7:27am getting them to work almost an hour late. This proposal is a stupid idea.
Option 3 looks best - we should keep some bus services going
A reduction of bus services on the Tolsta and Point routes is probably justified given the low usage. However, complete cessation or removal of night services would be disastrous for these
rural communities, especially the young and the elderly who rely on these services. Such removal of services would most likely result, in the long term, in more people moving away from rural
areas into Stornoway. These proposals could only have been put forward by someone living in Stornoway!
The recent work on the bus contracts in Uist could be applied to Lewis and Harris to ensure equity across the islands. Loss of evening buses would impact on many aspects of rural life and
force people to use their own transport, perhaps when unfit to do so through alcohol or health conditions.

This could lead to more illegal parking. Plus it could put off people nipping into town for small items. How about a barrier system? First hour free and then hourly fees after that? That would
enable workers to park daily but paying. Plus tourists might decide to park for a quick visit rather then by-passing the town completely. 
Big impact,  little saving. 

Review Comhairle run and evening bus services

Support only if local communities impacted also support.
I support this IF the local communities affected are in broad agreement.  There's no point running empty buses.  Shift to a cheaper subsidised taxi on demand for those who really need it?

Depends on how much the increase is! Parking is so limited within the town. The town is empty as people can more easily park at the Co-op or Tesco and buy what they need there. Or indeed, 
The traffic warden doesn't really do her job properly. I'm sure she just picks and chooses which cars she gives tickets too. I don't drive but you can if your mental to park somewhere you should
get a ticket, but a lot of people park where they like and she does nothing.
Another proposal which will impact on those on limited budgets. 
Introduce charges for the council car park on Sandwick Rd.
Why not provide park and ride from the periphery .

Yes - people should be charged if they want to park close to the centre, otherwise they can park further out and walk. Look at other town centres on the mainland. It is almost impossible to
park anywhere near Inverness town centre. If people don't like the charges, they can just park a bit further away. Blue Badge holders would not be affected. 

Personally I don't mind paying for parking but why should we pay as there are very little shops in sty as it is !! Stornoway is becoming a ghost town ! & cnes wander why young are leaving
island ? Well it's because there us nothing on island for them !!

At last a sensible idea extend to nhs car parks via integration board

Town centre parking costs are low and can sustain these increases despite potential disgruntlement
 People need to walk more or use the bus (as long as you dont cut them)

Good idea
Agree to parking charges but if there are problems for residents then a resident parking card scheme would have to be developed for problem areas so think this would be more a long term
goal as initial savings would need to be used in setting up a new system which once in place would need monitoring but could be offset by ticket fines
Parking in Stornoway is cheap compared to other places.  
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Public transport stimulates social interaction; helps people access doctor and other health appointments; helps people access specialist support; helps people get their shopping; helps people
keep in contact with family members - the list goes on.  The social and health impact - let alone the economic impact of reduced services will be impossibly high.

If the bus service was run to meet the ferries and allow for travelling from north to south (or vice versa) of the chain,and a better evening service was provided this would increase rather than
 decrease the revenue that was generated. Encouraging the use of public transport is better than not being able to get revenue because the car parks are full

If u were  to do that
research private mini-bus companies to provide popular evening routes
The bus service has already been destroyed. There is no way for people to rely on this so called public service. For elderly and young people without use of a car it is not of use to them.
Everywhere else in the country has regular bus services. Without them many people would not go to work or in town to use facilities ect. There is also environmental factors of these people
possibly then getting cars and adding to damage to the environment 
I already struggle to use the bus due to the lack of a feeder service on the 17.15 Stornoway to Carloway, walking over a mile in winter weather after a full day at work is not really satisfactory
and to further reduce evening buses would add to the list of problems that the rural areas have, how about considering smaller buses? I can't recall the last time i saw a bus even half full, but
the people on the bus, really do need the bus.

There are workers relying on the bus service.  Smaller buses?  Minibuses? Go with option 3 and consult with those using the buses and leave the status quo this year
Smaller buses\feeder buses in more villages might be a better idea
Totally ridiculous - how are workers to get to and from work?  Bear in mind that some people work in the evening.
So long as it meets needs.
People in outlying communities rely on evening bus services just to get home or to access work and town facilities so stopping altogether would not be right 

Support option 2 with a review in next year.
Agree with thus in principle.  Comhairle should be advocating the use of car share schemes amongst its employees and the general public
Combination of options 3&4 would seem to be best solution.
Access to shift work for this without alternative transport is important, but I believe rationalising the cnes bus fleet and utilising smaller buses would help with some of the costs of the service
run in the first instance. 
request service could be considered on some runs

Any changes only after full and meangful consultation with communities.
Reduction in service preferred to removal.
I am not reliant on public transport and so not best placed to judge the impact of this proposal.
oppose the blanket withdrawal of services. need to look at creative ways of reducing services that still meet needs. evening bus services (particularly last bus) are used, other services might
not be 
Reducing transport links is closure of all villages. Reduce service and operate mini buses. How can people work study and commute to town with a young and opposite, aging population. Don't
kill the villages in Point 

Agree with reviewing the timetable, it is well out of date with many buses not arriving at the stated time. Do not agree with cutting all evening services.
I support Option 4.
Services have been cut heavily in the last few years which has led to fewer people using buses. Where I live used to have a half-hour frequency service to town. Now there is an hour and a
half to two hours between buses making arranging medical appointments very difficult without having to hang around town for long periods before or after. Many using the service are the
elderly and mothers with children who cannot easily make journeys by other means. Withdrawing buses will only make the traffic problems in Stornoway even worse.
Have they identified the busiest times e.g. Friday / Saturday late bus, perhaps 8pm when shifts finish in supermarkets, hospital, airports to identify which ones are worth keeping?
very important for island community

The level of bus services in low population density areas such as Harris MUST be retained at not less than the current level. 
Option 2
Evening services are a critical link for communities and in sustaining population. Removal will affect young people and workers the most. Even for small numbers removal would be a huge
signal about the value placed on rural areas. Again the services must be more important then the bus station.
Is there the market for these services to be run privately instead?
Option 3

Removal of public transport services impacts on those already disadvantaged either socially or economically. May impact adversely on those who use buses to and from work out with 8am-
 Council should not be involved with bus services. Higher number of people on the road(walking) due to No buses? Road safety issues. Surely smaller buses would be an option

look at the real costs of using third sector service providers. In my experience they provide poor value for money. An over reliance will leave the islands without an independent operating bus
 service.
 Option 3

 If I had to go with an option it would be 3.
Again less services
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How do you expect people to use the towns services if they can't get home after using them?
This is a backward step which will impact the most vulnerable, who seem to be the target of this whole budget review. We live in dispersed communities with hidden deprivation, and high levels
of geographical and social isolation, why compound this further, we don't all have cars.
Look at stopping one person drives encourage public use . Again you hit vulnerable people elderly unemployed low earners non drivers disabled it is ridiculous I would use bus every day if they 
were better run and put them on late at weekends when young people need them to get home 
Public transport provision ceasing would inequitably disadvantage the poorest residents of the Western Isles - people should not have to give up employment or become more isolated just
because they have no viable means to get home other than an expensive taxi
Oh dint be so daft. Possibly some routes could do with restructuring times and such but only after proper community consultation and looking as bus usage over a period of tine

Some areas of the island already suffer a woefully inadequate bus service leading to inequity of access for employment opportunities for our young people therefore displacing them from
townships into stornoway. This will also lead to increased isolation for older people accessing services, when they are on a restricted budget, taxi services for appointments etc can be as much
as 60-80 for a round trip
Consultation needed with the users of these services. Very often they are people who do not have access to a car, and their employment may be put at risk/ employment opportunities limited
by the proposal.  Certainly, there is probably a case to be made for reducing the service, but there are probably key times on theses routes which need to be retained.  

This needs to be closely looked at and bus services reduced to key times - delivery of people to and from work and cessation of times, where the bus system is barely used.
Bus services are a huge issue. I don't know how it can be solved, but cutting services from Harris to Lewis would not be helpful at all, look at the CPP - social issues are huge and need to be
addressed.
Options 3 and 4 should be carried out.  Fully oppose Option 2.

stupidly laid out question - what is the point of listing options if you cannot indicate a preference?
Nothing worse than being stranded...
Total removal of daytime bus services would be a terrible move. They can definitely be considerably reduced though.
we definitely need our bus services all over the island
No evening bus service would have a serious impact on employment. Point and back have a better service than most town areas so these should be reduced

Stop running 50+seater busses round the island at off peak times
There are not only 4 options, please stop saying this is the case! This just happens to be the only 4 options you want to place before people because that is what suits the Council which

 contradicts what people want and need.
 You disadvantage people outwith Stornoway. Consequently car use is essential but what if you are elderly and cannot afford a car.

 Increase out of hours service or make it later, even if that means running in the early hours of Sunday. Sunday is not the only objective.
 Young folk need to socialise at a late hour and we do not want them drinking and driving.

 Introduce a limited Sunday service. Benefits tourism and others. How do folk with no car get to visit relatives in care homes?
Taxi's cost £40 one way.
I know there are problems with buses running empty, and perhaps this needs to be looked at. But very reluctant to reduce public transport services - we are going backwards on this, not going
forwards. Can we make use of smaller vehicles at quiet times? Even people-carriers? Can we encourage MORE bus use? At the moment mostly the young, the old and the haven't-got-a-
licence use them, but if eating out in Stornoway (for example) going by bus means you can have a glass of wine or a pint with your meal. Something more relevant with the stricter drink-driving 
Services to some areas are already suffering. Especially after 6pm for individuals who not drive and readily have free lifts to/from work. Smaller vehicles, a later service on request for high
enough demand on occasions such as the festival, after the ferry arrives and nights where there are events on. Live music/plays/talks, movies, one off events suffer due to people not being
able to get home after without a car. 
Reasonable to review and consider withdrawing services that are poorly utilised 

 where are the saving figures for these proposals?
How many existing passengers use these services?  If car parking charges increase in town might more people use buses?

Evening bus services seem to be very expensive and must cost a huge amount per bus user. An alternative would be good.

I think option 3 is the best option. Many people who do not drive depend on the bus service to get to and from work, if this is taken away then it will be a choice of paying extra for a taxi or being
unable to do a number of jobs. 
I live in the Kinloch area of Leiws and we have NO bus service into our village other than a pathetic attempt by third sector to provide linkage with the road end. I see buses go past my parents
house in Point empty most days I visit. It should be equal across all districts in the islands either all or nothing I'm afraid.
Look for other on-demand services. A taxi must be cheaper than running a bus!

Option 4: community groups who you have cut funding for and therefore have stopped operating in the local community?
Reduction in bus times within the broadbay areas. Far to many bus runs through villages etc during the daytime.
Good saving
Evening bus services are at present as thin as a cigarette paper... then again, no councilor ever gets on a bus.. so why should you worry ??? eh. . . every man for himself and Paddy for Ireland
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C-31

Many of the public seriously wonder at the cost-effectiveness of transporting Uist & Barra waste to Stornoway!!
Collecting half empty bins in any part of the island is inherently inefficient.

Using all available avenues to infiorm the community of the costs of landfill and coninuing to provide information on what, how and when things can be recycled.
About time too!
Our mon recyclable and organic waste is collected every 2weeks and our bins are full to capacity. If you left it longer than 2weeks you would need to supply us with more bins
How about looking at senior council officials salaries? Surely they should not be getting more than the First Minister.
In the country we have a fortnight collection at present. Why should there be a difference in the town?

Look to which ones could be cut.
Again affecting rural communities rather than Stornoway.

Option 3 or 4
Example of how to mess up people's quality of life.  Driving those who wish to engage in evening social activity onto the roads is not a good idea.

Many people depend on these services, they are very necessary.

We need to do more in terms of recycling and what is done with that material - is it used to its full capacity? 

Fully support measures to increase recycling.  In our area it would be unacceptable to reduce residual collection to less than fortnightly.
I will support any measures to increase recycling and reduce landfill costs -- a complete waste of money.  On Uist we survive on fortnightly residual bin collections -- why not elsewhere?
Would bring town in line with out of town villages.
Collections should move to fortnightly across the islands, weekly provision for domestic waste should no longer be available. A review would be welcome.
Increased recycling could be achieved to divert money from being spent on landfill tax.

I rarely see a bus other than school buses in our neck of the woods with more than half a dozen passengers. Very often they travel empty. Plus most households own cars now so why have
buses running round empty?
Key routes are already not provided for- e.g the buses from Stornoway Tarbert - don't connect with the ferry early morning and after 4pm. What is the sense in that? 
The number of buses along Stornoway town roads is ridiculous. Most of them are empty or have just one or two passengers. Are they needed?
Smaller buses yes, but you can't discriminate against people without cars in the rural areas by taking away any kind of bus service. Many of these are older people and even a single visit to
town each week makes a huge difference to their social well-being, while younger people would be trapped in the rural areas without a means of meeting up with schoolfriends after school and
at weekends.
Although many people have cars, others rely solely on buses. People should be encouraged to use the buses, therefore freeing up premium parking spaces in town, more people travelling on
buses should be the aim

The existing bus services require a review as they do not meet the needs of communities. Reducing bus services will have huge knock on effects for communities; access to employment,
education, ability to live in rural communities. 
Global warming and climate change is a clear and present threat. The Comhairle should be encouraging use of public transport
This will hugely restrict the amount of people who use the service for work!
I don't use buses and live in town so I cannot comment on this.

 Instead of wholesale cessation of bus services, each journey should be looked at and evaluated. You cannot 
 Possibly stop buses from Back and Point. No one could get to work, that's just ridiculous.

There  is no need for a 6.05 to Tolsta and a 6.05 to Back. One bus could do that. Likewise in the morning, one bus could do the Tolsta and Back journey.

Cutting all bus services in the evening would hit unemployment levels for all shift workers. I as a shift worker would lose a large amount of money every year and probably lose my job as I
cannot afford a car and live outside of town. Get rid of the bus times that return to town within 30 minutes of each other after 4pm is a viable option but and cut down on buses that leave at the
same time for back and tolsta
Discontinuing evening services is ridiculous. People who work late need to get home! I use the bus service fairly frequently at the weekend in the evenings. The town is turning into a ghost
town and this will just make it worse.
How would people get home??? They would lose their jobs. Council getting worse, trying to rid the island of its population
Bus services are terrible as it is. Not everybody can afford a car - or more likely a tank to navigate the shocking roads - and its reprehensible that these people should be penalised further. Cut
members and officers mileage to subsidise this, they can all afford cars 
No full cessation of evening services

Review of waste services

Not good for public health with population numbers in the town!
People should be encouraged to recyle more.
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Paying landfill tax is money down the drain. All measures to reduce it should be followed. Including public education, written warnings for contaminated waste, reduced-timescale residual
waste collection and perhaps even (eventually) fines. Appreciate families with young children may produce more waste than a bachelor living alone, so some flexibility may be needed, but
bottom line is we need to reduce landfill tax payments.
Areas with weekly services could be reduced to fortnightly like many other areas. There are recycling points in Stornoway and on other routes that can be used. General waste bins are the
most quickly filled, could the emptying of recycling bins be reduced...
Got to cut the weekly collection in the town. No need.

Roll out more co-mingled collections please
It's a scandal that we are trucking waste from Uist to Stornoway and paying for fuel and a Lorry on the ferry  every other day.  Surely there is a better way
we have enough rats already

 We get no house bin for plastic, tins, glass. Many other areas do, including nearby townships. You kindly provided a skip for this.
 I have asked each year for 6/7 years when such a bin would be provided. I was told each time it was being trialled and would be rolled out.

Being a good citizen I dutifully took my glass, tin, paper and glass to a skip locally or to Tesco CoOp. However, after being fobbed off again, I now dutifully place all such waste in the household 
 refuse bin. If you cannot supply such a bin, when I and others are willing to use it, why should I take the effort to meet your targets. 

After all, I pay huge Council tax yearly and I should not be ignored and treated like a second hand citizen. Indeed, you take me and others for mugs. But not any longer. This is something I can
 directly influence if you do not supply the bins.

If I can do it with rubbish, I will influence other service areas when I can.
I agree this needs to be reviewed and ALL households in the Western Isles should be the same. Most of us already have fortnightly uplifts on our residual bins and this should be the same
everywhere, this would help.  A review but the fortnightly uplift MUST NOT be changed to a longer period between collections as this would be unacceptable and cause many other issues

A recycling centre that doesn't work properly.. what more could you want to waste money on !!???
There is negative impact from flytipping
It is time that those places that get weekly collections went to fortnightly collections as again we all pay the same council tax 
Not good to have bins lying for too long.
Places with weekly collections should move to  fortnightly 

collection services should not be reduced 
Increase the recycling collections put everyone on a 2 weekly rubbish collection but run a waste aware campaign 
Already my household waste is collected fortnightly.  Please don't make it any less frequent than that.
Fine people who do not use the appropriate bins.  Can see plastic blue bins with black bags hanging out of them.
Silly one

I think this is a huge opportunity and would gain a lot of support - the Comhairle have put in a lot of work to get to a strong position in terms of public awareness and access to recycling etc.
Emphasising the relationship between the savings/losses of landfill costs when the £ could be used to pay for other services (roads etc) could help hit home with those who may not have a
'green' interest.
Waste services and collections in Leurbost is already fortnightly for black bins and monthly for recycling bins - this can not be further reduced. However, any areas where weekly collections are
still maintained should be reviewed for further cut backs.
Fortnightly bin collections have been in place since the BCCI crisis so cannot change that
Re-open local dumps that are fully equipped. Skips would then be lifted from one location when full and not as and when
Weigh General waste bins, those not recycling should be charged extra!

Educate the public and pro-actively promote recycling. Inform the public of the cost of an average bin of residual waste and advise of the consequences of plastic contamination in the organic
waste bins. Educate Contractors to recycle making it financially beneficial to do so.
There needs to be greater responsibility taken by householders who do not recycle - especially food waste which can be processed locally. Recyclable material going to landfill is costing the
Comhairle a fortune each year in landfill tax.  Processing 500 tonne of food waste alone would save more than £40,000.

 We don't need weekly collections. Try fortnightly. ( unless you are a business)
 Do we need three men in a lorry to collect bins?? 

 In New Zealand they had just a driver and an implement / arm attached to rear of lorry which driver would position next to bin and then it automatically lifted and tipped bin into rear of lorry.
I reside in North Uist ,  my residual bin is emptied fortnightly as I thought the case was throughout the Islands , why the discrimination ?
Agree

Reinforce training of refuse collection staff in the proper use of twin section wagon. Incorrect emptying is giving some members of the public a get-out clause from participating in recycling
More information on what goes where and imposition of penalties might help to focus minds as might the actual cost of a landfill 'pod' and how long it would last if all did their bit compared to
how long it currently lasts. I know that since I heard that I have become a champion of recycling.
More population in town areas leading to increased waste - would not wish there to a greater risk to public health & safety
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Weekly bin collection is not required in Stornoway, other larger urban areas survive with fortnightly collection. The people of Stornoway can adjust to the same, will encourage recycling, which
is key! 

So many roles within the council offices that I don't understand, too many local councillors only one needed per district. Council services are not managed in an efficient manner. Need to be
 stricter on working hours within the council offices and making staff work more efficiently. 

I feel how the council has handled windfarm contracts, where there is no benefit to the local economy is an example of poor management.  
Don't understand priority and ranking questions.
Whilst it possible to make judgements across the proposals offered -- it is difficult to know (with information available) how well the money available is spent - or whether some of it is being
squandered. Departments will have a natural tendancy to "pick-&-choose" what they offer as savings and will protect other aspects.. Some independent delving into how the money is spent
would be required to establish if it is being well spent. Is the organisational structure correct? Are there roles/functions that do not add value; are there roles functions required to add value?
keeping cognisance of the role the comhairle needs to have in establishing a more viable society. Is money/time being wasted on travel? 

Other Comments

Some areas already have two weekly waste collections- it has never made much sense why the town area gets it collected more frequently, as each household doesn't produce more waste
just because they are situated in town do they?
I fully support a review.  I'm constantly being told the recycling plant is not used and all the waste goes to the tip!!
Town area could be reduced to fortnightly collections as happens elsewhere in the island. 
This lead to even more illegal dumping.
Whoever is getting weekly services should expect to have them at the same frequency as those getting fortnightly services - they probably don't have more waste, but they should be
encouraged to sort it better. 

Households should be charged a premium for excessive landfill waste
This is unlikely to succeed as people will get fed up with complicated recycling processes. If landfill tax is an issue why does so much refuse collected go straight to landfill with no attempt to
recycle? 
HS1 weekly collection is ridiculous as they have same number of bins as HS2
Reduced households to fort nightly collections - this will encourage more efficient recycling. Areas with blocks of flats may still need weekly collections (as is the norm on the mainland). 
Agree with changing to 2 weekly collection and get rid of organic waste as it all ends in the same hole in the ground 

Achievable
Yes good plan
Cut collections for residents living in Stornoway from once a week to once a fortnight
Stornoway should have fortnightly collections in line with rural areas
Weekly collections are completely unnecessary. Us country folk have coped forever with fortnightly collections so everyone else should too!!

Perhaps consider different guidelines for household and business use. If rural homes can cope with fortnightly collections, I can't understand how the residents of Stornoway can't, especially
when we all have four bins to use now.  There's a case to be made, thoguh, for weekly collections for business premises, especially those which involve food. 
In the outlying villages this would not have much impact. More education required for those who expect a weekly collection and can't be bothered to separate waste for recycling. 
Support a review of service but believe fortnightly domestic collections should remain for residual and organic wastes. Further education and encouragement required for those not recycling,
including organics.  Recycling collection works well under current arrangements.  
Seriously  !!!
Would be happy for town collection to be reduced to fortnightly.

I live just outside of stornoway and get a two weekly collection for waste and organically along with a monthly collection for recycling which is more than sufficient given that we now have four
bins so all areas should be reduced to this as it is more than adequate. Cnes should also ensure all homes have a full set of recycling bins and start fining those that don't separate their waste.
Possibly need an initial investment in loggers for bin men that can capture a photo with date and time of breach. Will cause slight increase for bin men having to have a quick look inside plus
say a half day a week for admin person to send out fine letters but a standard template should be easy to quickly print off in large numbers
Fortnightly collection has been the norm for areas outwith stornoway for a significant period  

Do away with weekly collections of residual waste.
Make town the same as rural communities.  Blue bin should be collected fortnightly, general waste should be monthly.
Increase level of blue bin collections would reduce landfill costs.

The priority question for each section and the ranking question at the end is very ambiguous and will lead to directly opposite interpretation, so the results on these should be disregarded. I
am ranking the service affected as priority, or the proposed change/cut to that service as priority? Depending on my interpretation, I will answer the question in exactly the opposite way. So if I
believe the MOSS service is essential, I would answer that the service is high priority, and that the proposed cut is very low priority.
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I fully understand that stewardship of available finance must be very carefully considered, but frequently short term savings are eventually the most expensive.
Library cafe very important to the town. combining resources and transferring public toilets to library could save money. Review of prices charged could increase income. Some items priced
very low compared to other local establishments. 
Get rid of the convenor and half of the councillors,they dont do anything anyway.
Look at demand for mobile libraries. 
How Question 88 was structured was crazy, I completed it but not happy with it. 

Reduce salaries of those overpaid!
 What's the use anyway - all a paper exercise - the council always do what they want anyway and pretend they have listened to the public through these surveys and consultation meetings.

 Council should be disbanded, a vote of no confidence. Useless! 
Oh heh - didn't notice any job losses within the council itself, or reduced pay/expenses from them themselves....no didn't think to save from within?!?
Instead of making cuts which directly affect people and services try making cuts within the canes offices

 Reduce number of individuals assessing / producing risk assessments
 Get rid of street lighting in smaller areas

 Minimise travel of council employees
Mileage for council staff should be the same as normal tax payers i.e. £0.45 per mile
Reduce terms of Staff Sickness so they receive pay only for first 3 days of absence then Statutory State Sick Pay on producing a Doctors line. Then ensure CnES impliments - Fit for Work
Scotland, funded by DWP, to help workers who are ill, return to and stay in work. The service will help GPs, employers and employees to access occupational health advice and make
assessments, to manage sickness absence better.  FFWS will comprise an advice line and by May 2015 an assessment service. 

Cuts are badly affecting our local economy. All areas of charges should be reviewed to ensure that they are appropriate. Recycling targets should be set and made public.. Council tax should
be increased. 
20%pay cut for those earning £40000 and over. And start looking higher up the chain. Far too top heavy. 
How about looking at senior council officials salaries? Surely they should not be getting more than the First Minister.
I sincerely trust that, in line with assurances already given, that CNES will NOT be considering closing Iochdar school. Please try and keep the schools you have as successful and attractive as

 you can. We will lose all the young families from the place  and the Western Isles really cannot afford that!
Cut back support to Third Sector. In real terms providing poor service as employing people who already have a pension.

Maybe you could look at reducing payments made to councillors. A lot of them have full time jobs on top of this or pensions and they get their allowance and expenses paid. How much would
this save? Are there jobs where admin staff that could be shared between departments and are there duplicate managers within departments that could do the job?

 The page on ranking cuts is hard to understand....... is priority no. 1 the preferred cut or the preferred saving?
Good luck and thanks for holding the consultation; and demand more money from SG

 all officials earning over £80000 should take a 15% pay cut.
do away with gold plated pensions
Turn the heating down in all council offices
Is too much being held in reserves? You should be doing EVERYTHING you can to project jobs and services, not stockpiling cash. The number of jobs already lost, with another 84(?) to go
through workforce planning, together with the job losses that are 'hidden' within these proposals have a huge impact on individuals, families and our communities....that is before you take into
account the impact of the reduction to or loss of services proposed in this consultation. Have you quantified the loss to the local economy? Someone should. The Comhairle are supposed to
be leading the way in making the Outer Hebrides a more attractive place to live and work...do you not realise that cuts to vital services such as education and care for the elderly are driving

 local people away??
Raise the council tax - stand up against the Scottish Government!

Lease out the coffee shop
I fully support an increase to council tax of it would be put towards reducing the cuts facing lower income households

 Increase Council tax

Please go back to the Scottish Government to review their rule which allows the SG to impose financial penalties on local councils for increasing their council tax. People attending the public
meeting in Stornoway on the 21st Jan were all in agreement that they would pay a little more council tax to help retain the essential services listed in these proposed cuts, especially to itinerant

 teachers, residential care arrangements for children.  This urgently needs to be addressed.
Why does the Comhairle continue to deliver services which overlap and duplicate other public sector bodies I.e. HIE, NHS Western Isles, etc when the most vulnerable in our society (children,
disabled and the elderly) are being targeted for front line financial cuts. I understand the Social Work Department and the Education Departments also have a number of areas where further
cuts could be made to Head Office management and project teams. For example the 'Include Us' project in Education which is not an essential service or an enhancement of front line
education provision at this time of financial crisis. Why were these internal areas and staffing issues not presented to the public for consultation but decisions on teaching staff and care

 professionals is put out for public consultation, is that not a equalities issue – it certainly does not seem a fair way to treat employees or manage a fair and true consultation process?
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 Can the Islands Council Group not opt out of the ridiculous Scottish Government?
 This absurd body does not understand the needs of the Highlands and Islands and is increasingly irrelevant to the U.K. as it already is to the rest of the world.

If John Swinney got his act together all these savings become unnecessary. The vast amount of money he insists on giving the V&A makes the point.
The Comhairle should embrace teleconferincing for Southern Isles councillors to bring down costs of travel, subsistence and accommodation. This works for large corporate companies, so the

 council should be no different in this regard.
The councillors ward budget should be cut completely and instead directed towards social care and Moss team provision.
Consider a voluntary redundancy scheme for council employees. This could reduce staffing where that is necessary but only on a voluntary basis. There may well be comhairle staff who would
be prepared to relinquish their posts but have no option at the moment other than resign which probably isn't possible for financial reasons.  
Feel that rather than looking for 'cuts' should be looking at ways of generating revenue from what we currently have and for alternative ways of operating, for example the size of the buses
currently in use  compared to numbers using them, allowing individuals to tender for and run business in council premises eg library and museum cafes, 
Fully investigate shared service options in finance, audit, HR, legal etc, while keeping a high priority to the retention and retraining of staff - incredibly difficult but so important. The need for
redundancy (in terms of service, not staff) should mean minimal staffing changes but opens the potential for shared resources in terms of software, hardware and other specialist external

 support services which the Comhairle pay huge sums.

 Minimise costs spent on FOI queries.
Any reduction in the level of funding on construction on the islands has a detrimental effect on island economy with companies going under resulting in increased unemployment with more
burden to the public purse. CNES has a duty to keep the economy buoyant.

 Got completely confused over the last question - too many to compare and then realised I had done it wrong then it put 1 to 29 itself - so left it . So please disregard this.
 Put up council tax.

Don't need to leave loads of black bags when collection rubbish/bins for the elderly. They don't have much rubbish anyway. Just leave enough for the next two weeks.
 Survey not very user friendly, probably the worst I have ever completed! especially the last bit, sure alot will not bother to complete.

Very disappointing that the general direction seems to be to rundown / close essential services rather than look at ways to promote and develop them. So much money has been wasted on
grants that were far too generous and benefitted a select few, now essential services will suffer. Been in the NHS for 30 years, clinical and management, again I have seen so much money
wasted. 

 Increase in council tax charges
 Implement restrictions on internal expenses, ie making online meetings compulsory, putting a ceiling limit on annual expenses claimed.

 1. Reduce heating / thermostats in all schools - far too hot!
 2. Reduce   ".          ".     ".   In all CNES buildings

 3. Link with Sy Port Authority and creatively think of a way CNES can get income from all the cruise  ships coming in this summer - 30,000  tourists!
4. CNES Reprographics dept on James Street- can be used by the public and provides a superb but far too cheap facility. Increase charges to public immediately, increase publicity so folk

 know it exists. Does it have any work from / connection with the printing of the Events magazine and the Sy Gazette? If not, can more business be got there?
Well done to the panel , Angus in particular, at Thursday night's consultation on their grace and politeness in the face of such rudeness from a few of the public. The rest , and vast majority of
us, were embarrassed by their rude behaviour and in retrospect wonder if one or two of them should have been removed!

This survey is quite difficult to follow and score. Some of the questions are not very clear eg 88 Do you score the service which is important to you or the proposal to amend  a service???
Perhaps the sickness absence policy could be reviewed to make employee pay less attractive during recurring periods of sickness absence without appropriate explanation. I have seen a
member of staff go on recurring long-term sickness absence and be offered more beneficial treatment within CNES that would be completely unacceptable in any other workplace.
Possible savings by conducting some council meetings via internet saving of councillors travel /overnight expenses 

 Run  Faire service from the WI Hospital switchboard.
Save having two switchboards manned 24 X7. Am I right in thinking both double manned?
These proposed savings appear to target the most vulnerable parts of the community. There is over one council member for each thousand population, large savings could be made by
reducing the number of councillors to a reasonable number (5 or 7 would seem adequate, given that there will soon be no services to oversee). Although the council cannot change this itself,
surely approaches could be made with a view to reducing this which would make huge savings and improve the morale of the community. The term Gaelic appears nowhere in this document,

 so I assume Gaelic provision and support will be undiminished while the rest of us go to Hell in a handcart, given that there will be no bus service. 
Small savings could be made by only having the lights on the sports fields illuminated when they are actually being used. Whenever I pass in the evening all lights are on, but no-one is actually
on the fields. 
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The Comhairle must pressure the Scottish Government to use it's powers to increase the rate of all income tax bands by 2% to improve service delivery for everyone.
My son currently gets free school meals because he attends Sandwickhill I would happily pay for this Its not much but lots of small things add up I would happily contribute to respite if it meant
I got some 

 Public consultation evenings should have been broken down into appropriate slots.
Issues on this document mean a lot to certain individuals who feel that the issue that affects them is the most important one (rightly so) however in practice this means that individual concerns

 take up a lot of time on said evenings.
The biggest issue for me is the apparent loss of Action for Children whose expertise cannot be replicated by foster carers. This appeared to be a deal done behind closed doors which clearly

 has angered a lot of service users and carers.
The absence of those who took and proposed this ridiculous notion was very apparent why were they not present to answer questions that last nights panel (cnes chambers 21/01/16) were

 obviously ill equipped to deal with making them look like bureaucratic fools.  
 The Chief Executive and Convenor locked in conversation during a speech by Keith Morrison (Wee W Studio) was appalling were you both bored?

This document has to be broken down issue by issue with appropriate agencies, service users, carers and crofters having a say in a properly presided meeting: these issues are too important
 to be swept along with a broad brush.

If the council have to save a total of 3.5% of their total budget would it not have less impact if ALL service budgets were reduced by this amount rather than targeting specific ones? Each
individual service should be able to function with a small reduction in running costs.  

 Stop making those calendars!!
 Councillors - reduce the amount spent travelling unnecessarily for meetings that can be done via Skype or vc 

 Allow schools to purchase resources from cheaper sources and not just "approved"ones
The entire budget should be available for review not just select items that the councillors feel do not affect them directly.
Scrap the community council in Pairc. In my eyes they only care for areas they live in. Look at Lemreway, bins and a bus stop. What about other villages?
There are too many families here that get too much in benefits and social care and no adult in household works. We need to encourage/ educate these people to have less children and work
more! 
Maybe it is past time to review the homeless service which is eating money, half of them are NOT homeless

Please go back to the Scottish Government to review their rule which allows the SG to impose financial penalties on local councils for increasing their council tax. People attending the public
meeting in Stornoway on the 21st Jan were all in agreement that they would pay a little more council tax to help retain the service listed in these proposed cuts, especially to itinerant teachers,

 residential care arrangements for children and care for the elderly.  This urgently needs to be addressed.
Why does the Comhairle continue to deliver services which overlap and duplicate other public sector bodies I.e. HIE, NHS Western Isles, etc when the most vulnerable in our society (children,
disabled and the elderly) are being targeted for front line financial cuts. As an example, the Development Department currently does an excellent job with a fantastic team of people but it does
have a number of remits which are not statutory requirements and are 'nice to do' when times are good but the good times have gone and public sector services all need to be cut back or
reviewed for where alternative arrangements are in place. I understand the Social Work Department and the Education Departments also have a number of areas where further cuts could be
made to Head Office management and project teams. Why were these internal areas and staffing issues not presented to the public for consultation but decisions on teaching staff and care

 professionals is put out for public consultation, is that not a equalities issue – it certainly does not seem a fair way to treat employees or manage a fair and true consultation process?

 wording of previous question to rank the proposals: unclear if 1 is where we want a cut to be made or if 1 is the proposal we least support
  top staff should accept a pay cut of 3% to 5%, this would be a great PR event and a huge encouragement to council staff to work at their own efficiency measures

 LED bulbs in streetlights
 reduce cnes printing budget e.g. calenders, diaries etc.

 redesign Housing Benefit Decision Notices so that several periods can be displayed on one sheet if necessary
 make clear to claimants on full council tax reduction that water rates are still due
 take action, such as DWP deductions, earlier when arrears of Council Tax accrue

 review evening security floodlighting of schools and other council property
 offer opt-in for voluntary e-billing for Council Tax to reduce out going mail

  re-evaluate any mainland events attended by councilors or council staff
 reduce refreshment costs for council meetings

Appalling trying to cut the overnight care, I have a relative who needs this care and does not want to have to leave her home. Which would be her only option if services like this were to stop.
Something could happen to them at 10.30pm at night (a fall, heart attack etc) and no one would know until the morning! Please think of the families on your island, we rely on these services. 
So many are asking to pay more council tax.  Realising that this may take time to implement, ask John Swinney for more money....his government is very good at wasting ours. 
The time has come to take a stand. When these are the savings that are being suggested it is clear that there simply isn't enough money. This SNP council tax freeze is now directly
impacting the most vulnerable in our society. Other local authorities are making representation to Holyrood that it can't be done. Time to earn your salaries and do the same. Charlie Nicolson
has the right idea.  People will pay more in council tax or income tax rather than see councillors vote through such sickening cuts!!
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I own my own small business. Due to the cost of renting a retail property, added to the risk of opening a shop in the town in the current financial environment, it is unlikely that I would take such
risk. Many of the retail property in the town centre has been sat empty for many months, and in many cases, years. In my opinion the rent for council owned retail spaces should be lowered to
encourage new businesses to set up, even if it was on a trial period basis to allow businesses to evaluate whether they could be sustainable, if so, the rent could be gradually increased to an
already agreed price with the lease holder. Surely it would be better to have these buildings in use, with some income rather than nothing. While they are sitting empty they are not creating any
income! The town could also do with new businesses opening!

If staff cuts are to be made,start at the top for a change!
This survey is not easy to follow - when you ask me if I give something priority - do you mean priority to implement it or priority to discuss it? When you ask me to rank proposals - do you mean

 I feel strongly about the proposal (ie regardless of whether I agree or disagree) - or do you mean I feel strongly that you implement your proposal. Very ambigous!
I live in Point and for a start I don't think we need 3 councillors - consider reducing the number of councillors and save on salaries/pensions.
I do believe that you should increase the council tax by 1% to give vital services a reprieve. Please, please, do not hit the most vulnerable.....our elderly who we should be treating like Kings
and Queens and also our young. Have a look around the council building to see which departments have the most money which won't be difficult taking a wander through each corridor and cut
from them NOT social care and education.

Start with cutting the number of councilors follow this by cutting your office staff
There are plenty other savings the Comhairle could make, e.g. why is fuel for Comhairle vehicles not bought from cheapest pumps?? Why are there no cuts proposed to internal Comhairle
management?? Why do Comhairle staff fly to meetings on other islands/mainland rather than the cheaper option of public transport & ferries?? 
Disappointing to see value of nearly quarter of a million losses for a failing coffee shop propped up, for 4 years, while lifeline services for people in older life, road safety, support for the arts
and culture, are slashed. This is a a budget for an out of touch, out of creativity, local authority set on making the islands a less attractive place to live and work.

 Stop staff travel expenses within Western Isles council
 Discontinue all claims for local councillors, ie travel, accomodation etc

 Staff from benbecula to stop attending meetings in stornoway and use video link instead
 Reduce admin staff within western isles council

 Benefits to be monitored more closely within western isles, ie housing
The use of videoing conference between the 3 islands instead of incurring transport and accommodation costs.

reduce travel expenses of all staff and councillors, car sharing more and less fact finding trips .
I didn't have time to do the ranking exercise properly
Get rid of electric car at market stance as it's used for personal use  what a waste of money and office driver just galavants all day with it
First of all, begin at home + cut your own expenses . . we all know how you like to stay at the best hotels, and dine well on all your unnecessary trips... + what exactly does a convener do ??

 this post is a total and utter waste of public money.. you want cuts ???  START IN YOUR OWN BACK YARD !!!!!
YOU WILL GO AHEAD AND CUT WHATEVER SERVICES YOU WANT TO CUT,  YOU DO NOT TAKE ONE BLIND BIT OF NOTICE OF PUBLIC OPINION !!!
Not sure of ranking exercise puts the service that is most important first or the saving that is most approved of first - so have not completed that.

Information on where money is currently spent in detail would be ideal so to be able to asses what could be cut more fairly. Transparency on costs such as the many last minute flights being
 used by councillors and those working in cne-siar rather than using teleconferencing.

Where education are spending their budget on things such as ELR additional costs? 
 Social Work Dept. overspends massively year in year out. Money is being wasted on most aspects of the Social Work system.

 ie:- Homeless facility is being abused, patrons do not have to strive to move on in life, as everything is laid out on a plate for them.
Massive savings could be made if this was reviewed.

Council tax should be increased to allow public services to be delivered. With the economy of the islands in such a fragile state, peoples jobs and homes are being put at risk by the Scottish
 government by sticking to the tax freeze.

 Scottish government do not see what is happing within our towns and villages, they are becoming ghost towns and shops etc are suffering as a consequence.
There should be concern that the islands will not function as the safe and perfect place to bring up families etc and that people will relocate to the mainland if the infrastructure is left to

 deteriorate.
There is far to much emphasis on education within our islands and not enough emphasis on industry, commerce etc to keep people within the islands.

 Relocate library from expensive leased building to Town hall.
 Cut all 3rd party leasing arrangements. 

 Withdraw grants/subsidies to An Lanntair.
Reduce number of councillors.

Would it not be possible for the council to share some of the same admin offices and staff with the health board ?

Review of ancillary staff within council operation, Could some of these function be outsourced more economically
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 -Cut number of councillors 
 -Encourage existing councillors to give back salary for year as most already have another income

 -Remove flexi from employees
 -Cut sick pay for employees

 -Cut Islands allowance from employees
 -Cut numbers of office staff in Education and Social Work - Too much administration rather than front line service

 -Put services out to tender - Council canteen, library café, Garage, etc
 -Check if DSO/COU/?? is offering best value to CNES departments and tax payer

 -Put refuse service out to tender 
 - Check all assets and dispose of any that aren't being fully utilised - Plant, properties, etc

 - Stop subsidy for CNES canteen for staff and councillors
 - Tender Facilities Management of all CNES buildings to see if services could be delivered for less by private contractor

I would like to see the efficiency and effectiveness of all council run departments reviewed. If any can be provided cheaper and more effectively by the private sector then these avenues should
be explored. e.g. the library café could probably be run more profitably by a small private business and they would not incur expensive council overheads. I would like to see the number of
councillors reduced. On the mainland the number of people a councillor is responsible for greatly exceeds any on the Islands. Either merge wards or have a councillor responsible for larger

 areas. 
A complete overhaul into the terms and conditions of councillors and council employed staff should be seriously looked at. Generous pay, pensions, leave allowances etc. are not acceptable

 when compared to the private sector. Austerity has to be applied to all. 
When areas like above have been addressed then maybe people wouldn't be adverse to small rises in council tax. But it has to be demonstrated that cuts are applied fairly and transparently

 In the past councillors were never salaried, therefore I propose that councillor salaries are scrapped.
 I propose that the travel and subsistence budgets are slashed for councillors also.

 Mainland travel should only be for staff when attendance is essential.
 I suggest that the town area should only have refuse collection on par with the rest of the Island.

 Decrease school playground supervisors in small schools.
Decrease janitorial hours in small schools.
Reduce staff hours to 35 hr week

 outrageous that the dates of consultation meetings were not publicised well in advance in local press, at Co-op etc - totally inadequate to have this info buried in the CNES website
there is too much jargon and inadequate clarity in this questionnaire
You have money to provide services for the people on your island. Caring for your people should be your priority. As you've mentioned, avoidable emergencies will happen without MOSS, why
risk lives. I also don't understand where all the foster carers are to look after our young people in care.
I do believe forward planning is lacking in many areas - therefore paying premium overtime. Why has the library coffee shop been allowed to run at a loss for so long. There must be ways to

 cut costs there.  Cut staff numbers, cut costs of food they are taking in etc.    The bus station is the same, there must be ways to cut costs rather than shut it completely.   
 The idea of charging for parking at the Council buildings seems like a sensible idea.  This in addition to full parking charges in the town centre will bring in extra revenue.

 Also agree the Sports centre could raise it's prices slightly.
Personally not informed enough to make a comment on many of the other issues but feel forward planing for many area would help bring down costs. Home care should not be affected, this is
a valuable asset which enables people to live in their homes.  However I do feel some home care services for the severely disabled may need to be cut.

 Close the Harris Customer Service and install a videophone to Stornoway. There's so little goes on there.
Was there not a central government initiative for Councils to split up contracts so that local community groups can bid for local provision. Can local solutions not be found to some of your

 budget issues?
You should consider building bridges with the Community Windfarm groups that are now starting to see income from their turbines. They too work on behalf of the community, so there may be

 opportunities for council and generator to work together on a more bespoke local service provision that they are willing to contribute to.
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There are around 20 managers within the education department. What are these people's jobs? What are they doing that we couldn't cope without before? Cut the pen pushers at desks not
 the teachers who are in front of the pupils and actually teaching them. 

Councillors salaries? Never a mention to ever cut their share or their travel expenses. Councillors used to be a voluntary position not a paid one. If the government are putting stops to all the
 things the councillors want to do then what exactly is the point in the councillors existence?! 

Convenor and Leader? Who is who exactly? What does one do that the other doesn't? Why have 2 people paid to fill the same position? What are they actually doing for the council apart from
 chairing meetings? 

Council tax - look at Moray councils example, increase council tax. Again if that's up to the government to do and out of councillors hands then what's the point in councillors? The government
 saying no hasn't stopped Moray council...

 Restrict mainland travel for elected members and officers to an absolute minimum.
Return to the previous model of elected member leadership where for many years there was a Convener with a need for a Leader. With less functions now being controlled by the Comhairle it

 is an easy way of saving a significant amount of money without any tangible impact upon the running of the Comhairle.
 Turn off all street lights both in town and country locations at 11pm each night.

Reduce subsidy to Island Games and use to support itinerant teaching provision in schools.
I found the last part of this form impossible to complete. ("88. Please rank the proposals to indicate which of the services are most important to you. Where 1 is the most important, 2 against
the next and so on.") By setting "review of stornoway abattoir" to 5 was I saying that the service was important to me or was I saying that the review of it was important to me? If I placed
"reduce streetlighting budget" at position 1 was that saying I found the street-lighting budget of critical importance or was I saying that I wanted it reduced (which I do)? 
If the Council are looking for a way to encourage the young people to leave the Islands and discourage families from moving here they're certainly going in the right direction... The council
should be looking at the amount of councillors that represent each ward, 3 are certainly not required in Point, I'm sure that there would be a big saving in that... 

Understanding cuts are having to be made. the biggest savings potentially look as if they are through the most needed areas. The needs of vulnerable individuals, their
families/carers/guardians, the elderly, education and health care could increase during proposed transitions if not carefully planned and reassured services and support would be provided. 

Open all Council facilities particularly sports facilities across the Islands on all Sundays. This must apply to facilities which have revived council funding. Stop the difference in Council service
provision, particularly sports, but others, within the islands on a Sunday. This is discrimination. This does not suit families. It does not apply anywhere else. Please name one place this

 happens.
 Get NHS to pay a higher share of costs for care in community eg care in community.

Cease disabled adaptions being provided for those who can afford to pay. Reduce costs of care homes. The cost is considerably higher in Comhairle. Provide a league table of all Scottish
 local authorities.

Recover costs of repair and improvement work and disabled grants etc where the person sells the property within 10 years on a sliding scale and reuse that money for those who need such
 work done. It has been badly mismanaged and abused. Even employees have had significant improvement works including external cladding undertaken to their homes.

How much is the council paying per annum  PP1 repayments? 
The Comhairle need to focus on the initial priorities for the people in the Hebrides. 1. Elderly/vulnerable - Care. 2. Children / families - Education 3. Transportation - roads/sevices 4.

 Jobs/Tourism - Economic Development.
 What happens after, is a bonus. 

 1. Streamlining the spend within departments.  How much was spent on silly calendars which were sent home with every child in school?  
 2. Linking more closely with businesses and organisations in achieving a better outcome for the people.

 3. A more pro-active approach to the disposal process of buildings.  Ridiculous that buildings are left for years to deteriorate. 
 4. Review of staff - evident that there are still issues.  Some are doing too much. Some are doing too little!

Overall, I think as one of the local outcomes refers to heath and wellbeing, the Comhairle should look at the Danish approach to working. 4 days per week (where possible). It has been
evidenced that people are happier as the work/family life is balanced well. 
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Look to reduce the number of senior management on high salaries by combing their roles as is the norm in other councils. Reduce the amount wasted by going out to outside consultancies to
provide the detail and information that CNES own staff are paid to deliver on. Look at increasing the council tax rates as suggested by Moray council, the council tax freeze has gone on for too
long and CNES should make the bold decision to increase the rate to reduce the planned cuts. Education of your staff to take ownership, responsibility and empower them to get things right -
instead of constant failings which you like to cover up, instead of taking responsibility for your failings.
Effective management of CNES staff sickness payments. Reduce funding for Gaelic Medium Education in line with other Education Budgets. Reduce number of councillors and frequency of
Council Meetings.  Reduce travel and subsistence costs for Councillors.
Increase Council Tax. This is a no-brainer. It has been on hold for so many years that people will be horrified but it HAS to go up sometime. Even a slight increase every year ... this is a matter
of urgency.
Please keep care for vulnerable children and the elderly.  Keep facilities open in town to help the shops.

Increase council tax
Redundancy of non-frontline staff from CNES. Early retirement for those on large salaries if at or near age - let them lead by example! 
Put up council tax!!
It is not possible to rank in such a simplistic way and provides a false positive. There is a need for additional evidence and information to be able to conduct this exercise in any kind of
menaingful way . This is purely a tick box exercise
Yet again, the council aren't looking at their own efficiency. Cutting back on care, children's services and support for the elderly; cutting back on the maintenance of our transport infrastructure.
All easy targets. Why not look at where money has been wasted - how much money had CnEs had to pay out in compensation or lost due to contracts not being watertight (or legal)? What is
the travel budget for council officials?  Can CnES not use VC for meetings, instead of flying here, there and everywhere?

There is alot of money being wasted by the council on things they do not need to spend money on like travel allowance costs, flights to mainland mettings and training that could be done free
through skype meetings online, and roads do not need fully resurfaced when just a few pot holes need filling instead, and having someone logically think over the long term damage some of
the cuts to the important things we need like we need to keep on staff at residential carehome unit as it is vital we keep families on an island close to home snd to benefit the families to get the
support locally they need not close and risk breaking up homes and mental damage which no money can replace, yes cut travel costs and keep training local or skype meetings training doesnt
cost anytging if done online with professionals, flights and hotels and fuel costs alot, but care and social support workers are already limited here and it provides valuable rewarding jobs, helps
local families in dire situations, and benefits development to make sure child is healthy mentally kept close to home, and no one wants to lose a child or a care home thats local, we need to
keep it but cut costs in.other ways snd other areas but not risk a vulnarable childs future by being sent away and the mental damage that will cost. I hope you will take all my responses serious
as I am in agreement with cuts but not in agreement to cuts that affect our local community to make us suffer just to save money in the wrong places, priorities are our only childrens carehome
residential unit, and keeping it open, please dont be crazy enough to ruin local families and destroy vulnable childrens futures by closing it, this is priority to keep this open, I pray to God its
never closed, there are no other options locally for children to stay in a safe cared for environment thats designed to get the family stable and back together as a normal functioning family.
Thats important, more important than money is family and friends and that sense of belonging, not removed and lonely and away from here, it will only do alot of damage mentally and cost alot
more in longer term care and damages to property with unhappy rebellious isolated kids, so think of how much it will cost and the other risks being sent away, we have compassionate staff
here and it works here, some units away are a risk and dont work as the kids are very vulnerable and some staff are not compassionate, we are proud of ours here who are all the nicest social
support workers who have managed to get children calm, and give them time, and help support them emotionally and it costs less to have a happy child short term than an angry child long
term away, so please dont close the residential care unit as it is invaluable, we do need it and cant afford to lose it, a child who is sent away is not going to cope away neither is the family, its
sad to imagine the emotional suffering that will cause, its distressing to think of families being torn apart snd a child being so unhappy away with no family or friend for stability, please think if
this was yiur child would you risk losing him or her? Well I couldnt risk that , so please dont close it, 
Leave Childrens services and elderly care alone. Stop paying rent for library and office premises and move them to council owned premises. If town centre workers have to pay for car parking
council car park users should have to as well. 
School closures should be considered. Its crazy keeping open some of these really small schools.That must be costing hundreds of thousands.

 - less contracts externally if it can be done internally 
- this includes doing things before they actually become a problem eg fill in potholes weekly as part of road maintenance work - if they're on salary they should work normal hours. Do not leave

 roads until huge potholes develop and then pay a building contractor extortionate rates to do it as an emergency job.
 - run council as a business - library cafe, sports centre, town hall, could all be self sustaining of marketed and run properly. 

 - increase bus fares before considering removing bus services 
 - remove flexi time and increase contracted hours to 40 - I worked for a private company that did initially to avoid redundancies.

 - councillors should be paid a stipend eg £6k or expenses. This could save up to £400k. 
 - remove unnecessary staff members and negative or inefficient staff members. Or retrain them. 

 - increase school hours and provide better after school clubs to allow parents to work full time effectively 
 - offer other services which could make money - rent out premises, offer discounts for businesses to use them, or offer premises eg library out for tender and take percentage of profits.

 - offer more high quality services at a higher price 

Council tax increases should be considered, as I believe Moray and others are proposing.
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 Introduce a staff sickness monitoring model to reduce 'days lost '. 

A review of top line management structure should be carried out. Councillors working practices should be reviewed and efficiencies identified.

Fewer councilor, directors and managers would save more than the proposed cuts. 
The majority of these proposals are aimed at vulnerable groups within our community which is disappointing and fundamentally wrong. We, as a community, and the council as our elected
members, should be doing all we can to protect these groups and not using them as an easy target for the main thrust of budget cuts. All other waste within the council should be identified
prior to any major cuts. Reviews of high earning posts, the apparently high volume of admin support, rent on properties, IT budgets, additional projects with little public impact, middle
management, expenses, conferences and travel should occur first. If elected members think targeting vulnerable groups is acceptable and cannot see the possible impact of these cuts on
local families who are already struggling with the high cost of living and low wages, then maybe a change in elected members is required.
Reduce the number of independent councillors, they are a waste/drain on resources.For the population there are far to many counsellors who do nothing or very little for the community other
than line their own pockets withntax payers money.
counselors should be made to work part time and bring in more part time people, it would reduce holiday pay and would also create more jobs
When departments decide to carry out a project that people are held responsible for the project succeeding/failing. Money is getting wasted by bringing in consultants that are unable to
complete/implement changes. 

 The number of councillors in each area should be reduced, too many eg 4 between shawbost and ness, 3 in point alone. 6 in stornoway. Not required. 
 Too many management staff and not enough injuns to do the work, so more people on sick leave, costing the council more.  

We don't need a convener and a council leader and a chief executive. Too top heavy, in many departments with big salaries, reason for the situation they are in. Suggestions for cuts given by
people over the years were not implemented, if they had been the situation today would not be so bad.

 I fully support Charlie Nicolson proposal to charge 1p in the £1 to support services. 
 Review of the amount off people working in the council offices and charges to park in your own carpark 

 Also councilors expenses to be reviewed 
Reduction in number oc councillor's and their travel costs.
The population of the WI is 26k. There are 31 council members. The proposal to cut them should be speeded up and 10 of them could easily go. How much money did they spend on mainland
jaunts that could be attended by VC? How much money was paid out in voluntary redundancy over the past few years where the people made redundant are now back working for the council?
I could go on but why bother, we won't be listened to and members and staff will go on being paid big salaries and allowances for doing ... What? 

Please don't target children and young people. They are our future. We need to invest in them. 
Taking in more trainee staff to the council and offering retirement and redundancies to the staff on high wages that could save money should be discussed
Please reconsider the things that are obviously not wanted by us. 
It seems that due to overspend, poor management of resources, and unnecessary expenditure by CNES, we, the ordinary people of Lewis now face reductions in services, disadvantaged
lifestyles, and higher taxes - how is that fair???

 Review those on benefits.
 Reduce the number of councillors.

Look after and educate our children as best we can so that they grow to make a better job of running the island than our generation has.

I would support Cllr Nicolson's views regarding Income Tax. I would prefer to pay the additional Income Tax, for it to be used to increase the Local Authorities budgets and retain my local
services, supporting the communities we live in and retaining jobs within the Comhairle. 
I often wonder why some smaller rural schools continue to have both English and Gaelic nurseries while in other larger schools (such as Laxdale) it is only Gaelic. Shouldn't the Comhairle only
provide Gaelic pre school provision as a point of principle? I think that this is detrimental to parents options when it comes to enrolling them in school. In my experience if someone places their
child in the English nursery they are much more reluctant to consider Gaelic at school enrollment. Why not just have Gaelic nursery in these schools? Surely that would save money and be
good for GM education in the long run. Stornoway Primary perhaps could be an exception as the Comhairle took over a private service (little teddies) and there is a lack of this type of childcare
in Stornoway, but I think it would be a good option for all other rural schools.
I strongly feel that the discontinuation of itinerant art, music and PE teachers would be a travesty. The arts are vitally important for the health, wellbeing and economic prospects of future
generations. To make cuts in these places would be to limit our young people's future. How can 1 or 2 teacher schools be expected to provide the same level of education in these subjects? I
realise all primary teachers are GTC qualified to teach these subjects, but there is a massive difference in theory and practice! 
Let the people decide on this . Options for increasing revenue is council tax income tax or special tax. Can we in islands manage our own budgets 

 Cut the number of cllrs. 
You have not advertised this survey at all and are not giving people much time to think about such serious issues that affect us all as islanders.

Services like maintaining the length of grass and gym membership costs are not important compared to affecting people's care - old people and children.
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Increase council tax and reduce significantly the number of councillors. We only need half a dozen.

Cut councillor expenses! I don't get paid to drive to my job. You choose to represent the people. In fact councillors should not be paid at all. Cut staff in departments. Build another nursing
home in Lewis . Let smaller businesses tender for council work, especially in construction. Smaller businesses charge less and in a lot of cases provide a better quality of work. Extend the use
of renewables to combat fuel poverty. Do you really need all these office staff? A lot of them sit on Facebook all day!!
I think it is awful that you are proposing to cut services to our most vulnerable people - children and elderly. This change will affect their lives.. And you are comparing it to a Sports Centre fee -
An extra £5 a year for gym members compared to the children/elderlys safety and wellbeing!? Think if it was one of your family this was affecting. The elderly have paid their way their whole
life, they deserve to be cared for like human beings. Not left every night (unable to do basic care for themselves) on their own or having to spend their life savings on a care home. It's
outrageous. And Hillcrest is a fantastic place for vulnerable children - where all their needs are met. Think of the people before money.
Some of these questions/proposals are worded in such a way as to be too complex for me to comment on. I think the survey has been poorly prepared if you genuinely wish to have community
involvement in these decisions.

 Reduction in councellor salaries
 Look at middle management cuts.

Reducing retention of empty school buildings that are unused 

 Any increase in income tax should be ignored as working people on the island should not be penalised further for doing the right thing working hard.
 It is an idiotic idea, working people already have enough costs especially living on the island and it would bring about misery to a lot of people who may feel that you are better off out of work.

Services should be more efficient than they are and savings has to be made. 

What savings and sacrifices are the Councillors themselves making? Given the annual salary and expenses outlay is £650k+ their number should be at least reduced by 50%.......a significant
saving.  Angie Campbell and his cohorts definitely do not represent value for money to the people of the Western Isles.
Cut the number off Councillors dramatically. Abolish flexible working hours within the council & make redundant all employees on part time hours.
In my view the councilors that we have elected should carry out there jobs for no salary for 1 u ear this will flush out the many that are doing it purely for the money and retain the few that
actually care about what happens to our island and the people that live here this would have a huge saving of over 250k cutting already poor services should not even be considered and
removing pe music etc from schools is an utter disgrace. By all means increase sports centre fares peir fairs parking fees these are the areas that should be del with immediately.
Awful
Reduction in Management

Reduce the number of councillors, we have far to many at 32 for a population of around 26,500. Brighton and Hove for example has a population of 273,000 yet they can make do with 54
councillors. I also know that the council are at the moment moving staff around and downgrading them to a lower wage after many years without a decent wage increase. Why not reduce the

 number of councillors by at least thirty, and reduce their income to the national minimum wage. Not going to happen though, is it?
PS. The council longest serving member left last year after having her wages reduced by 25% due to internal restructuring, Very fair I thought, what do you think?

 Try turning down the heating by 2 degrees in all council buildings!
 This would save a significant amount.

It's usually too hot in council buildings including schools.
Withdrawing the Residential care provision is a total mistake, you cannot expect there to be enough foster care provision and what if that fails!! There needs to be a failsafe!!!! I wanted to
Foster but we couldn't as we didn't have a spare room and as we are in a Heb housing property they wouldn't consider giving us a bigger house until we were fostering.  Vicious circle.

3 years ago the meeting voted unanimously no reduction in flights. This has had a huge impact on Southern Isles. Patients can't travel for treatment in Raigmore on a Monday. People in the
Southern Isles are as entitled to access health services as elsewhere.   
Overnight accommodation costs for medical patients could be reduced if daily flights were re-introduced.   
Reinstate return flights from Benbecula to Stornoway to reduce overnight accommodation costs.   
Pursue idea of shared headship for Castlebay and Eoligarry Schools.   
Street lights should be put off during the summer.   
Can council get rid of Conveners post until the situation improves?  Councillors facetime/video link to mainland meetings.
Councillors stay in travel lodges not expensive hotels.
Improve the waste of electricity, heating, paper, ink, printing in schools and council buildings.
Can teachers and auxiliaries be used instead of paying invigilators at exam time?  Stop wasting money on translating everything to Gaelic.
Drop some of the more ridiculous court cases (especially horse/noble one).
Hope newspapers delivered to the council are paid for by staff.

Lose the Chief Executive (one of the departmental lead officers can do the job alongside their own) - saving around £350,000 over 3 years.
Impose a cut on Members' allowances to £10,000 pa - saving £600,000 over 3 years.
Carry out review of departmental chief's salaries - downwards.
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More use of video conferencing or skype.
Top priority should be the care of most vulnerable.
Turn down heating in council buildings.
No subsidised meals for councillors or employees. 

Start saving within council offices.  Start at top and work way down.
A lot of waste within council offices. 
Maybe public should demand an independent auditor go in and have a look at the books?
"Top priorities are Care for the Elderly, Education, Roads and Residential Children.
Education - efficiencies can be made.
Roads - need to be maintained.
Residential Children - something more stable needs to be put in place.
Look at all departments and how best they can be run to provide a first class service to people of the Western Isles.
Utilise empty business premises in town by selling/renting out.
Reduce funding available for spending on people with drink problems."   
Turn heading in schools down by 1-2 degrees.
Lease the library café to a private business.
Scrutinise sickness absence more closely.
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From: Malcolm Burr  
Sent: 18 January 2016 14:28 
To:  
Subject: FW: Flights from Benbecula to Stornoway 

Dear  

Thank you for your e-mail last week regarding our consultation on budget and savings options. 

You will be pleased to know that the Comhairle decided at its meeting on Wednesday 13 January to remove from the 
list of options any changes to the Benbecula/Stornoway Air Service, and it is our intention at present to continue to 
support the air service on the current three days per week basis.  The final decision on our budgets for next year will 
be taken at our Council meeting on 17 February, but I do not anticipate that removal of the funding for these air 
services will form part of our recommendations. 

Thank you for writing to me on the matter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Malcolm Burr 
Àrd-oifigear/Chief Executive 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar 

-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 14 January 2016 20:15 
To: Lynn McCloy 
Cc: Web Support 
Subject: Flights from Benbecula to Stornoway 

CnES Web Message 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

Subject :  
Flights from Benbecula to Stornoway 

Message :  
Please consider most seriously and reject any suggestions to cancel or further restrict flights from Benbecula to 
Stornoway. Now that Uist & Barra Hospital at Balivanich has such limited capacity, the flights to Stornoway are a 
lifeline for hospital treatment and alternative travel by ferry especially in winter-time is extremely unreliable and 
impractical for someone in poor health. When my doctor at Lochmaddy, Dr Wheeler, suspected a torn retina he 
instructed me on 17 November to fly immediately to Stornoway to the eye clinic for emergency treatment, which I did. 
How would I have saved my sight if the flight had not existed? I could not drive, and I doubt the emergency plane 
would have been provided to take me to Raigmore. I am a precise example of the need for these flights to be 
retained, and do indeed ask that they be increased to a Monday - Friday service, as previously. I would prefer to pay 
additional Council Tax than lose my sight. Please resolve to protect this lifeline air service. Thankyou. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

Appendix E
(E7) 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 20 January 2016 11:15 
To: Budget Consultation 
Cc: Malcolm Burr 
Subject: Budget Consultation 

Hi 

I contacted your council on a number of occasions about possible ways that your council could make savings by 
adopting a human rights framework. Unfortunately at the last consultation it seemed to go astray. I have 
however raised this with your officials and with the Diversity and Equality Steering Group over a period of time 
now along with other matters pertaining to human rights including the Scottish National Action Plan on Human 
Rights which I believe your Councillors have not been briefed on. I think that under these very difficult times 
every option should at least be considered and this approach also would meet your legal obligations. It has been 
tried before abroad and has been very successful and has also been tried out in the NHS. Unfortunately public 
bodies in Scotland don't appear to be too keen on adopting such an approach for whatever reason.  

Here is the link to this framework 

http://www.scottishhumanrights.com/humanrights/humanrightsbasedapproach 

I am sure that the Scottish Human Rights Commission would be delighted to assist your council in developing 
such an approach and the Western isles could even lead the way. This approach would be beneficial to all! 

I hope that you will give this some consideration. 

Thanking you 
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From: Malcolm Burr  
Sent: 21 January 2016 12:46 
To:  
Cc: Robert Emmott; Lesley McDonald; Norma Skinner - CE 
Subject: BUDGET CONSULTATION 

Dear  

Thank you very much for your e-mail regarding the Comhairle’s budget strategy.  

Having looked at the link to the Scottish Human Rights website which you kindly provided in your email, I note that it 
highlights PANEL principles, and I would like to reassure you that the Comhairle takes the principles of participation, 
accountability, non-discrimination, empowerment and legality fully into account in its decision making, and particularly 
around budget choices.   

I am aware that one of the roles of the Diversity and Equality Steering Group (DESG) is to advise the Community 
Planning Partnership on priority areas for action, and I am sure that if the DESG believes that a Human Rights 
Framework would enable each of the partnership organisations to make their required level of savings, then the 
Community Planning Partnership would consider a discussion paper on the subject. 

I hope that you are aware, though the local media, of the Community Consultation and online survey running until 29 
January 2016; the Comhairle’s dedicated webpage also provides details of the Budget Strategy process; the web 
address is below: 
http://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/fcr/budgetstrategy.asp 

Yours sincerely 

Malcolm Burr 
Àrd-oifigear/Chief Executive 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar 
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PLUS A PETITION SIGNED BY 281 PEOPLE
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From:  
Sent: 27 January 2016 07:09 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: CnES Budget Consultation - Response from Sgoil Lionail Parent Council 

Sgoil Lionail Parent Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on 
the Comhairle’s budget consultation and have the following comments 
on the proposals which will impact on pupils and our school: 

Discontinue the use of Itinerant Teachers in schools 
Schools have benefitted significantly from the input of itinerant 
teachers into the art, PE and music elements of the curriculum.  Whilst 
we recognise that all primary teachers are trained to deliver these 
subjects, these are areas where an aptitude for the subject logically 
improves the way in which it is taught.  Having specialist teachers for 
these subjects therefore makes the difference between delivering an 
acceptable lesson and one which is significantly better. 

Having specialist teachers in these areas has surely contributed to the 
success of our young athletes, musicians, singers and artists.  Does 
the Comhairle have confidence that this success will continue and our 
sports, arts and music cultures will continue to thrive if this specialist 
input at the early stages of a child’s development are 
withdrawn?  What evidence has been used to assess the potential 
impact? 

The Comhairle’s mission statement for the E&CS department is to 
deliver excellence in Education and Children’s Services.  Surely a 
move back towards acceptability and standards just being met but not 
exceeded is contrary to your own approved policy objectives? 

In our view, the Comhairle should be putting the provision of excellent 
education provision for all pupils at the heart of what it does.  Having 
high quality schools attracts people to come to live or return to and 
even stay living in the islands.  In many instances the quality of schools 
is a deciding factor in where families chose to live.  These families 
provide the people we need to deliver of services within the islands 
and also the entrepreneurs who make our economy thrive.  A move 
back to average and acceptable is a backward step and one which is 
to the detriment of all pupils within the Western Isles. 

We would therefore urge you not to implement this budget 
proposal. 

Implement the Shared Headship for Sgoil Lionail and Sgoil an Taobh 
Siar 
It is our understanding, from a meeting that was held between this 
Parent Council and Mr Chisholm on 23 June 2015 that a review of the 
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shared headship arrangement for these schools would be undertaken 
after 6 months.  Whilst no issues have been reported through the Sgoil 
Lionail Parent Council, we would request that this evaluation is 
undertaken with pupils, staff and parents of both schools to ensure the 
current arrangements are sustainable should a permanent 
arrangement be put in place. 

We would therefore recommend that this proposal is not 
implemented until the review is completed. 
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From:  
Sent: 27 January 2016 12:59 
To: Marina Mackay 
Cc: Robert Emmott 
Subject: Budget Consultation Response 

Marina, 

Please accept the following as a response to the Comhairle's Budget Consultation and ensure it is passed on 
to the relevant people.  It would be good for all Members to see this Statement if that is possible. 

LEWIS PRESBYTERY URGES THE COMHAIRLE TO SAFEGUARD OVERNIGHT CARE SERVICE

"Lewis Presbytery of the Church of Scotland urges Comhairle nan Eilean Siar not to make any cuts in its 
Overnight Carer Service.  While recognising the difficult decisions faced by the Comhairle in the current 
financial climate, the Presbytery urges the Comhairle to protect the most vulnerable in our society by 
safeguarding the valuable service provided by its dedicated team of Overnight Carers.  In Presbytery's view, 
this essential service should be safeguarded in order to enable more people to stay in their own homes safely 
and to reduce strain on hospital and residential care provision.  The Presbytery assures all Comhairle 
Members of its ongoing prayerful support at this challenging time" 

Lewis Presbytery of the Church of Scotland 
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From:  
Sent: 27 January 2016 13:03 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: another view 

Hello, 

I have looked at your consultation documents and I appreciate the difficult fiscal situation the council is in. However, 
all I can see is reviews, price increases or cuts. Has no thought at all been given to raising additional revenues from 
somewhere? 

Surely there must be opportunities to create new income streams? More out of the box, can do thinking please. 

Best regards. 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 28 January 2016 16:10 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: C7 Itinerant Teachers 

We wish to make representation to the Director of Finance and the Leader of the council that we are opposed to 
having specialist and itinerant P.E. Teachers removed from Iochdar Primary School. This is a highly valued 
service which makes an enormous contribution to the children's education and our wider community. 

From 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 28 January 2016 21:13 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: Chief Executive's Office - Consultation 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I write regarding the proposed changes to the Home Care Overnight service. 

I wish it to be noted that we, as a family who use, and depend on, this service feel very strongly that it should not 
be affected or withdrawn due to budgetary cuts. 

This proposed move targets vulnerable people who have multiple health needs and are dependent on this 
service in order to remain in their own home. It would be anticipated that the withdrawal of this service would 
inevitably  add to the cost and of residential care. 

Whilst we fully appreciate the difficult financial circumstances all local authorities find themselves in, we must 
stress our opposition to having the overnight service axed. It seems to rather cruelly target elderly and disabled 
people, who sincerely and really need this vital service . 

Yours Sincerely, 
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From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 06:40 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: Small Arts Revenue Budget 

Dear Sirs 

I write in connection with the proposal to axe this budget.  The saving would be a mere £20k but the loss of 
this potential funding support for the arts and artists would far outweigh any saving.  

The Western Isles, and Uist in particular, have a rich and fertile tradition in both Fine Art and traditional 
music, and hosts degree courses in both. In addition, there are numerous individual artists and 
craftsmen who contribute to making the community vibrant and sustainable, and for whom occasional small 
grants can make all the difference.  Their contribution to the local economy should not be ignored. 

This proposed minor saving would be a false economy when there are other ways in which the Comhairle 
could make savings of this scale (such as turning off street lights for a portion of the night, or a quarter of an 
hour earlier throughout the islands).  

I trust the Comhairle will reconsider this inappropriate proposal.  

Yours faithfully 
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From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 07:56 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: Re: To discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016. This could save £20k in 2016/17.

Re: To discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016. This could save
£20k in 2016/17 

Between this proposal and the threat to itinerant art, music and PE teachers the Comhairle's policy
is very much an anti-creativity one and that is very very worrying. People working in the arts 
whether it is individuals with small arts and crafts businesses or whether it is groups who are
involved with the arts and crafts are trying to make a living in a place which due to many factors is
not the easiest for small arts businesses (relative lack of tourism due to its remote location and lack
of access through transport, bad weather, lack of access to affordable materials due to postage,
lack of propoer and fast internet etc etc). To cut this relatively small scale grant is detrimental to 
many small businesses which means the loss of tax revenue and a less inviting environment for art 
professionals to settle or continue to live in a place which depends on a sustainable population. 

It would mean the discontinuation of art events such as Art on the Map which is a major tourist 
magnet in the summer and therefore not only directly supports the trail but indirectly supports other
tourist related businesses. We were also planning on an artist exchange with Germany which would 
have meant exposure to island based artists beyond Scotland, projects like this would also 
be under threat. 

A society without creativity is a poor, bland and quite frankly dangerous society. Creativity and the
arts stimulate the thriving of the understanding of human kind and of mutual respect. on a more 
financial level, it would be a shame to take the arts away from the islands at a time when the Outer
Hebrides are becoming a wee bit more of a tourist attraction which is so vital to sustain this place. 

Thank you and please do keep me updated to the decision made, 

with kind regards. 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 10:26 
To: Budget Consultation 
Cc: Cllr. Angus Campbell 
Subject: Budget Consultation 

I attach your budget consultation form with my comments. 

I wish to 
protest at the short time available to the public to comment on such far reaching proposals.  I'm fully aware that 
the Scottish Chancellors statement didn't appear until mid-December, the world (including CNES) then went to 
sleep over the Christmas/New Year period, and that things have to be put in place before 1st April 2016.  
However the very short notice of public consultation smacks more of administrative convenience than serving or 
consulting the public. Neither does having a public meeting at your offices mitigate this.  First intimation that 
such public meeting would take place appeared in the Gazette just 7 days before the actual meeting, when the 
Gazette had little information as to the proposals. Besides many members of the public were already committed 
to Thursday evening events (the reason I couldn't attend).  
The meeting should have had at least 3 weeks lead-in, be held at a decent venue (say, the Town Hall) with at 
least some detail of the proposals public knowledge.  Yes,  your members, Members services staff and divisional 
chiefs would have had to pull fingers out to have things in place for April 1st, but isn't that what they're paid for? 

I also 
wish to protest at the limitation of the consultation form, in that it did not allow for fuller and detailed public 
comment. Clearly a Twitter fan designed it.  I would like to have had both the time and the space to make fuller 
comment on some of the proposals. I am certain that in some cases the 'risk' factors have not been fully 
identified, or in one or two instances omitted altogether. The limitation of space on the form for actual public 
comment did not allow me to detail this. 

You 
should be aware that there is a public perception (gained from conversations in such places as the beach, the 
sports hall changing rooms, casual conversations and comments in shops etc.) that the consultation is simply a 
PA figleaf, that the public's comments will not be be taken into account, and the decisions have already been 
made.  
I hope this is not the case.  I'm aware that many of your officers and members have worked as hard as they can 
on the proposals to mitigate their impact but the opportunity has been missed by the Comhairle to emphasise 
that it has been put in this position by the Scottish Chancellors decision, made for entirely political reasons, to 
refuse Councils the option of raising council tax rates.  

I'd be grateful to 
receive an acknowledgement for this e-mail. 
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From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 10:40 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: C5 - Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme 

C5 - To discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016. This could save £20k in 2016/17. 

I am writing to you on behalf of the Uist Arts Association (UAA) , in my role as Chairperson and an an artist living in 

Uist, to raise my concern over the proposal to discontinue the above scheme. I would urge you to reconsider the 

above proposal for the following reasons. 

The UAA have received financial support from the scheme and advice, support & guidance from the Arts 

Development Officer. I am also aware that several artists have also accessed the scheme to develop their personal 

practice. Both of these areas have been crucial for our members and the UAA being able to offer its summer events 

which have a huge benefit to the whole of the Hebrides. 

The amount of finance received for our Summer Trail is generally in the region of £1200-£1600 annually. I can assure 

you that this is considered a significant amount by our members. This financial assistance, is however crucial to 

support a thriving Arts scene in the Uists. The impact of the grant enables us to promote the work of local artists 

through an annual Open Studio Trail. Last year artists and makers in Uist received a footfall of around 6500 and saw 

members benefiting from receiving in the region of 17 new commissions during the event. 

Wider benefits gained from the scheme include: 

Tourism 

 Informal sharing of cultural, historical and social history exchanged through discussion between artists and

visitors, which increases the visitor experience

 Promotes access to high quality hand-crafted products.

 Highlighting artistic interpretation of Hebridean landscape and culture in their work

Economy 

 UAA Summer Trail is a big attraction for visitors and forms a big part of their experience and positive

enjoyment of their trip to the Uists.

 Artists are actively promoting other local businesses to visitors.

 Developing new works / commissions.

Social 
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 Local befriending and day care providers take advantage of the Open Studio events in planning summer

activities for their service users.

Individual Artist 

 Build confidence in artists and makers showing / talking about their work.

Developing links with other artists /galleries. 

 Promoting direct sales to the public.

 Develop links with institutions / providers specialising in running courses / events.

It would be a significant loss to Arts in the Hebrides is this scheme were to be withdrawn and I urge you to 
reconsider. 
Yours faithfully,  
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From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 13:15 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: Arts Revenue Grants Scheme 

To discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016. This could save £20k 
in 2016/17. 

Dear Sir, 

We are very anxious that the funding continues for the Uist Art Association annual Art on 
the Map for the sakes of both the participating artists and for the residents of the Uists and 
the visitors who enjoy the trail and contribute to the enonomy. 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 13:40 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: Budget Consultation 

Dear Sirs, 

Whilst it is appreciated that budget considerations, during a period of general austerity, are extremely difficult, I 
would hope that due consideration will be given to the position of Community Councils. In South Harris CC we 
have a full compliment of  9 Councillors and are in the process of co-opting 2 younger members of the 
community ( in their teens). We get involved with a lot of community matters but we are very restricted by lack of 
funds. Reduction of Ward Priority funding will cause us even more problems. 

I will give one example which highlights the position and that concerns the Public Toilets beside St. Clements 
Church. These are very heavily used by visitors to the church and had Comhairle funding up until a year ago. 
Funding was withdrawn on the basis that there were toilets at Leverburgh pier which were open 24/7. This was 
wrong as these toilets are closed in the evenings. Despite the funding being withdrawn SHCC took over 
responsibility for the toilets and are paying for all consumables. Cleaning of the toilets is now done on a 
voluntary basis as are repairs to the toilets. 

If our funding is reduced or we cannot access Ward Funding, then it will make servicing the toilets very difficult 
and cause difficulties for the numerous visitors who use the toilets. Historic Scotland have refuse to provide any 
support despite the Church being their responsibility. 

I hope due consideration will be given to our position. 

Regards, 

Chair South Harris Community Council. 
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Budget Consultation response 

Dear Sir / Madam 

Overnight  Services – proposed cuts 

With reference to the proposed cuts to the Overnight Services (ONS), I would like to 
raise concerns about this proposal. 

As  a  family  who  utilise  this  vital  service,  it  is  with  dismay  that  we  read  of  the 
proposal to axe it. This service is provided to individuals (and indirectly their families) 
who require a substantial amount of support due to various , and often complicated, 
health care needs. 

Our elderly parent has  limited mobility and has a care package  in place – one hour 
per  day  in  the morning  and  two  15 minute  slots  throughout  the  day, Monday  to 
Friday, in order to see to  personal needs. She is unable to mobilise on her own and 
requires  the  aid  of  a  zimmer  frame,  a wheelchair  at  times  and  an  accompanying  
adult. This support is required during the night as well. We as a family already cover 
part  of  every  night. District Nurses  realised  the  level  of  exhaustion  that we were 
experiencing as a result of our night duties and put ONS  in place for us – once per 
night  ‐   so that we were not up multiple times throughout the night.  It had a huge 
impact – a positive  impact.  It also meant that we were able to continue working  in 
our  day  jobs  as  we  had  looked  at  various  options  including  reduced  hours  or 
resigning  – but neither were realistic options. 

Personally,  ONS was critical in a situation that developed with our parent – she had 
taken a severe hypo (she is a diabetic) and it was  ONS who found her. She had been 
unable to alert the family to her dilemma despite having FAIRE buttons etc. We are 
indebted to them as they came in during the early hours of the night, as usual, and 
found her.  

We recognise  that cuts have  to be made and that budgets do have  to be  trimmed 
down  in order to balance the books. Cutting services to the elderly and vulnerable 
should not be one of them. There must be a solution to retaining the ONS or at least 
part of it. 

We believe that the current structure of ONS needs to be reviewed and clients needs 
to be  considered more.  It  is a  service  that, due  to  the  very nature of  it, needs  to 
frequently  change  and adapt. Has anyone  asked  the  clients what  their  views  are? 
They may be elderly with no capacity to write to the Council about the cuts;   they 
may not have access to people who are willing to speak up for them but it does not 
mean that they do not  have a voice. Some clients may not be well enough to speak 
up but others are. Could families contribute financially to the ONS? We as a family 
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would  be  more  than  willing  to  contribute  towards  costs  in  order  to  retain  this 
service.  

Our aim  is to keep our parent at home and not have her admitted to a care home 
but adequate support needs to be provided. Needs do not disappear overnight and 
families are already carrying the burden – in our own circumstances we already have 
22 and a  half hours of responsibility ourselves (per day).  Families and clients already 
experience “battles” trying to access care. It is not an easy path and it is one that can 
cause  distress  to  the  client  and  to  families  particularly where  there  are multiple 
agencies involved but no one person taking a lead.  

There  is an ageing population  in the  islands and proper planning and  infrastructure 
needs to be put  in place. This  issue  is only going to  increase over the coming years 
and the pressures that come with an ageing population (and a declining population 
of younger people) will become even more apparent.  

Fundamental services that support the elderly and vulnerable  in our already fragile 
communities must be retained and a service fit for purpose delivered. 

Yours sincerely 
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From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 14:15 
To: Budget Consultation 
Cc: Alasdair.Allan.msp@scottish.parliament.uk 
Subject: C9 Review of Residential Care of Children. Budget Choices 

Dear Sir/Madam  

Following a recent meeting I attended with your Director of ECS along with other parents of children who could be 
described as having the most complex ASN needs in our islands I felt I must respond to your budget consultation. The 
meeting was held on 19/1/2016,which strangely enough is if I am correct the same date that the findings of the Care 
Inspectorate appeared online for public access. Given these findings I would suggest that perhaps slightly more time 
and consideration is required to plan for what is best for these children and the best way of fully meeting those 
complex needs. 

At the meeting we were told some of the authority's proposals for respite and residential care of children none of 
which involved Action for Children although I may perhaps be mistaken.In no particular order these included 
construction of a £2,000,000 respite facility,renovation of a old schoolhouse and installing an upper floor in a local 
community centre. Whilst a purpose built facility would be an excellent addition to resources on theses islands I am 
not sure given current financial restraints if it is even feasible. At this meeting no mention was made by your employee 
of running costs or what involvement NHS Western Isles would have in its planning or as importantly the care of 
children when they were in this provision. This would include administering medication on a regular basis and 
ensuring the well being of the children and the environment around them. 

Whilst the saving from your proposal is in the region of £350,000 per annum the cost going forward for these families 
and your authority's finances could be extremely costly although the families cost will be not measured in financial 
terms. The loss of the experience of the staff at AfC which has been built up over many years is not something that 
can be replaced easily and trying to look after vulnerable or disabled children on the cheap usually ends up costing 
the client more than the decision makers. 

In conclusion it appeared that rather than trying to fix something that is not broken your director is attempting to break 
something that is not broken and replace it with something that even he cannot explain or deliver.In the context of the 
annual saving this proposal could deliver you should remember that this could be wiped out if any of these clients now 
on these islands needed full time off island care or education.The job losses and facilities at AfC and as I stated 
previously,the loss of experience the staff at AfC have gained of working with these children and those staff client 
relationships will be replaced with exactly what? 

Regards  

Could I have a email confirming receipt of my concerns. 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 15:04 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme 

Dear Committee Members 

It does seem extremely short sighted to discontinue provision of small arts grants to groups and individuals as 
proposed in the consultation document to be submitted to Elected Members. 
I am the membership secretary to Uist Arts Association, based at Taigh Chearsabhagh and very involved with 
supporting artists particularly with the annual artists trail, known as Art on the Map.  Over the many years this 
annual event has taken place we have seen artists grow in confidence, establish studios and become more 
professional in their approach  - this is largely thanks to the support of such funding organisations as the small 
arts grants.  Artists resident on the islands have a difficult enough job as it is to attend exhibitions and promote 
their work to a wider audience. They wish to stay here, make their homes, raise their families and contribute to 
island life.  The vibrancy they bring to the cultural life of the islands can only further attract tourism.   

I, myself, have received  a small grant which enabled me to have an exhibition of my work at the Apothecary 
Gallery in London where it was enthusiastically received and in the process I was able to promote the Western 
Isles to a wider audience.  

Please do not discontinue this valuable resource for our artists and craftspeople.  They are deserving of all our 
support. 

With kind regards to the Committee. 
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From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 16:59 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme 

Hello 

Please find my comments on this proposal below. 

While I realise that the Comhairle have to make cutbacks I believe that supporting artists through small 
grants is very good value for money. Artists have a huge impact on tourism, which is so essential to the 
local economy, as well as contributing greatly to the cultural life of the Hebrides. Those who make work 
inspired by these islands are doing an excellent job in promoting this part of the world far and wide, thus 
attracting visitors to our shores. 

 Attracting and/or keeping dynamic, self-motivated, creative people with much to contribute to local 
communities is important for the continued sustainability of the Western Isles - threatened as it is by de-
population and loss of younger people. Artists often work for little monetary reward, a little bit of help goes 
a long way. 

 If there has to be a budget cut, could at least the VICAS 5K funding matched by 5K from Creative Scotland 
be retained so that there is still some funding still available for individual artists. Every penny counts here 
and is well used, rather than largely going on administration, as it tends to in arts organisations. 

 Personally speaking, being in receipt of VICAS funding has made the difference for me - in choosing to 
stay in the Western Isles and develop my studio and arts practise here - for which I am very grateful. 

Thanks. 

C5 To discontinue Small Arts Revenue Grants 
Scheme from March 2016. This could save 
£20k in 2016/17.

What is 
proposed: 

To discontinue the provision of small arts grants 
to groups and individuals.

What 
would the 
impact 
be? 

There will be an impact on individual artists and 
groups. For example, in relation to support for 
travel, equipment and exhibitions. 

The Comhairle received £5k annually from 
Creative Scotland to match eligible small arts 
grants. If this Creative Scotland funding was to 
continue Comhairle officers would work with 
partners such as An Lanntair and Taigh 
Chearsabhagh to deliver support for the sector.
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Are there 
any 
material 
risks? 

No. 

What are your views on this proposal? 

What Priority should this proposal have compared with other Comhairle Services? 

Do you have any other comments? 

The consultation will run until Friday 29 January 2016 and all submissions will be presented to Elected 
Members as part of the Budget Setting Report. 
Comments or Suggestions 

Comments or suggestions in relation to the budget are welcomed and can be submitted by e-mail 
to budgetconsultation@cne-siar.gov.uk or in writing to the Director of Finance and Corporate Resources, 
Council Offices, Sandwick Road, Stornoway, HS1 2BW. 
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From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 20:07 
To: Budget Consultation 
Subject: Small Arts Revenue Grants Scheme from March 2016. 

While I acknowledge it is important to support centres such as An Lanntair and Taigh Chearsabhagh I would argue it is equally 
important to support other platforms across the islands 

"Art on the Map" organised by Uist Art Association, for example, benefits many art and craft producers in the Southern Isles. I would 
suspect that many like myself do not have access to or aspire to exhibiting on the mainland and so this annual event gives us a rare 
opportunity to showcase our work, engage with the public and hopefully secure a few sales. I would highlight 'engaging with the public' 
as being of particular importance, as it gives an opportunity to discuss work and be encouraged by comments. Without "Art on the Map" 
I guess most of us would continue painting at some level but I feel its absence would have a detrimental affect on the sustainability and 
development of our vibrant artist community. 

Lastly, "Art on the Map" plays an important part in tourism. The event certainly enhances the tourist experience, gives a valuable 
window to the broad range of creativity inspired by these stunning islands and provides additional much needed income. 

Against this what would CnES save? A mere £20k. I realise cash is tight (when is it not?) and I'm, sure other groups will be making 
strong arguments for maintaining funding in their interests but this small saving would make a significant negative impact here. 

Sorry about the last minute e-mail, but I have been busy painting for the next Art on the Map. 

my regards, 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 29 January 2016 21:08 
To: Budget Consultation 

Subject: Budget consultation response 

>> Unison response to the budget consultation. 
>>  
>> The Unison Branch recognises that the grant settlement for 2016/17 will have a significant impact on local 
services and that the Comhairle faces a challenging process to achieve a balanced budget. 
>>  
>> C1 community Group - fully support 
>> C2 Comm Council Grants - fully support 
>> C3 Housing Services - partly oppose. Comment - the branch have concerns about the possible impact the 
proposed cut would have.  Lack of good quality affordable housing is an issue for many in our community. 
>> C4 TEAS - fully oppose. Comment - Eilean Siar have the highest fuel poverty levels in the country and any 
reduction in funding is likely to also impact on the levels of match funding available to address the issues which 
are causing fuel poverty in our community. Those most affected by fuel poverty are most likely to be the most 
disadvantaged in our community. 
>> C5 Small Arts Revenue Grants - fully support 
>> C6 Library Coffee Shop - fully oppose the proposal to close. Comments -this is a vibrant, busy space in the 
centre of our main town. It is a meeting place for those who visit the town centre. Other options to address the 
recurring losses should be explored over the coming months. These could include raising prices, offering a 
franchise, etc 
>> C7 Itinerant Teachers - partly oppose. Primary teachers are not best qualified to teach our children art, music 
and PE. Removing this provision may have a detrimental impact on the education of children for years to come. 
>   C8 Shared Headship - partly support. Shared headships impact on schools which other staff carrying greater 
levels of responsibility when the Head Teacher is at the other school. 
> C9 Residential Care for Children - partly oppose. More work requires to be done to ascertain whether the 
proposals are viable. Recruiting foster carers is a country wide problem even when retainers are paid. There are 
significant risks to vulnerable children if properly funded services are not available to meet their needs. 
> C11 High cost care packages - partly oppose. Those receiving this type of package are among the most 
vulnerable in our community and any changes to services should be to enhance their quality of life - not to 
address budget shortfalls! More details should be provided on this proposal. 
> C12 SDS Budget - oppose. Comments - we are concerned that savings under this proposal are unlikely to be 
achievable as demand grows for SDS. 
> C13 MOSS - partly oppose. Comments - whilst recognising that this service should be reviewed it is clear that 
any saving from MOSS could potentially lead to higher costs in other areas of the service. Detailed proposals 
following a review should be the subject of a separate consultation. 
> C14 Mainland Placements - partly support. Comments - The provision of enhanced services available locally 
would benefit individuals and their families but care must be taken to ensure that it is in clients best interests to 
be in local facilities. Local services should be of an equal or higher standard than would be available to the client 
in a mainland placement. 
> C15 Grianan Redesign - partly support. Comments - If a redesign improves services for clients then we would 
support this proposals but more information should be made available and detailed proposals should be the 
subject of a separate consultation. 
> C16 Laundry Services - fully oppose. Comments - this proposal carries significant health risks. Outbreaks of 
Novo virus generate greatly increased quantities of laundry and transport links are frequently unavailable during 
bad weather.  Local services should continue to provide the laundry facilities. 
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> C17 Slainte Mhath - fully support. Comments - charges have remained static for some time.  A reasonable 
increase in membership fees would be acceptable to the wider community. 
> C18 Grounds Maintenance - fully support.  
> C19 Ad-hoc Roads Maintenance - fully oppose. Comments - lack of maintenance causes increased problems 
with infrastructure in the future significantly increasing the cost of repairs. There are also risks from increased 
insurance claims by vehicle drivers. 
> C20 Lighting -fully support. 
> C21 Project Budget -fully support 
> C22 Surface Dressing - fully oppose. Comments - increased risks to road users.  
> C24 Concessionary Fares - fully support. 
> C25 Abattoir - fully oppose. Increased health risks. Detrimental Impact on crofting. Consider increasing 
charges and exploring all options for long term sustainability. 
> C26 Bus Station - fully oppose. The bus station is well used by those using public bus services some of whom 
are socially or economically disadvantaged.  About 1/3 of those who used the bus station over these three days 
were older members of the community. Most people using the bus station are waiting for a bus and wait on 
average for about 30 minutes. A snapshot of numbers using the bus station between 26/01/2016 and 
28/01/2016 shows that in the 3 day period over 320 people made use of the bus station. This was despite 
inclement weather and January historically being a very quiet month. Closure of this facility would be detrimental 
to many in our community. 
>  
> C27 Public Conveniences - partly oppose. Adequate public conveniences are essential for health & hygiene.  
Options for maintaining these services should be fully explored. 
> C28 Pier and Harbour Dues - fully support 
> C29 Car Parking - fully support 
> C30 Buses - fully oppose. Comments - decent public transport is essential to allow both opportunities for work 
and also social activities. 
> C31 Waste Services - fully support. It extremely important that waste services are efficient and recycling is 
maximised to reduce landfill taxes. An information campaign on recycling would assist in improving recycling 
rates. 
>  
> Regards 
> 
   Unison Branch Chair 
>  
>>  
>> Sent from my iPad 
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Comhairle nan Eilean Siar 

Council Offices 

Sandwick Road 

Stornoway 

Isle of Lewis 

HS1 2BW 

 

1st February 2015 

 

Comhairle Budget Consultation – C9 review arrangements for residential care for children 

 

Dear Councillor, 

 

We are writing to you re: proposal C9 of the recent budget consultation: To review arrangements for 

residential care for children. 

We have a number of concerns relating to this proposal and I hope you take the time to consider 

these concerns before you make your decision. 

It is worth noting that the authors of this letter are not employed by Action for Children, but do have 

extensive experience of working with looked‐after children in a voluntary capacity. 

 

Confusion around the proposal 

The documented proposal indicates that C9 is out for public consultation because it will realise a 

saving to the Comhairle of £350,000 in 2016‐2017. The proposal is dependent on placing all children 

in residential care in foster care. 

In a letter to all Councillors from Bernard Chisholm, dated 21 January 2016, Bernard stated that the 

proposal was not driven by savings but is motivated by a commitment to improve the range of 

service provision for our children, young people and their families. This letter also mentioned that 

Education and Children’s Services has, over recent years, extended significantly its range and quality 

of local provision in terms of residential provision. 

The conclusion we draw from this letter is that this proposal is not about placing all children in 

residential care into foster care, but about taking residential care ‘in house’. 

On the date this letter was written – 21 January – there was a public consultation meeting in the 

Comhairle chamber. A number of questions relating to this proposal were asked which were not 

clearly answered. It is extremely disappointing that no one from Education and Children’s Services 

was able to attend the meeting and explain the detail behind this proposal.  

Those leaving the meeting were under the impression that a new Comhairle run residential unit was 

being built in Back. There was no mention of existing Comhairle provision – surprising given the 

statement made by Bernard in his letter of the same date.  
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It is worrying that the public are being consulted on a proposal about which there is so much 

confusion. Is this about moving all children out of residential care? Is this about the council taking 

over residential care? In an existing facility? In a new facility?  

 

Residential Care 

It is correct that foster care is a preferred option for most children when they cannot be cared for by 

their family. However, not every child can be cared for in a foster placement and residential care can 

be a positive option for these children. 

We believe, based on the information to hand, that the intention is to: 

‐ close the Hillcrest residential facility 

‐ build a new unit in Back specifically for respite care for disabled children (which is due to be 

built in 2017) 

‐ place as many children as possible into foster care 

‐ use existing Comhairle facilities to provide short term residential care for the purpose of 

assessment i.e. Waterboard House 

Waterboard House is not a permanently staffed facility – staff come from other resources and do 

not have the breadth of skills and experience as those who are committed to providing residential 

care. At the moment this is used infrequently. Furthermore, some children require longer term care 

in a residential unit and this option is not available under the current proposal. 

A decision to close Hillcrest cannot be reversed. If this decision is made without an equivalent 

residential unit being in place then there is a real possibility it will cost the Comhairle more money 

due to more mainland placements being required. Mainland placements will cost more money and 

will have a devastating impact on the children involved. 

Also, where are the savings going to come from? 

‐ closing Hillcrest saves money 

‐ more foster carers costs money 

‐ new Back facility costs money 

‐ staffing Waterboard House full time costs money 

It’s difficult to see how the top line saves more money than the cost of the bottom 3 lines. 

 

Foster Care 

There is a national shortage of Foster Carers. The Outer Hebrides has a chronic shortage. 

A report by Bernard Chisholm to the Education and Children’s Services Committee, dated 3 February 

2015, stated that there were 7 foster carers across the Outer Hebrides.  In Bernard’s letter of 21 

January 2016 the number of foster carers remains at 7. 

We don’t doubt the Comhairle’s commitment to recruit more foster carers however, there is no 

evidence that the numbers are going to increase to the level they need to in the timescale proposed. 

A decision to close Hillcrest cannot be reversed. If this decision is made without the required number 

of foster carers being in place then there is a real possibility it will cost the Comhairle more money 
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due to more mainland placement being required. Mainland placements will cost more money and 

will have a devastating impact on the children involved. 

 

Care Inspectorate Report 

The report published by the Care Inspectorate on 19 January 2016 was positive in many respects, 

particularly with regard to the attitude and ability of front line staff. We know, from experience, that 

the Comhairle has many excellent staff delivering front line services. 

Closing Hillcrest residential unit is a significant change for the way that services will be delivered in 

the Outer Hebrides. In this regard it is worth noting the findings of the Care Inspectorate: 

‐ Leadership of improvement and change was weak 

‐ A lack of capacity at strategic level remained a major challenge 

We are concerned about the Comhairle’s capability or capacity to deliver such a change effectively. 

 

Action for Children 

Action for Children employ 52 people across the Outer Hebrides and have run the Hillcrest facility for 

the last 19 years. 

Their staff have a real breadth of experience which positively impacts on many children and their 

families. Closing Hillcrest has a number of implications 

‐ 28 jobs lost – devastating for the community 

‐ Experience of delivering residential care lost to the Islands 

‐ 24 further Action for Children jobs at risk with the additional loss of service provision. It is 

difficult to see where there is capacity to deliver these services within the local authority. 

 

In summary, we would urge you to ensure that: 

‐ You understand exactly what is being proposed 

‐ You are satisfied that any transition can be effectively managed 

‐ You are certain that services in the future are better 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. If you would like to arrange a meeting to discuss 

this further please do not hesitate to contact XXXXXXXXXX. 

 

Yours Faithfully 

 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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-----Original Message----- 
From:  
Sent: 03 February 2016 13:01 
To: Budget Consultation 
Cc: Cllr. Angus Campbell 
Subject: Fw: Budget consultation 

>HI. I'm aware that the budget public consultation period has 

>technically closed, but I've come across two pieces of information 
that  
>should, if your deliberations are properly integrated, affect 
certain  
>contexts of the consultation. 
> 
>The first item is the news 
that the  
>Coffee Pot cafe in Keith Street is closing at the end of 
February. At  
>first sight the end of a commercial operation would seem 
to have little  
>or no effect on a public sector consultation, but in 
fact it affects  
>two contexts of your proposals.  In your consultation 
document these  
>are the proposals to close the bus station facilities, 
and the library  
>cafe. 
> 
>The first will impact on people (including 
tourists) arriving  
>off the boat - the nearest facility of any sort 
will be a good 200  
>yards from their disembarkation, un-signposted, 
and no handy  
>information (such as bus timetables).  And when they 
arrive at the  
>nearest information point, if it happens to be on a 
Monday they will  
>find it firmly closed.  OK there is a tourist 
information office  
>further up the road, but heck - putting oneself in 
their shoes - 'how  
>the hell are we to get any info?'  Given tourism 
is worth at least £50M  
>to the islands economy closing the bus station 
facilities does not  
>strike one as the brightest option.  As for 
closure of the library  
>cafe, this will leave just one retail 
immediate food consumption outlet  
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>in the vicinity of Stornoway Town 
centre. You might argue that the gap  
>will be filled by mobile 
operators, but one can't help notice that when  
>the weather is not so 
good, neither is their attendance, and it has to  
>be said with the 
best will in the world that their products are  
>expensive, limited, 
and lacking in quality (as I can testify).  
> 
>The 
>other information 
I've received is that at least two councils in  
>Scotland are raising 
their council tax rates, despite the Scottish  
>Chancellors threats to 
impose fines.  It would be interesting, under  
>the Freedom of 
Information Act, to receive copies of any deliberations  
>on the part 
of CNES officers and councillors of whether or not to  
>comply with the 
directive, and any legal advice received as to how to  
>deal with it.  
Rather then a supine acceptance of the Scottish  
>Government's dictats.  
And perhaps the point needs to be made that law  
>is one thing, but 
public opinion is something else, especially with  
>elections pending. 

> 
>Please acknowledge receipt of this e-mail. I await comment with 
interest. 
>  
>  
> 
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Equality and Diversity  

Initial Impact Assessment  

Reduction of the Housing Services ‘Local 
Housing Strategy’ Budget

2016 

C-3
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Title of policy/Service Reduction of the Housing Services ‘Local Housing 
Strategy’ Budget 

Department/Section Development Department 

Lead Officer Iain Watson – Housing Services Manager 

Date of Initial Assessment 2016 

Is this a new or existing policy? 
(please tick as appropriate) New   Existing 

What is the purpose of the proposed policy (or 
changes to be made to the policy)? 

At present Housing Services has an annual operational budget of £20k 
available for activities related to the development of the Local Housing 
Strategy (LHS). This budget is used to support various aspects of the 
LHS development process, such as contributing towards a House 
Condition Survey, appointment of consultants to assist in the 
preparation of the LHS and addressing changes in national housing 
policy. This budget has also been used to support opportunities arising 
from new national housing policy and initiatives.  
It is proposed to offer the £20k as a saving from 2017/18.  
Implementation of this proposal will deliver annual core budget savings 
of £20k. 

Who is affected by the policy or who is 
intended to benefit from the proposed policy 
and how? 

The proposed change would have a negative impact on the Housing 
Service, limiting the scope to develop, review and assess the Local 
Housing Strategy. The Housing Services Team would have a reduced 
capacity to  assess and address the introduction of new national 
housing policy and to take account of legislative changes. 

How have you, or will you, put the policy into 
practice, and who is or will be responsible for 
delivering it? 

The proposal would be put into place from 1 April 2017. 

What consultation has been carried out? Consultation has taken place amoungst Housing Services staff. Other 
partner agencies are not directly affected by the proposal. 
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Identified Impacts 

Age – Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to age? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The budget activities are not based on age 

Disability - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to disability? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The budget activities are not based on disability 

Gender - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to gender? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The budget activities are not based on gender 

Race - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to race? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The budget activities are not based on race 

Religion or belief - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to religion of belief? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The budget activities are not based on religion of belief 

Sexual orientation - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to sexual orientation? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The budget activities are not based on sexual orientation 

Are there any other groups whom the policy 
may have a differential impact on? (e.g.

employees, poverty, pregnant women, persons with 

caring responsibilities, gypsy/travellers) 

What evidence do yu have for that decision? 

No 

The budget activities are not based on specific groups but encompass 
the whole housing market. 
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Initial Impact Assessment completed and a full EQIA is required: 

Signed: ………………………………………………         Date: ………………… 

If no further Impact Assessment is required, please sign below. 

This policy/function will have no impact on people from 
any of the equality groups and an EQIA is not required. 

Signed:  

Position: Housing Services Manager 

Date: 27/1/16 

Authorisation by Head of Service or Director. Signed: 

Position: Head of Development Services 

Date: 27/1/16 

Date of next review: 31/1/17 

What gaps are there in our knowledge?  None identified at this stage. 

What plans are in place to monitor and review for any 

potential future impacts? 

The Housing Services Team monitors and reviews the Local 
Housing Strategy. 

Based upon your initial 

screening: 

Is there potential for: 

1. Unlawful discrimination?

2. People to be treated

differently/unfairly?

3. Certain groups to be

disadvantaged?

4. Community relations to be

damaged?

And to what extent?  (e.g. numbers of 

people affected/extent of negative 

impact) 

No Yes  To some extent On what grounds? 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Carry out a 

Full Impact 

Assessment 

Age 

Disability 

Gender 

Race/Ethnicity 

Religion/Belief 

Sexuality 

Other  

Where the anticipated adverse effect is minor, can you 
identify any means to minimise the impact? (If yes and 
measures can be put in place to minimise impact, a full 
EQIA may not be required). 

Please specify how: 

n/a 
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Title of policy/Service Reduction in the level of funding to The Energy 
Advisory Services (TEAS)

Department/Section Development Department 

Lead Officer Iain Watson –Housing Services Manager 

Date of Initial Assessment 2016 

Is this a new or existing policy? 
(please tick as appropriate) New   Existing 

What is the purpose of the proposed policy (or 
changes to be made to the policy)? 

At present £80k per annum is provided to The Energy Advisory 
Service (TEAS). TEAS provide a range of energy advice to individuals, 
community groups and schools. TEAS also make referrals on behalf of 
clients to other agencies, for example to take advantage of heating 
schemes or to negotiate electric debt write off. TEAS has also 
successfully attracted funding for the local economy through preparing 
funding bids. 
The proposal is to reduce the annual funding to TEAS from £80k to 
£39k. 

Implementation of this proposal will deliver annual core budget savings 
of £41k. 

Who is affected by the policy or who is 
intended to benefit from the proposed policy 
and how? 

The proposal would have an impact on the TEAS staff. One member 
of the TEAS team is directly funded through this financial support.  
A cut in the service may have a negative impact on vulnerable clients. 

How have you, or will you, put the policy into 
practice, and who is or will be responsible for 
delivering it? 

The proposal would be put into place from 1 April 2017. 

What consultation has been carried out? Consultation has taken place with TEAS. 
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Identified Impacts 

Age – Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to age? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

The proposal could have an impact on elderly households 

High % of Pensioner households in Fuel Poverty 

Disability - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to disability? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

The proposal could have an impact on disabled households 

TEAS currently prioritise this client group   

Gender - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to gender? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The funding support is not based on gender 

Race - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to race? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The funding support is not based on race 

Religion or belief - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to religion of belief? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The funding support is not based on religion of belief 

Sexual orientation - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to sexual orientation? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No differential impact identified 

The funding support is not based on sexual orientation 

Are there any other groups whom the policy 
may have a differential impact on? (e.g.

employees, poverty, pregnant women, persons with 

caring responsibilities, gypsy/travellers) 

What evidence do yu have for that decision? 

The proposal would have negative impact on TEAS employees. 
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Initial Impact Assessment completed and a full EQIA is required: 

Signed: ………………………………………………         Date: ………………… 

If no further Impact Assessment is required, please sign below. 

This policy/function will have no impact on people from 
any of the equality groups and an EQIA is not required. 

Signed:  

Position: Housing Services Manager 

Date: 27/1/16 

Authorisation by Head of Service or Director. Signed: 

Position: Head of Development Services 

Date: 27/1/16 

Date of next review: 31/1/17 

What gaps are there in our knowledge?  None identified at this stage. 

What plans are in place to monitor and review for any 

potential future impacts? 

The CPP Fuel Poverty Strategy and Action Plan is reviewed 
and updated on a regular basis. 

Based upon your initial 

screening: 

Is there potential for: 

1. Unlawful discrimination?

2. People to be treated

differently/unfairly?

3. Certain groups to be

disadvantaged?

4. Community relations to be

damaged?

And to what extent?  (e.g. numbers of 

people affected/extent of negative 

impact) 

No Yes  To some extent 


On what grounds? 

1.NO 

2.NO 

4.NO 

Carry out a 

Full Impact 

Assessment 
3.

 
Age

 
Disability

Gender 

Race/Ethnicity 

Religion/Belief 

Sexuality 

Other  

Where the anticipated adverse effect is minor, can you 
identify any means to minimise the impact? (If yes and 
measures can be put in place to minimise impact, a full 
EQIA may not be required). 

Please specify how: 

By targeting service towards most vulnerable households. 
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Stage 1 – Deciding if you need to do an equality impact assessment 

Stage 1 of the equality impact assessment process is a short exercise that 
involves looking at the overall policy or service and deciding if people will be 
affected by the proposal or changes.  

 Will individuals have access to, or be denied access to a service or
function as a result of your policy or changes you propose to make to
services or functions.

  No 

 Will the implementation of the policy, or the changes to the policy, result in
individuals being employed, a change in staffing levels, or a change in
terms and conditions, employer or location, either directly or indirectly?

  No 

 Is there a change in the size of a budget?  How will this change impact on
individuals, will a service be withdrawn, changed or expanded?

 Yes 

If you have answered “yes” to any of these questions, your policy does affect 
people then you should proceed to Stage 2 and complete the ‘Initial Impact 
Assessment’ document below.  If you have answered “no” to these questions and 
are sure that the policy does not require to be equality impact assessed then 
please complete the ‘sign off’ below to show that you have considered the issues 
and that people are not affected by the policy.  This form should then be 
authorised at Directorate level. 

Policy/Service/Function Title: Small Arts Grants 

Purpose of the 
Policy/Service/Function: 

Economic Development  

Department/Section: Development Department 

This policy/service/function will have 
no impact on people from any of the 
equality groups and an EQIA is not 
required. 

Name: Murdo Mackay 

Position: Development Manager 

Date: 2 2 16 
Authorisation by Directorate Name: 

Position: 

Date: 
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Stage 2 

Identification & Scope 

Is this a new or existing policy? 
(please tick as appropriate) New 

√ 
Existing 

What is the purpose of the proposed policy (or 
changes to be made to the policy) and why is 
it being proposed? 

Changes are being proposed to save money as part of the Budget  
Savings Exercise. £25,000 is being cut from the Arts Grants operated 
by CNES. The small arts grants being cut will impact on Individual 
Artists who have been supported in the past, most grants offered were 
under £1,000 although some groups received higher awards. 
Examples of grants offered would be equipment for individual artists 
such as support for purchase of camera equipment, arts grants have 
also been used to support artists exhibitions.  

Who is affected by the policy or who is 
intended to benefit from the proposed policy 
and how? 

Artists and craft workers who may have applied for small arts grants in 
the past. Also some MOD groups attending mainland events received 
grants to assist in.  

How have you, or will you, put the policy into 
practice, and who is or will be responsible for 
delivering it? 

The cut in small arts grants will be implemented from April 2016 
pending agreement of Council. The Arts grants were fully utilised each 
year.    

What consultation has been carried out? 

 Internal data (customer satisfaction
surveys, equality monitoring data,
customer complaints)

 Consultation with Officers,  Members
or partner organisations

 Consultation with community groups
 External data (statistics, census,

research)
 Other

Part of the budget consultation.  

What issues were raised at consultation? 
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Assessing the Impact 

Identified Impacts 

Age – Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to age? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 

Small arts grants were open to all age groups; no differential impact on 
specific groups due to the cessation of the scheme has been 
identified.  

Disability - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to disability? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 

Small arts grants were open to all; no differential impact on specific 
groups due to the cessation of the scheme has been identified. 

Gender - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to gender? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 

Small arts grants were open to all genders and no differential impact 
on specific groups due to the cessation of the scheme has been 
identified. 

Race - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to race? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 

Small arts grants were open to all races and no differential impact on 
specific groups due to the cessation of the scheme has been 
identified.. 

Religion or belief - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to religion of belief? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 
No  

Small arts grants were open to all people of all religions and beliefs; no 
differential impact on specific groups due to the cessation of the 
scheme has been identified. 
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Sexual orientation - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to sexual orientation? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No  

Small arts grants were open to people of all sexual orientations; no 
differential impact on specific groups due to the cessation of the 
scheme has been identified.  

Pregnancy and Maternity - Could the policy 
have a differential impact due to pregnancy? 

What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No  

Small arts grants were open to all and no differential impact on specific 
groups due to the cessation of the scheme has been identified. 

Marriage and Civil Partnership - Could the 
policy have a differential impact due to 
marriage or civil partnership? 

What evidence do you have for that decision?

No 

Small arts grants were open to all and no differential impact on specific 
groups due to the cessation of the scheme has been identified. 

Gender Reassignment - Could the policy 
have a differential impact due to gender 
reassignment? 

What evidence do you have for that decision?

No 

Small arts grants were open to all and no differential impact on specific 
groups due to the cessation of the scheme has been identified. 

Are there any other groups whom the policy 
may have a differential impact on? 

What evidence do you have for that decision?

This grant is specifically focused on supporting creative arts and crafts 
in the Western Isles and therefore is targeted at those working in this 
industry.   The removal of the grant may impact on their business 
model however there are other grant schemes that can be used to 
support arts and crafts locally. Business Support Officers will direct 
clients to the varied funding available from other sources.  
No protected characteristic group would be impacted more than 
anyone else. 
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Considering the Impact 

What evidence is there to identify any potential, 

positive or negative impacts in terms of consultation, 

research, officer knowledge and experience, equality 

monitoring data, user feedback and other? 

There is no evidence at this stage to suggest what impact this 
will have on the Artistic community; officers will maintain contact 
with previous recipients to monitor progress.  

Details of any gaps in the knowledge that is currently 

available? 

What plans are in place to monitor and review for any 

potential future impacts? 

Officers will  monitor and review the impact removal of 
provision of small arts grants will have  

Based upon your initial 

screening: 

Is there potential for: 

1. Unlawful discrimination?

2. People to be treated

differently/unfairly?

3. Certain groups to be

disadvantaged?

4. Community relations to be

damaged?

And to what extent?  (e.g. numbers of 

people affected/extent of negative 

impact) 

No Yes  To some extent On what grounds? 

If no – you 

do not need 

to assess 

further. 

Carry out a 

Full Impact 

Assessment 

Carry out a 

Full Impact 

Assessment 

Age 

Disability 

Gender 

Race/Ethnicity 

Religion/Belief 

Sexuality 

Other  

Has there been any potential or actual discrimination 
found? 

No 

Where the anticipated adverse effect is minor, can you 
identify any means to minimise the impact? (If yes and 
measures can be put in place to minimise impact, a full 
EQIA may not be required). 

Please specify how: 

Officer support will be available to direct potential recipients to 
partner agencies such as Creative Scotland and other 
charitable foundations that support arts projects. 
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Taking Action 

What conclusion can you make from your findings? The dis-continuation of the Small arts grants will have an 
impact on the artistic community active the Outer Hebrides. 
However, alternative sources of funding may be available from 
relevant agencies such as Creative Scotland. 

Recommendations? Monitor the impact over the next year and report back on any 
problems encountered.  

If no further Impact Assessment is required, please sign below. 

This policy/function will have no impact on people from 
any of the equality groups and an EQIA is not required. 

Signed: Murdo MacKay 

Position: Development Manager 

Date: 

Authorisation by Head of Service or Director. Signed: 

Position: Head of Economic Development 

Date: 5.2.16 

Date of next review: 

Initial Impact Assessment completed and a full EQIA is required: 

An Initial Impact Assessment has been completed and as 
a result of the impacts identified a full EQIA is required 

Signed: 

Position: 

Date
Authorisation by Head of Service or Director. Signed: 

Position: 

Date 

Full EQiA will be completed by: 
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Stage 1 – Deciding if you need to do an equality impact assessment  

Stage 1 of the equality impact assessment process is a short exercise that 
involves looking at the overall policy or service and deciding if people will be 
affected by the proposal or changes.  

 Will individuals have access to, or be denied access to a service or 
function as a result of your policy or changes you propose to make to 
services or functions. 

Yes  

 Will the implementation of the policy, or the changes to the policy, result in 
individuals being employed, a change in staffing levels, or a change in 
terms and conditions, employer or location, either directly or indirectly? 

Yes  

 Is there a change in the size of a budget?  How will this change impact on 
individuals, will a service be withdrawn, changed or expanded? 

Yes  

If you have answered “yes” to any of these questions, your policy does affect 
people then you should proceed to Stage 2 and complete the ‘Initial Impact 
Assessment’ document below.  If you have answered “no” to these questions and 
are sure that the policy does not require to be equality impact assessed then 
please complete the ‘sign off’ below to show that you have considered the issues 
and that people are not affected by the policy.  This form should then be 
authorised at Directorate level. 

Policy/Service/Function Title: 

 

 

Purpose of the 
Policy/Service/Function: 

 

 

Department/Section: 

 

 

This policy/service/function will have 
no impact on people from any of the 
equality groups and an EQIA is not 
required. 

Name: 

Position: 

Date: 
Authorisation by Directorate Name: 

Position: 

Date: 

 
Stage 2 
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Identification & Scope 
 

Is this a new or existing policy? 
(please tick as appropriate) 
 

 

New 

  
Existing 

 

What is the purpose of the proposed policy (or 
changes to be made to the policy) and why is 
it being proposed? 
 
 

 
To close the Library Coffee Shop from 31 March 2016 in order 
to make savings of £20k over 2016/17 and 2017/18. 
 
The Coffee shop is a non-statutory service provided by the 
Comhairle within Stornoway Library. The cost of business rates, 
along with staffing costs, equipment repair and maintenance, 
have resulted in the Coffee Shop running on a deficit for the last 
four years: £11,001 in 2011/12; £15 953 in 2012/13; £13,167 in 
2013/14 and £14 757 in 20114/15. 
 
As the Coffee Shop income does not cover its running costs, its 
closure is being proposed as part of the budget choices for the 
Comhairle.   
 
As part of the Workforce Planning in 2015, requests for VER 
from two members of Coffee Shop staff were approved from 1st 
April 2016. This would leave the Coffee Shop with only 1 fte 
member of staff and therefore unable to operate.  
 

Who is affected by the policy or who is 
intended to benefit from the proposed policy 
and how? 
 

 
The Comhairle would benefit from savings of approximately 
£20k over the next two years. 
 
Library users – including school groups, the retired and elderly, 
young mums and families, tourists – along with other members 
of the community who are regular visitors to the Coffee Shop 
will be affected by the closure. 
 

How have you, or will you, put the policy into 
practice, and who is or will be responsible for 
delivering it? 
 

If implemented, the closure of the coffee shop will be 
communicated to the public and user groups using a variety of 
communication streams to ensure all are informed.  The future 
use of the space is yet to be determined. 

What consultation has been carried out? 
 

 Internal data (customer satisfaction 
surveys, equality monitoring data, 
customer complaints) 

 Consultation with Officers, Members 
or partner organisations 

 Consultation with community groups 
 External data (statistics, census, 

research) 
 Other 

 
A Comhairle budget consultation exercise is currently in 
progress and will run until Friday 29 January 2016. No feedback 
has been received from this at present. 
 
No dedicated consultation has been undertaken with library 
and/or Coffee Shop users. 
 
 
 

What issues were raised at consultation?  
More feedback about the consultation process is required. 
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Assessing the Impact 
 
Identified Impacts 

 
Age – Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to age? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

 
A significant number of users are elderly and retired. 

The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
age.  The service is accessible to all and as such, decisions will 
be made based on financial and business rationale. There are 
alternative accessible facilities available in the town centre for 
use by other service providers. 

Disability - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to disability? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

 
No 
 
The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
disability. The service is accessible to all and as such, decisions 
will be made based on financial and business rationale. There 
are alternative accessible facilities available in the town centre 
for use by other service providers.

Gender - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to gender? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

 
A significant number of users are young mothers who socialise 
within the Coffee Shop after library Bookbug and Story Time 
sessions. 

The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
gender. The service is accessible to all and as such, decisions 
will be made based on financial and business rationale. There 
are alternative accessible facilities available in the town centre 
for use by other service providers. 

Race - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to race? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No

The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
race. The service is accessible to all and as such, decisions will 
be made based on financial and business rationale.  
 

Religion or belief - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to religion of belief? 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

 
No 

The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
religion or belief. The service is accessible to all and as such, 
decisions will be made based on financial and business 
rationale.  

Sexual orientation - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to sexual orientation? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

 
No 
 

The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
sexual orientation. The service is accessible to all and as such, 
decisions will be made based on financial and business 
rationale.  
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Pregnancy and Maternity - Could the policy 
have a differential impact due to pregnancy? 
 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 
    
 
 

 
A significant number of users are young mothers who socialise 
within the Coffee Shop after library Bookbug and Story Time 
sessions. 

 
The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
pregnancy and maternity.  The service is accessible to all and 
as such, decisions will be made based on financial and 
business rationale. There are alternative accessible facilities 
available in the town centre for use by other service providers. 
 

Marriage and Civil Partnership - Could the 
policy have a differential impact due to 
marriage or civil partnership? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

 
No 

The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
marriage and civil partnership. 
The service is accessible to all and as such, decisions will be 
made based on financial and business rationale.  

Gender Reassignment - Could the policy 
have a differential impact due to gender 
reassignment? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

 
No 

The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
gender reassignment.  
The service is accessible to all and as such, decisions will be 
made based on financial and business rationale.  
 

Are there any other groups whom the policy 
may have a differential impact on? 
 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

None identified  
 

 
The service is accessible to all and as such, decisions will be 
made based on financial and business rationale.  
 

 
Considering the Impact 

 

 

What evidence is there to identify any potential, 

positive or negative impacts in terms of consultation, 

research, officer knowledge and experience, equality 

monitoring data, user feedback and other? 

No user feedback or consultation has taken place directly 
with Coffee Shop users, but use is based on staff 
experience and knowledge through observation and 
monitoring of use. 
 

Details of any gaps in the knowledge that is currently 

available? 

The feasibility and benefits of leasing the space to an 
independent coffee shop provider should be assessed. 

What plans are in place to monitor and review for any 

potential future impacts? 

Future use of Coffee Shop area will be monitored and 

evaluated. 
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Based upon your initial 

screening: 
 

Is there potential for: 

 

1. Unlawful discrimination? 

2. People to be treated 

differently/unfairly? 

3. Certain groups to be 

disadvantaged? 

4. Community relations to be 

damaged? 

 

And to what extent?  (e.g. numbers of 

people affected/extent of negative 

impact) 

 

No 

 

 

Yes  To some extent On what grounds? 

 

 

No 

No 

 

No 

 

Yes  

Carry out a 

Full Impact 

Assessment 

 

Carry out a 

Full Impact 

Assessment 

 

 Age 

 Disability 

 Gender 

 Race/Ethnicity 

 Religion/Belief 

 Sexuality 

 Other - impact 

on community 

and library 

use.  

Has there been any potential or actual discrimination 
found? 

 
No 

Where the anticipated adverse effect is minor, can you 
identify any means to minimise the impact? (If yes and 
measures can be put in place to minimise impact, a full 
EQIA may not be required). 
 
Please specify how: 

The feasibility and benefits of leasing the space to an 
independent coffee shop provider should be undertaken. 
 

If this proves to be unrealistic, the space should be used 
to increase the library area. A report to committee (16 
June 2015) has already identified the need for Stornoway 
Library to extend in order to meet the needs of a future 
library service. The impact of the closure of the Coffee 
Shop would be ameliorated if the space were used to 
improve social interaction and learning.   
 

There is also potential for the use of vending machines to 
ensure that library customers continued to have access to 
refreshments. 
 
There are alternative accessible facilities available in the 
town centre for use by other service providers so the 
impact to protected characteristic groups would be 
minimal. 
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Taking Action 
 

What conclusion can you make from your findings? The potential impact of the closure of the Coffee Shop 
could be minimised through providing alternative sources 
for refreshments for library customers through vending 
machines.   

Recommendations?  
A review should be undertaken to assess options for the 
future use of the Coffee Shop space.  

 
If no further Impact Assessment is required, please sign below. 

 
This policy/function will have no impact on people from 
any of the equality groups and an EQIA is not required. 
 
 

 
Signed:   
 
 
 Position: Library Team Leader 
 
Date: 28/01/2016 
 

Authorisation by Head of Service or Director. Signed: 

 
 
Position: Head of Economic Development 
 
Date: 5.2.16 
 

Date of next review:  

 
Initial Impact Assessment completed and a full EQIA is required: 

 
An Initial Impact Assessment has been completed and as 
a result of the impacts identified a full EQIA is required 
 
 
 

Signed: 
 
Position: 
 
Date

Authorisation by Head of Service or Director. 
 
 

Signed: 
 
Position: 
 
Date 
 

 
Full EQIA will be completed by: 
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Stage 1 – Deciding if you need to do an equality impact assessment  

Stage 1 of the equality impact assessment process is a short exercise that 
involves looking at the overall policy or service and deciding if people will be 
affected by the proposal or changes.  

 Will individuals have access to, or be denied access to a service or 
function as a result of your policy or changes you propose to make to 
services or functions. 

Yes  

 Will the implementation of the policy, or the changes to the policy, result in 
individuals being employed, a change in staffing levels, or a change in 
terms and conditions, employer or location, either directly or indirectly? 

Yes  

 Is there a change in the size of a budget?  How will this change impact on 
individuals, will a service be withdrawn, changed or expanded? 

Yes  

If you have answered “yes” to any of these questions, your policy does affect 
people then you should proceed to Stage 2 and complete the ‘Initial Impact 
Assessment’ document below.  If you have answered “no” to these questions and 
are sure that the policy does not require to be equality impact assessed then 
please complete the ‘sign off’ below to show that you have considered the issues 
and that people are not affected by the policy.  This form should then be 
authorised at Directorate level. 

Policy/Service/Function Title: 

 

 

Purpose of the 
Policy/Service/Function: 

 

 

Department/Section: 

 

 

This policy/service/function will have 
no impact on people from any of the 
equality groups and an EQIA is not 
required. 

Name: 

Position: 

Date: 
Authorisation by Directorate Name: 

Position: 

Date: 
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Stage 2 

Identification & Scope 
 

Is this a new or existing policy? 
(please tick as appropriate) 
 

 
New   

 
Existing 

 

What is the purpose of the proposed policy (or 
changes to be made to the policy) and why is 
it being proposed? 
 
 

The proposals are associated with the need to make financial savings 
to meet available budget resources by considering options for renewal 
of Lewis and Harris evening bus services and Lewis daytime public 
bus services operated by Bus na Comhairle.  The Lewis and Harris 
evening bus service contracts are due for renewal in April 2016 and 
have recently been tendered on a one-year contract duration with an 
option to extend for a further year. This was to provide an option to 
review future services. 
There are four potential options to consider (potential savings are 
based on current 2015/16 contract subsidy costs): 
Option 1: Continue with status quo and award contracts for the full 2 
year duration 
Option 2: Discontinue all evening bus services - saving £213K per 
annum. 
Option 3: Award new contracts for 1 year duration at the current 
service level and carry out a consultation and review / redesign 
process with a view to reduce services - savings target £40K per 
annum 
Option 4: Explore alternative / innovative solutions such as 
parnerships / collaboration with community organisations delivering 
community benefits. 
Option 5:Review Bus na Comhairle daytime public bus services and 
carry out a consultation and redesign with service efficiencies and 
service cuts.  
Service reductions will be evaluated on passenger use data from the 
electronic ticketing system and the existing frequency of services. 
Consideration will be given to the level of service required to meet the 
needs of the travelling public.   
 
 

Who is affected by the policy or who is 
intended to benefit from the proposed policy 
and how? 
 

Any member of the public using daytime bus services to access local 
services within the Tolsta, Stornoway and Point route would be 
affected by a reduction in daytime bus services. 
Any member of the public using Monday to Saturday evening bus 
services to access local services to Lewis and Harris communities and 
Saturday-only services to remote rural Lewis communities would be 
affected by a reduction in these evening bus services.. 
 
 
 

How have you, or will you, put the policy into 
practice, and who is or will be responsible for 
delivering it? 
 

Technical Services, (Municipal Services) will be responsible for the 
implementation of services change as a consequence of Comhairle 
policy changes.  
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What consultation has been carried out? 
 

 Internal data (customer satisfaction 
surveys, equality monitoring data, 
customer complaints) 

 Consultation with Officers,  Members 
or partner organisations 

 Consultation with community groups 
 External data (statistics, census, 

research) 
 Other 

 
 
This proposal was included as one of the options presented to the 
public at the Budget Consultation meetings held in locations across 
the Western Isles during January 2016, ahead of the 2016/17 Budget 
Strategy decisions.  Direct consultation with service users and other 
stakeholders has yet to be carried out. 

What issues were raised at consultation? Feedback from public meetings has still to be analysed. 

 

 
Assessing the Impact 

 
Identified Impacts 

 
Age – Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to age? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No.  The members of the community who are most likely to be affected 
are those without access to their own transport such as younger age 
groups who would access services in Stornoway in the evenings and 
use public transport to get home as they are not of age to have their 
own transport.   

 
The service decision does not discriminate on the grounds of 
age. The service is accessible to all and as such, decisions will 
be made based on financial and business rationale.  
 

Disability - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to disability? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 

Gender - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to gender? 
 

No 
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What evidence do you have for that decision? 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 

Race - Could the policy have a differential 
impact due to race? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 
 
 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 

Religion or belief - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to religion of belief? 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 
 
 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 

Sexual orientation - Could the policy have a 
differential impact due to sexual orientation? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 
 
 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 

Pregnancy and Maternity - Could the policy 
have a differential impact due to pregnancy? 
 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 
    
 
 

No 
 
 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 

Marriage and Civil Partnership - Could the 
policy have a differential impact due to 
marriage or civil partnership? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 
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Gender Reassignment - Could the policy 
have a differential impact due to gender 
reassignment? 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 

Are there any other groups whom the policy 
may have a differential impact on? 
 
 
 
What evidence do you have for that decision? 

No 

 
No circumstances have been identified at this stage where there is any 
differentiation between groups. Further analysis to confirm this will be 
done after consultations with service users and other stakeholders. 

 
 

 
Considering the Impact 
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Taking Action 

 
 

What evidence is there to identify any potential, 

positive or negative impacts in terms of consultation, 

research, officer knowledge and experience, equality 

monitoring data, user feedback and other? 

Reductions to bus services services will impact on all current 

users.  There is no current evidence to suggest that the removal 

of this service will have a greater impact on any specific group 

of users although there is potential for an increased impact on 

young people. 

Details of any gaps in the knowledge that is currently 

available? 

Consultation with service users and other stakeholders has still 

to be carried out. 

What plans are in place to monitor and review for any 

potential future impacts? 

The implementation of any consequential changes will be 

monitored. 

Based upon your initial 

screening: 
 

Is there potential for: 

 

1. Unlawful discrimination? 

2. People to be treated 

differently/unfairly? 

3. Certain groups to be 

disadvantaged? 

4. Community relations to be 

damaged? 

 

And to what extent?  (e.g. numbers of 

people affected/extent of negative 

impact) 

 

No 

 

 

Yes  To some extent On what grounds? 

If no – you 

do not need 

to assess 

further. 

Carry out a 

Full Impact 

Assessment 

 

Carry out a 

Full Impact 

Assessment 

 

 Age 

 Disability 

 Gender 

 Race/Ethnicity 

 Religion/Belief 

 Sexuality 

 Other  

Has there been any potential or actual discrimination 
found? 

No 

Where the anticipated adverse effect is minor, can you 
identify any means to minimise the impact? (If yes and 
measures can be put in place to minimise impact, a full 
EQIA may not be required). 
 
Please specify how: 
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